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Introduction
__________________________________________________________

Importance of Applying Effective Business-writing Principles
Written Business Communication (MKTG 2200) is a core class in the Woodbury School of
Business and emphasizes principles of written presentation from a business-world perspective.
However, the writing principles you will learn can be transferred to writing in any career in the
future.
Of the communication forms necessary for the everyday operation of almost every business
activity in today's society, written communication is perhaps the most important. However, the
inability of students to communicate effectively through writing has received widespread
attention that “students can't write.”
Time speaks of “the decline in writing ability.” Sidney Marland, president of the College Board,
refers to “the inability of students to express themselves.” In the Harvard Business Review, John
Fielden notes that business executives who were asked, “What's the most troublesome problem
you have to live with?” frequently respond by saying, “People just can't write!” And Business
Week reports that many companies today are sending their executives through companysponsored training programs just to teach them how to handle routine writing assignments
satisfactorily.
A recent article in the Deseret News (December 11, 2014) reported on the results of a poll by
Dan Jones & Associates in which “Nearly 90 percent of employers said recent graduates lack
necessary oral and written communication skills.” The article quotes Pat Jones, a Utah
businesswoman, senator, and co-founder of Dan Jones & Associates, who said, “most employers
surveyed are ‘crying’ for workers with better abilities in the work environment. Clearly, our
people who are coming into the workforce are not understanding how to write effectively."
In the business world, the value of good business-writing skills is unchallenged. Harvard
Business Review subscribers, for example, rated the “ability to communicate” as the prime requisite of a promotable executive. Surveys of graduates in colleges of business typically show they
rank a course in business writing either first or second as being the most valuable of all courses
taken. And, in general, when graduates of colleges of business are asked which course they
should have taken during their university training, they inevitably list a course in business
writing among their top choices.
To help you develop essential writing skills, as a business course, MKTG 2200 deals with
writing from the viewpoint of the business world. As such, the two major outcomes of the
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course are that students develop both (1) an understanding of the knowledge and skills of writing
from the perspective of the business world and (2) the ability to apply the knowledge and skills to
business-writing tasks. Learning the principles is not enough; practicing applying them is
essential. A person can know how to play the piano, for example, but still not be able to actually
play it. Practice is essential to transfer understanding of the theory to actual performance.
Therefore, you will not only learn effective-writing principles in this course but also have ample
opportunities in and outside of class to practice applying these principles through writing
activities.

Misconceptions About Business Communication
According to business communication professionals, many students enter a written business
communication course with the idea that they already know most of the concepts essential to the
development of effective business communication. In many cases this notion is not correct;
however, learning theory indicates undoing these misconceptions is more difficult than teaching
correct principles in the first place. The following ten misconceptions are identified as common
to many business communication students.
1. I already know how to write a business letter. Since most students have written some types
of business letters, they tend to feel that the course is of little value. However, having written
previous letters does not equate with having written good business letters.
2. Correct English usage isn’t essential to getting the message across. People who have
deficiencies in English tend to discount the importance of using correct English. Although a
poorly written message may be understood, chances are just as good that it will not. In
addition, the sender of the message appears illiterate; and that perception will undoubtedly
affect future communication situations.
3. A buffer introduction in a letter is merely beating around the bush. Being able to say “no” in
a positive manner is not natural or instinctive for most novice writers. Communication
psychology in business communication has rarely been considered by most students. When
properly considered, however, the human aspect makes the business communication more
effective.
4. A long letter is a good letter. Unfortunately, length is sometimes equated with quality. In
fact, length without quality can lead to ambiguity and disjointed communication.
5. Conciseness means brevity. Short letters are not necessarily concise. Being brief without
being thorough leads to ineffective communication.
6. Using uncommon words in a letter is impressive. Although a good vocabulary is certainly a
valuable asset for effective writing, deliberately using unfamiliar words usually interferes
with clear and effective communication. As a rule of thumb, if a familiar word is as effective
in a particular situation as an unfamiliar one, use the familiar one.
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7. Written communication should be expressed much more formally than oral communication.
The best advice is to “write as you would talk.” Learning to talk on paper can be more
challenging than anticipated.
8. Written business communication uses expressions not used in normal oral communication.
Similar to the formality concept, many people believe use of such expressions as “per your
request” are recommended in business writing. Novice writers tend to pick up these
expressions if they are not armed with more effective terminology.
9. Letter style and formatting are of little consequence in business communication. The overall
appearance of any correspondence makes an impression–either positive or negative.
Understanding correct formatting concepts reflects competence and skill on the part of the
writer.
10. Mechanics play a relatively insignificant role in the quality of written business writing.
Although a single grammatical or punctuation error may not lose the goodwill of the
message, each time the recipient encounters mechanics errors, confidence in the sender is
diminished. Business-communication experts indicate that establishing exacting levels of
performance regarding mechanics is important.
—Taken from an article by Joe Pullis, Thomas Means, and Gene H. Johnson

The Three Purposes of Business Writing
Every business document is written to accomplish at least one of the following three purposes.
1. To help the reader know something
2. To get the reader to do something
3. To build or maintain goodwill
Every document should strive to build or maintain goodwill. Most documents also give
information to the reader or strive to get the reader to do something—or both. Keep these
purposes in mind as you write. Remember, business writing is not creative writing; you typically
are not writing to entertain or share fiction, etc. In a business document, you want all of your
readers to get the same message. And you want always to try to maintain the goodwill of your
readers.
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Section 1—Reference Materials
Basic components of any business message and building blocks of writing—including spelling
and word choice, capitalization, number usage, and grammar and punctuation—are reviewed
below.
Content, Organization, and Style as Evaluation Criteria
for Written Business Communication
Three major criteria will be used when your written work is evaluated. These criteria are
content, organization, and style; style is language usage and mechanics. Your work will be
evaluated according to whether the writing is excellent, weak, or just adequate or average in its
content, organization, and style. Below, the qualities that make a piece of writing either
excellent or weak in content, organization, and style are presented along with a discussion on the
qualities of adequate or average writing.
Content—“What is said.”
Content is that part of a piece of writing that can be described by the phrase “what is said.”
Other words that help define content are substance, support, thought, analysis, detail, and subject
matter. When selecting content, a writer is concerned with a choice of arguments, concepts, and
materials needed to support whatever case or purpose he or she advocates.
Writing that has excellent content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

has a clear purpose.
has correct and relevant information that supports the purpose; fits the needs of the
reader; can be clearly understood.
is complete. Needed evidence has not been omitted or distorted to fit private needs.
is logical.
has a consistent point of view and mood.
uses effective, appropriate definitions, examples, and illustrations.
is properly documented.

Writing that has weak content
•
•
•

has no purpose or central theme; reflects a rambling, “shoot-and-hope” effort.
has incomplete, incorrect, or irrelevant material. Material does not support needs of
readers.
supports only one view; has distorted or omitted material.
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•
•
•
•

is narrow, biased, and dogmatic.
is vague, indirect, unclear, and hedging.
is illogical; is guilty of logic fallacies.
is not documented; contains plagiarized material.

Organization—“When and where it is said.”
Organization is the element of writing that deals with space and time. Organization can be
described by the phrase, “where and when it is said.” Other words that aid in defining
organization are arrangement, flow, form, coherence, strategy, and order. When considering
organization, a writer must be concerned with beginnings, middles, and endings; with transition
and sequence; with access; and with the cues and signals (like headings and topic sentences) that
allow the reader to follow what is being said.
Writing that has excellent organization
•
•
•
•
•

has an effective purpose statement.
contains good, well-placed transitions.
has an effective overall strategy; has a good introduction, body, and closing.
has ideas combined in an appropriate order.
makes information accessible to reader; has been properly emphasized or deemphasized.

Writing that has weak organization
•
•
•
•
•
•

has a poor strategy; hides important material or causes negative reactions; presents ideas
in a confusing order.
lacks sequence; is not tied together.
lacks topic sentences, headings, reader cues, etc.
fails to subordinate lesser ideas.
has poorly constructed paragraphs.
includes sentences with no variety in length, rhythm, etc.

Style (language usage and mechanics)—“How it is said.”
The element of style can be described by the phrase, “how it is said.” Words used in broad
context with style are word choice, mechanics, grammar, punctuation, editing, and so on.
Numerous though they are, all these terms are included in the statement, “how it is said.”
Style is also a matter of choice. In some aspects of writing, the writer has few choices--as in
spelling or grammar. In other areas, such as word choice or sentence structure, the writer has
more options. Some of these elements are public norms, and the writer is expected or obligated
to follow them. Other aspects are personal expressions—a mark of individuality. For example,
the Bible differs highly from a novel by Hemingway or an annual report. However, in each of
these documents, the obligatory considerations are met. The difference comes in sentence
structure, word choice, and other choices the writers can make.
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Since style covers such a broad area and is so important, we will divide it into two categories:
language usage and mechanics.
Writing that has excellent language usage
•
•
•
•
•

illustrates precision in language usage--that is, uses correct words for situation and
reader.
uses language that is positive and avoids biases.
uses variety in word choice and sentence structure.
uses active voice mostly; uses passive voice when appropriate.
uses proper, clear, direct, and understandable words.

Writing that has weak language usage
•
•
•
•

includes sentences with no variety in length, rhythm, etc.
shows too much concern for "I" and too little “you” attitude.
uses stereotyped, outworn, or wordy expressions.
suggests a tone that is negative, unfriendly, unpleasant, or offensive to the reader.

Writing that has excellent mechanics
•
•

is proofread, polished, and attractive to meet expectations of situation and reader.
illustrates correct formatting, spelling, punctuation, agreement, reference, capitalization,
parallelism, and number usage.

Writing that has weak mechanics
•
•
•
•

has unintentional fragments or run-on sentences.
illustrates subject-verb-object agreement problems.
shows lack of concern for professionalism by not being formatted, proofread, or polished
to meet needs of situation or reader.
has difficulty with parallelism, modifiers, numbers, capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling.

Adequate or Average Writing
In this evaluation method, the descriptors for excellent and weak have been given. They show
two ends of a continuum; they have left out the middle ground of average or adequate. An
adequate piece of writing is one that does not fully meet the criteria of excellence but that has
enough positive characteristics that it is not weak.
Because writing is contingent on the subject matter, the writer, the occasion or environment, the
purpose, and (especially) the reader, any method of evaluation must allow for the capacity to
slide along that continuum. In one situation, the expectations for formality may make a bit of
humor a weakness. In another situation, five misspellings have little negative impact (even
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though correct spelling is a strength that writers should seek to develop). In yet another situation,
one misspelling could ruin the whole message.
As you develop writing skill in different kinds of communications, you will develop a sense of
what is excellent, adequate, or weak. Because of these descriptors, the probability of consistent,
honest, and helpful evaluation is much improved. In the final analysis, a writer must
demonstrate the ability to perform those tasks that he or she will be assigned on the job.
On the following page is a rubric that measures the quality of business writing based on content,
organization, and style.
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COS Rubric for Effective Business Writing
(Content, Organization, and Style)
An effective business writer accommodates the reading style of busy readers who tend to read to gather information
for evaluation and decision making. Well-written business documents have excellent content, organization, and
style, which makes reading to gather information easy. The descriptors in the chart below can aid in evaluating how
well written a document is.
Excellent

Adequate

Content
“What is said.”

 Demonstrates thorough and
focused understanding of
context and audience.
 Clearly expresses and carries
out the document’s purpose.
 Employs sound logic supported
by complete, accurate, and
useful data, definitions,
examples, and illustrations.

 Demonstrates adequate
understanding of context and
audience.
 Adequately expresses and
executes the document’s
purpose.
 Employs good logic, using
some relevant data, examples,
and illustrations supportive of
the audience and purpose.

Organization
“When and
where it is
said.”

 Clearly states the document’s
organization and purpose in an
appropriate location.
 Uses effective and
appropriately ordered headings
and subheadings as needed to
guide readers through the
document.
 Applies emphasis techniques,
topic sentences, and reader cues
to lead readers quickly and
easily to critical ideas and data.
 Employs carefully organized
sentences and paragraphs; uses
transitions effectively.

 Adequately states the
document’s purpose and
organization, but may not do so
in the most-appropriate
location or sequence.
 Uses some headings to help
readers find their way through
the document.
 Applies some emphasis
techniques to help important
ideas and data stand out to
some degree for the reader.
 Uses adequately organized
paragraphs and some
transitions between paragraphs
and sections.
 Uses only some biased, wordy
language or ineffective
language; generally has
appropriate tone.
 Has some errors in grammar,
punctuation, capitalization,
number usage, and spelling.
 Is generally formatted
appropriately for the audience
and the document’s purpose.
 Has some inconsistencies in
point of view and mood.
 Has some formatting errors that
don’t significantly distract the
reader.

Style (language  Uses language that is unbiased
usage,
and concise, creates an
mechanics, and
appropriate tone, and draws the
formatting)
reader into the message.
 Uses the most appropriate
“How it is
words for the context and
said.”
audience.
 Has no errors or only very
minor errors in grammar and
punctuation and in capitalization, number usage, spelling,
and other mechanics.
 Has a consistent point of view
and mood.
 Is formatted appropriately for
the audience and for the
document’s purpose.
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Marginal
 Demonstrates minimal
understanding of context and
audience.
 Has unclear expression and
execution of the document’s
purpose.
 Has weaknesses in logic; is
vague and unclear.
 Uses few effective and
appropriate examples and
illustrations.
 Doesn’t adequately present the
document’s purpose and
organization in an appropriate
location.
 Uses no headings when
needed.
 Doesn’t emphasize important
information and fails to
subordinate lesser ideas in
sentences or paragraphs.
 Presents ideas and information
in a confusing order; ideas are
not tied together well in
paragraphs or in the overall
document.
 Frequently uses wordy,
ineffective or biased language,
including clichés and idioms.
 Lacks reader focus and
appropriate tone; has inconsistent point of view and mood.
 Demonstrates only a little
mastery of or concern for
appropriate parallelism,
number usage, and
capitalization.
 Misspells and misuses words
and has frequent errors in
punctuation and grammar.
 Has errors in formatting that
decrease the effectiveness of
the document.

Spelling Correctly
Since spell checkers are so widely available, misspellings in business documents suggest to the
reader that the writer doesn’t care enough about or respect the reader enough to spend a few
moments correcting spelling errors. Misspelled words also reduce the credibility of the writer
and of the writer’s message and distract the reader from the content.
Relying on a spell checker to catch all spelling errors, however, can lead to misspellings
cropping up in your business documents if the spell checker is turned off. Spell checkers also
may not be set to catch British spellings, which may be viewed as misspellings if your audience
is not accustomed to the British version. And a spell checker cannot be used to check the spelling
in handwritten messages, such as brief business thank-you messages or those you may write at
the end of printed messages to personalize them. In addition, not all social-media sites you may
use in business provide a spell checker.
Below is a list of some of the most frequently misspelled words in business. You will do well to
learn to correctly spell these words. If you are not sure how to spell a word in a message you are
writing, check an online or hard-copy dictionary.
absence

accessible

accidentally

accommodate

advertise

all right

a lot

apparent

calendar

changeable

commitment

committee

competent

congratulate

consensus

consistent

convenience

deductible

defendant

definite

dependent

desirable

disappoint

embarrass

exaggerate

existence

extension

familiar

feasible

grammar

grateful

incidentally

irrelevant

judgment

license

maintenance

miscellaneous

misspell

necessary

noticeable

occasionally

occurrence

omission

pamphlet

parallel

permanent

persuade

preferred

privilege

prominent

pursue

questionnaire

receive

restaurant

separate

similar

sincerely

superintendent

surprise

thorough

transferred

usable

volume

withhold
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Frequently Confused Words
Writers constantly face challenges in choosing the correct word for any communication situation.
For some writers, one particularly troublesome dimension of word choice is associated with the
concept of confusing words. Confusing words typically come in pairs and are called confusing
words for a logical reason—writers are often confused about which word in the pair or triplet is
the one to use to correctly communicate what they want to.
We could make a list of many dozens of confusing words. Some of the most commonly misused
words in business are presented here with a brief definition of each to help you choose
appropriately among these words as you write. Also included is a sentence for each confusingword pair or triplet in which each word is correctly used.
1. accept—to take something offered (v.)

except—to exclude (prep.)
Everyone except you encouraged me to accept the job with IBM.
2. advise—to recommend or to counsel (v.)

advice—opinion or recommendation (n.)
Mark advised me to ask Ms. Breneman for her advice on which processor to purchase.
3. affect—to influence; to modify; (v.)
effect—result or impression (n.); to accomplish or bring about (v.)
The effects of the curriculum changes will not affect my decision to take a marketing class.
4. among—surrounded by or in the company of three or more participants
between—the real or theoretical space separating two things, people, ideas, locations, etc.
Between you and me, those proposals need to be discussed among all the committee
members.
5. amount—a quantity of something that often can’t be counted; typically the total of
something. (n.)
number—a quantity of something that can be counted (n.); to count, as in, “He numbers you
as one of his friends.” (v.)
Because of the amount of work that needed to be finished, the luncheon was canceled and a
large number of the box lunches we ordered were wasted.
6. anxious—uneasy; worried about matter
eager—intensely desirous of something
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When the economy was strong, investors were eager to purchase stock; then, they became
anxious as stock prices fell.
7. anyone—usually one word
any one—two words (when “one” is stressed or is followed by an “of phrase”)
Does anyone know if any one of the students lost his or her textbook?
8. compliment—to praise (v); polite greeting (n); complimentary—free (adj)
complement--to go well with; to complete
I compliment Ms. Erickson for the study materials that complement the textbook.
9. council—a group called together to advise, talk things over, or settle questions
counsel—act of talking things over; advice; person who gives legal advice
The Executive Council decided to seek further counsel about the ruling.
10. device—apparatus, plan, scheme, trick (n)
devise—to think out; to plan, to invent (v)
Bart will have to devise a way to teach new employees how to use this device effectively.
11. everyone—each one (person)
every one—each one in a group (when “one” is stressed or is followed by an “of phrase”)
Will everyone please study every one of the confusing words included in this lesson.
12. imply—suggest; the writer implies
infer—draw conclusion; the reader infers
The letter implied that I had inferred too much from what she had written in her email.
13. it’s—contraction for "it is" or "it has"
its—possessive case of pronoun "it"
Mr. Packer said, “It’s appropriate for the team to hold its practices on Monday evenings.”
14. later—after a lapse of time
latter—second of two; more recent
Later in the day, Tim said the team could practice during the latter part of the afternoon.
15. led—past tense of the verb to lead
lead—a metal or the present tense of the verb to lead
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The mine foreman led us to the lead samples.
16. less—a smaller amount of something that can’t be counted
fewer—a small number of something that can be counted
Ms. Archer wants fewer committee assignments this quarter because she has less time now
than before her promotion.
17. loose—not fastened; free (adj.); release (v.)
lose—fail to keep, preserve, or maintain
Henry will probably lose his lab privileges because the lab mice got loose yesterday.
18. passed—past tense of pass; moved on (v.)
past—over; part of a previous time (adj.)
The time is past when you should have passed the chemistry exam.
19. personal—individual; private; in person
personnel—persons employed in any work
The bank manager had personal reasons for reviewing the personnel files.
20. precede—to go before
proceed—to go on after stopping; to move forward; to take place
Ms. Yeates will proceed with her plans to have you precede me in the tryouts.
21. principle—fundamental belief; rule of action
principal—most important, main (adj.); capital sum; head of school (n.)
The principal reason I studied principles of accounting is to see whether I want to pursue
accounting for a career.
22. sale—an offering of goods, etc. for a price (n.)
sell—the action of offering goods, etc. for a price (v.)
Computer Associates will sell Dell 6400 computers during the store’s March Madness sale.
23. sight—thing seen; power of seeing, vision; device to assist in observing
site—position or place of anything
cite—refer to; mention as an example
The report cites two contractors who say the site for the new offices is near one of the city’s
most important sights—the Space Needle.
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24. stationary—fixed in place; not movable
stationery—writing materials
The order for the stationary display was sent on company stationery.
25. that—used with essential clauses; no commas
which—used with nonessential clauses; with commas
All computers that are over a year old will be replaced with faster models, which will enable
our employees to complete their work more quickly and with less frustration.
26. than—used to show comparison (conj.)
then—used to show time (adv.)
The annual awards dinner was yesterday; the CEO told us then that our employees are paid
more than the industry average.
27. there—in or at that place (adverb)
their—of or belonging to (third-person plural possessive)
they’re—contraction of “they are”
Both network managers want their workstations set up over there near the conference room
so they’re close to the windows.
28. to—denotes direction
too—in addition; more than enough
I too want to go to Utah Valley University as soon as I finish high school.
29. where—indicates location
were—past tense plural verb
The office supplies were in the closet where I put them.
30. who's—contraction for "who is"
whose—possessive case of pronoun "who"
Who’s the student whose lab coat has blue paint on it?
31. your—possessive form of "you"
you're—contraction of "you are"
Yes, you’re the student who got an A on your math exam last week.
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Number Usage in Business
All disciplines have unique guidelines for expressing numbers in written presentations. Although
the various style manuals reflect similarities in number expression, they also reflect great
differences. Eventually, you will probably be asked to express numbers according to the style
guidelines used by the company or organization for which you work.
Two sets of basic rules for number expression are widely used:
1. The “figure style” in which numbers one through ten are spelled out and figures are used for
most numbers above ten. This style is commonly used in business communication and is the
style you will be held accountable for and will use for MKTG 2200 purposes.
2. The “word style” in which most numbers less than 100 are spelled out and figures are used
for most numbers above 100. This style is used when the written presentation is formal or
literary in nature and when the use of figures would give numbers unnecessary emphasis.
The guidelines for number expression given below represent widely recognized “figure-style”
number-expression directives for communications in the business world. They also cover the
most frequently occurring number-expression situations.
Rule 1 below is often referred to as the “rule of ten” and is, in reality, two guidelines that are the
two fundamental rules for expression of numbers in business writing. All other directives can be
viewed as exceptions to these two fundamental rules.
1.

Use figures to express definite numbers over ten. Write out the numbers one through ten.
Incorrect: He requested eleven copies of the production report.
Correct: He requested 11 copies of the production report.
Incorrect: The Engineering Department has 9 more days to do the research.
Correct: The Engineering Department has nine more days to do the research.

2.

Spell out numbers that begin sentences; if the number consists of more than two words,
revise the sentence so the number is not at the beginning.
Incorrect: 53 executives participated in the study.
Correct: Fifty-three executives participated in the study.
The study involved 53 executives.
Incorrect: One thousand three hundred two athletes qualified for the preliminary races.
Correct: The number of athletes who qualified for the preliminary races is 1,302.

3.

Express numbers in a connected group in the same manner. A connected group is not just
all the numbers in a sentence; it is all the numbers of related items, such as a list of office
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supplies or a group of items involved in a conference. If the largest number in the group is
more than ten, express all numbers in the group in figures.
Incorrect: The purchase order covered two computers, one printer, and 12 monitors.
Correct: The purchase order covered 2 computers, 1 printer, and 12 monitors.
4.

Write percentages in figures followed by the word percent in the text of business
documents, except for financial documents.
Incorrect: The interest rate will be six percent.
Incorrect: The interest rate will be 6%.
Correct: The interest rate will be 6 percent.

5.

Except in legal documents, write amounts of money in figures. Express even sums of
money without the decimal and zeros. Use figures without the decimal and spell out cents
when stating cents. Express round amounts of money in millions or higher in combined
figure and word form; use this same form for millions and higher amounts of anything else.
Incorrect: The cost of the book is five dollars.
Incorrect: The cost of the book is $5.00.
Correct: The cost of the book is $5.
Incorrect: Please put this $.10 in petty cash.
Incorrect: Please put this ten cents in petty cash.
Correct: Please put this 10 cents in petty cash.
Incorrect: The cost of the building will be about $10,500,000.
Correct: The cost of the building will be about $10.5 million.
Correct: We anticipate 4.2 million people will visit the site this year.

6.

When even dollars are typed in the same sentence with mixed dollars and cents, use zeros
to make the figures consistent. Repeat the dollar sign before numbers written in succession.
Incorrect: Bids on the item were $55, $62, and $65.70.
Correct: Bids on the item were $55.00, $62.00, and $65.70.
Incorrect: Sales figures for the event were $615, 725, and 1,001.
Correct: Sales figures for the event were $615, $725, and $1,001.

7.

Use figures to express whole numbers with fractions. Spell out fractions that stand alone.
Incorrect: We estimate that two and one-fourth more days will be required.
Correct: We estimate that 2¼ more days will be required.
Incorrect: We will complete the job in ½ the time we anticipated.
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Correct: We will complete the job in one-half (or “in half the time”) the time we
anticipated.
8.

Use figures to express time when a.m. and p.m. are used, and use lower case for a.m. and
p.m. Use a colon to separate the figure for the hour from the figure for the minutes. Do not
use the colon and zeros with even hours unless the even hour is in the same sentence with
an uneven hour. Either spell the hour in full when o’clock is used, or use digits.
Incorrect: The meeting adjourned at four-thirty p.m.
Correct: The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.
Incorrect: Appointments are scheduled for 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Correct: Appointments are scheduled for 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Incorrect: The meeting will begin at 9 a.m., and a break will occur at 10:30 a.m.
Correct: The meeting will begin at 9:00 a.m., and a break will occur at 10:30 a.m.
Correct:
Correct:

9.

I will meet you at 7 o’clock sharp.
I will meet you at seven o’clock sharp.

When the word number precedes a number, express “number” as a capitalized abbreviation
(singular—No.; plural—Nos.) and use a figure to express the number itself.
Incorrect: Your report is number seven on the agenda.
Correct: Your report is No. 7 on the agenda.
Joe’s and Lacey’s reports are Nos. 3 and 5 on the agenda.

10.

Use figures to express distances (except fractions of a mile or of a kilometer), measures,
dimensions, weights, and temperatures.
Incorrect: three meters; ¼ kilometer; two grams; seventy degrees; ten tons; ½ mile
Correct: 3 meters; one-fourth kilometer; 2 grams; 70 degrees; 10 tons; one-half mile

11.

Express decimals in figures. If a decimal is not preceded by a whole number, use a zero
before it (unless the decimal itself begins with a zero).
Incorrect: The correct figure is .55 gram.
Correct: The correct figure is 0.55 gram.
The liquid weighed only .04 grams.
Incorrect: Third-quarter sales showed an increase of only .82 percent.
Correct: Third-quarter sales showed an increase of only 0.82 percent.
The stock dropped only .07 percent.

12.

Use figures without ordinals (nd, rd, st, th) when the day follows the month. Use figures
and ordinals when the day precedes the month.
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Incorrect: The report is due on February 7th.
Correct: The report is due on February 7.
Incorrect: Mr. Smith will arrive on the 21 of April.
Correct: Mr. Smith will arrive on the 21st of April.
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Capitalization Guide
Through capitalization, we use uppercase letters to give emphasis or to show the importance of
the word capitalized. From a reverse perspective, of course, we do not give emphasis or show
importance if we do not capitalize a word.
For business-writing purposes, we should know when to capitalize and when not to capitalize.
That sounds easy enough. However, as with so many components of the English language,
differences of opinion exist about what should and should not be capitalized. In addition, the
guidelines of capitalization reflect numerous exceptions and inconsistencies that the truly
effective writer must understand. In fact, no set of capitalization guidelines can be universally
applicable.
Often, a reliable dictionary can be an authoritative source to answer questions that arise about
capitalization. However, even the dictionary will not answer all questions.
The guidelines that follow are appropriate for general usage. They may not apply totally to a
specialized situation, such as a government office or an advertising agency. And guidelines for
capitalization may vary from one company or organization to another. Many additional
guidelines could be presented; however, the guidelines that follow reflect instances of frequently
occurring punctuation situations. The guidelines are presented according to general topics
associated with capitalization.
1.

Academics—Capitalize academic subjects only when reference is made to a specific
course title. Capitalize all names of languages. Capitalize academic degrees when used
with the name of an individual, but do not capitalize degrees when used with the word
degree. Do not capitalize freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, or graduate.
During my sophomore year, I will take word processing, American history, and Spanish.
Susie’s favorite courses are Algebra I, Early American Novels, and Business English.
Our college offers both a bachelor of science in business and a master’s degree in business
administration.
Jose Ortega, Doctor of Philosophy, will talk to us about the merits of the bachelor’s degree.

2.

Astronomical bodies—Capitalize names of specific planets, stars, and other
astronomical bodies. Do not capitalize sun, moon, or earth unless they are used in
connection with the capitalized names of other astronomical bodies.
The four planets that are nearest our sun are Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. You are
correct; Earth is minuscule in size compared to the Milky Way.
Mary Louise traveled around the earth twice during those ten years.
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2.

Businesses and organizations—Capitalize the names of companies, associations,
schools, political parties, foundations, clubs, hospitals, religious groups, etc. according
to the preference of the business or organization. Unless special emphasis or
distinction is required, do not capitalize the short form of an organization when the
short form is used in place of the full name (e.g., the company) unless the short form is
intended to invoke the full authority of the organization. Capitalize organizational
terms when they designate proper-noun, actual names of units in the business or
organization (e.g., Advertising Department but not an advertising department).
The Faith of Our Fathers is authored by James Cardinal Gibbons of the Catholic Church,
and the book presents the principal tenets of the Church.
A Man for All Seasons will be reviewed by majors in the Drama Department of Idaho State
University.
When you come to the company headquarters, I’ll give you a copy of Marketing’s
procedures manual.

4.

Calendar items—Capitalize days of the week, months of the year, holidays, and
religious days. Capitalize historic events and imaginative names given to historical
periods. Do not capitalize seasons unless they are personified or refer to a specific
time period or event. Do not capitalize the names of decades and centuries.
Monday, December 5
fall, winter, spring, summer
in the twenty-first century
Martin Luther King Day

5.

Good Friday
New Year’s Eve
during the eighties
Civil War years

Compass terms—Capitalize points of the compass when they designate definite regions
or are part of a proper name. Capitalize northern, southern, eastern, and western
when they refer to the people in a region and to their cultural, social, or political
activities. Do not capitalize these words if they refer to the general location,
geography, or climate of a region.
west of the Pecos
south of the border
the Deep South
the North Pole
Southern hospitality

6.

the Christian Era
the Great Depression
Come, gentle Spring
Fall Semester 2015

He is originally from the Midwest but now lives in the South.
Go north on Interstate 15 and then east on Interstate 80.
I am going out West after my three years on the East Coast.
Northern Ireland
westerly winds

Derivatives of proper nouns or adjectives—Do not capitalize derivatives of proper
nouns or adjectives that have acquired a common meaning.
bone china
plaster of paris

roman numerals
french dressing
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7.

Family titles—Capitalize family titles only when they stand alone or when they are
followed by a personal name.
Jack said, “Will you take me to the movies, Uncle?”
I haven’t heard from my Aunt Josie for a month.
I called my mother and father last night.
I called Mom and Dad last night.
Is your grandfather still living?
I expect Grandmother Johnson to live another ten years.

8.

Government bodies, officials, and titles—Capitalize the names of countries,
international organizations, and city, county, state, and national bodies. Capitalize
such terms as Police Department if the term refers to the organization in an official
capacity. Capitalize federal and state only when they are part of an official name or
proper noun. Capitalize titles of high-ranking officials at the state, national, and
international levels when the titles precede, follow, or take the place of a name.
Federal Trade Commission
the House of Representatives (or the House)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (or the Bureau)
the British Commonwealth
Mike Leavitt, Governor of Utah or George Bush, President
We attended meetings of our local board of education.
We plan to travel throughout the state of Washington for our vacation.
The Alpine District Board of Education meets next Monday.
Why are you not subject to federal and state laws?
I wrote a letter to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

9.

Hyphenated words—Capitalize hyphenated words as you would if you used them
separately or in conjunction with another guideline of punctuation. Capitalize a
hyphenated prefix only when it is the first word of a sentence. When the prefix
precedes a proper noun, capitalize only the proper noun.
Spanish-American
English-speaking countries
President-elect Diane Green

10.

Names/nicknames—Capitalize names/nicknames when they are used to designate
particular people, places, or things.
the First Lady
the Windy City

11.

mid-December blues (but mid-winter blues)
non-Methodist friends
ex-President Reagan

the Beehive State
the Coast (West Coast)

Nationalities, races, languages, and religions—Capitalize all nationalities, races,
languages, and religions. Do not capitalize black and white.
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Mexican-American
Chinese
12.

French
Methodist

Hindu
Caucasian

Peruvian
Judaism

Nouns preceding numbers or letters—Capitalize a noun that precedes a letter or a
number indicating sequence. However, do not capitalize line, note, page, paragraph,
size, verse, and vitamin.
Account 1245
Act 2
Appendix A
Article XI
Book IV
Building 5
Bulletin X-224
Car 777
Chapter VI
Chart 4
Check 4526

Class 3
Column 2
Diagram 6
Drawing 3-22
Exercise 6
Exhibit A
Extension 8-4282
Figure 8
Flight 1776
Highway 28
Illustration 12

Interstate 15
Invoice B-4434
Item 2296-A
Lesson 12
line 3
Model B-2930
note 2
page 155
paragraph 3b
Part 3
Plate XII

Policy BLI-3947
Room 579
Route 2
Section 402
size 12
Step 2
Table 6
Unit 3
verse 2
Volume III
vitamin C

You have the option of including the abbreviation No. before the number or letter in any of
the above situations, although it is not commonly done; for example, Part No. 3.
13.

Personal titles—Capitalize personal titles when they precede the person’s name.
Generally, do not capitalize a title when it follows the person’s name. And do not
capitalize a personal title that precedes a person’s name if a comma occurs between
the title and the name (an appositive). Do not capitalize occupational designations or
classes of positions.
Professor Emory Sonderegger or Dr. William Sawaya
Martin Robertson, associate professor; Associate Professor Martin Robertson
Andrew Walker, mayor of Springville; Mayor of Springville Andrew Walker
Coordinator of purchasing, Ben Price, will attend; Coordinator of Purchasing Ben Price
will attend
Paula Goodson plans to apply for the accountant opening at the SwitchSoft office.

14.

Product and trade names—Capitalize trademarks, brand names, proprietary names
and names of commercial products. Do not capitalize the common noun following the
name of a product.
Whirlpool refrigerator

Grade A beef

Ivory soap

Apple computer

Learning Hint 1: Some trade names have become everyday words that do not need to be
capitalized when used as common nouns (see Guideline 6):
kleenex

nylon

xerox

scotch tape
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15.

Publications, literary and artistic works, and headings, and subject lines—Capitalize all
the words in titles of publications (newspapers, journals, magazines, books, etc.),
articles, book sections, and reports; in literary and artistic works (poems, movies,
songs, etc.); and in headings and subject lines except the coordinating conjunctions,
articles, prepositions shorter than four letters, and the to in infinitives (CAP+to
guideline).

Capitalize all the words in titles, headings, and subject lines except





(C) coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, for, nor, so, and yet)
(A) articles (a, an, and the)
(P) prepositions four letters or shorter (such as at, by, for, from, in, of, off, on, out, and up).
Prepositions such as against, beside, between, inside, toward, within, and others that are five
or more letters long are capitalized.
(+to) the to in infinitives (to work, to drive, to run, etc. )

Exception: Always capitalize the first and last words of a title, heading, or subject line and the
first word following a dash or a colon.
Examples:

Learning to Write Effective Business Documents (report title)
Preparing a Persuasive Message (heading)
“A Review of Hidden Costs of Home Loans” (chapter title)
Winning at All Costs: A Review of the 2016 Campaigns (TV documentary)
“Google: The Consensus Is Investors Want In” (article title)
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying (book title)
“An Analysis of the Use of Punctuation in Business Documents” (article title)
The Daily Herald (newspaper title)
“What to Listen For” (article title)

Learning Hint 2: As you look at the above examples, you will see that some are italicized. The
titles of books, pamphlets, poems, magazines, newspapers, movies, plays, musicals, operas, radio
and television shows, musical compositions, paintings, and pieces of sculpture are capitalized
using CAP+to guidelines and are italicized. Titles of articles or chapters are similarly capitalized
and are enclosed with quotation marks.
For many years, underscoring typewritten material has been used to show italics. Even though
the underscore still signifies italics and can be used in handwritten messages, in typewritten
material, italics are used over underlining to signal italicized text.
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Introduction to the Grammar and Punctuation Review
In reviewing grammar and punctuation, we are going to deal with the customary manner in
which English is applied or used. What we will call “grammar rules” will be, for us, guidelines
based on usage.
Some grammar books used as references are 2 or 3 inches thick, filled with guidelines that
address every possible usage situation. However, you can learn to write well by mastering only a
fraction of the guidelines in a book of that nature. Therefore, all the usage guidelines we’re going
to cover are included in a relatively few pages.
We make many grammatical errors in our speaking; and our listeners, in general, don’t judge us
very harshly. However, when we make the same errors in our writing, our readers might judge us
to be only semiliterate—and therefore somewhat uneducated. The grammar and punctuation
guidelines in this textbook will help you learn or review fundamental grammar and punctuation
concepts you need to understand and apply to communicate with credibility in business and
effectively represent yourself and the company you work for.
The following grammar and punctuation topics will be reviewed.









Fundamentals of grammar
Subjective, objective, and possessive case
Agreement and reference
Tense
Mood, voice, and linking-verb construction
Modifiers
Comma usage
Other punctuation marks

To help you evaluate your understanding of the grammar and punctuation guidelines you will
review, a practice grammar and punctuation exam follows the presentation of the guidelines, and
answers to the exam questions are given at the end of the exam.
These grammar and punctuation materials are found in Section 7 at the end of the textbook for
easy reference when you need to look up guidelines for grammar and punctuation as you write.
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Section 2—Basic Principles of Effective
Writing
Principles of effective writing are the heart of good business communication. These principles,
or guidelines, are applicable to anything you will write—whether for personal use at home, in
educational circles, in part-time or full-time jobs, or in your professional career. After you have
studied these guidelines, you might be tempted to say, “This is good stuff.” Indeed, the
guidelines cover material that reflects excellent advice for writers to follow in preparing written
presentations of all kinds and can be applied in writing in any discipline or in any career.

The Writing Process: Prewrite, Write, and Rewrite
To communicate effectively, you must plan the intended message (prewrite), write while
visualizing the reader (write), and revise and polish the document so it reflects effective
communication principles (rewrite). Although without such effort a message will be sent, seldom
will the message received be the one sent. Below the prewrite, write, and rewrite processes that
help the writer achieve effective written communication are discussed in more detail.
Prewriting—Prewriting is the collective term for all events preceding writing. Prewriting
includes the initial thought process, the research, and the organization. Important factors to
consider include the following:
1.

Know your purpose. Why is this document being prepared? What is the central issue of the
problem? What considerations must be determined before the finished product is delivered?
What will be the nature of the conclusions? Following the introduction, what direction will
the written presentation take?

2.

Visualize your audience. Avoid writing to a computer screen. Instead, visualize a reader;
and write to that person in terms of language, motivation, and prior knowledge. Will the
reader be pleased or displeased with your conclusions and recommendations? Will
deductive (direct) or inductive (indirect) order be more appropriate?

3.

Determine the content. Gather information; brainstorm the possibilities of the content and
the manner in which it can be stated. Sort out any ideas not relevant to the topic at hand. Are
some ideas interesting but not really related to the issue? Select those facts that support your
purpose, and discard unrelated notes. Complete your research, obtaining all material needed
for the presentation.
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4.

Organize your facts. All good written presentations have a beginning, a middle, and an
ending. Develop an outline so the document flows logically from one topic to the next.
Make your outline as complete as possible so the actual writing proceeds without
interruption.

You may more easily remember the four parts of the prewriting stage by using the acronym
PACO—Purpose, Audience, Content, and Organization. With the planning and research
completed and the organization structured, you are ready to begin the writing phase.
Writing—The primary goal of the writing phase is to get your thoughts on paper. The following
principles will enable you to be more effective as you write:
1.

Set aside sufficient time for writing. The entire written presentation or a major section of
the presentation should be written at one sitting. Avoid the temptation to write a page or
two, followed by a rest before you return to your writing. Writing in this manner becomes
disjointed and unorganized.

2.

Locate a spot free of interruptions. Any interruption will disrupt your thought process.
Your goal is to get your thoughts on paper without disruptions that require you to return to
interrupted thoughts.

3.

Concern yourself only with the document’s content. Don’t be concerned with anything
except getting your thoughts on paper. If you misspell a word, correct it only if the error
haunts you. If you have a question concerning a fact or a grammar issue, answer it during
the rewriting phase. Don’t interrupt your writing with any grammatical or structural
questions.

4.

Set the completed paper aside for awhile. This step is the easiest part of the writing phase.
After writing a document, set it aside for awhile, up to 24 hours if that much time is
available. This waiting period allows the writing to become “cold,” enabling you to revise it
objectively during the rewriting phase.

With the written presentation’s first draft written and allowed to become cold, you are ready to
begin the rewriting phase.
Rewriting—Rewriting is little more than editing and revising. However, to have a polished
document, ensure the rewriting phase consists of two stages: (1) content editing and (2)
copyediting.
1.

Content Editing—After you have been away from your document for awhile, read it first
for content. In this editing, you are concerned only with the presentation’s content. Avoid
concern for grammar problems, confusing words, or anything else that disrupts your
ensuring the content is complete and relevant.

During the content-editing phase, ask yourself the following questions.
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Is the content complete? Are any vital facts missing?
Will the reader obtain an identical message to the one you are sending?
Do the thoughts flow, allowing the reader to follow the message without any consciousness
of the organizational pattern?
Are the facts correct? As necessary, take time to check for accuracy.
Is documentation properly given for the words of others?

If major additions or changes resulted from the content editing, make all changes and reprint
the document to avoid revisions getting in the way of the copyediting. After the content editing
has been completed, set the written presentation aside for awhile again to enable it to become
“cold” again so you can copyedit, the final step, with an objective perspective.
2. Copyediting—Copyediting comprises the real essence of the revision process. As you read
your copy during this phase, ensure your writing reflects each of the following guidelines.













Each sentence is grammatically correct.
Each word is spelled correctly. Homonyms and confusing words are not misused.
Each word fits. Colloquial language has been replaced with more appropriate language.
Action verbs are used in place of state-of-being verbs. For example, advocate or indicate
is used in place of feel.
Each sentence varies in structure from surrounding sentences, avoiding attention being
called to the structure rather than to the message.
Each sentence is punctuated correctly.
Expletives are eliminated. Expletives are the words it and there—not used as pronouns and
having neither meanings nor antecedents. Expletives are deadly in writing because the
emphasis of the sentence is lost. Expletives move the intended emphasis to the middle of the
sentence rather than place the emphasis at the beginning or end where natural emphasis
occurs.
The word that is not overused. Check each occurrence of the word that. If the sentence reads
well without it, eliminate that. Technically, that has three legitimate uses: (1) as a relative
pronoun followed by a verb, (2) as the first word of a legitimate that clause, and (3) as a
stipulating word, such as that person.
Each sentence flows into the next sentence; each paragraph flows into the next paragraph.
This flow creates effective transitions that carry the reader with you as you introduce a new
topic. Purposely use effective transitional words, such as however, as a result, and
consequently.
The appearance of the written presentation is attractive but not splashy. Any time the reader’s
attention is called to the appearance, the message is lost. Avoid an appearance that looks
sloppy or overdone.

After the copyediting phase has been completed, make all corrections and print your completed
written presentation. Review the presentation once more, checking for overall reader appeal.
If you do the processes of prewriting, writing, and rewriting properly, you will give about 50
percent of your time and efforts to the combined prewriting and writing stages and about
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50 percent of your time and effort to the rewriting stage. Many writers succumb to the
temptation to shortchange the rewriting stage because they have procrastinated or because they
are tired of the whole process. However, a key attribute of a good writer is the inherent desire to
revise his or her document in the most effective manner using tested principles that ensure
success.
Summary—When you complete a piece of writing, it belongs to you. You consider it perfect.
Reflect on what happens when you ask someone to review your work. You really don’t want
criticism but seek approval, and you are offended if a reviewer criticizes your expertise.
However, when you use the processes of prewriting, writing, and rewriting, you no longer retain
a strong attachment to your work—allowing you to revise your work objectively. This process
enables you to transform good writing into excellent writing.
As you apply the process of prewrite, write, and rewrite to your documents, consider the
following thought from Tony Jeary in Too Many Emails (p.19): “When something can be read
without effort, great effort has gone into its writing.”
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Adapting Your Message to Your Audience
The most successful business messages are personal. Even with form letters, the reader should
believe the message was written for him or her only. We can use tools like mail merge to make
this happen. Mail merge tools make it easy to ‘merge’ a database of names with a form letter so
that the letter looks as if it is personal. To prepare an effective business message, we must adapt
what we write to our audience. Following the guidelines below will help us do so effectively.
Understanding People. An important business skill is understanding people. When you know
what motivates the people around you, you will be able to hone in on the ‘right’ benefits for the
reader. Abraham Maslow, a twentieth century psychologist, identified needs that all people have.
He theorized that besides physiological needs, every person needs safety, love and belonging,
esteem, and self-actualization (morality, creativity, and problem-solving). According to Maslow,
you, as a writer, can capitalize on any of your reader’s needs any time in business messages you
write. Consider the following examples.





The door monitoring feature of this alarm system will let you know when the door opens,
which will help you keep your family safe. (safety)
The Board of Directors will recognize your excellent leadership qualities. (esteem)
This project will test your creative skills. (self-actualization)
Participating in these meetings will help you network with your coworkers and build
relationships. (belonging)

In addition to the basic needs as described by Maslow, people have distinct personalities, which
dictate their values and priorities. The more astute you are at identifying your reader’s goals,
values, and priorities, the more likely you are to write effectively.
For example, what does your boss want? Does he or she want happy employees? more sales?
solutions instead of problems? Once you know your supervisor, as a writer you can tailor your
message:


For the boss who wants happy employees: "If you change the vacation policy, the staff
will be able to coordinate their vacations, and more people will get the days off that they
want."



For the boss who wants sales: "Coordinating the customer-service staff's vacation time
more efficiently will ensure phone coverage. Our customers will get great service even
during the holidays."



For the boss who wants solutions: "Marjorie will handle the new vacation plan. She has
already discussed the solution with the staff and has implemented the changes."

Cardiologist Meyer Friedman developed a personality theory to determine who is more likely to
suffer from heart disease—a person who has a Type A personality or a person who has a Type B
personality. According to Friedman, someone with a Type A personality is driven, motivated,
impatient, stressed, and competitive and is a perfectionist, a work-a-holic, etc. He describes a
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Type B person as an individual who is reflective and enjoys achievement but is not consumed by
the drive to get it.
While dividing people into two groups oversimplifies the diversity we see in people around us,
we all probably know someone (maybe you) who fits many of the criteria of a Type A
personality. It may be your boss; Type A people like to be in charge. So how do you appeal to a
Type A person? Here are some ideas. (Of course, people are complex: what may work for one
“Type A” person may not work for another.)
1. Get to the point. Type A personalities generally want the news or the main idea first,
even with bad news. Use a direct approach.
2. Use facts, data, and results. Give all the information the person needs to make a quick
decision.
3. Use esteem as a benefit. Type A people want to be right and to be respected.
4. Approach in person, if appropriate and reasonable. The best channel to reach a Type A
person may not be a message at all. It’s probably face to face.
Personalities can dictate how you communicate in other ways. For example, your boss may tell
you she wants feedback on her weekly reports, but you observe that she never takes your
suggestions. In this case, you will probably first want to clarify what your boss means by
feedback. Does she want content approval or just a quick grammar and punctuation review?
Does she want you to review for style and tone or just formatting? Maybe she just wants
approval and praise? Deciding how and when to communicate can be very complex.
Understanding Organizations. Like people, organizations have personalities. A corporate
culture may also dictate how you communicate and with whom you correspond.
Some management teams pride themselves on being technologically savvy. In such cases, texting
a potential client might be the appropriate way to make or confirm an appointment. Such
businesses are more likely to use social media and other online content to reach their current and
potential customers. Other companies are ‘old school’; they prefer email or even messages sent
through the postal service. They rely on word-of-mouth marketing. Choosing the right channel
can be as important as crafting the content.
Understanding Your Audience. Understanding your audience will help you answer the
following questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the best channel?
What is an appropriate tone?
How formal should my language be? Can I use technical terms or should I avoid them?
How much information do I need to include?
How will the reader react to the news?

1. Channel. The channel you choose to send a message has a tone. A text message conveys a
‘feeling’ of informality. When you choose to text, you are hinting the message is brief and you
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are trying to save the reader time. Texts may also tell the reader you are being flippant or
careless--especially if autocorrect makes the message illegible.
Because email is the predominate form of business communication, an email message may
convey a tone from very informal to very serious; however, because of the overabundance of
electronic communication, readers are impatient. Keep this in mind when writing and sending an
electronic message: keep it short, make it easy, and make it look easy.
The tone of a business letter is formal. It says this message was important enough to print and
mail.
2. Tone. Communication theory teaches us that a sender encodes a message—he or she sends it
through a channel and the receiver decodes it. What can go wrong in this process? Well, if
you’ve ever been involved in an email or texting misunderstanding, you know messages are not
always sent nor received the way they were intended. Who is to blame for business
communication blunders? If your message is misunderstood, it doesn’t matter whose fault it is.
As business writers, we should take responsibility for our messages and learn from our mistakes
so we can communicate clearly and avoid confusion.
Use language that is appropriate for the situation. If it is bad-news, be careful with your closing.
“Better luck next time” might actually be a forward-looking, friendly line, but it is likely to be
interpreted as insincere, even mocking. This is because words have explicit meanings
(denotations), but they are often interpreted differently (connotations). Consider the following
list.
Young vs. immature
Slim vs. skinny
Difficult vs. challenging
Assertive vs. overbearing
Clever vs. sly
The pairs of words are synonyms, but the second word of each pair has a negative connotation-that is, one might consider it an insult. Choose words carefully.
3. Language. As mentioned above, the channel choice can dictate the level of formality a
message conveys. Your language is also a determining factor. Know your audience. You do not
want to confuse or offend your reader.
Consider international readers. In a global economy, writing for translation is important. We all
know electronic translators have flaws. Software has a difficult time interpreting slang, clichés,
and language nuances. If you are bilingual, try running your message through a translator before
sending. If you are writing your own translation, ask a native speaker to edit.
Be careful to avoid jargon. Words that are specific to an industry can be considered jargon. As an
accountant, you are familiar with the terms accrual, bad debt, and cost basis. When you write to
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other accountants, these terms are useful; when writing to engineers in your company, you’ll
want to define or explain these terms.
4. Amount of Information. Knowing what and how much to include is just as important in
business writing as it is in cooking. Just like adding too much flour will make bread hard, too
much information will make your message daunting and frustrating. Not enough information can
be equally as discouraging. You should know your audience well enough to know how much
information the reader needs. Don’t insult the reader’s intelligence by sending too much, and
don’t waste his or her time by sending too little. Anticipate and answer the reader’s questions so
he or she doesn’t have to call you or email you back for answers.
5. Reader Reaction. As discussed in other sections, knowing your audience will help you
determine if you should use a direct approach (good-news messages and Type A personalities) or
an indirect approach (bad-news and persuasive messages).
Mystery Audiences. Business documents may have multiple audiences. For example, assume
that marketing materials for a new product at your bank are produced by the marketing team and
approved by the marketing manager. Before the information is presented to the customer, it must
be approved by the compliance officer and the bank’s attorney. Depending on the product, the
CFO and the CEO may also look over the documents before they are published. Each person
approving the message has different needs that the writer must consider and address.
Electronic communication can be forwarded, saved, reposted, replied to, etc. so that other readers
besides the primary audience may read your message. As business writers, we should be aware
of the secondary or unintentional audiences who may view our messages. Never put anything in
an email you wouldn’t want to be read by any secondary reader because emails are public
documents. Include context for messages that may be forwarded or saved. In addition, include a
cover email message for an assistant who may be screening the email of his or her boss.
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Preview, Present, Review (PPR) Organization Pattern
for Routine Business Messages
All messages have a beginning, a middle, and an ending, or an introduction, the body, and a
conclusion. “Of course!” you say. But including appropriate content in each of these sections is
critical to preparing an effective, organized document that has good access and that draws the
reader through the message.
What should be the content of the beginning, the middle, and the ending of a document? Some
business-communication manuals say that for routine or direct-sequence messages, in the
beginning, the writer should say what the message will be; then in the middle, the writer should
present the message; and in the ending, the writer should say what the message was. Or in other
words, “Tell ‘em what you’re going to tell ‘em; then tell ‘em; and finally, tell ‘em what you
told ‘em.”
The repetition of the important points that occurs when a writer uses this preview, present, and
review (PPR) approach to developing a message helps the reader remember the main points
(psychological access) and helps draw the reader along through the message. A chart follows
illustrating the preview, present, and review approach to preparing a document.

Preview, Present, Review
Beginning, Middle, and Ending--with a Purpose
Beginning
Tell ‘em

Middle
Tell ‘em

Ending
Tell ‘em

Preview--Intro

Present--Body

Review--Conclusion






Setup
Purpose
Main idea
Agenda

 Agenda Item 1
Support
 Agenda Item 2
Support
 Agenda Item 3
Support





Refer to main idea
Recap agenda
End with a friendly,
forward-looking
statement

Preview—A brief message may contain only the main idea in the preview introduction, set up
and the main idea, or the main idea and the agenda if the message contains subtopics. And often
the purpose and main idea are the same. However, a message that is more than a few paragraphs
long often will need a more-developed introduction than a message of only a paragraph or two.
Previewing the document for the reader of this kind of message may involve four steps: set up,
purpose, main idea, and agenda.
The setup includes information that reminds the reader why you are writing and helps
establish a starting point or common ground between the writer and reader. For example, the
set-up sentence could be the following as the opening sentence of the document:
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As we discussed yesterday during our conference call on project deadlines, . . . .


After the setup, alert the reader to the purpose of the message to help establish the focus of
the document. For example,
To help us stay on schedule for the next three weeks, . . . .



Then the main idea of the message can be presented:
The progress on the projects we are currently working on and the schedule for completion
are reviewed here.



Last, an agenda of the main points needs to be listed to let the reader know up front the
specific topics that will be discussed in the document and the order in which they will appear.
For example,
The Pentera project, Grandview Reclamation project, and Barlow Redistribution project
with their main sections and deadlines will be discussed below.
The agenda of points that will be covered can be presented as a series in a sentence, as in the
example above, or in a vertical list:
Each project with its main sections and deadlines is discussed below in the following order:
1. Pentera project
2. Grandview Reclamation project
3. Barlow Redistribution project

The complete preview introduction with set up, purpose, main idea, and agenda follows:
Yesterday during our conference call, we discussed project deadlines. To help us stay on
schedule for the next three weeks, the progress on the projects we are currently working on
and the schedule for completion are reviewed here. Each project with its main sections and
deadlines is discussed below in the following order:
1. Pentera project
2. Grandview Reclamation project
3. Barlow Redistribution project
Present—In the present stage, the writer will create a heading for each agenda point and then
discuss the agenda points under the corresponding headings. In a relatively short message, topic
sentences may take the place of headings to provide good access to the discussion of each
subtopic. Topic sentences should be used even with headings. The agenda points need to be
presented and discussed in the same order as they appear in the preview introduction. If the
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message has no subtopics, this part of the message, the body, will give details that support the
main idea.
Review—To help establish the main idea and agenda points in the reader’s mind, the document
needs to end by reviewing the main idea and, in longer messages, recapping the agenda points.
Whatever appears at the end of a document gets more attention from the reader than what is in
the middle; so referring again to the key points of the message will help them stand out in the
reader’s mind. Also, the repetition will emphasize the key points, and thus help the reader to
remember them more easily.
The last sentence or two of the document should be friendly and forward looking to build and
maintain goodwill and to give the document a feeling of closure. Create a forward-looking
feeling by referring to a future interaction with the reader or a future application of the content of
the document, etc. Below is an example of a review conclusion based on the main idea and
agenda from the discussion in the Preview section above.
The above list of the projects we are currently working on, along with an outline of what
each main section needs to contain and progress deadlines for completion of each section,
will be helpful in keeping us on schedule for the next three weeks. With successful completion
of these projects, our company will be on solid ground financially. Thanks to each of you for
your part in completing these projects.
As you create routine documents using the preview, present, review principles, your reader will
be able to easily understand the focus of your message, get at the information, and remember it.
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Parallelism in Writing
Using parallel structure in your writing will make your writing more clear and effective. What
parallel structure is and how to apply it in your writing are discussed below.

The Nature of Parallelism
Parallel construction consists of two or more thoughts expressed in the same grammatical form.
When two thoughts are expressed, they are usually of equal importance; when more than two
thoughts are expressed, they may or may not be of equal importance. If they are not of equal
importance, they may be arranged in ascending or descending order. Therefore, parallel
construction—whether clauses, phrases, or individual parts of speech—is an effective aid to
clarity and emphasis because it displays the unity, relevance, and rank of ideas in balanced units.
Here are some examples of parallelism:
Nouns:
Verbs:
Clauses:

The designing, producing, and marketing of the new speedboat required a sizable
capital investment.
The realty corporation purchased a five-acre tract, built five-room units on it, and
rented them to low-income families.
The study has been completed, the findings have been presented, and a decision has
been reached.

The position of elements in a pair or in a series of three or more is determined principally by
logic and emphasis. Aside from these considerations, smoothness of sentence structure
influences the design. For example, the longest element in a series of parallel ideas is usually
placed last:
The communications consultant conducts writing clinics, evaluates written and
oral presentations, and keeps all levels of management abreast of the latest
communications techniques.
When ideas are parallel in meaning but not parallel in form, the sentence lacks force because the
reader expects something different from what he or she reads. Consider, for example, the
following:
Incorrect:
Correct:

The new sales manager is able, aggressive, and has a sense of responsibility.
The new sales manager is able, aggressive, and responsible.

Incorrect:

All analysts were trained in collecting market data and how to interpret the
findings.
All analysts were trained in collecting market data and in interpreting the
findings.
All analysts were trained to collect market data and to interpret the findings.

Correct:
Correct:
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Incorrect:
Correct:

The director not only must be an experienced engineer but also an able
administrator.
The director must be not only an experienced engineer but also an able
administrator.

Incorrect:
Correct:

Oil can either be transported by truck or by pipeline.
Oil can be transported either by truck or by pipeline.

Incorrect:

Each article and talk that he writes and gives, respectively, increases his
confidence.
Each article written and each talk given, respectively, increases his confidence.

Correct:

The Structure of Parallelism
Parallel construction can also be called parallelism. Parallelism implies that two or more
sentence elements should be expressed in the same grammatical construction if they are in any
way connected to each other. Parallelism helps to show that two or more ideas are equally
important if they are stated in grammatically parallel form.
Guideline 1: Use parallel construction in connecting two or more items in a sentence or in
a listing.
If two or more sentence elements are parallel, they are more readable when expressed in parallel
grammatical form than when they are not. Therefore, for example, verbs should be balanced
with verbs, nouns with nouns, phrases with phrases, and clauses with clauses.
Notice the feeling of coordination (or parallelism) when Julius Caesar says, “I came; I saw; I
conquered.” We reflect parallelism when we put two or more coordinate items into the same
grammatical form.
You don’t really have to know what the name of the grammatical construction is for the
coordinate items in a parallel construction. But you can feel the sameness of each item if you
will examine each item individually and then examine all connected items collectively. For good
writing purposes, parallelism must be reflected whenever we connect two or more items.
The most common connectives that impact parallelism are the coordinating conjunctions—
especially and and or. Most of the time, we use these conjunctions within a sentence. Notice the
use of and in the following sentences:
Ms. Hillam asked Colleen to play the lead character and convinced Lynn to be the stage
manager.
Ms. Hillam will be selecting the school play, supervising tryouts, and coordinating
practice sessions.
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Ms. Hillam wants to select the school play, supervise tryouts, and coordinate practice
sessions.
Now notice how parallelism is violated in the same sentences:
Ms. Hillam asked Colleen to play the lead character and convincing Lynn to be the stage
manager.
Ms. Hillam will be selecting the school play, supervising tryouts, and to coordinate
practice sessions.
Ms. Hillam wants to select the school play, to supervise tryouts, and coordinate practice
sessions.
As suggested, you can feel the breakdown in parallelism among the connected items.
In the third sentence above—and in similar sentences containing a series of phrases beginning
with a word such as to, in, or for—repeat the word before each phrase or don’t repeat it at all
after the first word. For example, the connected phrases can be expressed correctly in either of
two ways:
1. to select the school play, to supervise tryouts, and to coordinate practice
2. to select the school play, supervise tryouts, and coordinate practice
We often make a list of things. Whether we express the items in the list as single words, as
phrases, or as clauses, all items in the list should be parallel. The items in a list can be viewed
much like items in a series. As such, an “understood” conjunction (most often and or or)
connects the last two items in the listing. For example:
Following are the things I need to do today:
1. Wash the car
2. Go to the grocery store [and]
3. Purchase tickets for the play
An “understood” and occurs between go to the grocery store and purchase tickets for the play.
Notice the feel of what happens if all three items are not parallel: wash the car, go to the grocery
store, and to purchase tickets for the play.
Guideline 2: Use parallel construction following each connective in a pair of correlative
conjunctions.
Correlative conjunctions are always used in pairs. They are frequently useful connectives if a
sentence contains two or more grammatically equal elements that a writer wants to join. Below
are the main pairs of correlative conjunctions:
either . . . or
neither . . . nor

both . . . and
not only . . . but also
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whether . . . or

The important thing to remember about correlative conjunctions is that the same grammatical
construction must follow each member of the pair. That’s the idea behind parallel construction.
If two sentence elements are parallel, they both reflect the same grammatical construction. For
example, if the first sentence element is a noun, the second element should also be a noun. Or if
the first sentence element is an -ing construction, the second element should also be an -ing
construction. Notice how parallel construction is violated with the following correlative
conjunctions:
Wendell stated that he will neither play football nor will he try out for the basketball
team. (The grammatical construction following the first member, neither, is a verb—
play. The grammatical construction following the second member, nor, is a clause—he
will try. For parallel construction purposes, the sentence could be revised as follows:
Wendell stated that he will neither play football nor try out for the basketball team.)
Wendell says he will not only refuse to play football but also he will not try out for the
basketball team. (The grammatical construction following not only is a verb—refuse.
The grammatical construction following but also is a clause—he will not try out for the
basketball team. For parallel construction purposes, the sentence could be revised as
follows: Wendell says he will not only refuse to play football but also refuse to try out for
the basketball team.)
Notice how the same grammatical construction is used following both correlative conjunctions in
the following sentences:
Paul wants not only to use charts in his report but also to use pictures.
Paul not only has been planning to use charts in his report but also has been hoping to
use a few of your pictures.
Parley will use neither charts nor pictures in his report.
Orson will either ask you for permission to use your pictures in his report or ask Ms.
Yeates for permission to use her pictures.
Finally, notice the incorrect punctuation in the same sentences when they are punctuated as
follows:
Paul wants not only to use charts in his report, but also to use pictures.
Paul not only has been planning to use charts in his report, but also has been hoping to
use a few of your pictures.
Parley will use neither charts, nor pictures in his report.
Orson will either ask permission to use your pictures in his report, or ask Ms. Yeates for
permission to use her pictures.
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That is, the sentences are punctuated as if the second member of each correlative conjunction
pair is a pure coordinating conjunction. However, the conjunctions but, nor, and or in the above
sentences are correlative conjunctions rather than coordinating conjunctions and therefore do not
connect independent clauses.
Parallelism Practice—On the line, write P if the connected items are parallel; write NP if the
connected items are not parallel. Then, revise any nonparallel items to make them parallel.
_____ 1. You can improve your racquetball game if you master the fundamentals and by
practicing daily.
_____ 2. The boys played sandlot baseball on the playground, the streets, and in my back yard.
_____ 3. The Rodeo Club decided to cancel the April rodeo and then that they would try to
reschedule the rodeo in May.
_____ 4. For purposes of leadership, recognizing a challenge can be as important as to meet the
challenge.
_____ 5. The terminal punctuation marks you can use are a comma, a question mark, or
exclamation point.
_____ 6. Using drugs or cheating on exams can result in suspension or expulsion.
_____ 7. Beth told the officer that she had traveled at the same speed as everyone else and of
her perfect driving record.
_____ 8. You will tend to write well if you organize your thoughts carefully, proofread very
precisely, and revise any sentences with grammar errors.
_____ 9. Our computer system has the capabilities of communicating with other computers,
processing mathematical calculations, and to help with graphics assignments.
_____10. Your adviser will familiarize you with your classes and how to select classes you will
enjoy.
Answers to Parallelism Practice Sentences
1.

NP You can improve your racquetball game if you master the fundamentals and by
practicing daily.
The connective is the coordinating conjunction and. The two sentence elements and
connects are if you master the fundamentals and by practicing daily. You can feel the
two sentence elements are not parallel. You have your choice of making the two
elements parallel in two ways: (1) if you master the fundamentals and if you practice
daily and (2) by mastering the fundamentals and by practicing daily.
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2.

NP The boys played sandlot baseball on the playground, the streets, and in my back yard.
The connective is the coordinating conjunction and, which connects items in a series.
You can feel the items are not parallel. You can make them parallel by using a
prepositional phrase for all three items: on the playground, in the streets, and in my
backyard.

3.

NP The Rodeo Club decided to cancel the April rodeo and then that they would try to
reschedule the rodeo in May.
The connective is the coordinating conjunction and. You can feel the items that and
connects are not parallel. A suitable way of achieving parallelism is to use the same
grammatical construction for the second item as is used for the first item: to cancel
the April rodeo and to try to reschedule the rodeo in May.

4.

NP For purposes of leadership, recognizing a challenge can be as important as to meet
the challenge.
The connective that connects the two items is as. You can feel the items are not
parallel. You can make the items parallel by using the first item as a model or by
using the second item as a model: (1) recognizing a challenge can be as important as
meeting the challenge or (2) to recognize a challenge can be as important as to meet
the challenge.

5.

NP The terminal punctuation marks you can use are a comma, a question mark, or
exclamation point.
The connective that connects the items in the series is the coordinating conjunction
or. You can feel the items are not parallel. You can make the items parallel by using
an article before each noun or by eliminating the article for the second and third
items: (1) a comma, a question mark, or an exclamation point or (2) a comma,
question mark, or exclamation point.

6.

P

Using drugs or cheating on exams can result in suspension or expulsion.
The connective that connects the two items is the coordinating conjunction or. You
can feel the items are parallel because they both end in -ing: using drugs or cheating
on exams.

7.

NP Beth told the officer that she had traveled at the same speed as everyone else and of
her perfect driving record.
The connective is the coordinating conjunction and. You can feel the two items are
not parallel. The first item begins with that; the second item begins with of. A good
way to make the two items parallel is to begin each with that: that she had traveled
at the same speed as everyone else and that she had a perfect driving record.
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8.

P

You will tend to write well if you organize your thoughts carefully, proofread very
precisely, and revise any sentences with grammar errors.
The connective that connects the items in the series is the coordinating conjunction
and. You can feel the items are parallel. The writer has opted to eliminate the if you
construction at the first of the second and third items. The writer could have opted to
include the if you construction for all three items: if you organize your thoughts
carefully, if you proofread very precisely, and if you revise any sentences with
grammar errors.

9.

NP Our computer system has the capabilities of communicating with other computers,
processing mathematical calculations, and to help with graphics assignments.
The connective in the series is the coordinating conjunction and. You can feel the
items are not parallel. You have two easy ways to make the items parallel: to use an
-ing word as the first word in each item or to begin each item with to followed by a
verb. That is: (1) communicating with other computers, processing mathematical
calculations, and helping with graphics assignments or (2) to communicate with other
computers, to process mathematical calculations, and to help with graphics
assignments.

10.

NP Your adviser will familiarize you with your classes and how to select classes you will
enjoy.
The connective for the items is the coordinating conjunction and. The easiest way to
correct the parallelism problem is to make each item into a verb phrase: (1) will
familiarize you with your classes and will help you select classes you will enjoy.
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Outlines and Headings in Written Documents
Closely related to principles of prewriting, parallelism, and access (see the “Access Techniques
in Writing” section of this textbook) are principles associated with outlining and with using
headings.
Creating Outlines and Headings—In preparing a written presentation, a writer must decide
what to write first, second, third, etc. That is, a writer must decide the most appropriate sequence
for any document. If a writer fails to reflect good organization in a written presentation, several
problems of miscommunication can occur between the writer and the reader. Whenever you
prepare a written presentation, you’ll save considerable time and frustration if you’ll prepare an
outline of your presentation before you begin writing the document itself.
Effective organization in a written presentation is greatly assisted by a writer’s use of an outline,
which serves as a road map to guide the writer. Good writers normally prepare this outline as the
last step of the prewriting process and then change the outline as necessary throughout the
writing and rewriting processes. Depending on the nature and complexity of a written
presentation, an outline can be either mentally stored in the mind as an informal outline or
written down as a formal outline.
The items in an outline become the headings of the resulting written presentation. In a routine
message using the preview, present, review approach—
 An outline of main points in the message is created in the prewrite or planning stage.
 The agenda points in the preview or introduction of the document come from the outline
items.
 These agenda points then become the headings in the document after the preview
introduction.
Of course, if the document is short and deals with only a main topic and no subtopics, it will
have no agenda list nor headings. Often, each agenda item can be copied and pasted as a heading
so the headings have the same wording as the agenda or outline items, which helps the reader
remember the main points and know better where he or she is in the development of the content
of the document. In a formal report, the items in an outline become the headings—and the
headings then become the items in the report’s table of contents.
Writers should follow accepted conventions of outline preparation when they prepare an outline
that reflects the organization of a written presentation. In doing so, writers should keep in mind
the close relationships that exist among outlines, headings, and tables of contents.
Formatting Outlines and Headings—The major conventions that affect outlines, headings, and
tables of contents and that reflect appropriate outline mentality are the following:
1.

Every well-written document should have a beginning, a middle, and an ending. The
outline should reflect these three organizational components.
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2.

If any section of an outline has an “A,” it must also have at least a “B.” Otherwise, the “A”
is not necessary.

3.

The coordinate and subordinate items of a three-level outline are shown through the use of
roman numerals for first-level items, alphabetic letters for second-level items, and arabic
numerals for third-level items. For example:
I. First-level item……………………Becomes a first-degree or centered main heading
A. Second-level item……………..Becomes a second-degree or side-margin heading
B. Second-level item
1. Third-level item…………...Becomes a third-degree or paragraph heading
2. Third-level item
C. Second-level item
II. First-level item
A. Second-level item
B. Second-level item
1. Third-level item
2. Third-level item
3. Third-level item

4.

Correct parallelism—making items in the same group have similar grammar structure so
the reader can recognize the items are connected—should be reflected in an outline as
follows: (1) first-level items (roman numerals) must be parallel with each other, or have
similar grammar structure; (2) second-level items (alphabetic letters) under a first-level
item must be parallel with each other—but need not be parallel with first-level items or
with another set of second-level items; and (3) third-level items (arabic numerals) under a
second-level item must be parallel with each other—but need not be parallel with first- or
second-level items or with another set of third-level items.

5.

First-, second-, and third-level items in an outline become the first-, second-, and thirddegree headings in the associated written presentation. When writing your document, be
sure that the focus and wording of each heading is similar to the corresponding outline
item. Using this approach helps the writer carry a “thread of continuity” throughout the
document, which helps the reader clearly understand what the document is about in the
beginning and easily follow the development of the content through the conclusion. The
title will reflect the purpose of the document, and each main heading will reflect a main
point or outline item. In a document using the direct approach, referring to the purpose and
to the main points in the introduction and in the conclusion of the document ties the
document together and for the reader.

6.

An outline’s first-level roman numerals, second-level alphabetic letters, and third-level
arabic numerals need not be included preceding the written presentation’s equivalent first-,
second-, and third-degree headings.
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7.

The degrees of headings in a written presentation are typically shown by physical
placement on the page, as explained in Items 8, 9, and 10.

8.

First-degree headings are usually centered horizontally and are formatted in upper and
lower case. They may be bolded or underscored or both bolded and underscored.

9.

Second-degree headings are usually blocked at the left margin and are formatted in upper
and lower case. Bolding and underscoring should be the same as the first-degree headings.

10.

Third-degree headings are usually formatted at the beginning of a paragraph and therefore
are also called paragraph headings. Bolding and underscoring should be the same as the
first-degree headings. A dash follows a third-degree heading, and the paragraph begins
immediately following the dash.

11.

As a paragraph heading, a third-degree heading is either blocked at the left margin or
indented one tab stop—depending on whether the first lines of the written presentation’s
paragraphs are blocked or indented.

12.

A writer should be consistent in applying the same access techniques to all headings in a
written presentation. For example, if first-degree headings are bolded, then second- and
third-degree headings should also be bolded.

13.

All the words in first- and second-degree headings are capitalized except the following: (1)
the articles a, an, and the; (2) the coordinating conjunctions and, but, or, for, nor, so, and
yet; (3) prepositions with four or fewer letters; and (4) the word to in infinitive phrases.
This rule is reflected in the CAP+to guideline in the discussion of capitalization in Section
1 of this textbook. The first word and the last word of a heading are capitalized. The first
word following a dash or a colon is capitalized. Third-degree headings can be capitalized
according to this guideline or can have only the first word and proper nouns capitalized.

14.

In a formal report, first-degree headings must be grammatically parallel. However, the firstdegree headings of Introduction, Conclusions, and Recommendations are acceptable even if
they are not grammatically parallel with other first-degree headings.

15.

A writer should not force a reader to rely on a written presentation’s headings for transition
purposes. Therefore, a writer should prepare a written presentation as if it contained no
headings. With this directive in mind, a writer should never format a second-degree
heading back to back with a first-degree heading (or a third-degree heading with a
second-degree heading), as the writer needs to introduce the subtopics under the main
heading before the subheading appears.

16.

A triple space is used before first- and second-degree headings; a double space is used
following first- and second-degree headings.

17.

A writer decides how many degrees of headings to use in a written presentation. If only one
degree is necessary, the headings may be first-, second-, or third-degree headings.
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18.

If a writer needs two degrees of headings, she or he can choose a combination of first- and
second-degree headings, first- and third-degree headings, or second- and third-degree
headings.

19.

In a formal report with a table of contents, the first- and second-degree headings of the
report are indexed in the table of contents. The items in a table of contents coincide exactly
with the written presentation’s headings according to wording and spelling. Third-degree
headings need not be indexed in a table of contents.

20.

In a table of contents, first- and second-degree headings are reflected by the physical
formatting used for the items in the table of contents. The outline’s first-level roman
numerals and second-level alphabetic letters need not precede the equivalent items in a
table of contents.

Heading Format Example—One level of headings may be adequate for a four-to-five-page
document. However, if the content under a heading clearly addresses two or more ideas in some
detail, the discussion of each idea should probably be set off with a sub-heading for good reader
access. The headings at each level must have parallel structure with each other, but all the
headings in the paper do not need to parallel in structure. If you do use more than one level of
headings, follow the formatting guidelines below.

This Is a First-degree Heading
Center first-degree headings horizontally, and capitalize the first letter of each word according to
the CAP+to guideline. Triple space before a first-degree heading, and double space after the
heading before beginning the text. The text under the first-degree heading needs to introduce the
information in each second-degree heading under it.
This Is a Second-degree Heading
Line up second-degree headings with the left margin, and capitalize the first letter of each word
according to the CAP+to guideline. Triple space before a second-degree heading, and double
space after it before beginning the text. The text under a second-degree heading needs to
introduce the information in each third-degree heading under it.
This is a third-degree heading—Begin a paragraph of text with a third-degree or paragraph
heading. If you are using indented paragraphs in your document, the paragraph headings will be
indented. If you are not using indented paragraphs, the paragraph headings will be lined up with
the left margin. Double space before a paragraph heading. Single space after the heading if the
document is single spaced, and double space after the heading if the document is double spaced.
Use either a dash or a colon between the heading and the text. Be consistent in using either a
dash or a colon with all of the paragraph headings in your paper. The first letter of each word in
third-degree headings can be either capitalized according to the CAP+to guideline or not
capitalized. Again, whichever you choose, be consistent.
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If you are using only one level of headings in your paper, you may choose to use only first-,
second-, or third-degree headings, although second-degree headings are often preferred. If you
are using two levels of heading, you may use a combination of first- and second-degree
headings; first- and third-degree headings, or second- and third-degree headings.
Bolding headings of any degree is preferred so the headings stand out from the text.
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Access Techniques in Writing
As a reader, you know how much easier information is to assimilate if it is presented simply and
plainly. As a writer, you want to present the information in a way that will keep the reader’s
attention and allow him or her to “get at” your material. When you as the writer apply access
techniques, you “make it easy” for your reader to “get at” what you have written.
To access information is to emphasize it. In theory, the more important the information and the
more likely your reader will need and will use the information, the more accessible you should
make the information.
One of the major differences between literary writing and business writing is that of access. In
literary writing, a reader is often expected to read the material and find the important points. In
business writing, the writer should assert the points. In fact, a writer can write business memos,
letters, or reports so a reader does not have to read them thoroughly but can have access to their
contents by merely skimming them.
To apply access techniques to something in writing is to give it emphasis. Appropriate emphasis
in writing is like good transition in writing—you may not notice it, but it is there. Three kinds of
emphasis techniques are verbal, visual, and psychological.
Verbal access—One verbal-access technique is to use words to emphasize the importance of
something. For example, you might say






“The most important aspect is . . . .”
“Please note. . . .”
“This last part is extremely significant . . . .”
“Please read these instructions carefully to . . . .”
“Remember to. . . .”

A second technique in using verbal access is to repeat something. For example, when you write
your research report, you will intentionally repeat the purpose of the paper in several places: on
the title page, in the letter or memo of transmittal, in the executive summary, on page 1 in the
title, and in the introduction. Some authorities call this process the “principle of redundancy,”
and it is used to help the reader keep in mind what the paper is about.
The following are examples of using words to point out that the content that follows repeats
earlier content in the document.




“As I explained earlier, . . . .”
“As pointed out in the title of Exhibit 2, . . . .”
“John Doe supports my thinking when he notes that . . . .”

Whether the writer says something is being repeated or simply repeats without noting he or she is
doing so, the writer is using verbal access to emphasize important information.
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Visual access—In using visual-access techniques, you can use one or more of the following:















Headings and subheadings
Enumerations (1, 2, 3; I, II, III; A, B, C; first, second, third; etc.)
Listings (in columns with items highlighted by numerals, letters, or bullets)
Capitalization (but be wary of too much solid capitalization)
Italics
Bolding
Underlining
Borders
Font and size-of-font variations
Shading or highlighting
Color
Graphic aids (a picture is worth a thousand words)
Margin variations
White space

Psychological access—In using psychological-access techniques, you intentionally do the
following:




Manipulate the order in which you write your presentation (we remember the beginning and
the ending most easily).
Adjust the space you give to something—how much you write about something (the more
devoted space, the more emphasis).
Involve the reader in your message through using the following:
1. Personal style of writing—Use an informal format—letter, memo, or internal email—for
the document, and use all the personal pronouns—“I,” “you,” “we,” as well as “he” and
“they.”
2. You attitude—See the discussion of “you” attitude on the pages that follow.
3. Active voice—The person or thing doing the action is emphasized with active voice,
while the action itself is emphasized with passive voice. Voice is discussed in more detail
in the grammar and punctuation section of this text.

As you set out to intentionally use access techniques to give emphasis to something, you should
be wary of possible “access overkill.” Access techniques are legitimate as long as they
accomplish a writer’s objective and are not offensive to the reader. Such things as the following
may result in access overkill:







Setting the pitch of a font so large that it draws too much attention to the content
Using too much solid capitalization with the result that the readability is reduced
Bolding, underlining, or italicizing excessively
Using margins that are unnecessarily and too narrow or too wide
Leaving too much white space before or after headings or visuals
Using too many types of access techniques at once, creating a “busy” or cluttered look.
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Preparing the Reader to Understand, Feel Good About, and Believe Your Message—
Content, Climate, and Credibility Set
Set is an inherent element of good writer-reader relationships. "Setting a reader," or “preparing”
the reader,” involves techniques that help the reader (1) know what the document is about, (2)
feel good about the written presentation, and (3) believe the message. Using "set" properly helps
the writer get the desired response from the reader. Remember, the three purposes of business
writing are to help the reader know (understand) something, to get the reader to do (act)
something, and to build or maintain goodwill. Effective content, climate, and credibility set will
help the writer accomplish these purposes.
Essentially, using set means "setting up" or preparing your reader by doing those things that
positively influence your reader's thinking about your written presentation. The three areas that
help you "set" your reader are content, climate, and credibility set.
Content set is related to the Greek logos (or rational dimension of the mind). When you use
content set, you make sure your reader knows the purpose of the written presentation and what
content to expect in the overall document and in each section and paragraph. Examples of key
elements that provide content set in a document are an effective title and the purpose statement in
a formal report. These two elements are listed below along with others that help provide content
set for the reader.







An effective title, especially one that reflects the main idea of the document
Purpose or main idea stated in the introduction
A good introduction to the content that follows in an entire document, section, or paragraph
Headings that introduce subtopics
The topic sentence in a paragraph
A good conclusion that refers to the main idea and the subtopics

All of the above elements can and should be used to prepare the reader to understand and
remember the main points of content in a document.
Climate set is related to the Greek pathos (or emotional dimension of the mind). When you use
climate set, you make sure your reader feels good about the written presentation. For example,
since readers don't appreciate misspelled words, avoid misspellings so the readers of your
document don’t develop negative feelings about your message or about you as the writer.
Carefully format your document to give the reader a good impression of the document before the
reader even begins reading the content. Using correct spelling and formatting correctly are listed
below along with other things you can do to help the reader feel good about your message.







Positive tone
“You” viewpoint—focusing appropriately on the reader in the message
Easy access to the main idea of a routine message and to the supporting points
Correct spelling, grammar, and language usage
Clear, concise, and complete presentation of the content
Effective organization of the ideas
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Appropriate formatting, including a professional-looking letterhead where appropriate
Quality graphics used appropriately to support the content and improve access

Using the above techniques as appropriate as well as others will help the reader feel good about
the message you are sending, which will help the reader to get the information you are sending
more easily and to act on it.
Credibility set is related to the Greek ethos (or ethical dimension of the mind). When you use
credibility set, you intentionally do things, as appropriate, that will help the reader believe the
message. Furthermore, you do nothing that might cause the reader to disbelieve your message.
Things you can do to help the reader recognize the validity of the content include those listed
below. Note that several of the elements below can also be used in establishing climate set, or a
good feeling about the message.








Clear reference to sources, as needed, that support your points
Use of more than one source to support important points
Correct spelling, grammar, and language usage.
Clear, concise, and complete presentation of the content
Effective organization of the ideas
Appropriate formatting, including a professional-looking letterhead where appropriate
Quality graphics used appropriately to support the content and improve access

Using the above tools and others in your documents will make the content more believable to
your readers and help you accomplish the purpose of your message.
When you intentionally use the principle of set in your writing, you will constantly think about
content set, climate set, and credibility set. Therefore, you will consciously and intentionally
prepare your message in a way that will help your reader to know the purpose of your written
presentation, to feel good about the process, and to believe your message.
To summarize: “Set” is the process a writer goes through to help ensure that he or she gets the
desired response from a reader. The process involves the following:


Content set, through which the writer does things to help the reader understand what the
written message is about.



Climate set, through which the writer does things to help the reader feel good about the
writer and the message as a result of looking at and reading the message.



Credibility set, through which the writer does things to help the reader believe the message.

Hopefully, if the writer is effective in establishing good climate, content, and credibility set with
the reader, the reader will respond or act as the writer desires.
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You Attitude, Positive Language, and Goodwill
One of the most important principles in writer relations is putting yourself in the reader's
position—that is, looking at things from the reader’s point of view. This ability is known as
using you attitude or you viewpoint and is developed through the writer’s use of pronouns,
emphasis, and positive language. A writer who incorporates you attitude in his or her writing
will build goodwill with the reader.
If I want to convince you to buy the super all-purpose cleaner I am selling, I will not be very
successful by selling you from my point of view. Will you buy the cleaner so I can win a free
trip to Europe? I imagine not. I must convince you that the cleaner will enable you to improve
the value of your home as you use it to get rid of the oil spots on your driveway and remove the
film from your siding. I also need to point out that the cleaner is easy to use and is low cost.
Pointing out the benefits that you will receive from purchasing the cleaner will build your
interest in purchasing it. If I focus only on the benefits I will receive, you will probably put your
money into something else. You are more concerned about yourself than about me. Therefore,
to be effective in communicating with you, I must play on the logic of you attitude.
Below is a discussion of ways to incorporate you attitude in your documents. Ways to
incorporate you attitude in your documents include the following:
 Use appropriate pronouns
 Focus on reader benefits and needs
 Emphasize the positive and minimize the negative
1. Use appropriate pronouns—One way to promote you attitude is through the use of
appropriate pronouns. Focus on replacing I or we references with you and your references.
Notice the pronoun references in the second paragraph on this page and how the focus changes
with the use of “I” and “you” pronouns. The “I” references emphasize the writer of the
sentences, and the “you” references emphasize the reader.
Use you and your pronouns liberally; and scale down the use of the pronouns I, me, my, we, and
our. However, if you are presenting negative information, you attitude is better expressed
without using you or your.
2. Focus on reader benefits and needs—Show how your reader will benefit from whatever the
message requests or announces. Meet the reader’s needs in the message, as well as in the
presentation of the message. You can do this through appropriate emphasis.
Because the most-emphasized part of a sentence, the part that stands out the most, is the
beginning, we can often arrange the order of the ideas in the sentence to stress the reader's needs
and benefits. Notice the difference in emphasis in the following examples. The first set of
sentences emphasizes the writer, while the second set emphasizes the reader:
Emphasis on the Writer
We are excited about our new computer software.
We want to tell you that your order will arrive next week.
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Below, we will share three things you need to know about your insurance benefits.
Emphasis on the Reader
The new computer software will save you time.
Your order will arrive next week.
Three things you need to know about your insurance benefits are outlined below.
Because the beginning of a message has the greatest emphasis, a good business writer will
generally avoid opening a letter with I or we beginnings. The editing process of any business
correspondence should include looking for we-oriented ideas and replacing them with youoriented ideas where appropriate.
3. Emphasize the positive and minimize the negative—To create a good feeling in the
message and draw the reader in better, apply the following five principles.









Emphasize the positive and what can be done, and minimize the negative and what can’t be
done.
Personalize positive comments and generalize negative ones. For example, instead of
saying, “The project is well done,” say, “You did a good job on the project.” You can even
use the person’s name in some situations to personalize a positive comment; “Sally, you did
a great job on the project.” Also, instead of saying, “You didn’t finish the report on time,”
you can say, “The report wasn’t finished on time.”
Use positive words as much as you appropriately can such as pleasant, encouraging, skilled,
energetic, beautiful, meaningful, happy, kind, good, bargain, value, and friendly rather than
such negative words as angry, hopeless, regret, unfortunately, inconvenience, problem,
discouraging, stupid, ugly, meaningless, mean, cruel, cheap, crook, liar, and unhappy.
Use passive rather than active voice where helpful to avoid placing blame. Passive voice
deemphasizes who or what is doing the action. So instead of saying, “You should have
included an estimate in your bid” (active voice), you can say, “An estimate should have
been included in your bid” (passive voice). (See the “Mood, Voice, and Linking-verb
Construction” section in this textbook.)
Put negative information in a dependent clause rather than in the main part of the sentence.

This you-attitude approach is well known in marketing but is also essential in effective business
communication. When you begin planning a message, think how the receiver will react to your
message. What does he or she most want to know from your message? What comments will
make the reader feel most positive about you and your business? Answers to these questions will
help determine how to begin your letter and what the best approach to your message will be.
Reflecting you attitude in a written presentation is not difficult. To do so, concentrate on achieving appropriate answers to the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the message deal with the reader's primary needs and concerns?
Is the message reader centered? How would I feel about the message if I were the
reader?
Will the reader think the content is fair, logical, and ethical?
Does the message foster positive business relationships—even when it conveys bad news?
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5.

Are ideas stated tactfully and positively and in such a way that the reader's self-worth is not
influenced negatively?

Another major principle in business correspondence is the concept of goodwill. Although
goodwill is significant, it is difficult to define. Related to you attitude, goodwill illustrates the
repeat business and public relations maintained between business and patrons. Goodwill is listed
as an asset on a balance sheet and results from satisfying the customers' needs. Because business
messages "sell" the organization to the reader, goodwill is important in writing just as it is in
face-to-face communication with customers. Compare the following messages:
You must come to our office to sign the forms. We cannot submit your application until
then. (Can you feel the “pushy” tone of these two sentences?)
Please stop by our office at your convenience to sign the forms. Then your application
can be quickly submitted. (Notice how passive voice is used in the second sentence to
deemphasize the writer, which adds to the “you” attitude.)
Putting yourself in the reader's position will help the message to reflect goodwill. Using positive
language and you attitude messages will establish goodwill in your communications and result in
effective messages. Although goodwill is not often the major reason for writing your message, it
is considered a secondary purpose in most business communication.
Practice with You Attitude/Positive Language and Goodwill—Revise the following sentences
so they reflect the you attitude and positive language.
1. We offer our how-to-grow-vegetables-in-the-desert materials in a regular hardback book, in
an oversized, full-color, coffee-table version, or in an inexpensive paperback book.
2. To help us process this order, we must have the size specifications for the Item 2 desks.
3. The directors of KSUU are pleased to announce our plans to provide traffic and weather
information “on the nines” throughout the day.
4. To avoid a delay in receiving your order, please don’t forget to include your email address.
Possible Revisions of the Above Sentences
1. We offer our how-to-grow-vegetables-in-the-desert materials in a regular hardback book, in
an oversized, full-color, coffee-table version, or in an inexpensive paperback book.
You can have your own copy of our how-to-grow-vegetables-in-the-desert book in a
regular hardback form; in an oversized, full-color, coffee-table version; or in an
inexpensive paperback book.
2. To help us process this order, we must have the size specifications for the desks.
So your order can be filled promptly, please fax us the size specifications for the desks.
3. The directors of KSUU are pleased to announce our plans to provide traffic and weather
information “on the nines” throughout the day.
For your traffic and weather information needs, get the information you want “on the
nines” throughout the day on KSUU.
4. To avoid a delay in receiving your order, please don’t forget to include your email
address.
To speed delivery of your order, please include your email address.
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Communication Theory
Communication at its most basic level, unless you talk to yourself, involves at least two people—
a sender and a receiver. The person who has an idea to share with others is referred to as the
sender of the message. The sender of the message must put his or her idea into a transmittable
form; this process is referred to as encoding the message. The encoded message is sent to the
receiver(s) through verbal or nonverbal means—spoken or written words. The receiver has the
responsibility of decoding the message. Decoding means determining what the sender meant.
A variety of barriers can get in the way of the message being transmitted effectively. Some of
these barriers include the following: language barriers, physical barriers, emotional barriers,
cultural barriers, and etc. For example, a language barrier might be a sender who speaks Russian
trying to communicate with a receiver who doesn’t speak Russian. A physical barrier could be
when the sender is in one room and the receiver is in another room—the wall between rooms
causes a barrier. An emotional barrier might be the receiver having a bad day when he or she
receives a written message. A cultural barrier could be a Native American trying to communicate
with an African American.
Another important part of the communication process is feedback. Feedback goes from the
receiver back to the sender. Feedback helps the sender know if the message was received and if it
was understood correctly. If the message was not received, the sender should attempt to send it
again. If the message was received but not understood correctly, the sender needs to modify and
send the message again.
In addition to these aspects of communication, another factor that needs to be considered is what
is called a frame of reference. Each person has a frame of reference or a paradigm—the way he
or she sees the world. A person’s frame of reference is made up of everything that the person has
experienced throughout his or her life. Things like one’s socio-economic status, religious beliefs,
values, level of education, culture, lifestyle, and other factors create a person’s frame of
reference.
The less the sender and receiver have in common regarding their frames of reference, the harder
the communication process will be. For example, if two people need to communicate and one
person speaks English and the other speaks French; one is from a small town and the other is
from a major city; one is male and the other is female; one is from wealth and the other is from
poverty; one is Catholic and the other is Baptist; and one is a college graduate and the other is a
high school dropout, their chances of actually communicating will be very low. However, if both
people have similar frames of reference, their chances to communicate will be better.
Most of the time when people communicate, they tend to communicate from their own frame of
reference. They tend to send “I” messages. “I want to thank you for helping me.” Nothing is
wrong with an “I” message, but good business writers should try to look at things from the
receiver’s frame of reference and send “You” messages. “Thank you for your help.” “You”
messages focus on the receiver rather than the sender.
Good business writers try to send positive or neutral rather than negative messages. They tell
people what they can do rather than what they can’t do. For example, “Your order can’t be filled
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because you failed to include the correct information” has a negative tone. A better approach is,
“Your order can be filled as soon as you tell us how many of each item you need.” This sentence
focuses on what can happen and what the reader needs to do so it will happen—it is forward
looking and positive.
In summary, effective communication requires the writer to anticipate potential barriers between
him or her and the reader and then write in a way that gets through those barriers. The writer
needs to encode the message in a way that the reader can successfully decode it so the reader gets
the message the writer intends.
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Wordy Expressions
Business executives often state that conciseness is one of the most important writing principles;
conciseness is the opposite of wordiness. As a writer, you will achieve conciseness when you
say what you have to say in the fewest and the clearest possible words.
In analyzing weak writing, we often notice such writing uses wordy expressions. Perhaps writers
of weak passages feel that the more they say the more they know or the more the reader will
think they know. Or perhaps such writers think that the more obscure their writing is, the more
profound their thoughts are.
Wordiness in writing is a flaw of style—in how we say what we say. Perhaps wordiness is the
biggest obstacle to clear writing. To overcome that obstacle, we should learn to identify wordy
expressions in two respects—expressions used by other writers and expressions used by
ourselves. When we can identify wordy expressions, we can improve both others’ writing and
our own writing—through the editing process.
As we edit, or revise, material to eliminate wordy expressions, we tend to do one of the
following three things with wordy expressions:
1. Reduce the number of words used
2. Substitute a single word for a phrase or a familiar word for an uncommon word.
3. Delete the extraneous words or phrases.
Knowing which to do is largely a function of recognizing the most frequently used wordy
expressions and of becoming familiar with the "feel" of wordy expressions. The key to editing
wordy expressions effectively is to question the value of every word or phrase in a sentence.
Ask yourself the following questions:
1. Is the word or phrase needed?
2. Does the word or phrase contribute to or interfere with the meaning?
3. Does the word or phrase add something to the meaning that another word or phrase does not?
As you question each word or phrase, look carefully for wordiness in prepositional, verb, and
noun phrases. Look also for the unnecessary use of the word “that” and for extraneous
adjectives and adverbs. Avoid using an uncommon word if a familiar word will do. And be wary
of euphemisms, clichés, idioms, and couplets. At times, you may have difficulty classifying a
wordy expression—for example, whether it is a wordy prepositional phrase or a cliché. The
important thing is that you recognize the wordy expression and substitute an expression that is
less wordy.
Examples of wordy expressions are so numerous that they could fill books. The ones that follow
are widely used and are reflective of those that might appear in a comprehensive listing. The
suggested alternatives are not comprehensive in every case but are reflective of the potential
revisions. Study the lists carefully to become familiar with each wordy expression and its
suggested revisions. The expressions are not prioritized by importance but are presented in
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alphabetical order. All of the expressions do not need to be avoided in every instance; however,
those that follow are indicative of the wordy expressions we should try to avoid.
Prepositional Phrases
Look carefully at all prepositional phrases—but especially those that are longer than two words.
A wordy prepositional phrase can usually be reduced to a single word or be deleted altogether.
For example:
Instead of
for the purpose of
for the most part
for the present, for the time being
go along with
in accordance with
in addition to
in all probability
in a position to
in attendance
in light of the fact that
in large part
in order for
in order to
in regards to, in respect to
in spite of the fact that
in terms of
in the amount of
in the event that
in the first place
in the meantime
in the near future
in the vicinity of
in view of the fact that
with reference to
with regard to

Use
to
chiefly, mainly, mostly
for now
agree with, favor, support
according to, by, to
besides, beyond
likely, probably
able to, ready to
present
because, considering
largely, mainly, mostly
for
to
about, regarding
although, even though, though
by, for, in, of, regarding
for, of
if, should
first
meanwhile
soon, shortly
close by, near, nearby
because, when
referring to, about
about, concerning, regarding

Verb Phrases
Many expressions we loosely call "verb phrases" are wordy. In wordy verb phrases, two or more
words usually perform the work of one word. For example:
Instead of
add up
considering the fact that
cooperate together

Use
add, sum, total
because
cooperate
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divide up
extend an invitation to
figure out
get across
get in touch with
given the fact that
has got
has reference to
has the ability to
have a considerable impact
help out
hold a meeting
is an acquaintance of
is of the opinion
is concerned with
is knowledgeable in
pick up the phone and call
put pressure on
provided that
put in alphabetical order
reach a conclusion
reach an agreement
refer back
return back
to take this opportunity
to tell you the truth
wait around
want to have

divide
invite
decide, determine
convey, explain
call, phone, visit
because, considering
has
concerns, deals with
can, is able to
considerably impact
help
meet
knows
believes
concerns, deals with
knows, understands
call, phone
pressure
if
alphabetize
conclude, decide, resolve
agree, decide, settle
refer
return
[delete this phrase]
actually, frankly, truthfully
wait
want

Noun Phrases
Wordy noun phrases often begin with an article followed by a noun and the word of. In other
instances, several words are used when one or two words are sufficient. For example:
Instead of
course of action
place of employment
the completion of
the development of
the marketing of
time of day

Use
action, direction, strategy
business, firm, office
completing
developing
marketing
time
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Extraneous “That”
An extraneous word is a nonessential word—one that can be deleted from the sentence without
affecting the meaning of the sentence. We can often delete the word that in a sentence without
distorting the sentence’s meaning. Compare the following sentences with and without the word
that:
With

Some writing authorities recommend that we delete wordy expressions.
Ms. Watkins thinks that she will reach a decision by next Monday.
Without Some writing authorities recommend we delete wordy expressions.
Ms. Watkins thinks she will reach a decision by next Monday.
Deciding whether to delete that from a sentence is largely your option as a writer. However,
when you physically delete that, it is still part of the sentence—much like the understood-you
subject in sentences such as Do not overload this elevator! That is, in most instances, a
dependent clause still exists—even if that is not physically in the sentence:
Some writing authorities believe [independent clause] we should delete wordy
expressions [dependent clause introduced with an understood that used as a
subordinating conjunction].
In general, you can usually eliminate the extraneous that in the following situations:
1. When that is used to introduce a dependent clause functioning as the object of a verb.
With
Henry says that he is poor.
Without Henry says he is poor.
2. When that is used to introduce a dependent clause stating a fact, wish, reason, or cause.
With

Jack hopes that he will win the race
I wish that Jack had won the race.
Jack is glad that Jill thinks so much of him.
Without Jack hopes he will win the race.
I wish Jack had won the race.
Jack is glad Jill thinks so much of him.
3. When that is used to introduce a dependent clause modifying an adverb or adverbial
expression.
With
The homeless will sleep anywhere that they can.
Without The homeless will sleep anywhere they can.
4. When that is used to introduce a dependent clause joined to an adjective subjective
complement.
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With
Bonnie is positive that she is right.
Without Bonnie is positive she is right.
5. When the subject of a relative clause is different from the referent of the word or phrase
preceding the dependent clause.
With
Carl has the novel that I was reading.
Without Carl has the novel I was reading.
6. When a sentence contains more than one that.
With
Better

I told Marshall that the guidelines that he prepared meet with my approval.
I told Marshall that the guidelines he prepared meet with my approval.

As your writing proficiency increases, you can make intelligent, writer-option decisions about
including or deleting the word that in a sentence. If you are unsure about any of the above
guidelines for when to delete that, read the sentence with and without that included. You can
generally delete the word that if the sentence makes sense and reads smoothly with the word
deleted. Otherwise, you should not delete the word that.

Extraneous Adjectives and Adverbs
For forceful writing, writers sometimes couple adjectives and adverbs to nouns or verbs. The
result is wordy expressions such as the following:
Instead of
absolutely essential
basic fundamentals
exact duplicate
exact same copy
firm commitment
first introduced
general public
general rule
honest truth
past history
qualified expert
whole idea

Use
essential
fundamentals
duplicate
same copy
commitment
introduced
public
rule
truth
history
expert
idea

Practice avoiding wordy expressions—See how the second sentence in each pair carries the
same meaning as the first sentence but avoids the underlined wordy expression that the first
sentence contains. A more-concise message is usually a more clear and direct message.
1. The report is for the most part completed.
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The report is nearly completed.
2. Because of the fact that only four volunteers are here, the project is canceled.
Because only four volunteers are here, the project is canceled.
3. The clothing store will close at 3 p.m. in order to take inventory.
The clothing store will close at 3 p.m. to take inventory.
4. With regard to your request, your order will be sent tomorrow morning.
Regarding your request, your order will be sent tomorrow morning.
5. We extend an invitation to you to attend our grand opening Tuesday, July 15.
We invite you to attend our grand opening Tuesday, July 15.
6. Refer back to page 14 for an example of full-block letter format.
Refer to page 14 for an example of full-block letter format.
7. Please help in the development of a more-effective process for setting up for conventions.
Please help in developing a more-effective process for setting up for conventions.
8. Mr. Micals said that he appreciated the advice.
Mr. Micals said he appreciated the advice.
9. She gave me the exact same information as Karen received.
She gave me the same information as Karen received.
10. That photograph of Maui is an exact duplicate of the one I have.
That photograph of Maui is a duplicate of the one I have.
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Ineffective Word Choices
Some words and expressions may not be wordy or lead to wordiness in a document but still not
be effective in communicating the writer’s intended meaning. These include the unnecessary use
of uncommon or difficult words, euphemisms, clichés, idioms, couplets, nominalizations, and
overused expressions.
Unnecessary Use of Uncommon Words
Nothing is wrong with using uncommon or difficult words. However, we can often communicate
better by using familiar words rather than uncommon ones, which often are words with several
syllables. Don’t assume you can never use a multiple-syllable word, but be wary of such words,
especially if you think your reader might not understand them. And you should be cautious about
replacing a familiar word with a multiple-syllable word. A list of multiple-syllable words with
their common-word substitutes follows.
Instead of
approximately
facilitate
notwithstanding
probability
utilization (utilize)

Use
about, roughly
help
despite
chance, likelihood, prospect
use

Euphemisms
We create a euphemism when we substitute an inoffensive phrase for one considered offensive.
Many euphemisms deal with sex or death—topics that we often consider too delicate for
straightforward words. Others deal with expressions of politeness or deception. We need not
avoid all euphemisms; but we should avoid wordy euphemisms when a short expression will not
offend. For example:
Instead of
advanced in years
correctional facility
human resources
negative feelings
succumb to injuries

Consider using
old
prison
employees, people, workers
dislike, hate
die

Clichés
A cliché is a trite or overused expression. When clichés are initially coined, they may be
effective. However, they often become overused; and they lose power when we rely on them
because we are too lazy to express thoughts without being wordy. For example:
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Instead of
all of a sudden
after all is said and done
as a matter of course
at the end of the day
as the need arises
as time goes on
at the present time
consensus of opinion
despite the fact that
due to the fact that
first of all
free of charge
from beginning to end
in a timely fashion
in all probability
it goes without saying that
it is imperative that
know for a fact
more often than not
out of the question
par for the course
regardless of the fact that
when all is said and done
whether or not

Use
suddenly
finally, ultimately
commonly, normally, usually
finally, in the end
as needed
in time, later, sometime
at present, presently
consensus
although, even though
because
first
free
completely, totally
promptly
most likely
clearly,
must
know
commonly, customarily, usually
impossible, unthinkable
typical
although, even though, yet
all in all, overall
if, whether

Idioms
An idiom is an expression that is unique to a language and that has little or no meaning on the
surface—especially to a person who is not familiar with the idiom. The literal meaning of an
idiom is often different from its actual meaning. Some idioms play distinctive roles by stating
cleverly what other words cannot, but many idioms are wordy expressions that should be
avoided. For example:
Instead of
as a matter of fact
bite a person's head off
burn the candle at both ends
by the skin of your teeth
day in and day out
down the road
high and dry
high and low
in a nutshell
in due time

Use
in fact
speak angrily
work hard
barely
every day
later
alone, helpless
everywhere
briefly
in time, someday, sometime
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let the cat out of the bag
on the part of
once in a blue moon
put on an act
put your foot in it
see eye to eye
take offense to
the other side of the coin
up in the air

divulge the truth
by
seldom
pretend
blunder
agree
resent
the other point of view
unanswered, unsure

Couplets
One dictionary definition of a couplet is "two similar things." Under the umbrella of wordy
expressions, therefore, a couplet is two words that are connected by and that have one meaning.
We sometimes feel we can reinforce a meaning if we use two words for emphasis. The truth is
that the second word is usually redundant and adds no additional meaning. For example:
Instead of
above and beyond
anything and everything
bound and determined
calm, cool, and collected
each and every
few and far between
first and foremost
hard and fast
here and now
hope and expect
if and only if
if and when
neat and tidy
new and innovative
one and only
one and the same
peace and quiet
pick and choose
plain and simple
separate and distinct
then and only then

Use
above, beyond
all, anything, everything
determined, resolved
calm, cool, collected
each, every, all
few, infrequent, scarce
first, foremost
firm, fixed, steadfast
now, presently, the present
hope, expect, trust
if, only if
if, when
neat, tidy
new, innovative
one, only
identical, one, the same
peace, quiet
pick, choose
plain, simple
separate, distinct
only then, then

Nominalizations
When a verb or adjective is converted into a noun, the result is called a nominalization. Some
people refer to a nominalization as a “camouflaged verb.” Below are some examples.
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Verb
determine
discover
fail
intend
move
resist

Nominalization
determination
discovery
failure
intention
movement
resistance

The most forceful sentence is typically an active-voice sentence in which the subject performs
the action of the verb. Generally, writers who write the clearest sentences use action verbs to
express crucial actions and refrain from converting action verbs or adjectives into
nominalizations.
In the pairs of sentences below, the first sentence contains an underlined nominalization, and the
second sentence is a revision of the first with the nominalization removed.
1. Determination of hiring policy takes place at the CEO-level of management.
The CEO level of management determines hiring policy.
2. Our intention is to survey all registered voters.
We intend to survey all registered voters.
3. The appearance of Mr. Holden before the petitions committee was on April 10.
Mr. Holden appeared before the petitions committee on April 10.

Overused Language
When phrases or sentences are overused, they sound insincere. Original language personalized to
the situation will make the message feel more sincere to the reader and thus help him or her feel
more connected to the message and the writer. A few examples of overused language with
potential personalized revisions follow.
Overused—Feel free to call
Personalized—Please call 801-033-6247 with questions or comments about the proposal.
Overused—I look forward to hearing from you
Personalized—After I hear from you, I will finish preparing the kits for shipping.
Of course, overused expressions can occasionally be used effectively; but usually, substituting
other, original language will add sincerity and credibility to what you say.

Practice avoiding ineffective word choices—See how the second sentence in each pair carries
the same meaning as the first sentence but avoids the underlined ineffective word choice or
choices the first sentence contains. A sentence with effective wording is more clear and concise.
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1. Utilizing your employee number will facilitate processing your order.
Using your employee number will help in processing your order.
2. After all is said and done, the chairperson must take the proposal to the board.
Ultimately, the chairperson must take the proposal to the board.
3. The meeting began a half-hour late due to the fact that two team leaders were late.
The meeting began a half-hour late because two team leaders were late.
4. We need to know whether or not you agree with the proposal.
We need to know whether you agree with the proposal.
5. This problem comes up only once in a blue moon.
This problem seldom comes up.
6. Because we don’t see eye to eye on that point, how we will proceed is still up in the air.
Because we don’t agree on that point, how we will proceed is still uncertain.
7. Janet went above and beyond what she was required to do.
Janet went beyond what she was required to do.
8. We are looking for a new and innovative marketing idea.
We are looking for an innovative marketing idea.
9. Don’t speak to the boss this afternoon—she will bite your head off.
Don’t speak to the boss this afternoon—she is impatient and angry.
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Biased and Discriminatory Language in Business Writing
You will be wise to write in such a way that you do not offend your readers by using language
that reflects gender bias or that shows bias based on age, disabilities, race or ethnic group, or
sexual orientation.

Gender Bias in Language
In the 1970s, an abrupt change in writers’ approaches to gender impacted the English language in
America. In many instances, new words or new uses for old words found roots in business
communication. Such words as chair, chairperson, firefighter, and Ms. were used to avoid sex
stereotyping. (Are all chairmen men? Are all firemen men? Do all women want to signal their
marital status through using “Mrs.” or “Miss”?
The trend toward nonsexist writing came about because of the inherent nature of the English
language. Structurally, English is one of the least sex-conscious languages. Unlike French,
German, Spanish, and other languages, English essentially lacks grammatical gender. Many
languages other than English commonly divide nouns among masculine, feminine, and neuter
classes and require precise gender agreement of adjectives, pronouns, and verbs.
When you understand that language is a living thing shaped by the needs of society, you’ll know
that writers today must avoid sexist writing to be accepted positively by society.
As you write, you will need to acquaint yourself with techniques that will help you recognize
sexist writing by other writers and also avoid sexism in your own writing. Sexist writing in
English comes from the stereotyping of males and females through the generic use of the
masculine, singular pronouns; through the generic use of man; through the use of masculinemarker words; and through sex-role stereotyping in words and phrases.
You’ll have to decide how far to go in avoiding sexism in your writing. For example, such words
as brotherhood, craftsman, freshman, horsemanship, manpower, sportsmanship, and
weatherman reflect masculinity. Does that mean you should avoid using some of these words or
all of these words? Facetiously, you’ll have to decide whether manhole cover should be
personhole cover, peoplehole cover, sewer lid, or whatever. The guidelines that follow are safe
guidelines that give good advice about nonsexist writing, but you’ll have to make decisions
about how far to go in achieving an appropriate balance between masculinity and femininity in
your writing. (Thanks to South-Western Publishing Co. for much of the content about sexist
language that follows.)
1. Avoid sexism in writing by choosing one of the following alternatives to using the
singular, masculine pronouns he, him, and his.


Eliminate the singular, masculine pronouns
No

If the test is to be passed, the student must read his text, study his notes, and get help.
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Yes


Use a plural pronoun
No
Yes



Yes

He should spend considerable energy convincing employees they should give up
smoking.
Considerable energy should be spent convincing employees they should give up
smoking.

Use the person’s name
No
Yes



When an employee uses his personal vehicle . . .
When an employee uses a personal vehicle . . .

Use the passive voice
No



He cannot cope with 60 students in a classroom.
The teacher cannot cope with 60 students in a classroom.

Change the pronoun to an article
No
Yes



He will not receive the benefits to which he is entitled unless he plans for the future.
You will not receive the benefits to which you are entitled unless you plan for
the future.

Use job titles or functions
No
Yes



When a worker uses a company car, he must keep accurate expense records if he
expects to be reimbursed.
When workers use a company car, they must keep accurate expense records if they
expect to be reimbursed.

Use genderless words
No
Yes



If the test is to be passed, the student must read the text, study notes, and get help
from the teacher.

When the district manager conducts exit interviews, he follows the guidelines in our
policy manual.
When Nathaniel Bankhead, the district manager, conducts exit interviews, he follows
the guidelines in our policy manual.

Repeat the noun
No
Yes

If the driver is intoxicated, he will undoubtedly be cited.
If the driver is intoxicated, the driver will undoubtedly be cited.
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Include the feminine pronoun
No
Yes

If the driver is intoxicated, he will undoubtedly be cited.
If the driver is intoxicated, he or she [or she or he] will undoubtedly be cited.

When including the feminine pronoun, be judicious in favoring neither the masculine nor the
feminine. For example, for every he or she [or he/she] you use, include a she or he [or she/he]
for equal treatment of the masculine and the feminine.
2. Avoid sexism in writing by choosing an appropriate alternative to the generic use of the
word man.
No
Yes

man, men, mankind
human(s), person(s), individual(s), people, humanity, human being(s), human race, men
and women, women and men

No
Yes

The observant man will be aware of neighbors’ needs.
The observant person will be aware of neighbors’ needs.

3. Avoid sexism in writing by choosing appropriate substitutions for man suffixes and
prefixes.
No
Yes

businessman, businessmen
businessperson, business executive(s), manager(s), business leader(s), industrialist(s),
entrepreneur(s)

No
Yes

chairman
chair, chairperson, presiding officer, group leader

No
Yes

manmade
handmade, machine-made, manufactured, hand-built

No
Yes

manpower
human resources, workforce

No
Yes

salesman, salesmen
salesperson(s), salespeople, sales agent(s), sales representative(s), sales force

No
Yes

spokesman, spokesmen
spokesperson(s), representative(s), advocate(s), proponent(s)

4. Avoid sexism in writing by choosing appropriate substitutions for occupational titles
containing the suffix man.
No

deliveryman, foreman, draftsman, repairman, salesman, serviceman, yardman, etc.
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Yes

delivery clerk, deliverer, supervisor, drafter, repairer, salesperson, sales representative,
sales agent, yard worker

When the U.S. Government finally dealt seriously with appropriate substitutions for occupational
titles containing man, the entire Dictionary of Occupational Titles had to be rewritten. This
publication is an excellent source for suggestions about occupational titles that are not sexist.
5. Avoid sexism in writing by eliminating sex-role stereotyping in words and phrases.


Language that is demeaning or patronizing
No



Adjectives that unnecessarily identify gender
No
Yes



secretary . . . she; nurse . . . she; receptionist . . . she; executive . . . he; attorney . . .
he; truck driver . . . he; etc.

Adult feminine references that might be demeaning
No
Yes



coed, housewife, poetess, usherette, etc.
student, homemaker, poet, usher

Male or female language that sex-stereotypes jobs or roles
No



female doctor, male nurse, male secretary, female driver, etc.
doctor, nurse, secretary, driver

Nouns that unnecessarily identify gender
No
Yes



acted like a woman, woman driver, the weaker sex, weak sister, the fairer sex, mansized job, old-maidish, the little woman, the better half, etc.

the girls, the females, the opposite sex, the fairer sex, etc.
the women, the ladies

Feminine courtesy titles that might offend

Unless you know that a woman is married and prefers to be called Mrs. or that she is single and
prefers to be called Miss, you should always use Ms. as a courtesy title. An alternate suggestion
is to avoid the courtesy title, particularly if you cannot tell from the name whether the person is a
man or a woman. You cannot assume the typical feminine or masculine spelling of a name (such
as Marian/Marion) is clearly associated with a woman.
Courtesy titles are particularly troublesome in business-letter salutations. For example, if the
addressee’s name is Marian Jones, the writer might face a dilemma. If Dear Ms. Jones is used,
the addressee might be a male. If Dear Marian is used, the addressee might be offended by the
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first-name familiarity. The writer might use Dear Marian Jones as the salutation, but that also
might be offensive to the addressee.
One logical solution to potentially offensive salutations is the simplified-letter style (See Exhibit
3.12). This style eliminates the salutation.
Practice Using Nonsexist Language—Revise the sentences below to remove the sexist
language.
1.

If an employee wants to attend the training, he must get written permission from his
supervisor.

2.

The chairman of the publicity committee must find two businessmen from the community
who will speak in February to the coeds in the FBLA Club.

3.

The book contains instructions for applying for a job as a draftsman, repairman, salesman,
or serviceman.

4.

If any student driver speeds through the school zone, he will receive a $50 speeding ticket
and must give up his right to bring his car to school.

Answers to “Practice Using Nonsexist Language” Exercise
1.

If an employee wants to attend the training, he must get written permission from his
supervisor.
(a) If an employee wants to attend the training, she or he must get written permission
from her or his supervisor.
(b) If employees want to attend the training, they must get written permission from their
supervisors.

2.

The chairman of the publicity committee must find two businessmen from the community
who will speak in February to the coeds in the FBLA Club.
The chairman of the publicity committee must find two businesspeople from the
community who will speak in February to the ladies in the FBLA Club. (Would your
school consider the language to be sexist if you said “girls in the FBLA Club”?)

3.

The book contains instructions for applying for a job as a draftsman, repairman, salesman,
or serviceman.
The book contains instructions for applying for a job as a drafter, repairperson,
salesperson, or serviceperson.

4.

If any student driver speeds through the school zone, he will receive a $50 speeding ticket
and must give up his right to bring his car to school.
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(a) If student drivers speed through the school zone, they will receive $50 speeding tickets
and must give up their rights to bring their cars to school.
(b) If any student driver speeds through the school zone, she or he will receive a $50
speeding ticket and will relinquish all rights to bring a car to school.

Language Bias Based on Age
Some language can be considered to be biased based on a person’s age. Some words could imply
that the person being described is too young or inexperienced or is too old, feeble, or senile.
For children under age 12, the words girls and boys are acceptable. Using young men or young
women is appropriate for youth ages 12 to 19. Using the word teenager carries a certain bias.
People older than 19 should be referred to as women and men.
Most people find senior citizen to be biased language because of its negative connotation. To
some people, the term elderly implies feebleness. The term older people, although vague, implies
nothing negative. When referring to older people, use words that better describe the person or
group such as the following: retirees or people over seventy. Never use negative terms such as
seniors or old folks.
Unacceptable: Jamie Lunas, an elderly woman in the neighborhood, walks two miles every day.
Acceptable:
Jamie Lunas, a seventy-year-old woman in the neighborhood, walks two miles
every day.

Language Biased Against People with Disabilities
Regarding disabilities, call people what they want to be called. The terms disabled and disability
are preferred over crippled or handicapped. A disability is a physical quality, whereas a handicap
is a limitation. Before mentioning a person’s disability, make sure that mentioning the disability
is necessary. If it is not necessary to mention, don’t mention it at all. When appropriate, use
“positive" terms such as physically challenged or differently abled. Instead of saying they are
heart attack victims, say they are people who have heart attacks. Avoid terms such as special or
challenged unless the person or group of people prefers this terminology.
Typically, you are better off using terminology that treats an illness or a disability neutrally
rather than negatively.
Unacceptable
confined to a wheelchair
dying from cancer
suffers from diabetes
stroke victim, AIDS victim
blind person, deaf person

Acceptable
uses a wheelchair
living with cancer
is diabetic
stroke patient, person with AIDS
seeing-impaired person, hearing-impaired person
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Unacceptable: Donald Kearns, a deaf student at Freedom Academy, won the “Fun Run” in
record time.
Acceptable:
Donald Kearns, a student at Freedom Academy, won the “Fun Run” in record
time.
Unacceptable: Lynette Agues, who suffers from diabetes, was nominated to represent
Cumberland County on the State Health Commission.
Acceptable:
Lynette Agues, who is diabetic, was nominated to represent Cumberland
County on the State Health Commission.

Language Biased Against Racial or Ethnic Groups
Racial or ethnic insults are never acceptable in business writing. However some expressions are
most acceptable for identifying specific racial or ethnic groups. Some guidelines for referring to
various racial and ethnic groups are given here.
Asian or Asian American is preferred rather than Oriental. Most Asians refer to themselves
based on their country of origin (Chinese American, Japanese American).
Black or African American is preferred rather than Negro and colored. The phrase people of
color is sometimes used to include other racial groups.
Hispanic or Latino/Latina is preferred for people of Latin America decent. Some Latinos also
refer to themselves based on their country of origin (Cuban American, Mexican American).
Native American is preferred rather than Indian. Some Native Americans refer to themselves as
a member of a specific tribe or tribes (Shoshoni, Cherokee).

Language Biased Against Sexual Orientation
Biased language against people because of their sexual orientation is not appropriate in business
writing. Typically, a person’s sexual orientation should not be mentioned at all; but if it must be
mentioned, the following guidelines are suggested:
Use the term sexual orientation rather than sexual preference.
Use the terms lesbians and gay men rather than homosexuals.
Discussion of a person’s marital status is not appropriate unless legal marital relationships are the
subject of the writing. Marital status is not a good indicator of cohabitation (married couples may
be separated and unmarried couples may live together), sexual activity, or sexual orientation (a
person who is married may be in a gay or lesbian relationship with a partner). Furthermore,
describing people as either married or single renders lesbians, gay men, and bisexual persons as
well as heterosexual people in cohabiting relationships invisible.
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Paragraph Unity and Coherence
As readers, we are accustomed to reading, digesting, and storing “chunks” of information. Those
chunks are presented to us through individual sentences and then in paragraphs. Whether
consciously or unconsciously, the periods at the ends of sentences and the formatting that signals
the end of a paragraph cause us to reach closure, store the information, and open a new storage
area in our minds to receive the next chunk of information.
As writers, we should present the “chunks” of information in sentences and paragraphs in readily
consumable sizes.
If a sentence is too long, a reader may have difficulty digesting and therefore understanding
everything it contains. If the sentence is “garbled” because it contains grammar, syntax, or
punctuation errors, a reader may again have difficulty understanding the sentence’s content.
Likewise, if a paragraph is too long or is structured improperly, a reader may have difficulty
digesting the paragraph’s content and therefore understanding its message.
Fundamentally, a paragraph should be written so it reflects both unity and coherence. Unity
requires the sentences of a paragraph to relate to a single main idea that is developed in a
paragraph. Coherence enables the reader to progress from sentence to sentence in such a way
that one sentence “flows” into another sentence with a minimum of distraction.
If a paragraph reflects unity, each sentence helps develop a central thought with which the
paragraph deals. The central thought is stated in a topic sentence, and every other sentence is
related to the topic sentence—resulting in a unified whole because of the oneness of the parts
(the sentences) with the whole (the paragraph).
If a paragraph reflects coherence, the sentences “stick together” because they are logically
connected. Those connections are made through the use of transitional words and phrases that
cause the sentences to cohere—or to stick together. As a result, one sentence flows into another
so the reader clearly sees the relationship of each sentence to the others and the relationship of all
the sentences to the paragraph as a whole.
As you work with unity and coherence in your writing of paragraphs, keep the following things
in mind:
1. Short paragraphs may indicate inadequate development, but they also can be very effective in
a written presentation. Nothing is inherently wrong with short paragraphs as long as they
contribute effectively to the coherence of the entire written presentation.
2. One-sentence paragraphs are often very effective because of their effectiveness in helping
with coherence between paragraphs or their usefulness in giving special emphasis to their
content.
3. Long paragraphs tend to lose the reader because he or she is expected to consume too much
information before reaching closure and starting anew. In addition, long paragraphs
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frequently violate the principle of unity because more than one unrelated idea tends to be
included in a long paragraph. In general, a paragraph that is longer than about ten lines may
be in danger of losing the reader because the paragraph will frequently lack unity.
4. A well-written paragraph typically contains a topic sentence that presents the central thought,
or main idea, of the paragraph. The topic sentence is most often the first sentence in the
paragraph and establishes the content unity parameters for the rest of the paragraph.
Sometimes the topic sentence is given at the end of the paragraph, especially if the writer
needs to move from particulars to a generalization.
As a writer, you will know that a paragraph has coherence if the relationships among ideas are
clear and if the progression from one sentence to the next is easy for your reader to follow. You
will achieve coherence if you arrange ideas in a logical order and if you use appropriate
transition between sentences and between paragraphs. Pronouns, conjunctive joiners, transitional
words and phrases, and parallel constructions all contribute to good coherence.
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Transitional Words and Phrases
Below are words that can be used to make a transition from one thought to another in your
writing. These words show relationships between ideas and help clarify the overall message.
The transition word you choose will depend on the type of shift you are making, whether it be
adding to or comparing new information with information you have already stated, showing
comparison or contrast, or making some other kind of shift.
Words That Show Addition
again
equally important
also
finally
and then
further
besides
furthermore

in addition
last
likewise
moreover

next
nor
thirdly
too

Words That Show Comparison
better yet
in like manner
here again
likewise

similarly
still worse

in the same manner
the same

Words That Show Contrast
nevertheless
in a different vein
and yet
notwithstanding
at the same time
on the other hand
but
on the contrary
however
still

despite
although
in contrast
conversely
in the first place

finally
differently
in contrast
yet
in the second place

Words That Show Place
adjacent to
here
beyond
nearby

on the opposite side
opposite to

Words That Show Result
accordingly
consequently
as a result
hence

therefore
thereupon

thus

Words That Show Summary
as has been stated
in brief
in other words
to be sure
to sum up
for instance

on the whole
for example
in summary

as I have said
in short
in conclusion

Words That Show Time
afterward
furthermore
immediately
soon
specifically
during
following
next

previously
briefly
meanwhile
while

at length
in the meantime
then
not only

Some material adapted from Murphy and Hildebrandt, Effective Business Communications
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The Five Cs of Effective Communication
The process of rewriting can be centered around what can be referred to as the Cs of effective
communication. From the following discussion of the five C’s, you will see that rewriting takes a
great deal of time.
As you review your document in the rewriting stage, ask yourself the following questions.
Is the message correct? This area involves checking spelling, grammar, and punctuation as well
as correctness of content, statistics, sources, etc.
Is the message clear? This area is concerned with vague wording, unclear references, and
confusing ideas. Reordering of information may improve the overall flow of the message, or a
simple word change may improve the tone. As Mark Twain once said, “The difference between
the right word and the almost right word is like the difference between the lightning bug and the
lightning.” In other words, close but not quite may actually change the idea completely. Also
check for a personal and conversational approach. Would you use the same wording if you were
talking with the person? Stilted, outdated language will not be well received in most instances.
Is the message complete? Be sure you have not left out important ideas. You want to be sure
your reader does not have more questions after reading the message than before.
Is the message concise? Can you make the message shorter by omitting unnecessary wordiness?
Generally people react more positively to a short message and are more likely to read it
completely than a longer one (as long as completeness is not sacrificed). As Mark Twain was
submitting one of his books to his publisher, he wrote, “I apologize in advance for the length of
this manuscript. If I had had more time, I would have written a shorter book.” The length of the
message may have a greater effect than you ever thought possible.
Is your message considerate? Check for any biased language, and make sure you have followed
through with the you attitude. Avoid negative language as much as possible. Many times you
can present negative information without actually saying “no.”
Now consider the overall document. Is the format of your document correct, and does the
message present a positive image of you and your company? Just as a person makes a first
impression that is difficult to change, any communication also leaves a lasting first impression.
After you have revised your document according to the guidelines included in the five C’s, let
someone else read the message—someone you trust to give you an objective reaction to the
document. Something that seems clear to you may not be to someone else.
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Writing Effective Sentences, Paragraphs, and Complete Documents
The guidelines below will help you create effective sentences, paragraphs, and complete
documents.
Considerations in Writing Effective Sentences
1. To emphasize an idea:
a. Use active voice.
b. Use positive words.
c. Use short sentences.
d. Avoid expletives.
e. Place the important idea first or last in the sentence (first is more emphatic).
f. Repeat key words.
g. Use specific, concrete words.
h. Use mechanical means such as boldface type, underlining, color, etc.
2. To make a negative idea seem less negative:
a. Use passive voice.
b. Use positive words.
c. Use complex or compound-complex sentences.
d. Place the important word or phrase in the middle of the sentence.
e. Place the sentence in the middle of the paragraph.
3. Place significant ideas in independent clauses and less-significant ideas in dependent
clauses.
4. Put closely related words together.
a. Place modifiers close to the words they modify.
b. Be sure the subject of the independent clause also fits the introductory phrase.
5. Express ideas of the same relative importance in similar form; use parallel
construction.
6. Achieve variety by varying the lengths of sentences. Try to keep the average
sentence length between 15 and 20 words. Consider dividing longer sentences in
two.

Considerations in Writing Effective Paragraphs
1. Keep first and last paragraphs in a letter short--from one to four lines if possible.
Keep the average length of others from 4 to 5 lines; 8 lines may be too long. Keep
the average paragraph in a report between 6 or 7 lines; 12 lines may be too long.
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2. Use a direct format to express positive or neutral ideas: Use an indirect format to
express negative or persuasive ideas.
3. Use topic sentences to begin paragraphs, and then add related sentences.
4. To achieve paragraph coherence:
a. Repeat key ideas or key words.
b. Use pronouns that refer clearly to their antecedents.
c. Use transitional expressions.
5. Write concise paragraphs by avoiding unnecessary words, phrases, and sentences.

Considerations in Writing Effective Documents
1. Keep the readability level appropriate for the audience. Use familiar words and short
sentences for lower-level readers.
2. Use variety in sentence length and structure.
3. Check carefully for correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation.
4. Make effective use of the five Cs of communication: Be sure the document is
Correct, Complete, Clear, Concise, and Considerate.
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Section 3—Business Correspondence
Formatting Business Correspondence
Letters, memorandums, and emails may contain the same information but are unique in the way
each document type is formatted. Letters are more-formal documents that are usually written to
an external audience (readers outside the organization), and memos are informal documents that
are usually written to an internal audience (readers inside the organization). Emails are sent to
internal and external audiences; the format of emails varies depending on whether the audience is
internal or external and even more on how informal or formal the message is. The following
guidelines will help prepare you to format letters, memos, and emails successfully.

The Components of a Business Letter
Business-world practices have for decades required that business letters be formatted in
conventional ways. Businesspeople normally and naturally expect their own letters and the
letters written by other people to reflect the commonly followed conventions of formatting. If the
conventions of formatting are not followed properly, the writer’s chances of getting the desired
response from the reader are probably lessened because the credibility of the writer might be
affected negatively.
The first step in your understanding the formats of business letters is to understand the common
components of business letters. The primary components are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Letterhead or return address
Date
Inside address
Attention line
Salutation
Subject line
Complimentary closing
Signature line
Reference initials
Enclosure/attachment notation
Copy notation

Additional components that might be included in a business letter are a personal notation, a
confidential notation, a company signature line, a file-name notation, a delivery notation, or a
postscript. These components will not be covered here but can be reviewed in a reputable style
guide. Some variations in letter formatting from the traditional guidelines presented here are
acceptable.
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Exhibit 3.1 shows a business letter containing all the above components except an attention line.
Individual situations will dictate which of the above components should be included in a letter,
whether some of the components are not necessary, or whether additional components not listed
are required. Look at Exhibit 3.1 as you read about the above components and their purposes in
typical business letters.
Letterhead—A company or organization typically prints its business letters on specially
designed stationery that is called letterhead stationery. The minimum requirements for a
letterhead are the name of the company or organization, its address, and its phone number.
Depending on the needs of a company or organization, the letterhead may also include such
things as a fax number, an email address, an Internet URL, a cable address, names of appropriate
personnel, a picture or logo associated with the company or organization, or an advertising
slogan.
The layout of the letterhead may be done by a professional layout artist. However, with the
extensive software available today, a company or organization may format its own letterhead and
either print a supply or invoke the stored file for the letterhead when a letter is prepared.
Abbreviations should not be used in a letterhead except those that are part of the company’s or
organization’s name or that represent a state name in a ZIP code address.
If a company or organization uses a post office box number as its primary mailing address, the
letterhead should also show a street address as well. The Post Office will then know where to
direct ordinary mail; and other delivery organizations, such as UPS or Federal Express, will
know where to deliver other kinds of mail.
You can create your own personal letterhead to use with personal business letters or with
personal letters of any kind—see Exhibit 3.14. The contents guidelines for personal letterheads
are the same as for business letterheads, with the personal name substituting for the business
name. Exhibit 3.15 contains samples of personal letterheads.
If a business or personal letterhead is not used, a return address should be included in the letter.
The return address includes the name and address of the sender and is placed immediately above
the date. See Exhibit 3.13 for an example of a personal business letter with no letterhead but
with a return address included. Be aware that a personal letter is more professional looking if it
carries a personal letterhead; the letterhead also adds to the reader’s feeling about the credibility
of the content of the letter.
Date—Letters are always dated because business practices are inevitably associated with dates.
The dates for business letters are almost always formatted in the sequence of month, day, and
year (for example, February 12, 20xx). Some organizations, such as the U.S. military, format
dates in the sequence of day, month, and year (12 February 20xx). With writer’s option, you can
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Exhibit 3.1—The Common Components of a Business Letter

Century 21 Computer Systems

[Letterhead]
120 East 1700 South, Provo, UT 84601

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: c21cs@aol.com

[Double space between the letterhead and the date for a letter longer than one page. For a
one-page letter, the space between the letterhead and the date should equal the space from
the last typed information on the page to the bottom of the page (vertical centering]
June 5, 20xx [Date line]
[vertical spacing=quadruple space=three blank lines]
Ms. Wendy R. Taylor [Inside address]
475 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
[double space=one blank line]
Dear Ms. Taylor: [Salutation followed by body]
[double space]
Subject: Your Application for a Sales Position with CCS [Subject line]
[double space]
Thank you for sending your resume and request for a sales position in Utah Valley with Century
21 Computer Systems (CCS).
[double space between each paragraph]
Currently, no openings are available in Utah Valley, but we do need a sales representative in the
Ogden area. The person who is hired for this position will be responsible for the supervision of
all sales in northern Utah, including Ogden and the surrounding area, Brigham City, and Logan.
If you want to be considered for this position, please complete the enclosed application and
return it to me.
When we receive your application, it will be filed with your resume. Applicants will be
interviewed for the position on June 21 and 22. When you return your application, please let me
know whether you prefer to meet with me at 3 p.m. on June 21 or June 22.
I look forward to hearing from you.
[double space]
Sincerely yours, [Complimentary closing]
[quadruple space]
Thaddeus R. Fullmer [Signature line]
Sales Manager
[double space]
heb [Reference initials]
Enclosure: Application Form [Enclosure notation]
Copy: Dale Workman [Copy notation]
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choose the sequence you prefer for dates, although most of your readers will probably expect to
see the sequence of month, day, and year.
The date is not part of the letterhead, so the date begins the letter. Most commonly, a quadruple
space is used following the date, leaving three blank lines between the date and the inside
address that follows. A triple space may be used here, but it should be balanced with a triple
space in the signature block below.
Inside Address—The inside address for a letter to an individual’s home should include (1) the
name of the person to whom the letter is being sent, (2) the location to which the letter is to be
sent (the street address, the post office box number, or other location information), and (3) the
city, state, and ZIP code.
The inside address for a letter to a company or organization should include (1) the name of the
specific individual who should get the letter (if the letter is addressed to a specific individual),
(2) the name of the business or organization, (3) a street address or a post office box number, and
(4) the city, state, and ZIP code.
The following points are appropriate considerations for inside addresses, depending on
individual needs or situations:
•

If a letter is addressed to a specific individual in a company or organization, the person’s job
title and department (if known) should be included.

•

If an addressee’s title is very short, it may be placed on the same line as the addressee’s name
or the addressee’s department. However, an addressee’s title should not be placed on the
same line as the name of the addressee’s company or organization.

•

If the name of a specific individual in a company or organization is not known, the inside
address can contain a generic title to cover the needs of the inside address (for example,
Director of Marketing).

•

Courtesy titles are commonly used before the name of a person in an inside address. In most
situations, the courtesy titles of Mr. for males and Ms. for females are used. Individual
situations may suggest other courtesy titles (such as Dr., Professor, or The Honorable).

•

The courtesy title of Ms. should always be used for women unless the writer knows a woman
prefers another courtesy title, such as Mrs., Miss, Dr., Professor, etc.

•

Occasionally, a letter cannot be sent to the addressee’s home or place of business but must be
directed to a third person who will see that the addressee gets the letter. In such instances, in
care of or c/o can be used (for example, Mr. Edward Chidester, c/o Ms. Dorothy Jones. Note
that c/o stands for in care of and that the percent symbol (%) is not the same as c/o.
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•

The name of the addressee’s company or organization is placed on a line by itself. If the
name of a division or a department must be included, it should precede the name of the
company or organization.

•

The city, state, and ZIP code are always placed on one line immediately following the street
address.

•

For inside-address questions beyond those reflected in the above directives, writers should
consult a reputable style guide.

Salutation—The word salutation is derived from the word salute. A salute is used as one way of
showing respect, courtesy, or goodwill to someone. Therefore, a salutation in a letter is an
expression of greeting, respect, goodwill, or courtesy and has traditionally been a part of the
modern business letter.
However, some writers think the salutation is outdated. One result of such thinking is the
simplified letter that eliminates the salutation and replaces it with a subject line (See Exhibit
3.12).
A salutation is formatted a double space below the inside address or a double space below the
attention line (if one is used). A writer has the option of using a colon following the salutation (a
reflection of mixed punctuation—See Exhibit 3.9) or no punctuation following the salutation (a
reflection of open punctuation—See Exhibit 3.10).
By definition, mixed punctuation requires a colon following the salutation and a comma
following the complimentary closing. Open punctuation, on the other hand, requires no
punctuation following the salutation or the complimentary closing. Mixed punctuation is used
much more frequently than open punctuation. In formal business letters, a comma should
never be used following the salutation.
Keep the following additional information about salutations in mind:
•

The courtesy titles Mr., Ms., Mrs., Messrs., and Dr. are abbreviated. All other titles, such as
Professor and The Honorable, are spelled out.

•

The spelling of the surname in a salutation should match the spelling in the inside address.
However, a writer who knows the addressee well can consider using the addressee’s first
name or a nickname in the place of a more formal salutation.

•

In salutations involving two or more people, and rather than the ampersand sign (&) should
be used.

•

Writers should avoid any potential use of sexist language in salutations. For example,
Gentlemen should be used only if the writer clearly knows that the letter is addressed to and
will be read by males only. The salutation To Whom It May Concern should generally be
avoided as it is too impersonal.
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•

If the gender of the addressee is not known, the writer should take one of the following
courses of action to avoid the possibility of offending the addressee through the salutation:
(1) use a simplified style that does not require a salutation; (2) discretely determine whether
the addressee is male or female so an appropriate courtesy title can be used; or (3) use the
given name and surname without a courtesy title; for example, Dear Jan Freeman. In today’s
world, the outdated, stilted salutations of Dear Sir or Dear Madam should not be used.

An appropriate style manual should be consulted by writers who need additional information
about salutations, including appropriate salutations for officials, dignitaries, and military
personnel.
Subject Line—A subject line is optional in all letters except those formatted with the AMS
simplified style. A subject line is considered to be part of the body of a letter and is used to help
the reader know the content of a letter before reading the letter. Keep the following information
in mind as you deal with subject lines in letters:
•

A simplified letter style requires a subject line in place of the salutation (see Exhibit 3.12).
For simplified letters, the subject line is formatted in solid capitals at the left margin with
either a double space before and after the subject line or a triple space before and after the
subject line. The word Subject is never used with a subject line in a simplified letter.

•

In all letter styles except the simplified style, a subject line is formatted between the
salutation and the body. A subject line is normally formatted at the left margin, although it
can be centered for special emphasis.

•

Subject lines may be formatted in upper- and lower-case letters or in solid-capital letters
(except for subject lines in simplified-format letters), although solid-capital letters are not
preferred because they are harder to read than mixed capital and lower-case letters. Bolding
the subject line helps it stand out better in full-block, modified-block, and simplified-style
letters and is preferred.

•

Normally, the term Subject: or Re: precedes the actual subject, but such terms may be
omitted.

Body (Message)—The body of a letter or a memorandum contains the message of the letter,
which is determined by the circumstances associated with the letter.
The body begins a double space following the salutation or a double space following the subject
line (if a subject line is used). In almost every situation, the body of a letter is single spaced with
double spacing between paragraphs. The paragraphs of the body are blocked at the left margin,
or the first line of a paragraph may be indented—depending on the writer’s choice of full-block
(Exhibit 3.7) or modified-block (Exhibit 3.10 and Exhibit 3.11) style.
1. Full or left justification—You can choose between full justification and left justification.
With full justification, all complete lines end at the right margin (see Exhibit 3.9). Depending on
the font used, the software will automatically adjust the space between letters or words; however,
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sometimes the adjusted spacing is distracting when it is too spread out or two crowded. With left
justification (see Exhibit 3.8), a ragged right margin results—sometimes to the point that the
noticeably ragged margin is distracting to the reader.
Choosing between full justification and left justification for the body is the writer’s option.
However, some studies have shown that material with a ragged right margin is easier to read than
material with a fully justified margin. Full justification is used generally with more-formal
documents.
2. Widow/Orphan—By sheer number, most letters and memos require a page or less of writing.
Letters and memos of two or more pages require special formatting for second and succeeding
pages.
If a letter or a memo requires two or more pages, you should not divide a short paragraph (one
with only two or three lines) at the bottom of a page because doing so will result in weak access
to the full content of the short paragraph. Moreover, you should always leave at least two lines of
a paragraph at the bottom of one page and carry over at least two lines to the top of the next
page. That is, you should not format a business-communication paragraph that creates an orphan
(printing the first line of a new paragraph as the last line on a page) or a widow (printing the last
line of a paragraph as the first line of a new page). Good software will enable you to turn on the
“widow/orphan command” to automatically avoid any possible widows or orphans in multiplepage written presentations.
3. Quotations—Quoted material in letters and memos requires special formatting. If a quotation
requires three or fewer lines (a short quotation), it is treated as a “run-in” and is integrated in the
text and is set off with double quotation marks. If a quotation requires four or more lines (a long
quotation), it is set off from the text so it appears by itself, it is indented one tab stop on the left
and right (known as the double-indent feature in software packages), and it is not enclosed in
quotation marks. Long quotations are single spaced with double spacing between paragraphs.
See Exhibit 3.6 for examples of a short quotation and a long quotation.
4. Graphics—Tables or other graphics that are used to support the message of a letter or a
memo may be formatted as part of the body or enclosed or attached as a supporting enclosure or
attachment. When a table is formatted as part of the body, the table should be centered
horizontally between the left and right margins and should not extend beyond the left or right
margins. If the table will not fit between the margins, it should be formatted as an enclosure with
or an attachment to the document. Typically, a triple space is used before and after a table that is
formatted as part of the body, although a double space could be used if vertical space is an issue.
5. Lists—A list is single spaced and is preceded and followed by a double space. If a list is
indented, it is typically indented one tab stop from the left but can also be double indented (one
tab stop on both the left and the right). Exhibit 3.2 and Exhibit 3.3 show suitable formatting for
items in a list in the body of a letter, memo or other business document.
You may want to number the items in a list. When items are enumerated, they are aligned on the
period following the number (or alphabetic letter if letters rather than numbers are used). If an
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item requires more than one line, the hanging-indented style should be used so that all lines are
aligned with the first word in the line above. Or the second and succeeding lines may be carried
back to the left margin. The typical software default for spacing following the numbers or letters
in an enumerated list is 1/2 inch, so you should reduce that space by setting a tab about two
spaces to the right of the period following the number or letter.
Exhibit 3.2 and Exhibit 3.3 show correct formatting for enumerated or bulleted items in a list
when paragraphs are blocked at the left margin.

Exhibit 3.2
Formatting for Items in a Bulleted List with Blocked Paragraphs
When you are ready to design your questionnaire, I suggest you contact the following
individuals for assistance:



Helen Lisonbee, manager of information systems
Geneve White, director of print services

After you have prepared the initial questionnaire, I will call the following professors and make
arrangements for their assistance in refining it:



Dr. Henry Stocker, professor of organizational leadership. Utah State University, Logan,
Utah
Dr. Shirley Summerhays, professor of business, Utah Valley University, Orem, Utah

I wish you well in your endeavor and promise you my full support throughout the project.
Please feel free to check with me if you have needs of any kind.

If paragraphs in the body of a letter or other business document are indented, the enumerated
items in a list can be indented as separate paragraphs or can be indented one tab stop as shown in
Exhibit 3.4.
Exhibit 3.5 shows an incorrect way of formatting enumerated items when paragraphs are
indented. Notice that in this exhibit, the numbers are not indented and too much space is left
between the numbers and the text. When the number and the text are separated by too much
space, the numbers tend to “get lost” and are not as effective in marking the text. Usually, about
three spaces should be left between the number and the text.
Rather than use numbers for an enumerated list, a writer may choose to use bullets before the
items in a list. Similar formatting procedures are followed for both enumerated items in a list and
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for bulleted items in a list. The typical software default for space following a bullet is 1/2 inch,
so you should reduce that space by setting a tab about two spaces to the right of the bullet.

Exhibit 3.3—Formatting for Numbered Items When Paragraphs Are Blocked
After reviewing the facts of the situation you described in your letter, I think we have two
possible courses of action to follow:
1.

Accede to the City Council’s recommendations and make arrangements to pave the
parking lot at the south Provo location.

2.

Move ahead with plans to sell the Provo property as soon as possible and purchase the
north Springville property.

Exhibit 3.4—Formatting for Enumerated or Bulleted Items
When Paragraphs Are Indented
After reviewing the facts of the situation you described in your letter, I think we have
two possible courses of action to follow:
1.

Accede to the City Council’s recommendations and make arrangements to pave
the parking lot at the south Provo location.

2.

Move ahead with plans to sell the Provo property as soon as possible and
purchase the north Springville property.

Exhibit 3.5—Incorrect Formatting for Numbered or Bulleted Items
When Paragraphs Are Indented
After reviewing the facts of the situation you described in your letter, I think we have
two possible courses of action to follow:
1.
Accede to the City Council’s recommendations and make arrangements to pave the
parking lot at the south Provo location.
2.
Move ahead with plans to sell the Provo property as soon as possible and purchase the
north Springville property.
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Complimentary Closing—A complimentary closing is so named because it expresses the
writer’s regard for the reader; in other words, it compliments the reader or expresses warm
regards for the reader. It has always been a traditional feature of today’s business letter, although
the simplified letter style eliminates it because some writers consider it outmoded and trite.
In all letter styles except the simplified style, the complimentary closing is one of the
components of the signature block, which most commonly consists of the complimentary
closing, the signature line, and the writer’s title. The signature block in the simplified style
consists of the signature line and writer’s title.
The complimentary closing is formatted a double space below the last line of the body of a letter
and is blocked at the left margin for the full-block style and positioned about the horizontal
center point for a modified-block style.
As explained earlier, a comma follows the complimentary closing if mixed punctuation is used.
If open punctuation is used, no punctuation follows the complimentary closing.
Only the first word is capitalized in a complimentary closing. The most commonly used
complimentary closings are the following:
Sincerely,
Respectfully,
Regards,
A writer may choose to use an informal closing phrase, such as With warmest regards, as a
complimentary closing. A writer can also use a complete sentence as a form of complimentary
closing, such as See you at the Winter Olympics. In such situations, a period is used following the
informal complimentary closing if the closing is a sentence. Stronger punctuation, such as a
question mark or an exclamation point, can also be used following an informal complimentary
closing expressed as a sentence.
Signature line and Writer’s Title—The signature line is normally formatted a quadruple space
below the complimentary closing. The signature line contains the printed name of the writer
because writers often use signatures that are difficult to read. The writer signs his or her name
above the signature line to authenticate and give credibility to the message. The amount of space
before a signature line can be decreased by one line if the writer is trying to conserve vertical
space. The amount of space can also be increased if the letter is running short or if a writer tends
to write a large signature. In any of these situations, the size of the signature should generally fill
the space provided for the signature.
The writer’s title immediately follows the signature line. If the title is short, it can be formatted
on the same line as the signature line with a comma separating the signature and the title. If the
title is long, it should be formatted on a separate line.
The signature line and writer’s title are part of the signature block. In the full-block and
modified-block styles, the signature block typically consists of the complimentary closing, the
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signature line, and the writer’s title. In the simplified style, the signature block consists of the
signature line and the writer’s title.
Additional guidelines for the signature line and writer’s title are the following:


The title of Dr. should never be used before the name in the signature line. If a writer wants
to be addressed as Dr., he or she should use an appropriate academic degree after the
signature line (such as Jerold Harvey, M.D. or Margaret Christensen, Ph.D.).



A writer who wants to be addressed by a title of academic or military rank should show that
preference by formatting the title after the signature line or on the next line. For example:
Thomas L. Kirkham
Major, USAF

Marilyn V. Burgess
Professor of Management Communication



The titles Mr., Mrs., Ms., or Miss are not ordinarily included as part of the signature line.
However, a reputable style guide can be consulted for exceptions to this guideline to address
situations such as the writer’s name not indicating whether the writer is male or female (Kim,
Chris, Lynn); the writer uses initials in place of a first and middle name (such as D. J. Perry);
or the woman writer prefers a specific courtesy title other than Ms.



If two or more people must sign a letter, an attractive, functional format should be used so
the signers have adequate space to sign their names above the appropriate signature lines.

Reference Initials—Reference initials are used for several purposes but are most often used to
identify the person who word processed and printed the letter or memo—in case an issue arises
at a later date in connection with the people responsible for the letter or memo (See Exhibit 3.9).
Therefore, reference initials are typically useful only to the company or organization in which
the letter or memo originated. Reference initials need not be used with personal business
letters or with letters the writer word processes and prints himself or herself.
Reference initials are formatted at the left margin a double space below the last line in the
signature block. General guidelines for their formatting and use are as follows:


Lower case or upper case or a combination of the two can be used for reference initials (for
example, if we assume that Marilyn Owen Stephens word processed the document, then the
reference initials can be mos or MOS; if Kyle Dexter word processed the document, then the
reference initials can be kd or KD.



The reference initials sometimes contain the initials of the person who wrote the letter or
memo as well as the initials of the person who word processed it. In such instances, the
initials of the writer typically precede the initials of the person who did the word processing;
for example, if Tom Kingston Stoddard wrote the document and Carol Redding word
processed it, the reference initials at the end of the document would be formatted as tks/cr.
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If a letter is written by someone other than the person who signs it, this action can be
indicated through the reference initials.

Enclosure/Attachment Notation—Letters and memos frequently contain references to items
that are enclosed with or attached to the letter or memo. An enclosure notation is commonly used
if items are enclosed with the letter or memo; an attachment notation is used if items are attached
to the letter or memo.
The enclosure/attachment notation originated for the benefit of the person who folded the letter
or memo and put in an envelope. By glancing at the bottom of the letter or memo to see if
something should be enclosed or attached, the person doing the folding and inserting is able to
verify quickly that something must be included with the letter or memo.
A simple reference to the enclosure or attachment can be used, or the notation can specifically
name the item to be enclosed or attached. Many styles are used for enclosure/attachment
notations, such as the following:
Enclosure
Attachment
Check enclosed

Enc.
Att.
Enc. 2

Enclosures 2
Attachments 2
Att.: Check for $500

Copy Notation—A copy notation informs the reader that one or more other people will also be
given a copy of the letter or memo. Before the advent of word processing, the initials cc were
used to signify carbon copy. Some style guides maintain that cc is still appropriate to indicate
copies, much like pp. is used to indicate pages. On the other hand, other style guides maintain
that cc is outdated because additional copies are routinely printed or made through a copy
machine. In any event, cc is still widely used. A legitimate notation rather than cc is the words
copy for one person or copies for plural situations.
The copy notation is formatted at the left margin following the enclosure notation or the
reference initials, whichever comes last. Some examples of copy notations are the following:
Copy: Jack Howard
Copies: Melba Jackson
Ronald Broderick

cc: Jack Howard
cc: Melba Jackson
Ronald Broderick

Occasionally, a writer might want to send a copy of the letter or memo to another person without
the addressee’s knowing the other person has received a copy. The name blind copy notation is
used to describe this process, and bc is used for blind copy. When a blind-copy notation is used,
the writer prints a copy of the original without the blind-copy notation and then prints another
copy containing the blind-copy notation.
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Traditional Formats of Business Letters
Business letters may be prepared in any one of four traditional formats—full block, modified
block, simplified, and personal-business-letter formats. Variations of these formats are
commonly seen in business correspondence. However, the standard, traditional formatting of
each of these styles is the preferred and most acceptable to use when you prepare business
letters. Each of these formats is discussed below, followed by sample letters demonstrating each
format.
Note that the full-block letter format is the most commonly used because it is the easiest to
correctly format, with the letter elements lined up along the left margin. The modified-block
format is sometimes used to give the document a visually more-balanced look. And the
simplified format is helpful if the writer wants to emphasize the subject of the letter or doesn’t
know whom to address the letter to. The personal-business-letter format is most effective when it
is used with a personal letterhead.
Full-block Business Letter Format—A full-block letter (see Exhibit 3.7 and Exhibit 3.9) is
easy to format because all lines begin at the left margin. This letter style is sometimes referred to
as a block-style letter. Whether you refer to the letter as a full-block or a block-style letter, its key
distinguishing feature is the fact that all the letter elements are blocked at the left margin.
However, with writer’s preference, quotations, tables, and similar material can be indented or
centered horizontally.
Modified-block Business-Letter Format—The modified-block style (see Exhibit 3.10 and
Exhibit 3.11) is so named because the full-block style is “modified” in two ways to create the
modified-block style.
1. The date and items in the signature block are blocked at the center point. That is, they begin
at or just to the right of the center of the page, and they are lined up vertically with each
other.
2. The paragraphs may or may not be indented. Exhibit 3.10 shows a letter formatted as a
modified-block letter without indented paragraphs. Exhibit 3.11 shows a letter formatted as a
modified-block letter with indented paragraphs.
Simplified Business-Letter Format--Exhibit 3.12 illustrates the style for a simplified business
letter. As you look at Exhibit 3.12 and read its content, you’ll observe the following significant
features that describe the format of a simplified business letter:







All lines begin at the left margin as with the full-block style.
The salutation is replaced with a solid-capital subject line.
The complimentary closing is omitted.
The writer’s signature line is formatted in solid-capital letters on one line.
The writer’s title is formatted in solid-capital letters following the writer’s name.
Choice of punctuation style is not an issue because simplified letters contain neither a
salutation nor a complimentary closing.
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The simplified letter style is so named because its style “simplifies” the commonly used fullblock and modified-block styles. The simplification occurs primarily because the salutation and
complimentary closing are omitted and secondarily because of the other unique features listed
above.
The simplified style is not as widely used as the full-block and modified-block styles, but it is
widely accepted throughout the business world. The simplified style is particularly useful if a
writer does not know whether the addressee is a man or a woman. Because the salutation is
omitted, the writer does not have to choose between the courtesy titles of Mr. or Ms. in a
salutation.
A writer can also use the simplified-letter style if he or she wants to emphasize the subject of the
letter or if the writer does not know to whom the letter should be addressed.
Personal-Business-Letter Format—Letterheads are routinely used by all firms and
organizations. Through the formatting and appearance, the letterheads give a distinctive “feel”
about the firm or organization. If you were to compare the letterhead stationery of a dozen or so
companies, you would be amazed at the different feelings the letterheads would evoke from one
company to another. Now imagine the bland feelings these companies would evoke if they didn’t
use printed stationery with a letterhead for their letters.
Individuals such as you face a similar dilemma when they have to prepare what is called a
personal business letter (see Exhibit 3.6, Exhibit 3.13 and Exhibit 3.14). That is, as an
individual, you might have to write personal business letters for a variety of reasons in which
you represent yourself and not a company.
If you write a personal business letter, you may type or print it on plain white paper without a
letterhead, as shown in Exhibit 3.13. Notice in this exhibit that the return address—the writer’s
address—is printed with the date immediately below it; and the return address and date are
formatted a quadruple space above the inside address—the reader’s address.
However, the letter will look more professional and be taken more seriously if you prepare a
personalized letterhead for any personal business letter you might have to write, as shown in
Exhibit 3.6 and Exhibit 3.14. Include your name and contact information in the letterhead, as is
done in a business letterhead. Then print the date a quadruple space above the inside address.
You can save your personal letterhead in an electronic file and use it whenever you have to write
a personal business letter.
A personalized letterhead for an individual does what letterhead stationery does for a company or
organization. That is, a well-designed letterhead adds “pizzazz” to a letter—the letterhead adds
energy, vitality, vigor, or flair to a letter. A letter formatted on well-designed letterhead “reaches
out and grabs” the reader before she or he even reads the letter and gives additional incentive to
the reader to read the letter and pay attention to its contents.
Compare Exhibit 3.13 and Exhibit 3.14 to see the differences in appearance between a personal
business letter formatted on plain white paper and then formatted on a sheet of personalized
letterhead. That comparison should convince you of the desirability of your creating an
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electronic file for your personalized letterhead. You can use your own creativity to prepare your
distinctive personalized letterhead. Exhibit 3.15 shows some examples of potential letterheads
for personalized stationery.
Principles That Apply to All Letter Formats—Note the following comments as you examine
Exhibit 3.6 through Exhibit 3.15.


With modified-block format, a writer has the option of using left justification or full
justification and open or mixed punctuation. Exhibit 3.10 reflects left justification and open
punctuation, and Exhibit 3.11 reflects full justification and mixed punctuation.



Both the full-block style and the modified-block style are widely used in business. The
company or organization for which you are working or will be working may dictate its style
preference.



Exhibit 3.7 shows and describes a typical full-block letter. Note that the letter is printed on
company stationery, which is usually formatted so the date of a letter can begin about 2
inches or lower from the top of the page.



Because the Exhibit 3.7 letter is relatively short, it is adjusted vertically so its layout
reflects a pleasant appearance. If a letter is formatted too high or too low on a page, its
appearance suffers. Because letters are commonly printed on stationery that uses up to 2
inches of the top margin for the letterhead, you typically cannot invoke the center-vertically
command because the letter’s appearance will probably suffer. Exhibit 3.8 shows the letter
when it is formatted too high on the page. Note that only one-page letters are vertically
centered; letters longer than a page have a double space between the date and the letterhead
and a 1-inch bottom margin on page 1.
Vertical centering typically requires that the date through the last typed information on the
page be adjusted vertically on the page so that the space between the date and the letterhead
is the same depth as the space between the last typed information on the page and the bottom
of the page. Of course, the bottom margin needs to be 1 inch; so a relatively long one-page
letter with a 1-inch bottom margin may have only a double space between the letterhead and
the date.
Generally, the date is considered part of the letter. Therefore, the date “floats” upward or
downward with the rest of the letter and is nearly always formatted a quadruple space before
the inside address.



Normally, a writer has the option of using left justification or full justification. Exhibit 3.7 is
formatted with left justification, and Exhibit 3.9 is formatted with full justification.



Normally, a writer has the option of using open punctuation or mixed punctuation. By now,
you should know what is meant by open punctuation and mixed punctuation. Exhibit 3.7 is
formatted with open punctuation, and Exhibit 3.9 is formatted with mixed punctuation.
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Both full-block and modified-block letters can have a subject line. Exhibit 3.9 is an example
of a full-block letter with a subject line. In a modified-block letter, the subject line is
formatted the same as in a full-block letter; the subject line begins at the left margin a double
space below the salutation. Bolding the word “Subject” improves the access to it but is not
required. Note that the salutation and complimentary close are retained when a subject line is
used with a full-block or a modified-block letter, unlike in the simplified-letter format
(Exhibit 3.12).



By sheer number, most business letters are one-page letters. Sometimes a writer prepares a
letter that should probably require a second page. However, if the writer decides to restrict
the letter to one page (for whatever reason), he or she can do such formatting manipulations
as the following:
1. Invoke a software command to format the letter on one page.
2. Reduce the space by one or two spaces between the date and inside address.
3. Reduce the space by one space between the complimentary closing and signature line.
4. Reduce the space between selected letter parts and paragraphs from double space to
space and a half.
5. Change the spacing default from single spacing to something less than single spacing,
such a 0.9 spacing.
6. Choose a smaller font to help accommodate the letter on one page
7. Reduce the bottom margin by up to 1/2 inch
8. Use an appropriate combination of some or all of the above suggestions.
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Exhibit 3.6—Illustrations of Short and Long Quotations in Business Correspondence

Janet L. Walker
Office Consultant
320 North 400 East • Rexburg, ID 83440 • 208–356–0566 • jlw@micron.net

June 2, 20xx

Ms. Lillie Pearl Lewis
5431 Holladay Boulevard
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
Dear Ms. Lewis
Here are the answers to your questions about formatting business letters. You are indeed correct
in noting that a correctly formatted letter has a better chance of getting the desired response from
the reader than a letter with formatting errors.
In your first question, you ask whether one line of a paragraph can appear by itself at the bottom
or the top of a page. Your question deals with the concept of orphans and widows. On page 12 of
my Oveson Style Guide for Business Writing, I say, “Writers should not format a businesscommunication paragraph that creates an orphan (printing the first line of a new paragraph as the
last line on a page) or a widow (printing the last line of a paragraph as the first line of a new
page).” [short quotation] I suggest you use the widow/orphan command to help with this
formatting issue.
Your second question concerns the handling of quotations in business correspondence. I’ll
answer that question by quoting from page 14 of my Oveson Style Guide for Business Writing:
Quoted material in letters and memos requires special formatting. If a quotation
requires three or fewer lines (a short quotation), it is treated as a “run-in” and is
integrated in the text and is set off with double quotation marks. If a quotation
requires four or more lines (a long quotation), it is set off from the text so it
appears by itself, it is indented one tab stop on the left and right (known as the
double-indent feature in software packages), and it is not enclosed in quotation
marks. Long quotations are single spaced with double spacing between
paragraphs. [long quotation]
The above information will help you write effective letters for your new business. Feel free to
check with me again if you have further questions.
Sincerely

Janet L. Walker
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Exhibit 3.7—Full-Block Letter
Centered Vertically, Left Justified, Open Punctuation

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Mr. Bunker
This letter is formatted in the full-block format—a format that is widely used in business writing
along the Wasatch Front. The letter is left justified and reflects open punctuation.
Notice that every line begins at the left margin. The page looks a little heavy on the left side, but
word processing the letter is easy. As with all one-page letters, you should pay special attention
to vertical spacing. If it is short, the letter should appear to be centered vertically.
Notice that you tap the return key four times between the date and the inside address (leaving
three blank lines). You also tap the return key four times between the complimentary closing and
the writer’s typed name—to give ample room for the writer’s signature. If a subject line is used,
it follows the salutation because the subject line is considered part of the body.
I highly recommend the full-block letter style for all your correspondence.
Sincerely

Sarah Chidester
Supervisor
tds
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Exhibit 3.8—Full-Block Letter
Not Centered Vertically (Incorrect); Left Justified, Open Punctuation

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Mr. Bunker
This letter is formatted in the full-block format—a format that is widely used in business writing,
largely because it is easy to set up. This letter is left justified and reflects open punctuation,
which are both writer options. However, this letter is not centered vertically and therefore looks
noticeably unbalanced on the page.
Notice that every line begins at the left margin. The page looks a little heavy on the left side, but
word processing the letter is easy. As with all one-page letters, you should pay special attention
to vertical spacing. If it is short, the letter should appear to be centered vertically.
Typically, you tap the return key four times (quadruple space) between the date and the inside
address (leaving three blank lines). You also tap the return key four times between the
complimentary closing and the writer’s typed name—to give ample room for the writer’s
signature. A triple space can be used after the date and complimentary close, as in this letter, if
vertical space is an issue, but the vertical spacing must be the same in both places.
I highly recommend the full-block letter style for all your correspondence.
Sincerely

Sarah Chidester
Supervisor
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Exhibit 3.9—Full-Block Letter
Centered Vertically, Full Justification, Mixed Punctuation, Subject Line

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Mr. Bunker:
Subject: Format of the Full-block Letter with a Subject Line
This letter is formatted in the full-block format and includes a subject line—a format that is often
used in business writing. The letter is full justified and reflects mixed punctuation.
Notice that every line begins at the left margin. The page looks a little heavy on the left side, but
word processing the letter is easy. As with all one-page letters, you should pay special attention to
vertical spacing. If it is short, the letter should appear to be centered vertically.
Notice that you tap the return key four times between the date and the inside address (leaving three
blank lines). You also tap the return key four times between the complimentary closing and the
writer’s typed name—to give ample room for the writer’s signature. Also notice that the subject
line follows the salutation because the subject line is considered part of the body.
I highly recommend the full-block letter style for all your correspondence.
Sincerely,

Sarah Chidester
Supervisor
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Exhibit 3.10—Modified-Block Letter
Open Punctuation, Left Justification, Without Indented Paragraphs

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577 Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Mr. Bunker
This letter is formatted in the modified-block format with indented paragraphs, with mixed
punctuation, and with left justification—a format that is widely used in business writing along
the Wasatch Front.
Notice the differences between the full-block letter style and this modified-block style. With the
full-block style, all lines begin at the left margin. With this modified-block style, the items in the
signature block are formatted right of the horizontal point of the page; and the paragraphs are
indented one tab stop. As with all one-page letters, the writer needs to pay special attention to
vertical spacing. If the letter is short, it should appear to be centered vertically.
As with the full-block style, a quadruple space (three blank lines) should be left between the date
and the inside address. Also, a quadruple space should be left between the complimentary
closing and the signature line. If vertical spacing is an issue, a triple space can be used rather
than a quadruple space after the date and after the complimentary close, as in this letter. Finally,
if a subject line is used, it follows the salutation because the subject line is considered part of the
body. The writer should always sign the letter above his or her printed name in the signature
block.
Sincerely

Sarah Chidester
Supervisor
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Exhibit 3.11—Modified-Block Letter
With Indented Paragraphs, Mixed Punctuation, Full Justification

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Mr. Bunker:
This letter is formatted in the modified-block format with indented paragraphs, with mixed
punctuation, and with full justification—a format that is widely used in business writing along the
Wasatch Front.
Notice the differences between the full-block letter style and this modified-block style.
With the full-block style, all lines begin at the left margin. With this modified-block style, the
items in the signature block are formatted right of the horizontal point of the page; and the
paragraphs are indented one tab stop. As with all one-page letters, the writer needs to pay special
attention to vertical spacing. If the letter is short, it should appear to be centered vertically.
As with the full-block style, a quadruple space (three blank lines) should be left between
the date and the inside address. Also, a quadruple space should be left between the complimentary
closing and the signature line. If vertical spacing is an issue, a triple space can be used rather than
a quadruple space after the date and after the complimentary close, as in this letter. Finally, if a
subject line is used, it follows the salutation because the subject line is considered part of the body.
The writer should always sign the letter above his or her printed name in the signature block.
Sincerely,

Sarah Chidester
Supervisor
tds
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Exhibit 3.12—Simplified-Style Two-page Letter with Header on Page 2

Oveson Office Consulting
4015 North 480 East
Provo, UT 84604
Phone: 801–221–0566

Fax: 801–222–0577

Email: oveson@micron.net

February 23, 20xx

Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Bunker Financial Consultants
388 South Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

FORMAT FOR A SIMPLIFIED-STYLE LETTER (This is the subject line.)

This letter is formatted in the simplified format endorsed by the Administrative Management
Society. Compared with other formats, it is less commonly used; but it has gained general
acceptance.
As in the full-block format, every line begins at the left margin. The salutation in a simplifiedstyle letter is omitted. Instead, a subject line that identifies the general subject of the letter is
used, as in the subject line of this sample letter about the simplified-letter format. The word
subject does not appear in the subject line, and the subject line is formatted in solid capitals, may
be bolded, and is preceded and followed by either a double space or a triple space—the writer
should use the same spacing, either double or triple spacing, both before and after the subject
line.
The complimentary closing is also omitted in the simplified-style letter. On either the fourth or
fifth line below the body, depending on the writer’s preference, the writer’s name and title are
formatted in solid capitals on the same line; if the name and title are long, they can be on two
consecutive lines. The writer signs the letter above the printed name.
If the letter exceeds one page, a header that includes the recipient's name, the page number, and
the date should be created and used on every page except the first. This information can be
aligned along the left margin, as shown below.
Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager
Page 2
February 23, 20xx
The header may also be spread across the top of the page as follows. With either format, the
header is formatted within the 1 inch top margin.
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Mr. Oscar Bunker, Manager

2

February 23, 20xx

At least two lines of the message must be carried over to the second page; at no time should the
signature block stand alone on the page.
The typist's initials are typed two spaces below the signature block. If a copy or enclosure
notation is required, it is placed two lines beneath the typist's signature.
The simplified style is especially useful if a writer wants to emphasize the subject or to avoid any
possible sexism in the salutation through the courtesy title of Mr. or Ms. The simplified style is
also useful when the writer doesn’t know the name of the person he or she is writing to. For these
reasons, you may on occasion want to use the simplified format. You, of course, can use the
simplified style for all your letters if you desire.

SARAH CHIDESTER, SUPERVISOR
cv
Enclosures: 2
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Exhibit 3.13—Personal Business Letter Without a Personalized Letterhead
(Correctly Centered Vertically)

30633 Hunt Club Drive109
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
February 23, 20xx

Dr. Joseph L. Allen, Publisher
The Mesoamerican Archaeological Digest
P.O. Box 970250
Orem, UT 84097
Dear Dr. Allen:
Please place me on your mailing list to receive future issues of The Mesoamerican
Archaeological Digest. My check for $10 to cover a one-year subscription is enclosed.
While searching for information about Mesoamerica for a paper I’m preparing for my highschool ancient history class, I ran across your website where I read about your publication. I then
went to the local library and was impressed to find it subscribes to your newspaper digest. After
reading several back issues, I decided to subscribe.
I look forward to receiving the first issue, which I hope will be the January-February issue of this
year.
Sincerely,

Dixie Randall
Enclosure: Check for $10
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Exhibit 3.14—Personal Business Letter with Personal Letterhead

DIXIE RANDALL
30633 Hunt Club Drive • San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675 • 714–493–1303

February 23, 20xx

Dr. Joseph L. Allen, Publisher
The Mesoamerican Archaeological Digest
P.O. Box 970250
Orem, UT 84097
Dear Dr. Allen:
Please place me on your mailing list to receive future issues of The Mesoamerican
Archaeological Digest. My check for $10 to cover a one-year subscription is enclosed.
While searching for information about Mesoamerica for a paper I’m preparing for my highschool ancient history class, I ran across your website where I read about your publication. I then
went to the local library and was impressed to find it subscribes to your newspaper digest. After
reading several back issues, I decided to subscribe.
I look forward to receiving the first issue, which I hope will be the January-February issue of this
year.
Sincerely,

Dixie Randall
Enclosure: Check for $10
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Exhibit 3.15—Sample Personal Letterheads

Mark G. Wilson
565 N. Hillside Circle / Alpine, Utah 84004 / 801.756-1540
MarkGWilson@aol.com

Mark G. Wilson ______________________________________
565 N. Hillside Circle / Alpine, Utah 84004 / 801-756-1540
MarkGWilson@aol.com

Mark G. Wilson
565 N. Hillside Circle / Alpine, Utah 84004 / 801.756-1540 / MarkGWilson@aol.com

Mark G. Wilson
565 N. Hillside Circle • Alpine, Utah 84004
801.756-1540 • MarkGWilson@aol.com

Mark G. Wilson
565 N. Hillside Circle • Alpine, Utah 84004
801.756-1540 • MarkGWilson@aol.com
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The Traditional Format of a Memorandum
A memorandum is commonly used for intracompany or intraorganizational communication.
That is, a memorandum is used within a company or organization to convey a message from one
person to another, both of whom work for or are associated with the company or organization.
Exhibit 3.16 illustrates a typical one-page memorandum that is formatted on plain white paper
and that focuses on a single topic. The following points clarify further the formatting of
memorandums:


Memorandums do not require a single, absolutely correct format. Many variations exist for a
company’s or an organization’s preferences for its memorandum format.



Memorandums can be printed on plain white paper, on letterhead stationery, or on specially
designed memorandum stationery.



As shown in Exhibit 3.16, a memorandum typically begins with the following guide words:
TO, FROM, DATE, and SUBJECT. These words are typically formatted in solid-capital
letters (although the content following these words is not) and are double spaced, but they
may be single spaced. These guide words are followed a colon and then the appropriate
information that includes to whom the memorandum is addressed and the person’s title, the
name of the writer, the date of the memorandum, and the subject of the memorandum. On
memorandum stationery, the guide words TO, FROM, DATE, and SUBJECT are preprinted.
The writer merely keys in the appropriate information following each word in the heading.



The word memo or memorandum is sometimes formatted at the top of a memo whether the
memo is formatted on plain white paper, on letterhead stationery, or on memorandum
stationery. However, some writers think the use of the word memorandum is redundant
because the document the reader is reading is a memorandum, as evidenced by its use of the
guide words TO, FROM, DATE, and SUBJECT. With that same thought in mind, critics of
the word memorandum appearing at the top of a memorandum point out that the word letter
is never printed at the top of a letter to tell the reader that the document is a letter.



One-inch side and top margins are commonly used for memorandums, although a 2-inch top
margin may be used if a company prefers.



Memorandums are typically not centered vertically on the page. And because most
memorandums are less than a page in length, the bottom margin is commonly much larger
than the top margin.



Following the names of the writer and the addressee on the TO and FROM lines, the titles
and addresses of these individuals are often shown. However, individual company or
organization practices dictate whether either titles or addresses are used in the heading.
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The body (message) of a memorandum is typically formatted a triple space below the
SUBJECT line. Memorandums are always single spaced with double spacing between
paragraphs.



Memorandums are seldom signed because they are used within a company or organization,
so a signature block is not routinely used. Sometimes, however, the writer will put his or her
initials following the name in the FROM line. An official policy memorandum may include a
signature line at the bottom of the memo to provide formal credibility for the content of the
memo.



The paragraphs of a memorandum are commonly blocked at the left margin. With writer’s
option, they can be indented, but indented paragraphs are very seldom seen in
memorandums.



Headings might be appropriate in any memorandum as a device to improve the reader’s
access to the content of the memorandum.



As with business letters, memorandums commonly include enclosure or attachment
notations, reference initials, and copy notations.
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Exhibit 3.16—Format of a One-page Memorandum

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Oscar Orlondo Bunker, Instructor
Sarah Chidester, Student
February 23, 20xx
Format of a Business Memorandum

Memos require a format distinct from that of letters. A discussion of the specific features of
standard memos follows.
The “TO,” “FROM,” “DATE,” and “SUBJECT” identifying information in the heading of a
memorandum on plain paper is typically formatted as shown above, although they can be double
spaced as well. Some businesses and other organizations use letterhead paper for their memos;
memos on letterhead paper still include the identifying information. According to writer
preferences, the identifying information may be single spaced or double spaced. Double spacing
is most commonly used.
Solid capitals are sometimes used for the subject line; however, mixed capitals and lower-case
letters are easier to read and may be used with bolding instead of solid capitals for good access.
Note also the triple space that is typically used between the subject line and the body.
One-inch top, left, and right margins are commonly used for memorandums, especially those
formatted on plain paper. Memorandums are not centered vertically on a page, and bottom
margins vary according to the length of a memo. If a memorandum requires more than one page,
each page preceding the last page ends with a bottom margin of 1 inch. Multiple-page
memorandums routinely include a header on the second and succeeding pages, which includes
the reader’s name, the page number, and the date.
Memorandums are seldom signed by the writer. In some companies or organizations, the writer
places his or her initials immediately following the name and title in the FROM line as a
reflection of company or organization policy. However, if the memo contains a formal policy
statement or needs to reflect official credibility, a signature line with the name of the writer can
be formatted at the end of the memo.
Correctly formatting business memos according to the guidelines presented here will help you
convey your message in a professional manner.
cst
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The Role and Formats of Headers for Memorandums and Letters
Memorandums and letters that are longer than one page are frequently written by employees of
companies or organizations. Multiple-page memorandums and letters are often classified as
informal reports because of their length and complexity. Common business-world practice
requires what is called a header on second and succeeding pages of multiple-page memorandums
and letters.
Exhibit 3.17 and Exhibit 3.18 illustrate the two common formats for headers for memorandums
and letters. The three critical components of a memorandum or letter header are the following:
1

The name of the addressee (as it appears following the TO in a memorandum heading or in
the inside address of a letter).
2. The date as it appears on page 1.
3. The page number.
Exhibit 3.17 illustrates the content of a blocked header for page 2 of the Exhibit 3.16
memorandum if the memorandum were to require two pages:

Exhibit 3.17—A Blocked Header for a Multiple-Page Memorandum or Letter
Oscar Orlondo Bunker, Manager
February 23, 20xx
Page 2

This header illustrates one common format for second and succeeding pages of multiple-page
memorandums and letters. In this format, the items in the header (the name of the addressee,
the date, and the page number) are formatted at the left margin, and the header is called a
blocked header. A triple space is formatted between the header and the continuation of the
body.

Exhibit 3.18 shows an alternate format to a blocked header. In this alternate header style, the
items in the header are formatted across the top of the page from margin to margin.
Keep the following points in mind as you work with headers for multiple-page memorandums
and letters.


Second and succeeding pages of multiple-page memorandums and letters should be plain
paper of essentially the same quality as the first page.
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Exhibit 3.18—A Margin-to-Margin Header for a Multiple-Page
Memorandum or Letter
Oscar Orlondo Bunker, Manager

2

February 23, 20xx

This header illustrates a second common format for second and succeeding pages of multiplepage memorandums and letters. In this format, the items in the header (the name of the
addressee, the date, and the page number) are formatted across the top of the page from margin
to margin. A triple space is formatted between the header and the continuation of the body.



Preprinted memorandum or letterhead stationery should never be used for second and
succeeding pages of multiple-page memorandums and letters.



The header functions as a device to help keep all pages of a multiple-page memorandum or
letter together as a package, especially if they become separated.



As explained below, the software’s header command should be used to create the header for
a multiple-page letter or memorandum. The header command will assure that the header is
correctly positioned at the top of the page, no matter what content is added or deleted; and
the header command will automatically number the pages.

A header is typically formatted ¾ inch from the top of the page, so the top margin is routinely
changed to ¾ inch on page 2. A triple space is normally used between the header and the body
that follows. Word-processing software normally gives an automatic double space between any
kind of header and the content that follows. For memo and letter headers, therefore, a writer
should format for an additional line between the header and the body before exiting the header
command.
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Email Formats—Informal and Formal
If you have experience in formatting and sending email messages, you’ll undoubtedly recognize
that an email message is, essentially, a memorandum from a writer to a reader because it contains
heading information associated with the TO, FROM, DATE, and SUBJECT guide words. Email
messages function as both intra (internal) and inter (external) communication devices. Internal
emails essentially replace memos; external emails replace letters and are, thus, more formal than
internal emails.
Email programs format internal emails for the writer. That is, the writer simply fills in the “To”
and “Subject” information, and the program adds the “From” and “Date” information. The writer
may choose to begin an internal email with the reader’s name as a greeting, although doing so
isn’t required.
An external email is formatted the same as an internal email except the writer adds a salutation,
the reader’s name at the beginning of the email, and the writer’s name, address, and other contact
information at the end of the message. Doing so gives good access to that information for the
reader outside the writer’s organization who may not have the contact information readily
available. For example, the standard email (internal) does not include the writer’s mailing
address or phone number. Writers can set up a signature that the email program will add to the
end of each email message.
Comprehensive, absolute formatting guidelines for emails have not yet been established, except
in a few instances. Some general guidelines that may be used with all emails are the following:



Provide an informative subject line.
Single space the text, and double space between paragraphs.

Key points to remember about emails are that they are easily stored and easily accessed by
readers other than the ones to whom they are addressed. Emails are also often forwarded to other
readers. Because of the lack of security of emails, you should not put anything in them that must
remain confidential. Some authorities suggest that writers put nothing in emails that they
wouldn’t want to read on the front page of a reputable newspaper. Compare the internal- and
external-email formats in Exhibit 3.19 and Exhibit 3.20.
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Exhibit 3.19—Informal (Internal-format) Email Routine Message
with Agenda in the Introduction and Corresponding Headings

Two Effective Business-writing Principles That I Have Learned

Ms. Johnson, the business-writing skills I have learned this semester have improved my writing
proficiency. The two that have helped me the most are how to write a letter of application and
how to format a resume.
How to Write a Letter of Application. Learning to write a letter of application has helped
because before this class I had no idea what a letter of application is. But now that I know, I can
write one that will allow me to stand out among other applicants. Learning how to list why I am
the best applicant out of all who apply has helped me out a lot. I even have had the opportunity
recently to use it for a job I applied for. Knowing this skill will help me progress in my career as
well as in my life.
How to Format a Resume. Preparing a resume has been a struggle for me in the past. I always
went with the traditional resume format. Learning how to format a resume with my skills and
qualifications first has been an eye opener and a blessing. Because I now know the
functional/chronological format for a resume, I can use it when appropriate to apply for jobs and
feel confident that I am presenting myself well. I have already used it for applying at several
banks in the area. It is working out and I hope it will continue to benefit me.
Overall, learning how to write a letter of application and a resume has allowed me to grow in my
professional life. I would not have known these writing skills if I hadn't taken this class. Thank
you for teaching me; I look forward to learning other important information about writing.
Aaron Stanton, Student
805-276-3860
astanton93@gmail.com
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Exhibit 3.20—Formal (External-format) Email—Routine Claim Message

Request for Refund of Incorrect Charge

Dear Mr. Roper:
Please refund $239.58 to our MasterCard for promotional samples we ordered under your “No
Surprise” policy and then returned.
On November 11, we made a telephone order for samples of your promotional products to assist
us in the promotion of our cruise-ship travel package. When the products were received, we
decided to go in a different direction and returned all items by postal service on November 21
(see attachment for receipt). When our MasterCard was incorrectly charged in December, I
called and spoke with Diane. She assured me that under your "No Surprise" policy, your
company would refund the incorrect charge by the next billing statement. However, our January
statement showed no credit had been made; so I called again and spoke to another representative
at your company who promised that the credit would be made immediately. In spite of that
promise, when we received our February statement, we found that the credit still has not been
made.
Your prompt action in refunding this charge will be very much appreciated. Thank you for
giving us the opportunity to consider using your products. We wish you success in your
promotional campaign and look forward to possibly working together again.
Sincerely,
Brent Hopper (brenthopper@comcast.net)
Marketing Manager
Rochester Preferred Travel
555 5th St.
Westport, OH 55555
Phone:(555)555-5555
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Composing Business Messages
Assume you have the responsibility to write a message to a client, a colleague, or another reader.
You will have a good chance of writing an effective message if you understand the psychological
nature of message writing, put yourself in the shoes of your reader, and anticipate ahead of time
the possible reaction of your reader to your message.
Nearly every business message is written to elicit some kind of a reaction on the part of the
reader. Sometimes, you may want or need to arouse in your reader a sense of satisfaction or
pleasure. On another occasion, your purpose may be to merely transmit information your reader
needs for his or her work, and you can expect a neutral reaction to your message. Or you may
want to motivate your reader to some action, and this motivation might take persuasion because
your reader is currently indifferent to your message. Finally, you may have to write a letter in
which your primary goals are to transmit information and to keep your reader from being
displeased.
For every message you write, you can predict that reader reaction will fall somewhere on the
following continuum, from a reaction of pleasure to one of displeasure:
Pleasure

Neutrality

Indifference

Displeasure

You can probably predict where your reader will attach himself or herself to this line because he
or she is basically of the same nature as you are. The behavioral psychologists refer to this aspect
of life as “commonality of human behavior.” That is, people tend to react in similar ways to
similar situations, and so we can generally predict the reactions of most readers for given
situations.
Simplistically, our primary purposes in writing messages are the following:
1. To give information; to help the reader know something
2. To control reader reaction to the information; to get the reader to do something
3. To build or maintain goodwill
Therefore, we should attempt to predict the reaction of a reader to any message and then write
the message in anticipation of controlling the reader’s reaction to our message.
Following is a discussion of four plans for organizing business messages that represent the
preferred psychological approach for each of the four situations of pleasure, neutrality,
indifference, and displeasure. Note that the writer uses a direct approach, or puts the main idea
at the beginning of the message, if the writer anticipates the reader will be pleased or feel neutral
about the main idea of the message—the writer gets directly to the point. However, the writer
uses an indirect approach, or puts the main idea later in the message, even at the end, if the writer
anticipates a reaction of indifference or displeasure—the writer is indirect about getting to the
main idea.
Reaction of Pleasure—We can easily tell someone something he or she wants to hear. We can
also more easily write when we can anticipate a pleasant rather than an unpleasant response.
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Psychologically, according to the behavioral psychologists, the best plan for communicating
pleasant thoughts by letter is the following:
1. Present the most pleasant aspect of the message in the very first sentence.
2. Follow naturally with any necessary details or explanations.
3. Close with a remark that either reminds the recipient of the pleasant thought or looks
confidently to the future.
Neutral Reaction—When a message is designed to convey routine information that is neither
pleasant nor unpleasant, a plan similar to the pleasure-reaction letter plan is appropriate:
1. Put the important idea in the first sentence.
2. Include any additional details that are necessary.
3. End with a reference to the important idea and the desired action.
Indifferent Reaction—Sometimes readers will neither be pleased nor displeased about your
message; nor will they regard the content as information they need. Such a message might be a
sales message of some type. You’ve probably had experiences with receiving sales messages.
With messages of this type, because the readers may be busy or have their attention on other
matters, we need a plan that employs the following basic sequence of ideas:
1. Say something to get the reader’s attention—to make the reader put aside other thoughts and
concentrate on this letter.
2. Introduce the product or idea and suggest how it will help.
3. Give enough evidence to convince the reader that the proposal will help him or her.
4. Encourage the reader to take the action necessary to get the benefits described.
Displeasure Reaction—“The reader’s not going to like this,” you may think after you have
arrived at your decision. Your writing job is to communicate the information and at the same
time to hold the goodwill of the reader. For good reasons, you can’t alter the situation. You want
to explain your reasons, and you want the reader to listen. If you do a good job, maybe you can
keep the reader from venting anger toward you. That will be a favor to your reader and perhaps
result in more business for your company. In such situations, the following plan has proven
effective:
1. Begin, if possible, by writing about something upon which both you and the reader can agree.
2. Review the facts, analyze them, and give reasons for your decisions.
3. Present the unpleasant idea in positive language and unemphatic position—“buried” inside a
paragraph to deemphasize the unpleasant information. That is, at least one sentence should
precede and at least one sentence should follow the sentence containing the bad news.
4. End the message by talking about something that is off the subject of the unpleasant idea—
something that is friendly and forward looking, perhaps suggesting a future interaction
between you and the reader.
As pointed out earlier, the above message plans are based on the assumption that commonality is
found in human behavior—that under certain circumstances, most people tend to react in a
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similar manner. Even though each reader is different from all others in many respects, we can
assume that most readers have several characteristics in common. That is, most readers
1. Like to have good news presented to them quickly—without detailed preliminary
explanations. Therefore, we should use a pleasure-reaction letter plan to present good news
quickly followed with details.
2. Appreciate someone who saves them time. Therefore, we should use a neutral-reaction
letter plan that gets right to the point if we anticipate our reader will have a neutral reaction to
our message.
3. Need concrete evidence before taking action on, for example, a sales proposal. Therefore, we
should use an indifference-reaction letter plan that fosters attention, interest, desire, and
conviction before asking for action.
4. React negatively when bad news or seemingly unjustified decisions are presented to them
abruptly. Therefore, we should use a displeasure-reaction message plan that presents
reasons and explanations before presenting unpleasant information.
The above discussion provides the foundation and justification for the approaches we will follow
in learning to write messages for different purposes. Typically, business messages follow three
organization patterns: (1) Routine, in which the main idea is presented up front, when we
anticipate that our reader will have a reaction of pleasure or neutrality to the main idea of our
message; (2) Persuasive, in which the main idea—the action request—is presented at the end of
the message if we anticipate that our reader will initially have a reaction of indifference to the
main idea; and (3) Bad News, in which the main idea—the bad news—is “buried” in a paragraph
after an explanation of the reasons for the bad news is given when we anticipate that our reader
will have a reaction of displeasure to the main idea, which is the bad news.
Each of these three organization patterns for business messages is discussed in depth in the
sections that follow.
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Routine Messages
Routine messages are just that—routine. They are used with simple, frequently occurring,
commonplace situations. You are already writing many routine message and will probably write
thousands of them in the coming years. What is the typical purpose and content of these routine
messages, and how should the content be organized?
For a moment, let’s “put the shoe on the other foot” and think of situations in which you are the
reader rather than the writer of a message to which your reaction will be one of pleasure or
neutrality. Your time is precious, and you won’t want the writer to waste it. Therefore, you want
to know as quickly as possible what the writer wants so you can deal with the situation in an
expeditious manner. In such situations, you’ll likely be irritated if the writer wastes your time by
failing to get right to the point when your reaction is going to be one of pleasure or neutrality.
Therefore, as a reader in situations that bring up feelings of pleasure or neutrality, you will want
to know immediately what the writer is up to and what you are expected to do as a result. Your
expectations suggest the desirability of your knowing this information as directly as possible—
which suggests your interest in seeing the main idea presented in the very first sentence of the
first paragraph of the message. Following that opening sentence, you will then assimilate all the
other information as it relates to the main idea. Reactions of pleasure or neutrality just naturally
suggest the need for directness in the sequence of a written presentation.
Routine messages follow the preview, present, review organizational pattern discussed earlier in
this textbook. The introduction previews the content of the message; the body presents the
content; and the conclusion reviews it, as outlined below.




Introduction—The main idea is given in the introductory paragraph, along with a list of
subtopics if the message has subtopics.
Body—The information introduced in the first paragraph is presented in detail in the
middle paragraphs.
Conclusion—the main idea is reviewed in the concluding paragraph, along with the
subtopics in a long routine message if subtopics are included in the message. Then the
message concludes with a positive, forward-looking ending.

Of all the routine messages written in the business world, most of them can be categorized under
two main types:
1. Good-news messages
2. Direct-request messages
What will the typical reader’s reaction be to these types of messages?
Obviously, a good-news message will lead to a reaction of pleasure because the reader will be
pleased with the message’s content. In fact, good-news messages are often called “yes” messages
because they say, “Yes, you can have what you want. Isn’t that good news?”
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Direct-request messages will lead to a reaction of neutrality. The reader of such messages will
usually be neither pleased nor displeased but will recognize the situation as a commonplace one
that occurs routinely in business situations.

Good-News Messages
We’re ready now to get down to the specifics of routine-business-message writing, and we’ll
begin with the easiest messages of all to write—those that convey good news.
If you’re a normal person, you like to receive good news, and you like to receive it as soon as
possible. The same is true of your readers. Knowing this commonality of human behavior, you’ll
recognize that good-news messages are best presented in a deductive or direct sequence in which
the good news is conveyed immediately to your reader.
As a reaction-of-pleasure message, the good-news message is best presented through the
following sequential steps:
1. Good news
2. Supporting details
3. Positive, friendly closing
As mentioned above, good-news messages are often called yes messages because they so
frequently tell the reader “yes” in conjunction with some expectation on the part of the reader. In
fact, a good starting word with good-news messages that say “yes” can often be the word yes:
Yes, we have located and are enclosing a parts manual for your 30-year-old Delta
Rockwell bench saw.
Yes, I am delighted to accept your invitation to speak at this year’s Montana State
University graduation.
Good-news messages deal with many commonplace situations and, as already indicated, are
among the most frequently written messages in the business world. Good-news messages
commonly deal with favorable replies and unsolicited favorable messages. (Unsolicited means
the writer originates the message on his or her own without being “solicited” by the reader to
write the message.) Commonplace favorable replies and unsolicited favorable messages are the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Granting adjustments on claims and complaints
Granting favors and other requests
Acknowledging orders to be filled
Approving credit
Making announcements of various kinds
Transmitting something that is enclosed with or attached to the transmittal message
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1. Granting Requests for Adjustments—An adjustment message is commonly written in
response to a complaint (known as a complaint message). A favorable adjustment occurs when
the writer grants the reader’s request. The fact that an adjustment request is going to be granted
is, obviously, good news for the reader. You can, therefore, see the rationale for also calling
these messages ‘yes” messages because they say, in essence, “Yes, your request for an
adjustment is being granted.”
Since you are giving the audience what he or she wants, make the tone of the message positive. It
is tempting sometimes to explain the process you went through to provide the fix. You may
sound grudging or hesitant. You may want to blame someone or something. All of these
responses, while tempting, are negative and unnecessary. Some examples of content to avoid are
listed below.





[Explaining the process] I spent all afternoon trying to resolve your issue. I checked our
inventory and talked to the warehouse manager. The manager sent me to the carrier to
verify the product was not left either on the truck or at another location. We finally
located your product on another customer’s dock. You will get a credit.
[Grudging] You will get a credit this time, but I can’t guarantee the next customer service
representative will be in such a good mood.
[Blame] Our news accounts manager doesn’t know how to issue credits. I’ll take care of
it for you.

You should also avoid reminding the reader about his or her negative feelings. Avoid words like
problem, issue, angry, or concern. You are giving the reader what he or she wants, so deliver the
good news, provide the details, and end pleasantly, as in the following example.

Your Invoice No. 345223 has been credited $56.22, and the Deknatel suture,
Item No. K434 has been overnighted to you. You should receive the three
boxes of suture by 3 p.m. Wednesday.

Deliver the
good news.

If your doctor needs a replacement sooner than tomorrow, the Deknatel suture,
Item No. K435 is similar--with identical thread, but a size 15 needle instead of
a size 16. We have this suture in stock and could send the needed boxes by
courier to you this morning.

Provide
details.

You can check the status of your order by going on our Web site and logging
into your account.

End
pleasantly.

2. Granting favors and other requests—If your task is to say “yes” to a request for a favor or
to some other request, the resulting message is very easy to prepare. In such messages, you
merely say “yes” in the very first sentence of the opening paragraph. Next, you include any
pertinent comments or explanations. Finally, you end with a cordial closing.
These types of messages are the kind you will write when you agree to serve on a committee,
give a speech at a conference, donate money to a charitable cause, or give permission for
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someone to use your firm’s facilities for charitable purposes. In your career, you will likely find
yourself writing favorable replies to requests from customers, employers, other employees,
friends, civic officials, religious leaders, etc. The messages you write can be quickly and easily
written—if you follow the direct sequence and keep in mind that the main idea of such messages
is your answer of “Yes, I will do what you’ve requested.”
Yes, I accept your invitation to speak at the Woodbury School awards
banquet on May 10.

Deliver the good
news.

I still recall with many fond memories the good times I had as a student
in the Woodbury School when I attended Utah Valley University. The
leadership skills I developed as an officer in the Marketing Club have
made significant differences in my leadership abilities as Director of
Marketing at WinCo.

Provide details or
explanation.

I look forward to meeting you and your students. As you instructed, I’ll
plan to speak to the students for about 30 minutes on my leadership
experiences in my career.

End with a
positive, forwardlooking statement.

3. Acknowledging Orders to Be Filled—If you order products online, you get
acknowledgement messages in email, letter, or text form. An acknowledgement message often
involves a computer-generated form that restates the information on the customer’s purchase
order and that gives the projected date and conditions of shipment of the order.
First-order acknowledgments usually follow a direct approach. Acknowledge the order in the
opening paragraph and say when and how the order will be shipped. Provide any additional
information about shipping arrangements, partial shipments, shipping charges, warranty
information, payment conditions, or new-account information in the middle. You should also
mention any sales literature or catalogs that are sent with the message. Close with a look to
future orders and customer satisfaction; promote your business.
The following message illustrates the above suggestions for a first-order acknowledgment:
Today, your Order No. 01-326 for eight Eat ’Em Up weeders was
shipped via Wasatch Fast Freight. You should receive your order by
October 2.

Be specific about the
order, the product, the
shipping method, and
the arrival date.

Thank you for your order and your check for $1,880 to cover the
Provide details.
costs according to our dealer catalog. We recommend a markup of 35
percent on our products.
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The Eat ’Em Up weeder’s gas-driven engine has proven to be the
most durable engine found on all brands of weeders. Because the
weeder’s spool holds twice as much nylon cutting line as other
weeders, you can go twice as long before facing the task of replacing
the cutting line.

Include product
information if
appropriate.

The videotape we’re enclosing shows additional features of the Eat
’Em Up weeder. When you show the video to your prospective
customers, watch for their positive reactions—especially the scene
that shows how the weeder can easily cut any weeds to ground level,
including those weeds that are “as high as an elephant’s eye.”
For future orders, you can take advantage of our regular credit terms
of 2/10, net 30—based on invoice dates. If you are interested, please
fill out the enclosed credit application.

Promote your business;
friendly, forwardlooking conclusion.

Repeat-order acknowledgment messages also typically follow a direct approach and are
beneficial for the same reasons given for first-order acknowledgments.
4. Approving Credit—When a reader receives a message stating that credit has been approved,
that’s typically good news. In such situations, the direct approach is especially appropriate.
Credit-approval messages are often form messages that are tailored to the customer through the
inside address and salutation. These form messages can be easily modified for unique
circumstances.
In the opening paragraph, the main idea, the fact that credit has been approved, is presented in
the very first sentence. That sentence may be the only sentence in the paragraph. The middle
paragraphs give additional details concerning conditions for credit approval, resale, sales
promotion, and appreciation. The closing paragraph is one in which the writer expresses a look
to the future along with a desire to serve the customer’s needs and may specify special services
to be provided.
The following message gives the good news of credit approval:
Your Wasatch Department Store credit application has been approved.

Give the
good news.

Your new Wasatch charge card is enclosed. Please sign this card and protect it
as you would any charge card.

Provide
details.

Your monthly statement will arrive soon after the first of each month and will
show purchases made through the 25th of the preceding month. The amount due
according to the statement is payable by the 10th of each month. Please note
that unpaid bills are subject to a 1.5 percent finance charge.
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You now become one of our regular charge customers. As such, you will
receive announcements of all sales before the public hears about them. As the
enclosed brochure points out, you can shop from your home, by telephone, or
via our Web site.

Explain the
benefits.

You can find details about other services such as online account maintenance
and cash rewards in the enclosed brochure. Use these services to save time and
money.

Promote
your
business;
friendly,
forwardlooking
conclusion.

5. Making Announcements of Various Kinds—You probably write announcement messages
already. Because announcements are usually unsolicited, you need to get the reader’s attention
immediately. The main idea—the announcement, which is the reason the message is written—is
presented in the subject line and in the first sentence. In the middle paragraphs, explanations,
information, and resale information to fit the situation are given. The final paragraph ends with a
confident look to the future.
Think about the kinds of announcements you might make in your business career. You may find
yourself writing direct-sequence announcements involving sales events, public services,
employment opportunities, policies or procedures, honors to be awarded, etc. Following is a
typical direct-sequence announcement:
The Society for the Advancement of Good English (SAGE) announces its
first annual essay competition for high-school seniors in selected high
schools. The competition guidelines are the following:

Give the
announcement.

Topic:
Length:
Deadline:
Prizes:

A subject that advances or supports effective business writing
1,500 words maximum, double-spaced copy
Postmarked by Saturday, March 18, 20xx
Prize package of $10,000 for students and teachers

Provide
details.

The awards are spelled out on the enclosed entry form and news release. The
benefits for your students, for your school, and for you are the following:

Discuss
benefits.






Every student entering a credible essay will receive a certificate of
achievement recognizing his/her accomplishment.
Finalists will receive national recognition for themselves, their teachers,
and their schools.
The best essays will be published in a brochure for national circulation.
Participants will both write to learn and learn to write as a result of their
essays.
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The best way for your students to win is to assign the essay as a course
requirement or for extra credit. To participate, fill out the enclosed documents
and return the packet to the above address by January 10. Good luck to you
and to your students.

End with a
positive,
forwardlooking
statement.

6. Transmitting Something Enclosed with or Attached to the Transmittal Document—For
our purposes, the word transmit refers to the sending or conveying of something from one person
to another. Email messages—when they introduce attachments—serve this purpose. Transmittal
documents, which are often called cover documents, have many uses. They range in length from
a few sentences to several pages. Lengthy transmittal documents usually sound like very official
documents that accompany, explain, or justify the material being transmitted.
In reality, a short note is sometimes appropriate to transmit something and may involve only a
line or two. But when a longer message is prepared, it is typically written in a direct sequence.
Thus, in the opening paragraph, the writer refers the reader to the material being transmitted.
Appropriate details relating to the transmitted material are given in the middle paragraphs. And
the final paragraph expresses a confident look to the future or an offer to give further assistance
or information. These longer transmittal messages may be in letter, memo, or email format.
The following transmittal message is typical of those used to “transmit” a term paper from a
student writer to his or her instructor:
Attached is the report you requested in November recommending
ways to improve the parking situation at Utah Valley University.

Transmit the
document.

We researched various ways to decrease automobile traffic and
reallocate stalls. Our conclusions include the following
recommendations:
 Promote non-motorized commuting
 Utilize carpool and rideshare solutions.
 Market UTA (Utah Transit Authority) to students
 Utilize new land for parking

Summarize the
conclusions and
recommendations.

The research was completed using the UVU library database and
several universities’ Web sites. We also interviewed Stacey Shu,
facilities manager at UVU, and appreciate her insightful and timely
feedback.

Mention any points
of interest.

Thank you for the opportunity to complete this report. We learned
about ways universities can promote carpooling and biking. If you
have any questions about the content or sources for this report, please
contact our team at (801) 555-1212.

Thank the reader
and provide contact
information (if
necessary).
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Direct-Request Messages
When you need to request something from your reader, the first thing you should do is determine
whether your reader will routinely do as you request or will have to be persuaded to do as you
request. Procedures for persuading your reader to do something are covered later. Procedures
for routinely requesting your reader to do something are covered below.
When the main purpose of your message is to ask your reader to answer questions or do
something of a routine nature, your best approach is to write a direct-request message. The direct
sequence is normally used with the following routine situations:
1.
2.
3.

Inquiries
Complaints and requests for adjustments
Other situations involving routine requests

When the above situations are considered routine, the resulting direct-request message will have
the following sequence and components:
1. Main idea (why you are writing the message)
2. Explanation (details to help the reader respond)
3. Closing (including motivation to do whatever action is desired)
1. Inquiries—Routine inquiries typically concern inquiries associated with people or with
products or services.
People. One routine-inquiry situation you might face concerning people is to request a letter of
recommendation about yourself. Typically, such recommendation letters contain confidential
information and, therefore, you may never read the resulting letters.
If you do decide to write a letter requesting someone to prepare a letter of recommendation for
you, you should state what the recommendation is for. If you have any question about the
recommendation writer knowing who you are, you should refresh his or her memory.
Review the following message that was written by a former student to one of her college
professors.
Please write a letter of recommendation for me as part of my application
for admission to the Widstoe Law School at Southern University. The
instructions for preparing and mailing this letter are included in the
Widstoe Law School materials that accompany this request.
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Ask for the
letter.

You may recall that I took two accounting courses from you. During fall
semester two years ago, I took Accounting 210, Principles of Accounting;
and during last winter semester, I took Accounting 320, Introductory
Income Tax. I conscientiously applied myself and received A’s in both of
these courses.

Remind the
reader who you
are.

I visited with you in your office several times concerning questions about
course content and assignments. You’ll probably remember me as the
student who missed Friday classes about every third week because of my
traveling commitments as a member of Wasatch State’s Ballroom Dance
Team.
I am the student who arranged for you to speak to our Beta Alpha Psi
Club about the role of accounting as a major for students interested in
going to law school. In fact, your comments convinced me to attend law
school after completing my degree in accounting.
Please note that your letter should be attached to the enclosed reference
form from Southern University. As you’ll see, Southern is especially
interested in an assessment of my academic abilities from the perspective
of one of my undergraduate professors. You can reach me at 801-2210566 if you have questions. Thank you for your assistance.

Include
instructions and
contact
information.

If you ever request someone to write a recommendation for you, you should help your reader in
such ways as the following:


Remind your reader who you are and what your associations have been with your reader.



Give your reader specific instructions about whom to send the letter to and the date by
which it must be sent.



If your reader’s letter is supposed to include specific content about you, such as a
reflection about your dependability or dedication, help your reader with these content
needs by citing instances that support the needs.



Include any other content about yourself that might be useful to your reader, such as your
major; your grade-point average; positions you have held and dates employed; honors
you achieved; evidences of involvement in extracurricular activities; a statement of your
goals and objectives; and things you have done that reflect such qualities as leadership,
dependability, initiative, motivation, and dedication.

In your career, you will likely find yourself in an opposite situation in which you are the person
who routinely requests someone to give you information about a current or former employee or
acquaintance. For example, assume you are the prospective employer, creditor, lender, or
organizational officer who is reviewing an applicant for a specific reason. You can safely assume
that your reader’s reaction will be one of neutrality. In following a direct sequence for this
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situation, you would state your request in the opening paragraph. And you would, of course,
include the applicant’s name and the reason you are writing.
The details section of your request letter should include such information as the following:



Details about the requirements of the job, credit, loan, membership, or scholarship for
which the applicant is being considered.
Appropriate questions that state exactly what you want to know about the applicant. (At
that point in your career, you should be aware of questions that cannot be asked if they
have any potential of reflecting discrimination.)

Products and services. Another routine inquiry you might face, whether as a consumer or as a
businessperson, is to seek information about products and services.
If your inquiry is written to the seller of a product or service—such as a manufacturer, retailer,
health-services consultant, or recreational-facilities manager—the addressee will probably reflect
a reader reaction of neutrality. Perhaps you want a free catalog, a price list, or general
information about the product or service. The direct sequence is applicable in these situations.
For example, the following product inquiry reflects the direct sequence:
Please send me information about your line of Footsweet walking
shoes. I read about them on the Internet, but I need answers to the
following specific questions:

Request information
in the first sentence.

1. Will your shoes truly match the shape of my feet?
2. What tangible evidence do you have to support your statements
that Footsweet shoes encourage and support healthy walking
habits, revitalize the feet, and prevent walking fatigue?
3. How is the arch support in your shoes different from the arch
support in other shoes?
4. What is the address of your nearest dealer?

Ask your questions.

I look forward to receiving the information I need and a general
catalog along with your response.

End with a positive,
forward-looking
thought.

Frequently you will send messages to buy products or services. In this case, the reader will be
happy to comply. This is a good-news request and requires a direct approach.
Will you provide audio visual support at our company retreat on June 7?
We will be meeting at Big Seed State Park—an outdoor venue—but need a
screen, a projector, and several speakers.
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Ask for what
you want.

The meeting will be held in the Devereux Outdoor Theater from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Around 300 employees will be attend the meeting and presentation.
Please plan to provide a screen and several speakers so everyone in venue
will be able to easily see and hear.

Provide
necessary
information.

Please send your quote to me by Friday, April 30, so we can finalize our
plans and coordinate the details.

Refer to
request; give a
deadline.

2. Complaints and requests for adjustments—You’re normal if you occasionally find
yourself dissatisfied with a product, service, or policy. In such situations, a good procedure to
follow is to write a complaint or claim message (Exhibit 3.20). The sequence for such messages
is usually the direct (deductive) sequence, and the reader’s reaction will most often be that of
neutrality. If you feel the reader’s reaction will be one of indifference, you will probably decide
to write a persuasive claim, which is discussed later.
Situations that call for a direct-claim sequence are those that involve defective materials, poor
workmanship, malfunctioning parts, soiled merchandise, or merchandise that is different from
what was ordered. Claims about services typically include discourtesy, carelessness, clerical
errors, broken promises, or delivery blunders. When you write a complaint message, you will
often include a request for some kind of adjustment. In general, although routine complaint
messages usually elicit a neutral reader reaction, businesses and organizations are interested in
pleasing people and therefore will seriously consider the requested adjustment.
If you write a complaint message, you will be wise to put yourself in the shoes of your reader. In
doing so, you want to state all the pertinent facts logically and courteously. And you will want to
avoid comments about who may be to blame; instead, you will let your reader determine causes
of blame after you present specific facts as you see them. If you call attention to an employee’s
poor service, you will want to make clear that you are doing so because you think the behavior is
not reflective of the firm’s typical customer-relations policies.
Begin a routine claim with the main idea (see Exhibit 3.20), which will probably be your request
for an adjustment or correction of an error or oversight. The situation will dictate whether you
want a refund, a free replacement, free repairs, a reduction in price, a change in policy or
procedure, a credit to your account or credit card, etc.
In the details sections of your message, include all the facts so the reader can fully understand the
nature of your claim. As appropriate, include your account number and the dates involved. And
reflect the you attitude to show reader benefits.
The following complaint or claim message reflects the above suggestions. It will undoubtedly be
read by an employee who deals with claims. As such, the reader’s reaction will be one of
neutrality because the company’s products are such that adjustments are routinely made. The
writer will gain nothing by being offensive or negative. Notice once again the direct approach
reflected in the main idea’s appearance as the first sentence in the opening paragraph:
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Please replace five of the ten Red Passion rose bushes I ordered last spring.
Your invoice No. H-99425 covers my order, and a copy of that invoice is
enclosed.

Request the
adjustment.

As soon as I received the order, I planted the rose bushes according to the
instructions you sent. Although we had a cold spring, I don’t recall any plantkilling frosts after I planted the roses. They seemed to do well for about four
weeks, and then five of them slowly deteriorated. By the middle of July, five
of them withered and died. The other five are unusually healthy and are truly
reflective of the high-quality rose bushes for which Padukah Roses, Inc. is
famous.

Explain the
situation.

I prefer replacement plants rather than a refund. Two of my neighbors are
thinking of planting Red Passion roses but are waiting to see whether the five
remaining plants survive our hot summer. I assume you will replace the
defective bushes either this fall or early next spring, and I look forward to
receiving them—or a refund if replacements aren’t an option.

Refer again
to the
expected
resolution.

3. Other situations involving routine requests—As a business professional, you’ll face
numerous situations where you will write messages that involve routine requests. The situations
are so numerous and varied that space and time will not permit our discussing them. The
important thing to remember is they are best written in a direct sequence with the main idea in
the first paragraph, explanatory details in the middle paragraphs, and an appropriate closing
paragraph that typically refers to the main idea and ends with a friendly, forward-looking
concluding sentence or two.
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Persuasive Messages
Messages whose intention is to persuade someone to believe something or to take a specific
course of action commonly elicit a reaction of indifference. Sales messages are a classic example
of messages that elicit a reaction of indifference. For a moment, think about the sales messages
you or members of your family receive, and then think about your reaction or the reaction of
your family members to those sales messages. In general, because the reaction of readers of sales
messages is one of indifference, the readers of such messages must be persuaded to take the
course of action the writer specifies.
When we examine the sequence and content of a typical sales message, we find that the basic
approach is an inductive sequence in which the main idea is presented toward the end of the
message. Remember that the “main idea” is the reason any message is written. In the case of a
sales message, the main idea is the request for specific action the writer wants the reader to take.
As indicated earlier, whether the message is a persuasive request or a sales message, the typical
reaction of a reader is one of indifference. Simplistically, the sequence and content
recommended for a persuasive request are the following:
Opening—Get the reader’s attention.
Body—Appeal to the needs of the reader to promote the interest of the reader, explain logically
the rationale that supports the request, arouse the reader’s desire to know more, and create a
conviction that the reader should somehow be involved.
Closing—Ask the reader to take specific action that fits the situation.
The sequence and content recommended for sales messages and persuasive requests are
essentially the same, although the writer of a sales message will probably emphasize a central
selling point either in the attention-getting opening or in an interest/need-promoting paragraph in
the body and, if appropriate, will introduce price at a strategic point. A central selling point and
price information may not be appropriate content for persuasive claim requests and persuasive
favor requests.
Assuming normality of human behavior, behavioral psychologists suggest the following
sequence and content of messages that elicit a reaction of indifference:
1. Say something to get the reader’s attention—to make the reader put aside other thoughts and
concentrate on this message.
2. Introduce the product or idea and suggest how it will help.
3. Give enough evidence to convince the reader that the proposal will help her or him.
4. Encourage the reader to take the action necessary to get the benefits described.
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The recommended sequence and content of messages that elicit a reaction of indifference
commonly follow the ANSA organizational plan, which has four phases: (1) Attention, (2) Need,
(3) Solution, and (4) Action. “ANSA,” of course, is a memory device to help us remember the
recommended sequence and content for persuasive messages. Be aware that other business
textbooks may have different names for the content of each section, for example AIDA for
Attention, Interest, Desire, Action; however, the content is the same as with the ANSA
description we will follow here. The following comments will help you understand better the
purpose and content of each phase of ANSA, the persuasive-message organizational pattern.
1. Attention—As you begin your persuasive message, you should try to convince your reader
up front that you have something worthwhile or interesting to say. The opening sentence or
sentences, therefore, should get the attention of the reader, which in turn causes the reader to
want to read further.
2. Need—In the need phase, you decide on an appeal to emotions or logic and then say things
to establish the relevance of your message, which will build interest in the reader. You appeal to
needs the reader has relative to what you will ask the reader to do in your action request. You can
also mention benefits. In this section, you should continue with content related to the attentiongetting opening as you expand on that opening. Your objective is to cause the reader to think,
“That’s interesting; can it help me with my problems or needs?”
3. Solution—In the solution phase, you present a solution that addresses the needs the reader
has that you just brought to his or her attention and benefits of the solution that will meet those
needs. You should deal with resistance by trying in advance to anticipate questions or issues your
reader might be thinking about. Your comments in this phase should result in a desire on the part
of the reader to participate in the benefits the solution offers.
4. Action—In the action phase, you state the specific action you want the reader to take. And
you should make the action easy—such as a request to respond by telephone or to send the
response in a preaddressed, postage-paid envelope. The closing section also provides an
opportunity to reinforce the benefits the reader will realize from taking the specified course of
action.
As you can see, the ANSA approach is a classic example of an inductive (indirect) sequence. The
“main idea” (the reason you’re writing the message) is to request the reader to take a specific
course of action. That action request comes at the end of the message—after the writer has gotten
the attention of the reader, has promoted the interest of the reader in the message through
addressing reader needs, and has created a conviction that personal involvement is important or
necessary.
1. Getting the reader’s attention—You may ask, “Why is getting the reader’s attention
necessary in persuasive messages?” and “How do I get his or her attention?” Let’s assume you
are the reader of a message to which you think your reaction will clearly be one of indifference.
What does it mean to be “indifferent” toward the content of a business message? Typical
answers to that question are the following:
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I have a lack of interest, enthusiasm, or concern for the content of this message.
This message is of no importance or value to me one way or another.
The content of this message does not concern me or interest me one way or another.
I have no preference for nor prejudice against the content of this message.
I am neither interested in this message nor concerned about its contents.

Obviously, you can see a similarity of content among those responses. Just as obviously, you
should realize you must be “jolted” somehow to start the process of changing your attitude of
indifference.
The behavioral psychologists tell us that the way to “jolt” people initially in such situations is to
get their attention. How do you get someone’s attention when that “someone” probably has an
attitude of indifference (“assuming commonality of human behavior”)?
You have many choices from which to choose. In the opening paragraph of any persuasive
message, you can use one of the following approaches to get the attention of your reader:


A question

Are you aware that four children have been killed in the
past two years at the Redwood Road and Twenty-seventh
South intersection?



A news announcement

“A burglarized home has a 50 percent chance of being
burglarized again,” according to a recent article in the Daily
Tribune. Because you experienced burglars in your home
two months ago, you’re probably wondering how you can
prevent your home from being burglarized again.



A proverb

According to Ben Franklin, “A penny saved is a penny
earned.”



A quotation

P. T. Barnum has been quoted as saying, “There’s a sucker
born every minute.” At the Richards Candy Factory during
our “sucker time,” we say, “There are a hundred suckers
born every minute.”



A what-if opening

What if you could directly influence the lives of 50 students
who will enter the work force one year from now?



A bargain

Labor Day is “Two-For Day” at Shaun’s Shirt Shop. Yes—
you can get two shirts for the price of one when you visit
Shaun’s on Labor Day.



A solution

Mandating a drug-free zone at Legacy High School has
reduced the presence of drugs on campus by 95 percent!



A personal experience

Everyone in the northeast sector has been miserable many
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times this summer because the night-time skunk odors have
permeated the air so frequently. Right now, can you bring
to mind the misery you felt night after night when you were
awakened by the noxious odors wafting through your open
bedroom window?


A compliment

Your training seminar on effective sales is among the best
I’ve ever attended!



A startling announcement

More teenagers in our valley died last year from suiciderelated incidents than from all other causes!



A story

Let me relate a story about one of our local high school
students who wanted desperately to participate in the
National Technology Competition in Rochester, New York.



A split sentence

Picture for a moment . . . the smiles on our employees’
faces when we unpack our new laptops.

Other openings—limited only by the writer’s creativeness—are also possible. All such openings
are used to get the attention of the reader in an effort to induce the reader to “read on.” And all
such openings, when written effectively, reflect the you attitude by “reaching out and grabbing”
the reader and making the reader an inherent part of the message as a result of the opening
paragraph of the business message. Some of the above examples are more effective than others
in drawing the reader into the message by personalizing the attention getter through using the
word “you.”
Whatever attention-getting opener we choose, our choice should deal appropriately with the
following questions:
1. Is the attention-getting opening related to the content that follows? The opening must
suggest a relationship between recipient and product. It must pave the way for the rest of the
letter. The sentences that follow the opening must grow naturally from it. If a reader does not
see the relationship between the opening and the appeal that follows, she or he may react
negatively to the rest of the message.
2. Does the opening naturally lead into an introduction of the appeal that follows? The reader
should clearly see the connection between the content of the opening and the content of the
appeal.
3. Does the attention-getting opening reflect the you attitude? A reader with a reaction of
indifference will naturally be thinking, “What’s in this for me?” Few people will pursue a
course of action just because doing so will solve a problem for someone else. Therefore, the
opening should reflect the you attitude by bringing the potential needs or interests of the
reader into the content of the opening—thus personalizing the content of the attention getter.
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4. Is the attention-getting opening interesting? Yes, the opening’s purpose is to capture
attention; but it should also be interesting to the reader. Its content should induce the reader
to want to read on—and that has a better chance of happening if the reader is interested in the
content of the attention-getting opening. In coming up with interesting content for the
opening, a writer must “read the reader” to do the best job possible of reflecting content in
which the reader will be interested.
5. Is the attention-getting opening short? The opening paragraph containing the attentiongetting opening need not be long. Sometimes one sentence is adequate. In fact, some writers
use only a few words in the first line and then complete the sentence in the paragraph that
follows. Readers just naturally will more likely continue past the opening paragraph if it is
short and does not require extensive time or thinking.
2. Referring to the reader’s needs—Once you have your reader’s attention through the
opening paragraph, you are then ready to move into the paragraphs that promote interest by
referring to the reader’s needs, arouse a desire in the reader to know more, and create a
conviction in the reader that involvement is important or necessary. (Notice the action verbs and
the nouns associated with those action verbs: promote interest, arouse desire, and create
conviction. Remembering these action verbs and the nouns associated with them is a good way to
remember the content for the middle paragraphs of a persuasive message.)
A writer will typically have to write several paragraphs to accomplish the objectives associated
with promoting interest, arousing desire, and creating conviction in the reader. As a writer, you
should first analyze your readers so you can write directly to them. You are then ready to decide
which information to include to promote reader interest by referring to specific reader needs. A
good way to approach this task is to determine the type of appeal you will use. The appeal can be
looked at as a “central selling point” that is carried through the rest of the message as the writer
says things that refer to reader needs, arouse a desire to act, and create conviction in the reader
that acting is appropriate.
The proper appeal will overcome your reader’s resistance to the message. As you develop an
appeal, you set out to convince your reader that what you have to offer is worthwhile. A variety
of appeals can be used, but they can be categorized as either emotional appeals or logical
appeals.
Emotional appeals deal with your reader’s feelings and emotions and are centered around
themes associated with prestige, belongingness, loyalty, glamour, excitement, and goodwill.
Logical appeals deal with your reader’s rational perceptions and are centered around themes
associated with efficiency, durability, economy, safety, convenience, and dependability.
For example:
Emotional:

Our facilities at Snow Canyon have been built to reflect an environmentally
conscious development that preserves the desert beauty of the land inside of and
adjoining the golf course.
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Logical:

The Snow Canyon Golf Course is an 18-hole Johnny Miller Signature Golf
Course that will satisfy the playing needs of both mature and novice men and
women golfers.

Appeals are used to promote reader interest and are most commonly positive in nature. That is,
positive appeals stress the benefits of accepting the writer’s proposal. On the other hand,
negative appeals can also be effective. Negative appeals stress the bad things that might happen
if the writer’s proposal is not accepted.
Some things just naturally lend themselves to either a positive appeal or to a negative appeal.
Other things can support either a positive or a negative appeal. When you decide upon the appeal
you will use, you can then test it from both a positive and a negative perspective to see which
you prefer. Which of the two do you prefer in the following?
Positive:

By contributing to the Boy Scout fund, you will help ensure that our boys
effectively bridge the gap between childhood and adulthood.

Negative:

Don’t place a stumbling block in the path of our Boy Scout program by failing to
contribute your share to the Boy Scout fund.

In general, a positive appeal is usually preferred to a negative appeal. Therefore, unless you can
clearly see the benefits of a negative appeal, you should typically stick with a positive appeal.
The most effective appeals reflect the you attitude and focus on benefits, whether obvious or
subtle, to the reader. Your knowledge of the reader combined with an appeal that is tailored to
the reader will do much in promoting interest on the part of the reader. And a good appeal
establishes the “central selling point” of the message and gives the writer a clearly marked trail
to follow in using this central selling point as a guidepost for direction throughout the rest of the
message (especially in sales messages).
Answering the following questions will help you prepare an appropriate appeal:
1. Does the appeal feel “natural” to the reader? The attention-getting opening should lead
naturally into the appeal in terms of content and style. Essentially, that means the reader will
clearly see the relationship between the content of the opening and the content of the appeal.
It also means the writer has used transitional words or phrases effectively in connecting the
content of the opening with the content of the appeal.
2. Is the appeal associated with an “action environment”? If we want to introduce our idea or
product in an interesting way, we won’t merely begin by describing it. Instead, we’ll involve
the reader in the process. We do that by placing the idea or product in the mind or hands of
the reader and talking about the reader’s use of the idea or product. In this way, the reader
gets a clearer picture than the one that comes from a mere idea or product description. In
addition, the scenario becomes even more intriguing when the reader is the hero—the one
who becomes the performer of any action rather than the one who is acted upon.
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Active voice is clearly a part of an “action environment.” In using active voice, you’ll make a
person, rather than a thing, the subject of most sentences. That is, in a selling environment,
we’ll be more successful in selling what an idea or product does than if we merely sell the
idea or the product.
3. Is the appeal designed as a central selling point that will meet a need of the reader? If the
attention-getting opening doesn’t introduce a distinctive feature, it should lead naturally to
one. This distinctive feature can be looked at as a “central selling point.” Other features of
the idea or product can be alluded to, but they in turn should support the central selling point.
Sometimes the appeal is presented as a central selling point in the attention-getting opening.
More often, however, the appeal is part of an interest-promoting paragraph that follows the
attention-getting opening paragraph.
If the central selling point is not part of the attention-getting opening, then it should be placed
in front of the reader as soon as the idea or product is introduced to the reader. Hundreds of
central selling points that will meet reader needs are possible and include such things as
improved safety, longevity of life, ease of operation, dependability, accuracy, benefits to
society, appreciation of the outdoors, integrity, ethical behavior, and thanksgiving. The
central selling point is introduced early and is then stressed enough to keep its feature
uppermost in the reader’s mind throughout the rest of the message.
The appeal to reader needs and its development as a central selling point should be developed
with one thing in mind—promoting the reader’s interest. If the reader’s interest is piqued,
then the reader will likely be induced to read on.
3. Presenting a Solution—At this point in the message, you present a solution that offers
benefits to meet the needs of the reader and satisfy his or her interest that has been built. You
create in the reader a desire to respond positively to the action request you are about to make.
The you attitude is very important in a persuasive message. As noted earlier, while reading a
message, a reader will naturally say, “What’s in this for me?” Your success in getting the desired
reaction to your action request at the end of your persuasive message will depend in large part on
your success in matching reader needs to reader benefits. Desire to participate, or say “yes” to
the action request, is aroused and conviction to act is created when the reader can say, “I see
what’s in this for me, and I want to be a part of it.” At this point, you must provide convincing
evidence that the solution you offer meets reader needs and offers appropriate reader benefits.
The following guidelines will help you present convincing evidence as you outline the solution:
1. Continue to emphasize the central selling point introduced in the appeal. Your message
should reflect a “thread of continuity” that begins with the attention-getting opening,
continues through the appeal that introduces the central selling point, and then continues
throughout the rest of the message.
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With the reader in mind, you have decided upon the content of the opening and the appeal.
As you write the rest of the message, you should continue to emphasize the central selling
point that was introduced in the appeal. You’ll do this by presenting evidence that
consistently supports the central selling point. Although points other than the central selling
point may be brought into the message, they should be presented and used in connection with
the central selling point.
2. Use objective language. Sentences that are put together with specific, concrete language are
more believable than sentences containing unsupported superlatives, exaggerations,
unsupported claims, incomplete comparisons, or flowery language. As a writer or as a reader,
be wary of unsupported subjective statements that lack credibility and sound like highpressure sales talk. They do little to build interest in the reader or a desire to act. How
believable are such “sales-talk statements” as the following?
Unsupported
superlative:

The DentJet is the best dental water jet on the market.

Exaggeration:

I can think of at least a million reasons why you should invest in a DentJet.

Unsupported
claim:

The DentJet is capable of totally eradicating gum disease in the world.

Incomplete
comparison:

The DentJet does a better job of getting to the places brushing can
miss.

3. Use specific, concrete language. Readers often do not believe what they read if writers make
general statements without supporting them with factual evidence. For example, compare
these two versions:
Without factual evidence: The DentJet is the solution to gum disease.
With factual evidence: Three out of four people in America have gum disease—and
DentJet can help resolve that problem. In fact, we’ve designed the DentJet with that thought
in mind. The DentJet’s 2,700 pulses per minute wash away plaque that bristles can’t reach.
And the oral irrigation reduces gingival inflammation and removes food debris. Even if you
aren’t among the 75 percent with gum disease, the DentJet can help prevent your becoming a
casualty.
Evidence that is used not only must be authentic but also must sound authentic if the writer is
to be successful in arousing desire and creating conviction. The language of the writer who
talks about three out of four people having gum disease sounds authentic.
4. Use testimonials. One way of arousing desire and creating conviction about an idea, product,
or service is to give concrete evidence that other people like it. That is, you can use
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testimonials by telling what others have said about the merits of the idea, product, or service
in question.
5. Use guarantees. Guarantees are often useful in arousing desire and creating conviction.
They, of course, may consciously or unconsciously reflect both negative and positive
elements into the picture. By expressing a willingness to refund money or make an exchange
if dissatisfaction occurs, the writer may express a negative thought by suggesting potential
problems may arise. The writer must be careful to word guarantees in such a way that the
guarantee adds to the reader’s desire to act as you request at the end of the message. For
example, “We’re so confident that the DentJet will perform to your satisfaction that we
include a one-year full-refund guarantee with every purchase.”
As a close substitute for the guarantee, the writer might be willing to extend a free trial to the
reader. By doing so, the writer suggests confidence that a free trial will result in a purchase
and that the product or service will meet the conditions of the guarantee.
6. Use an enclosure or attachment. Enclosures or attachments are often useful in helping build
the reader’s interest in acting, as an enclosure or attachment can contain considerably more
information on reader benefits than a basic business message such as an email or letter. In
using an enclosure or attachment, the writer can refer to it late in the message after most of
the evidence has been given. The language used in referring to an enclosure or attachment is
important in building the reader’s interest in reviewing the enclosure. Compare the
following:
Weak: Enclosed (or attached) you will find a copy of our publicity brochure.
Improved: The enclosed (or attached) publicity brochure will explain the full range of
personal services offered by Timp Spa and Fitness Center. Browse through it to see what we
offer in connection with body care; hydrotherapy; facial, hair, and nail care; and much more.
7. Introduce money issues strategically. Issues related to money must often be dealt with when
the writer is trying to build interest in the reader in saying “yes” to an action request. If price
is a central selling point in connection with the idea, product, or service, the writer should
introduce price early in the message. Otherwise, the writer should not mention price until
everything else has been done to arouse desire and create conviction, and price should then
be subordinated or deemphasized.
Some suggestions for introducing money issues strategically are the following:
a) Deal with price in small units. The writer could introduce price in terms of individual
units or in terms of cost per day.
b) Show the prospective money savings. If the idea, product, or service will result in dollar
savings, that information may be strategic in building reader interest and should be
capitalized on.
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c) Do a price comparison. If the price of the idea, product, or service is superior to the
prices of competitors, these dollar savings can be a strategic element in building interest
in the reader.
d) Point out the bargain nature of price. Money bargains typically do much to arouse reader
interest in an idea, product, or service. For example, the writer can point to a one-third
reduction in price or talk about a special discount if the reader acts immediately.
e) Associate the price with reader benefits. This suggestion is especially worthwhile in
building reader interest if specific reader benefits are associated with price. For example:
“The $8 annual membership fee includes a subscription to Millennial Travels and
Travelers’ Bulletin. You’ll also have access to dozens of free publications, seminars, and
Internet information.”
4. Making an Action Request—The final paragraph of a persuasive message reflects the main
idea of the message—the reason for writing the persuasive message. The main idea is to state a
request for appropriate action to be taken by the reader.
The request for action will be effective if the writer has done an appropriate job of presenting the
solution in a way that builds reader interest in what you are asking and desire to say “yes.” When
the reader reaches the point where he or she says such things as “I want to help,” “I want to
belong to this organization,” “I want to participate with these people,” or “I want one of those
Doo-Dads for myself,” the next natural thing for the writer to do is to request the reader to take
the appropriate action to satisfy the need the reader feels.
Good requests for action should be strong, specific, and straightforward—meaning, of course,
that the request should be simple and easy to understand. The following five elements should be
incorporated in a strong, effective action request.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

State in imperative mood the specific action to be taken
Make the action easy to take
Refer to an incentive for taking action
Offer a time frame for quick action
Reflect confidence in asking for action

Below, each of these elements is discussed in more detail.
1) State in imperative mood the specific action to be taken—The reader should not have to
“figure out” what action to take. Therefore, the language used in the action request should be
specific and stated in imperative mood. For example:




Call me at 801-221-0566 by the end of next week to confirm your willingness to speak to
our club.
Return the enclosed reservation card today to confirm your interest in attending the
seminar.
Fill out the enclosed postage-paid card and return it today.
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2) Make the action easy to take—Readers will naturally resist taking action if the action is
difficult to pursue. In making the action easy to take, the writer should think of things that might
be done to accomplish that goal. For example, depending on the circumstances, the writer might
make a phone line available 24 hours a day; provide a toll-free number so the reader doesn’t
have to pay for a long-distance telephone charge; include a postage-paid return envelope that is
already addressed to the writer; use a preprinted form that contains the name, address, and other
appropriate information about the reader; or, where appropriate, design a questionnaire that can
be quickly and easily completed.
3) Refer to an incentive for taking action—Psychologically and logically, readers tend to act
as desired if they are offered an incentive—a “reward”—for taking the specific action. That
reward can be very subtle, or it can be very tangible.
Subtle incentive—One type of incentive can be associated with the emotional or logical appeal
used earlier in the message. For example, an emotional appeal may have been used involving a
theme associated with prestige, belonging, loyalty, glamour, excitement, or goodwill. The
incentive can be linked to the emotional appeal. For example:



Imagine the increased prestige your company will experience when members of
the public hear about your sponsoring a disabled youth at the Special Olympics.
Call me today at 702-221-0566 to confirm your support.
Please call me at 702-221-0566 to confirm your company’s continued loyalty to
the Special Olympics.

When an emotional or logical appeal is used early in the message, the writer clearly should
allude to that appeal at the end of the message. A natural way of doing so is to tie the appeal into
a “reward” associated with the appeal. The writer thereby reflects a thread of continuity in the
message by tying things together throughout the message—all in relation to the appeal developed
at the first of the message.
Tangible incentive—A more-tangible incentive to encourage action can be offered. Examples of
tangible incentives include the following:





A discount offered to the first 50 customers or to everyone on the first day of the sale.
An upgrade for those who purchase by a certain date
A great buy on a related product for those who purchase a specific item
Offers of free refreshments or a chance to meet a celebrity

4) Offer a time frame for quick action—With persuasive messages, a writer naturally wants
action; but quick action is almost always preferable to slow action. So an effective action request
suggests a time frame for acting to encourage quick action. Of course, the longer the reader waits
to take the action specified, the less likely the reader will be to act as the writer desires.
Language such as the following can be considered in connection with “quick action”:



Act by May 17 to be eligible for the early-bird reward.
Place your order now while the present supply lasts.
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Call me by Monday, the 4th, so I can tell our team that evening whether we have a
sponsor.
Confirm your order this week (by November 28) to ensure getting it in time for
Christmas.

Note that the word “now” in Example 2 is not specific. It does encourage the reader to act
immediately but leaves open when the offer will end. This kind of indefinite time frame can
result in the reader delaying action, thinking he or she has some time to act before the offer ends.
And then, while putting off acting, the reader may forget to act at all.
5) Reflect confidence in asking for action—You’ve probably heard about “self-fulfilling
prophecy” and “self-defeating behavior.” They are closely associated with the attribute of
confidence in oneself.
Psychologically, if we tell ourselves we can do something, we have a better chance of being able
to do it (self-fulfilling prophecy) than if we tell ourselves we probably can’t do something (selfdefeating behavior). With that in mind, a writer should reflect confidence that the reader will act
as requested. Therefore, such statements as “If you want to participate . . .” or “I hope you will
agree to participate . . .” seem to reflect weak confidence in the outcome.
As you can see from the above comments, the last paragraph is a singularly important part of a
persuasive message. For appearance and emphasis purposes, the last paragraph should be
relatively short. At the same time, the writer faces the tasks of deciding how to state the specific
action, make the action easy to take, refer to a reward for taking action, offer an incentive for
quick action, and reflect confidence in asking for action.
You will do well if you remember the ANSA approach when you write persuasive messages:
A
N
S
A

Get attention
Refer to reader’s needs
Offer a solution
Ask for action

To see how the ANSA approach has been used in persuading Lehi City to purchase an Asphalt
Zipper to use in road construction, refer to Exhibit 3.21.
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Exhibit 3.21—Sample Persuasive Message

Asphalt Zipper Company
831 E 340 S Suite 100 / American Fork, UT 84043 / (801) 847-3228
K&Jagents@asphaltzipper.com

October 19, 20xx

Mr. Richard Armstrong, Director
Lehi City Public Works Department
120 East Center Street
Lehi, UT 84043
Dear Mr. Armstrong:
As the director of the street department of Lehi City, you are out on the streets every day
working to maintain the quality of the roads. Did you know that saw cutting, chunking, and
hauling asphalt away is not a completely efficient or economically beneficial method of street
repair? Do you want to save time, labor, and money when completing your street repairs and
utility work while also benefiting the environment?
Lehi’s Public Works Department needs a machine that meets all of its street-repair needs but that
is still affordable with its budget constraints. The Asphalt Zipper Reclamation Attachment allows
you to do an efficient, durable, and economic repair on your asphalt by grinding your existing
street material and recycling it into your existing base.
Your road-maintenance department will realize the following benefits by owning the Asphalt
Zipper:






Move your equipment easily from job-site to job-site at no cost
Patch and recycle full-depth in minutes rather than hours
Repair Lehi’s roads in an environmentally friendly manner
Save an average of 50-70 percent on all street-repair or utility work
Complete four times as much work as you are currently completing

Call us at our toll-free number 1-866-760-7840 now for a free demonstration. You have to see
this machine in action! Start saving time, labor, and money in your road repair jobs. When
scheduling your demonstration, give our customer-service representative the password “new
customer” to receive a 10 percent discount on your order, if your order is submitted within 60
days of the demonstration.
Sincerely,

Kristal Kareh
Utah Area Sales Representative
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Bad-News Messages
Bad-news messages can be written using either a direct or an indirect approach. However, in
focusing on keeping the reader’s goodwill, a writer will usually follow a basic plan that uses the
indirect approach.
The Direct Versus the Indirect Approach in Bad-News Messages—The main idea of
a bad-news message is to convey the bad news to the reader—to say “no.” The writer of a badnews message must decide whether to follow a direct approach or an indirect approach in
preparing the message. In a direct approach, the bad news is given up front; in an indirect
approach, the bad news is given after an appropriate explanation of the reasons that justify the
bad news.
The direct organizational approach for a bad-news message is as follows:
1. State the bad news up front.
2. Explain the reasons that justify the bad news. If possible or appropriate, offer suitable
alternatives for the reader.
3. Close with a positive statement that maintains a friendly relationship between the writer and
the reader.
The indirect organizational approach for a bad-news message is as follows:
1. Begin with a neutral or positive statement.
2. Carefully and logically explain the reasons that justify the bad news.
3. State the bad news clearly and concisely. De-emphasize the bad news; emphasize any good
news that fits the situation.
4. Draw the reader’s attention away from the bad news by referring to an alternative or a related
topic.
5. Close with a positive, forward-looking statement that maintains a friendly relationship
between the writer and the reader.
How do you choose between a direct approach or an indirect approach for a bad-news message?
Perhaps a reasonable answer to that question can be determined if you put yourself in the shoes
of the reader and ask whether you as a reader prefer a direct or an indirect approach.
That is, the reader’s needs and expectations should largely determine the sequence that should be
used with a bad-news message. A direct sequence is usually justified under the following
conditions:


If the bad news involves an insignificant matter that is routine in nature. If the writer can see
that the reader will not be emotionally involved and therefore not seriously disappointed with
the bad news, then a direct approach is probably justified.



If the reader clearly expects a “no” response. For example, if the situation is such that the
reader will be extremely surprised if the message reflects other than a “no” response, then a
direct approach is probably justified. This thinking is typically applied to the job-application
process when job seekers have applied for jobs and clearly expect to be turned down.
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If the writer wants or needs to emphasize the bad news. For example, if the writer of the badnews message has already refused a request once, a direct-sequence message might be
desirable to stress the “no” message in a very forceful manner. A writer should not use a
direct approach if the intention is to spitefully hurt, irritate, or discredit the reader.



If the writer-reader relationship is clearly either extremely close or extremely poor. That is,
you might consider a direct approach if your relationship with the reader is so close that you
can assume the continued goodwill of the reader. Or you might consider a direct approach if
the relationship with the reader is so strained that the reader will be offended by not getting
the bad news up front.

The conditions given above, however, are not true of most bad-news situations. Therefore, if
writers assume commonality of human behavior, they will typically follow an indirect sequence
in preparing bad-news messages—especially when they must convey bad news to subordinates,
customers, or readers whom they don’t know.
In an indirect approach, we present the reasons that justify the bad news before we state the bad
news. This approach emphasizes the reasons for the bad news rather than the bad news itself.
Essentially, we should use an indirect approach if the reader is emotionally involved in the
situation, will be greatly displeased by the bad news, or in any way expects the message to be
one of good news rather than bad news.
As indicated earlier, the reaction of readers to bad news is typically one of displeasure. That fact
suggests the need for an indirect approach to most bad-news messages. But a writer might
choose to follow a direct approach in some situations such as those suggested above.
The Basic Plan for Bad-News Messages—By definition, the “basic plan” for bad-news
messages is one in which the writer clearly wants to keep the reader’s goodwill. The writer
realizes that the reader will be displeased with the bad news of the message. Rather than follow a
direct approach and give the bad news in the first paragraph, the writer will delay the bad news
until an adequate explanation is given that justifies saying “no” to the reader. That is, the “basic
plan” involves an indirect approach that has four components: (1) neutral opening; (2) explanation; (3) main idea, which is the bad news; and (4) original closing that is friendly and forward
looking. In subsequent objectives, we’ll add the components of resale and sales promotion to
those four components as we modify the basic plan to accommodate bad-news adjustment
claims.
One of your tasks now is to remember the essential components of the “basic plan” for a badnews message. The following acronym can help you remember.
N = Neutral, related beginning
E = Explanation
M = Main idea, which is the bad news
O = Original closing that is friendly and forward looking
1. Neutral Beginning—As indicated earlier, the basic plan for bad-news messages involves
what is called a “neutral beginning.” In a bad-news situation, a neutral beginning serves as a
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protective device that will help soften the shock of the bad news. This type of beginning is an
opening paragraph that is neutral but relevant. The neutral beginning should help establish a
positive relationship between the writer and the reader and functions as a buffer between the
reader and the bad news to follow.
As you deal with neutral beginnings in bad-news situations, you can express your appreciation
for being thought of, assure your reader of your attention to and interest in the reader’s request,
compliment your reader, or express an understanding of the reader’s needs.
Introducing a reader to bad news through a neutral beginning is an attempt to reflect sincere
consideration for the feelings of the reader. Using original language and personalizing the
content will help make the beginning sound and feel sincere. Several types of neutral beginnings
are possible, such as the following:


Agreement—“We both recognize the existence of undue stresses that frequently occur in
connection with holiday shopping.”



Appreciation—“Thanks for informing us about your ‘real-world’ user’s experiences in using
the Model 10 Regal scroll saw for mass-production purposes.”



Empathy or understanding—“People rely heavily on their cell phones to conduct business,
contact friends and family, take photos, conduct online banking, and do many other things.
We understand the importance of having your phone working well.”



Facts—“Nearly 75 percent of the voters along the Wasatch Front appear to be in favor of a
north-south light-rail system.”



Good news—“The completion of the north-south light-rail system is near and will certainly
result in significant increases in pedestrian traffic past your store.”



Resale—“With their full-suspension, heavy-duty, fireproof construction, the file cabinets in
our Regal line have satisfied thousands of Happy Valley customers.”

In your career, you will find an opportunity to exhibit a certain amount of creativeness as you
attempt to devise appropriate neutral beginnings for bad-news messages. For purposes of the
course and for your career, keep the following characteristics of effective original neutral
beginnings in mind:


They should be neutral—A neutral beginning is also known as a “neutral opening” because
it signals neither “yes” nor “no” to the reader. As such, a good neutral beginning reflects a
statement upon which neither the writer nor the reader can disagree. And a neutral beginning,
therefore, should not imply that a “yes” response will follow.



They should be short—A good neutral beginning need not be long. A short paragraph is
usually sufficient. Whether consciously or unconsciously, readers get impatient when they
have to wait too long to get to the heart of the message.
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They should be relevant—A good neutral beginning should be related to the topic of the
message. That is, the reader should recognize that the beginning is related to his or her
previous request. An irrelevant opening may reflect insincerity and cause confusion for the
reader—and will probably not accomplish the purpose for which a neutral beginning is
designed. Sometimes, a reference to the reader’s message is desirable in connection with
relevance of the neutral beginning. If the opening content is not relevant, the reader will
quickly deduce that the writer is “beating around the bush”; and the reader will tend to lose
interest before reaching the critical content of the message.



They should provide good transition—When you employ transition in your writing, you do
things to “tie together” the sentences in a paragraph or the paragraphs in a presentation. A
good neutral beginning provides smooth transition between the salutation and the paragraphs
that follow the introductory neutral content.



They should be supportive of the reader’s needs—A good neutral beginning should help
establish good feelings between the writer and the reader. Therefore, the beginning should
establish compatibility between the writer and the reader. If the content of the introduction
consists of a demeaning lecture or is negative, unrelated to the reader’s needs, or
controversial in nature, it will turn off the reader and fail to accomplish its purpose.



They should be interesting—The content of a good neutral beginning should entice the
reader to “read on.” Presumably, if the content is relevant and supportive, it will be
interesting to the reader. At the same time, the writer should attempt to assess the needs of
the reader in terms of what interests the reader.



They should not contain trite, outworn phrases and sentences—Good neutral beginnings
typically do not involve such sentences as “We have received your letter,” “We are writing in
reply to your request,” or “We are writing in response to your May 12 letter.” So-called
communication “authorities” view such writing as trite, outworn expressions because they
are not fresh and original and therefore are boring from overuse and do not help establish a
personal connection with the reader.



They should not apologize—Sincere apologies are at times appropriate. But they are not
appropriate in neutral beginnings. If a writer feels strongly inclined to apologize in the
beginning of a bad-news message, he or she should possibly start over, agree to the reader’s
request, and change the message from a “no” message to a “yes” message. An apology
weakens the explanation that follows and reflects insincerity and lack of support for the badnews decision.
Leaders in the business world concur that an organization does not need to apologize for any
reasonable business decision. The writer has to look at the “no” decision in a bad-news
message as being a reasonable business decision. Therefore, in connection with the “no”
sentence, the writer should resist any temptation to soften the blow of the “no” sentence by
apologizing for the action taken.
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2. Explanation—Be sure to use a positive, rational approach to presenting the explanation
material in a bad-news message. From a content perspective, most of the content of a bad-news
message will typically relate to the explanation that justifies the “no” decision that follows the
explanation.
In “real life” when you face the prospects of writing a bad-news message, you will undoubtedly
think through the situation carefully and decide whether to say “no” rather than “yes” to your
reader. If you decide to say “no,” you must be justified in doing so—and you then need to
present your justification in such a way that your reader will clearly understand your rationale for
the bad news. Explaining adequately your analysis of the situation will help convince the reader
that your decision is a reasonable one.
Your task in writing the explanation portion of the message is to organize the content in a logical
sequence that naturally climaxes with the sentence that says “no.” Several paragraphs are
typically required for this purpose, and each paragraph should reflect paragraph unity—only one
central thought is developed in the paragraph.
Throughout the explanation section, you should keep goodwill between you and the reader in
mind. The reader is possibly the one who has blundered and done something that justifies the
“no” response. However, you shouldn’t point an accusing finger and blame the reader.
Intentional use of passive voice during the explanation phase is typically appropriate.
In addition, you should determine whether your reasons might benefit the reader or someone else
who uses the product or service with which the bad-news message is concerned. For example,
refusing to exchange a dress that has been worn might help enable you to offer the highestquality merchandise to all your customers; refusing to provide copies of documentation might
help protect the confidentiality of all customer transactions; or raising the price of a product
might be necessary to upgrade a product in response to customers’ requests or needs. In other
words, you should see whether you can reflect you attitude as you lay out your reasons in your
explanation.
Here are some specific things that should not be done during the explanation phase:


Don’t give an elementary lecture. The content of the entire message should be relevant to
the reader. If the reader is a mature, competent person, an elementary lecture will be
offensive content. For example, the following sentence that leads into part of an explanation
contains content that is elementary and potentially offensive: “If we are to continue in
business, we must satisfy all our customers.”



Don’t recall the original disappointment too vividly. “We know how you felt when the
barbecue lighter exploded and burned your face” contains very vivid language that is
probably not necessary. Such language also might suggest that a “yes” answer will follow.



Don’t hide behind “company policy” or “terms of the guarantee.” Instead, talk about the
reasons behind the policy or the guarantee and show reader benefits that occur because of the
policy or guarantee.
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Don’t sound accusing. Use third-person, impersonal language to stress points in an
inoffensive way. Second-person language that reflects active voice and that involves the
pronoun “you” can easily be offensive because it points an “accusative finger” at the reader.
Passive voice is clearly superior to active voice when you get to the point of assessing blame
for actions taken.



Don’t use negative language unnecessarily. You can feel negative language when you use
it or read it, but you may still struggle with avoiding its use. Such words as the following
cause conscious or unconscious negative feelings in the minds of readers: amazed, cannot
understand, claim, damage, defective, delay, dissatisfied, error, fault, inconvenience, regret,
shocked, sorry, surprised, unable, unfortunately, and wrong.

As indicated earlier, the explanation that justifies the bad-news decision should be the major
content part of the message in terms of number of sentences or paragraphs. Most bad-news
situations require several paragraphs for the writer to lay out the reasons carefully and logically.
When a writer has done a convincing job with the explanation, the reader will not be surprised
with the bad news itself. The bad news, of course, is the sentence in which the writer says “no.”
If the reasons for the explanation have been presented appropriately, the decision will appear to
be logical and reasonable—the only decision to be made under the circumstances.
3. Main idea, which is the bad news—Authorities who tell us how to say “no” as inoffensively
as possible in bad-news situations suggest that writers should “deemphasize the no.” The writer
needs to present the bad news clearly but in a manner that will keep the goodwill of the reader.
Keep in mind that we need only one sentence to convey the bad news (to say “no”).
We can “deemphasize the no” by doing the following four things in making the one-sentence
refusal:
1. Avoid accusative language
2. Locate the bad news sentence in the middle of a paragraph
3. Refuse in passive voice
4. Refuse in subjunctive mood
1. Avoid accusative language--As a general guideline, the bad news should be stated in
positive language that stresses what the writer can do rather than what the writer cannot do.
With that in mind, you should avoid such words or phrases as “cannot,” “are not able to,”
“impossible,” “unfortunately,” “sorry,” and “must refuse” when you write the sentence that says
“no.”
The bad news should also be phrased in impersonal language that avoids using the pronouns
“you” and “your” as part of assigning blame or pointing out that the reader is not going to
receive the benefit he or she is hoping for. For example, don’t say, “Because you didn’t rotate the
tires as required in the sales agreement, . . .” or “You won’t receive a refund because. . . .” The
reader is probably responsible for the situation that resulted in the writer’s having to say “no”
rather than “yes.” But the writer should distance the reader from the bad news so it will not be
perceived as a personal rejection.
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2. Locate the bad news in the middle of a paragraph—Think about any paragraph you
might read. Emphasis is given to the content of that paragraph in this order: (1) first sentence, (2)
last sentence, (3) middle-of-paragraph sentences. Therefore, we can “deemphasize the no” by
using what is called “unemphatic position” in the paragraph—by burying the “no sentence” in
the middle of a paragraph. Unemphatic position or location merely means that you must embed
or bury the “no” sentence in the middle of a paragraph that comes at the end of or that follows
the explanation paragraphs. Unemphatic position for the “no” refers to the location of the “no”—
inside a paragraph so it isn’t emphasized.
3. Refuse in passive voice—Passive voice is clearly preferred for the sentence in which the
writer conveys the bad news by saying “no.”
Using passive voice to say “no” allows you as the writer to deemphasize who or what is doing
the refusing and who or what caused the problem. In passive voice, the subject is not the person
or thing doing the action, so the action is emphasized rather than who did it.
For example, the active-voice sentence “You did not send a copy of the receipt, so we will not
give you a refund” is stated in passive voice as “Because a copy of the receipt was not sent in, a
refund will not be given.”
4. Refuse in subjunctive mood—Using subjunctive mood to say “no” also deemphasizes
the refusal while still making it unmistakably clear. As you recall, the subjunctive mood is used
when we say things that are doubtful, contrary to fact, or impossible. For example:



I would be hired if I applied for the position. (Meaning: I’m not going to be
hired because I’m not applying.)
If I were you, I would apply for the position. (Meaning: I’m not you, and I’m
not going to apply for the position.)

Certain verbs designate the subjunctive mood: were (rather than was), had, would, could, should,
might, and may. For example:



I could take a break. (Meaning: I may or may not take a break, or doubt exists
that I’m going to take a break.)
John should apply for the position. (Meaning: John needs to apply for the
position, but doubt exists that he will.)

The subjunctive mood is an inoffensive, subtle way of saying “no.” By using subjunctive mood
to state the bad news, we apply grammar in helping ourselves avoid accusative, offensive
language. For example, the active-voice indicative-mood sentence “You did not send a copy of
the receipt, so we will not give you a refund” can be stated in passive voice and subjunctive
mood as “Had a copy of the receipt been sent, a refund could have been given.” The passivevoice subjunctive-mood version softens the bad news, avoids blame, and states the bad news in
terms of what could have happened instead of focusing on what didn’t and can’t happen.
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In many situations, the writer can say “no” by implying the “no” through use of passive voice
and subjunctive mood rather than by forcefully stating it. This approach is called the “implied
no”; it requires the reader to “read between the lines” and understand that the decision is “no”
rather than “maybe” or “yes.”
Let’s assume a situation in which the reader has purchased a pair of cotton pants that have not
been prewashed and that contain instructions to avoid washing in hot water because of possible
shrinkage. Let’s assume further that a customer purchased a pair of the pants and then washed
them in hot water—causing severe shrinkage to the point the pants will no longer fit the
purchaser. Now let’s assume we have to write a message telling the reader we’re unwilling to
refund the money for the shrunken pants. The sentence in which we say “no” might be one of the
following:
1. We can’t refund your money because you washed the pants in hot water—contrary to
washing instructions on the manufacturer’s label.
2. If you had not washed the pants in hot water contrary to instructions on the label, we
would give you a new pair of pants as you requested.
3. If the pants had been washed according to label instructions, a refund could be granted.
The first sentence is written in indicative mood and in active voice. It clearly says “no” to the
reader’s request for a refund. However, it fails to be an effective refusal because it is accusative
in tone when it clearly blames the reader for the damage to the pants.
The second sentence is written in active voice and subjunctive mood. The sentence clearly says
“no” to the reader’s request for a refund, even though the subjunctive mood is used throughout
the sentence. However, the sentence fails to be an effective refusal because it also is accusative
in tone when it clearly blames the reader for the damage to the pants and also when it focuses
blame on the writer for not giving the refund.
The third sentence is written in passive voice and in subjunctive mood. It says “no” to the
reader’s request for a refund in a much more subtle fashion than do the first two sentences. Read
Sentence 3 again and verify that it indeed says “no.” It is superior to the first two sentences
because it is not accusative in tone and yet it leaves no doubt about the outcome—the reader will
not receive a refund. If this sentence were buried (embedded) in the middle of a paragraph, it
would then say “no” in unemphatic position or in a location that deemphasizes the bad news.
4. Original Closing that is Friendly and Forward Looking—Any refusal has potential
negative aspects in the mind of a reader. Therefore, after the writer says “no,” she or he should
end the message on a pleasant note. The closing should be friendly and should express a positive
look to the future. The bad news should not be referred to again. The following techniques have
proven successful in providing a friendly, forward look:
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Best wishes: Best wishes for success with your plans for a Chinese buffet restaurant in
Happy Valley. We have very much enjoyed our ten-year relationship with you and look
forward to continuing to serve your needs.



Counterproposal: To help with the publicity for your grand opening, we will be happy to
include a quarter-page ad about your opening in our March 10 issue. If you’re interested in
this free offer, please get us your camera-ready copy by March 1.



Other sources of help: Please refer to the enclosed flyer about the Pants-That-Fit pants
stretcher. For more information, refer to the Internet address for Pants-That-Fit. Their pants
stretcher may be a reasonable solution to help with the shrinkage of your pants.



Sales promotion: You may be interested in our line of shrinkage-proof Western Range
jeans. These jeans have been prewashed and are guaranteed to have shrinkage of less than 1
percent. You’ll see from the enclosed flyer that we’re having a “spring roundup” sale on
these jeans beginning March 21, and we invite you take advantage of our 25-percent-off sale
during that week.

In the closing paragraph, you should be original in your wording and avoid statements such as
the following that usually appear to be overused and insincere.


“If you have any further questions, please let me know.” (Do not invite further
correspondence.)



“If you any further problems, please correspond directly with me.” (Do not anticipate even
the possibility that additional problems might occur.)



“In conclusion, let me say I am sorry we were unable to grant your request.” (Do not
apologize or emphasize the refusal by repeating it.)



“If we can be of any further help, please let me hear from you.” (From the reader’s
perspective, you probably haven’t been much help. Don’t invite further correspondence.)



“I hope you understand why we have made this decision.” (Don’t reveal the possibility that
doubt about the final outcome may be legitimate.)

In summary, the final paragraph of a bad-news message should be positive, friendly, original,
and forward looking.
Resale is helpful to use after the buffer beginning in bad-news messages—Resale is used
when you make positive comments about merits of the product or service in question. In using
resale, you emphasize the good qualities of the product or service—the qualities that induced the
reader to initially buy or use the product or service. You approach the technique of resale with
the attitude that your firm offers high-quality, reputable products or services; and you want the
reader to be reminded why your products or services are of high quality and are reputable. An
example of resale is the following:
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I remember discussing with you the unique features of our Eat ’Em Up
weeder when you purchased it. Its gas-driven engine has proven to be the
most durable engine found on all brands of weeders. Because the weeder’s
spool holds twice as much nylon cutting line as other weeders, you can go
twice as long before facing the task of replacing the cutting line
The word resale is a noun—it is a thing. It is the name given to the process of bringing back into
the reader’s mind the positive things about the product with which an adjustment claim is
concerned.
When we use resale, we say that we “resell the product to the customer.” The word resell is a
verb. When we use resale to “resell” the product to the customer, we don’t literally try to sell the
same product to the customer again. But we “resell” the product by putting in the mind of the
reader good, positive thoughts about the product. These are the things the reader thought about
when he or she purchased the product. They are the “selling features” of the product—the things
that convinced the reader to buy the product in the first place.
Let’s think about resale and the process of using it in relation to a product a customer has
purchased. Sometime after purchasing the product, something goes wrong with it—causing the
purchaser perhaps to think the product is a “lemon.” At that point, the purchaser quite naturally
wants an adjustment—perhaps a replacement or a refund of money.
Typically, the realities of life in such situations are that the product is a good one, as proven by
its success in the market place. In this instance, however, something has happened to the
product—probably because the purchaser abused it or failed to use it according to instructions.
Or perhaps the product has problems because of other reasons, such as an “act of nature.” In any
event, the problems with the product are clearly not those of the seller.
We then reach the point where the purchaser wants an adjustment. However, the seller
determines that an adjustment should not be given and therefore decides not to give one. The
seller faces the task of saying “no” to the purchaser and at the same time of keeping the goodwill
of the purchaser so she or he will continue to buy other products from the seller.
Here’s where the purchaser faces the task of writing a “bad-news” message to tell the reader
“no.” And here’s where we will modify the “basic plan” for a bad-news message by adding a
paragraph about resale and a paragraph about sales promotion.
Resale can be sequenced at any appropriate point in a bad-news message. However, resale can be
most effective when placed immediately following the buffer beginning—just before the
explanation that lays out the reasons for the bad-news refusal of an adjustment.
Let’s think about this sequencing. Before we give the explanation, we have an opportunity to
bring to the reader’s mind the positive things about the product in question. That is,
psychologically, we remind the reader about the positive merits of the product—the things that
induced the reader to purchase the product. We approach comments about the product with the
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product in mind—it’s a good product, or we wouldn’t be in business selling it. If we plant
positive things in the reader’s mind about the product, those thoughts will be in the reader’s mind
as he or she reads the reasons that justify the refusal and then reaches the bad news itself.
We have now modified the “basic plan” for a bad-news adjustment refusal as follows:
Neutral, related beginning
Resale
Explanation
Main idea, which is the bad news
Original closing that is friendly and forward looking
The resale paragraph should logically be a substantive paragraph containing in-depth comments
about the good features of the product with which the message is concerned. If you do have to
write bad-news adjustment messages in your career, you’ll be so familiar with your company’s
products that you’ll have no difficulty writing a substantive paragraph containing many positive
comments about the product. By writing this paragraph, you will employ the use of resale. That
means you will “resell” the product to the reader by placing in the reader’s mind the positive
things that went through the reader’s mind when she or he first purchased the product.
Psychologically, the reader then has these good thoughts about the product in mind as he or she
reads the explanation that justifies the bad news toward the end of the message.
Sales promotion or offering an alternative is used to help shift the reader’s focus away
from the refusal to something neutral or to an alternative that may work for the reader. It
is also an opportunity to interest the reader in a product or service related to the one with
which your message is concerned (or the one involved in the resale content). Without
sounding greedy, you will attempt to induce the reader to purchase other goods or
services from you. Through sales promotion, you’ll try to get the reader, who has already
established himself or herself as a customer, to return to your firm. To entice your reader
to do so, you can offer special price inducements or point out how the related product or
service will add value to your reader’s life or business. For example:
When you purchased your Ezy-Push lawnmower, I remember your
mentioning your possible interest in a snow blower. Winter with its
attendant snowstorms is right around the corner, and we’re fully stocked
with the finest snow blowers to be found anywhere in the valley.
Established customers such as you can get an early-bird 25 percent
discount on the Eagle 2 self-propelled snow blower. Come in and check
out this marvelous machine next Saturday, and be sure to show the clerk
this message to receive your preferred-customer discount.
The logical positioning of a paragraph containing sales promotion or an alternative for the reader
is immediately following the paragraph containing the bad news (the “no” sentence). Frankly,
although the writer attempts through sales promotion to sell the reader a related product or
service or to offer an alternative to what the reader wanted, the primary ulterior motive of the
writer should be that of maintaining goodwill between the company and the reader. In that
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respect, think about the psychological situation connected with sales promotion or offering an
alternative.
The reader has just been told “no.” Offering an alternative that may help the reader with his or
her situation can help maintain goodwill. And sales promotion of a related product or service can
draw the reader’s attention away from the bad news. However, if the writer comes on too
strongly with language to try to sell the reader a related product or service, the reader can easily
be offended and refuse to have anything more to do with the writer or the writer’s company.
Therefore, the writer must be careful about the choice of words used for the sales-promotion
paragraph. Some kind of special inducement, such as a discount or a two-for-one offer, is not
sales promotion itself but is often used with sales promotion to avoid offending the reader while
maintaining a positive goodwill posture with the reader.
The sales-promotion paragraph should contain enough content depth that the reader will be
induced to want to know more about the related product or service. In the case of a related
product, the content should induce the reader to want to see the product, to hold it, or to try it out.
In the case of a related service, the content should induce the reader to want to know more or to
verify whether the service is as good as the sales-promotion paragraph stipulates.
You should keep in mind that the sales-promotion paragraph and the original, friendly, forwardlooking closing are the last things the reader stores in his or her mind in connection with the
writer and the writer’s company. The content of these last two paragraphs should help the reader
understand how his or her needs are being met, should reflect a positive outlook for the future,
and should express confidence about keeping the reader as a customer.
When we add both resale and sales promotion to the “basic plan” of a bad-news message, the
sequence becomes the following:
Neutral, related beginning
Resale
Explanation
Main idea, which is the bad news
Sales promotion/Alternative
Original closing that is friendly and forward looking
Be wary! Many students confuse resale and sales promotion. They are distinctively different and
have vastly different roles to perform in a bad-news message. Remember that resale deals with
the product, service, etc. that the reader is concerned about, and sales promotion deals with a
related product, service, etc.
Bad-news-message Development—In the bad-news messages below and in Exhibit 3.22, note
how the following elements of a bad-news message are incorporated: Neutral, related beginning;
Resale; Explanation; Main idea (refusal); Sales promotion/Alternative; Original, forward-looking
conclusion. You can see that resale is not always used.
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Thank you for writing us about the Designer IV jeans you purchased from our
store last month.

Neutral
beginning

The Designer IV jeans are among our best sellers. Made of 100-percent cotton, Resale
they are comfortable even in hot weather. And they come in a variety of
colors.
In your message to us, you indicated that you washed the pants in hot water to
try to get ground-in dirt out of the knees of the pants. The instructions on the
care label sewn in the waistband of the pants state that the pants must be
washed in cold water so they won’t shrink. If the pants had been washed
according to the instructions on the label and still had shrunk, a refund could
be given. You may want to try some of our popular prewashed pants that are
guaranteed not to shrink under any circumstances.

Explanation

All our pants will be discounted during our President’s Day sale that runs from
the 16th through the 21st of February. Come in and check out our easy-care line
of prewashed jeans. These jeans come in three styles and have been very
popular. As a preferred customer, use the enclosed coupon to get an additional
20 percent off any purchase you make.

Sales
promotion

Enjoy using your discount coupon, and thank you for your business.

Original
conclusion

Main Idea
(Bad news)
Alternative

As always, you must adapt your content to the audience and the situation. For example, if you
must inform your staff that Christmas bonuses have been canceled, you would omit the resale
and promotion (of course).

Thank you for all your hard work this past year; you have helped our
company expand to two new locations.

Neutral
beginning

Despite improvements in productivity and efficiency, the difficult
economy has affected our sales dramatically. Our toy sales for the last
two quarters were more than 15 percent below company goals. Christmas
bonuses have been given each year for the past several years. Had sales
been stronger, Christmas bonuses could be distributed this year as well.
However, we will be able to keep all employees on staff. Economists
project that the economy will improve next year. If it does and sales are
back to expected levels, you can expect to receive the usual bonus next
year.

Explanation

With our team intact, let’s work together to make next year the best year
ever.

Original
conclusion
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Bad news
Alternative/Sales
promotion

Exhibit 3.22—Sample Bad-news Message
In Internal (Informal) Email Format

Decision on Your Vacation Request
Charlotte, thank you for submitting your vacation request for the week of September 10-15.
Our annual sales retreat is scheduled for September 10-15, the week you requested off. During
that week, the sales force will be attending training meetings and will be unavailable for calls. So
our office staff will need to handle all sales-related calls during these few days.
You are the best-informed member of our office staff on our two most-popular products and can
answer callers’ questions on those items better than any other staff member can. Because of the
importance of continuing to meet our customers’ needs while the sales force is away for training,
all customer-service representatives—especially you because of your specific training on our key
products—will need to be in the office during the week of September 10-15. You can take your
vacation any time in September before or after this week.
Your contribution to the customer-service team is invaluable. We appreciate your support in
working to achieve our goal of a 3 percent increase in sales this quarter.
Mary Higgins
Ext. 4125
mhiggins19@gmail.com
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Section 4—Job Application Documents
When searching for a job, you will prepare job-application documents to help secure a position.
In today’s competitive job market, the quality of these documents can determine how successful
you will be in your job search. Below, the job-application-document process in general is
discussed, followed by specific information about preparing resumes, cover letters or emails, and
follow-up messages.

The Job Application Process
You begin the process of preparing your job-application materials by analyzing yourself and
thinking about yourself as a product or service that is “for sale.” Then as you create your
application materials, you will work to match the skills, experience, etc. that you are “selling”
with those the employer is “buying.” As you analyze yourself, the standard information you'll
gather includes the following:






Your contact information
The specific goal of your job search
Your qualifications (primarily education and experience)
A summary of your achievements
Limited personal information

You have wide latitude in how you present your analysis of yourself during the job-search
process; therefore, you can reflect a certain amount of creativity in the resulting application letter
or email and resume. However, in general, the business world is very conservative; and human
resource directors typically don't respond very positively to extensive creativeness. Surveys
show human resource directors have the following preferences:









A combination application package consisting of an application letter or email and a resume.
A reason that the job applicant is interested in working for the organization.
An appropriate tone in the application letter or email.
Outstanding grammar and spelling in both the application letter or email and the resume.
An explanation of how the job applicant’s education and experience fit the job
requirements—match what the applicant is “selling” with what the employer is “buying.”
A request for a personal interview in the application letter or email.
A one-page resume, unless two pages are justified.
Absolute neatness in both the letter or email of application and the resume. These documents
must be professional.
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Typically no career-objective statement. However, a power statement may be effectively
used. A power statement is placed just under the letterhead on the resume and is a one- or
two-line statement of the key qualifications the applicant has that match what the company is
looking for (See Exhibit 4.5A and Exhibit 4.5B)
General and specific educational qualifications.
Reference to scholarships, awards, and honors where appropriate.
Work experience, including titles of jobs, dates of employment, and major duties performed
(for the chronological resume). For the functional-chronological resume format, a list of
duties is not included with work experience; reference to what the job applicant did at his or
her jobs is included in the profile/qualifications section of the resume as evidence that he or
she has the qualifications listed (See Exhibit 4.5A and Exhibit 4.5B).
Special aptitudes or qualifications of the job applicant.
Evidence the applicant has appropriate knowledge about the company to which he or she is
applying.

Human resource directors are often interested in the applicant’s willingness to relocate,
memberships in organizations, references, publications, and military experience; but such
information is not considered to be essential content except for certain jobs or under certain
conditions.
According to human resource directors, information that is not important or that should be
omitted in the application/resume process includes the following:






Religion
Race
Gender
Photograph
Marital status





Birthplace; birthdate
Transcript of high-school
grades
Health




High school-related
activities
A list of college
courses taken

Obviously, human resource directors might be interested in the above information, but
government regulations prohibit their asking for it. If an applicant feels any of the above
information will give a positive boost to the application/resume process, he or she must decide
whether to include it.
A person is reviewing resumes often goes through a stack of resumes the first time with nothing
but appearance in mind. Your resume may get only a 7-10-second perusal. Therefore, if a letter
or email of application and resume are not prepared so they have a professional look, they likely
will not even get read.
For that reason, you should be very careful with the design of your application materials. That is,
prepared properly, the application letter or email and resume must possess pizzazz. Upon seeing
the letter of application and resume but without reading them, the reader should be motivated to
say, “Wow! That looks great! I wonder what the content is like.”
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More likely, however, your resume will be submitted electronically, and a computer will
evaluate the content for suitability. For you to be selected as a candidate, your resume must
contain the keywords the computer is scanning for. Keywords are found in the job description.
You should use these words in your resume (as long as what you claim is true).
Occasionally, you may be asked to copy/paste your resume into an electronic application. Your
fancy formatting will not translate. Before you transfer the content, change bold text to all caps,
replace your bullets with asterisks, and delete rules (lines).

Resumes
The purpose of a resume is to persuade the reader to interview you. Resumes are used to present
a summary of your preparation and experience that qualify you for the job you seek. It can also
contain information to help the prospective employer get to know you a little better and feel
more inclined to hire you.

Organization and Format of Resumes
Resumes can be organized in two ways—chronological or functional-chronological—with a
number of variations.
A chronological resume (see Exhibit 4.2A) lists the most recent job first and can be effective
when you have a continuous employment history in positions related directly to the present
position for which you are applying or when you want to emphasize where you have worked—
prestigious companies in the field, for example. Your education information can appear above
the job listing if your education is the most important strength or qualification you have for the
job you seek (see Exhibit 4.2B). You can also lead a chronological resume with a brief summary
of your qualifications if you want the reader to note that information first (see Exhibit 4.2B).
A functional-chronological resume (see Exhibit 4.5A and Exhibit 4.5B) highlights your skills
and accomplishments rather than your work history and is especially effective when you have
applicable skills and accomplishments but don’t have strong specifically related work experience
or when you want to focus on what you can do rather than on what you have done. In this type of
resume, your skills and abilities are listed at the top of the page, and your job experience is
briefly summarized at the end of the page. See Exhibit 4.5B for an sample functionalchronological resume that emphasizes education by putting it first.
Functional-chronological resumes can be an effective way to sell yourself to your prospective
employer by presenting your abilities that match the job requirements right up front in the
resume for the reader to easily see. In a chronological resume, the reader must infer from the job
duties you performed what your skills are. Again, your education information can appear above
the qualifications section if education is the most important strength or qualification you have for
the job you seek.
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Since you are the expert on yourself, you have considerable latitude in deciding on the content of
your resume. However, you will want to format your resume to give the reader the best
impression of you that you can. Use the following guidelines:




Give the reader excellent access by left-margin or center indexing of the resume primary
headings.
Use other access techniques throughout the resume to give emphasis to the resume content
and to help your reader “get at” the resume content.
Use formatting techniques that give the resume pizzazz—techniques that make the reader
want to read the resume after initially glancing at it.

Individual resume components you may want to consider using in your resume are outlined
below. Obviously, you want to use only the ones that fit you best and that are appropriate for the
job you seek.
Identification Information
You need to include information that will help the prospective employer get in touch with you.
Therefore, at the top of the resume, you should include your name, mailing address, phone
number, and email address, preferably in a personal letterhead that matches the one on your
cover letter.
Be sure to consider the professionalism of your email address. You may want to consider
creating a separate account just for your job search if your current email address is
ditzychick1@hotmail.com, exrebel14@gmail.com, or something equally unprofessional. A UVU
student a few years ago created a resume for a business competition and did not ask her advisor
to review the resume. When the student got the feedback from the judges, she found they did not
like her email address of “perfectprincess@ . . . .” Be sure the email address you use for business
purposes doesn’t send a message that you are less than professional. Use something like
MarkJacobsen14@gmail.com or MStenson@msn.com.
Keep it simple. Use one phone number (probably your cell phone) and one email address.
Job Objective or Power Statement
Presenting a job objective is optional in a resume and is not generally done now. Typically, jobobjective statements tend to be writer oriented, not reader oriented. That is, they lack you
attitude; for example, “Looking for an accounting internship with a leading company that will
help me learn from successful accountants and develop my accounting skills.”
Power statements can take the place of typical job-objective statements and can be much more
effective in catching the reader’s attention and interest. A power statement is reader oriented; in
it, the writer presents his or her “selling points” for the open position he or she is applying for.
For example, “An outstanding accounting student with strong recommendations who learns
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quickly and willingly and is on track to become a CPA” might be a good power statement for a
resume a student is using to apply for an accounting internship.
Another example of a power statement for someone who has been in the workforce for a while is
the following: “Documentation specialist recognized as ‘The best technical writer I’ve ever
worked with’ who works well with others and prepares professional materials within deadlines.”
Exhibit 4.2B, the chronological-resume sample, has a power statement under the letterhead, as
do the functional/chronological resumes in Exhibit 4.5A and Exhibit 4.5B.
Education
For most graduating students, their strongest selling point is often education. Therefore, that
section can be placed before experience in a chronological or functional-chronological resume
(See Exhibit 4.2B and Exhibit 4.5B) Students who are not far along in their education and don’t
have strong work experience related to the job they are applying for may choose to use the
functional resume that will allow them to present at the top of the resume skills and
qualifications that will enable them to do well, even though they currently lack experience
specific to that job. Lead with your strength relative to the job you are seeking.
Do not include high school graduation information in the education section—unless such
information is definitely an asset as a strong selling point. In general, human resource directors
are not interested in high school information of applicants unless the applicant pool is typically
made up of high school students.
In the Education section, you need include only the degree, major, school, school location, and
graduation date for your college-education degrees. Begin with the most recent. If you do not yet
have a degree but expect to earn it, merely say “Anticipated graduation: [month, year]” or
“Expected [month, year].”
Academic honors and achievements, foreign language, or special skills can be included with the
education section or may be included in other appropriate sections of the resume. Include your
grade-point average only if it is a good one—at least a B+ (3.4) or better.
Work Experience
The work-experience section gives information about your employment history. For each job
listed, give the job title, company name, city and state where the company is located, and dates
of employment. For the chronological resume, also include your primary responsibilities and
accomplishments at the job. However, with the functional resume, you do not include your
responsibilities with the job listing, but you include what you did at your jobs as appropriate in
the Qualifications section as evidence you have the skill or experience you say you do there.
Graduating students need not feel obligated to list all the jobs they have had—particularly if the
jobs are part time and are unrelated to the job and career objective. Therefore, as a student, you
need not feel you have to account for every month of your life since high school graduation. You
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can be selective in listing the jobs you have held—remembering the following advice: All work
experiences are good; some are better than others. The preferred order for work experience is
reverse chronological, with the most-recent jobs listed first.
Present-tense action verbs are used to describe your duties in current jobs or your current
experiences, and past-tense action verbs are used to describe your duties in past jobs or your
current experience or accomplishments. Also, you should use a variety of verbs to show what
you did without resorting to using the same verb several times. A brief list of some of the action
verbs you may use in a resume is presented below.
accomplished
aided
attained
compiled
consulted
delivered
edited
engaged
estimated
expanded
fulfilled
initiated
investigated
managed
negotiated
presented
provided
raised
served
strengthened
supplied
tightened
traveled
used

achieved
analyzed
balanced
completed
coordinated
demonstrated
eliminated
engineered
examined
extended
furnished
installed
joined
marketed
obtained
presided
publicized
recruited
simplified
structured
supported
trained
tripled
verified

administered
assembled
built
conducted
created
designed
enabled
enlarged
exceeded
financed
gained
instructed
led
maximized
offered
processed produced
published
reorganized
solved
submitted
tabulated
transferred
updated
widened

advanced
assisted
carried out
constructed
decreased
developed
encouraged
entertained
executed
formed
gathered
introduced
maintained
motivated
opened
proposed
pursued
represented
streamlined
suggested
tested
translated
upgraded
wrote

As part of your work experience, you'll want to show your productiveness as an employee (soft
skills). Such adjectives as the following are useful for that purpose:
adaptable
dependable
objective
sincere

analytical
efficient
productive
systematic

conscientious
forceful
reliable
tactful
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consistent
independent
resourceful
trainable

Qualifications Section
In a functional resume, the Work Experience section will appear after the Qualifications section.
In this type of resume, the work history is abbreviated—the job title, company name, city and
state where the company is located, and dates of employment are included. However, the job
duties may or may not be included depending on the space available after you present your
qualifications. If the job duties are not included with the work history, what you accomplished at
your jobs is woven into the Qualifications section under appropriate headings as evidence that
you have the skill or experience you say you have.
In creating the headings, consider what the major qualifications are for the position you seek, and
then create a heading for each qualification. These qualifications usually can be pulled from the
job listing. For example, consider a person who has just graduated with a degree in marketing
and has worked part time as an office administrator. Assume this person is applying for a fulltime office-administrator position with a marketing company; he or she could use the following
Qualifications-section headings—Office Administrator Experience, Marketing Education, and
Organizational Skills.
Under each heading, include a bulleted list of “evidence” that you have the skill or experience
the heading suggests, drawing from experience from previous jobs, volunteer work, and other
situations. Be sure to avoid making the bulleted lists in the Qualifications section just lists of
duties. Present the information so it gives measureable evidence you really do have the
qualifications you say you do. Apply the following guidelines from the Career Development
Center at Utah Valley University as you develop the content to include in your bulleted lists.
Numbers tell a stronger story by showing how many, how much, how often.
Did you—





Improve processes and increase
efficiency?
Serve clients/customers?
Solve problems?
Influence positive change?







Build or create or repair?
Negotiate or persuade?
Reduce expenses?
Reduce accidents?
Save money?

Instead of saying this:
 Worked with businesses to carry out United Way fundraising goals
Quantify and say this:
 Partnered with more than 20 area businesses to raise $15,000 for United Way, exceeding
fundraising goals by 23 percent
Instead of saying this:
 Developed marketing plans to promote concert series on campus
Quantify and say this:
 Developed fully integrated marketing campaign distributed to 10,000 students campuswide, resulting in 12 percent increase in concert attendance.
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Instead of saying this:
 Tutored students after school.
Quantify and say this:
 Successfully tutored 15 students with 100 percent of students receiving at least a B+
average
Do you recognize the much-stronger impact of the measureable content in the “Quantify and say
this” statements over that in the “Instead of saying this” statements?
Sometimes, getting actual documentation is difficult, so estimates are just fine as long as you can
justify why you said what you said. Take control of your own career health by the healthy
addition of numbers (or other measureable evidence such as awards, promotions, etc.) in your
resume and interview answers.
The Qualifications section may also consist of simply an expanded power statement several lines
long that captures the highlights of what you have to offer in the position you are applying for,
followed or preceded by your education, as appropriate. The Work Experience section will come
after the Qualifications statement in this type of content presentation.
As you can see, effective resumes can be organized in a variety of ways, depending on your
experience, skills, work history, education, special skills, and the job you are seeking. A very
important point to remember is that what works well in applying for one job may not work at all
in applying for another one. You should prepare a custom resume for each job you apply for—a
resume that effectively matches your abilities with the unique job you seek. The custom resumes
can be developed from a master resume you develop that contains all of your experience, skills,
positions held, etc. The master resume can be several pages long, as it serves only as a data bank
to draw from as you prepare custom resumes.
Summary of Achievements
You've probably heard of the acronym WYSIWYG—what you see is what you get. That idea
definitely applies to you as you paint a picture of yourself through your resume, and the acronym
particularly applies to the summary of your achievements in the resume.
With appropriate thinking and planning, you should be able to determine the best way to present
your achievements. Potential headings to use for this purpose might be one or more of the
following:
Honors and Activities
Leadership Activities
Volunteer Work
Honors
Memberships
Interests
Community Involvement
Activities
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Military Experiences
Achievements
People-Oriented Activities
Civic Activities
Be selective in choosing headings and content, and resist the urge to include everything. In
deciding what to include, ask the following questions:




Does this information “sell” me to the reviewer?
How closely related is this information to the job I'm seeking?
Does this information provide job-related information not presented elsewhere?

Often the best place for achievements information in a functional resume is in the Qualifications
section, as evidence you have the skills and experience you outline there.
Personal Information
Because of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act and subsequent
amendments, employers cannot hire employees based on gender, religion, age, marital status,
disability, or national origin. Therefore, in general, human resource directors prefer that such
information not be included on resumes.
However, you are not prohibited from including such information on your resume. If you
seriously perceive that including any of such information will be a definite plus for potential
employment, you may decide to include the information—but probably in a very subtle way. The
reviewer of your resume may obliterate the information from your resume with a felt-tip pen, but
he or she cannot forbid you from including the information.
Other personal information may strengthen your resume. You are in control in deciding what to
include. Suggestions for inclusion are the following:














Interests
Hobbies
Sports interests
Musical interests
Scouting achievements
Missionary experiences
Oral and written communication skills
Computer competency
Foreign language
Military service
Community service
Scholastic honors
Professional-association memberships
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Checklist for the Resume
Use the following checklist for your resume:

















The identifying information includes name, address, phone number, and email address.
Only relevant information is included.
Qualifications are truthfully and honestly presented.
Headings are arranged in appropriate sequence and use parallel structure.
Work experience is typically presented in reverse chronological order with most recent first.
Present-tense action verbs are used for current job and experience descrip-tions; past-tense
action verbs are used for previous job and experience descriptions.
Parallelism is used when presenting multiple items is a list.
Correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, and word choice are used throughout the resume.
The resume is balanced on the page.
A left-margin indexing technique (headings) is used for immediate access to the major
components of the resume.
Appropriate access techniques are used throughout the resume but not to the point of “access
overkill”—too much bolding or too many fonts used, for example. In addition to bullets, no
more than two or three access items such as SOLID CAPS, bolding, underscoring, or
italics—are used.
Bullets are used to emphasize multiple points; no more than two or three fonts are used in the
resume. Avoid giving the resume a “busy” or cluttered look.
All information on the resume is truthful; nothing is fabricated.
The printed resume has excellent “pizzazz.”
The names of states are spelled in full except in mailing addresses, which reflect ZIP
abbreviations to facilitate mail delivery; for example, use Utah rather than UT; Alabama
rather than AL, which some readers may think is Alaska; and Minnesota rather than MN,
which some readers may think is Maine. Write so your message is unmistakably clear.

References
Although a prospective employer may ask for references to check before making you a job offer,
never include “References available on request” at the bottom of your resume. Doing so is
outdated and improper protocol. If the prospective employer requests references in the job
announcement, during the interview, or later, supply them on a separate sheet of personalizedletterhead paper. The letterhead should match that of the letter of application and resume (see
Exhibit 4.3).
You may need to provide up to four references (three professional and one personal). Be sure
you have accurate, current contact information and titles for your references. If you have even
the slightest concern about the reference not aiding in identifying positive attributes and skills
that you have, provide an alternative reference.
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As your career advances and opportunities grow, add additional names to your reference list to
be used in the future. Professionals remain prepared and are constantly updating their resume and
reference information, even when not actively looking for a new position.
Selecting a Reference—References are divided into two categories: professional and personal.
1. Professional References—Professional references are individuals who know of your work
capabilities, attitudes, abilities, and performance and can document these in a positive manner.
Suggestions include previous employers and professors or instructors. Remember to select
professional references that have credibility in their profession or in the community. Previous
employers are the best and most acceptable references. Because future employers often look for
applicants’ ability to work under supervision, you should always include at least one former
supervisor in your reference list. Managers, directors, or supervisors—or any individuals in the
company with whom you directly worked—are included in this category. Professional references
can also include individuals with whom you have had business dealings or with whom you have
worked in a professional or volunteer organization; co-workers; people you have supervised; and
customers or clients.
2. Personal References—Personal references are used by prospective employers to attest to
your character. Do not use relatives, people you have known less than one year, a significant
other, or clergy unless you have worked with these people in business, which then qualifies them
as a professional references.
Contacting Prospective References—When developing employment paperwork, look at the job
description and identify a list of possible references. Then remember the following steps:






Each reference should be personally contacted and asked for permission to identify the
individual as a reference in your job search.
Ask the reference for current information regarding his or her contact numbers, email
address, employer, employer address, and current job title.
Give each reference a resume, a job description of a position in which you are applying for,
and information about the company.
Ensure that the reference can identify your positive traits that will aid you in obtaining the
position. Go over why you feel qualified for the position, explain your interest in the
opportunity, and share your knowledge of the company you are applying to work for.
Be sure to thank those who agree to give you a reference. A written thank you is appropriate.

Gathering and Using Reference Letters (Letters of Recommendation)—Letters of
recommendation from references may be sent with the initial application, taken to the interview,
or sent as a follow up after the interview. Be sure to evaluate the quality of the letter of
recommendation before you send it. It should have the following characteristics:




be well written with no serious grammar, punctuation, spelling, or word-choice errors that
will weaken the effectiveness of the letter;
recall your strengths and contributions;
always include your full name, position title, and brief job description, if applicable;
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be less than one year old.

Although sending along a reference letter can aid in obtaining an interview, be careful not to turn
your application materials from a brief cover document and a one-page resume into a thick pile
of sheets. Include only one or two letters of recommendation with your resume, if you include
any.
Remember strong, positive oral or written recommendations from respected professionals can
make the difference between your being considered and hired or being rejected, so be sure to
consider carefully whom to ask for a reference and to prepare the person to give a strong
recommendation by educating him or her on the position and your qualifications.

Application or Cover Letters or Emails
The application message can be a cover letter or email and is a partner with the resume; the two
go together as a single package. The letter or email is always seen first by a reviewer, and the
resume may be enclosed with the letter or attached to the letter or email. Through the application
letter or email, the writer applies for a job; builds interest in the content through matching the
employer’s (reader’s) needs to what the applicant (writer) has to offer (benefits and solution that
meets reader needs); and requests an interview. The cover document, therefore, does a lot! It is
essentially a persuasive message whose purpose is to get the reader to respond positively to the
action request and grant an interview.
Because the cover letter or email is persuasive in nature, it is organized using an indirect
approach. Its primary objective is to get an interview for the writer, so the paragraph asking for
that interview is the last paragraph in the document. Exhibit 4.1A, Exhibit 4.1B, and Exhibit
4.4 are examples of application documents; they illustrate the indirect approach with the
interview request near the end. As you compare the cover or application letter in Exhibit 4.1A
and the application email in Exhibit 4.1B, you will see that the email content is condensed.
Often, a brief cover letter or email that refers the reader to additional information in an attached
or enclosed resume is preferred by those who are reviewing applications.
Content of Cover or Application Letters or Emails
An effective cover message is a persuasive document—so the content should be similar.
Typically, a cover letter has three content sections—the opening paragraph, in which the writer
applies for a specific job; the middle paragraph or two, in which the writer refers to reader
(employer) needs and solutions (skills and experience) the writer (applicant) has for meeting
those needs; and the closing paragraph, in which the writer makes the request for an interview.
Opening Paragraph—State why you are writing and name specifically the job for which you
are applying. You may also want to suggest briefly how your qualifications will be an asset to
the company.
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Middle Paragraphs—Sell yourself. Refer the reader to the resume, and enhance appropriate
information on the resume. Rather than say “My resume is enclosed,” as you refer to the resume,
draw attention to what you believe is your best selling point. “As you will notice on the enclosed
resume, I have been on the Dean’s List throughout my university experience.” Explain why you
are interested in working for this employer, and specify your reasons for desiring this type of
work. Explain how your skills, training, and experience qualify you for employment with this
company. Convince the reader you are qualified to be an effective, profitable employee.
Closing Paragraph—Ask specifically that the prospective employer establish a time when you
can visit in person to discuss your job application further. Ask specifically for an appointment by
giving your phone number or by offering some other similar suggestion for the reader to contact
you to facilitate an immediate and favorable reply. Or you may want to “take control” and
indicate that you will call next week to set up a time for the interview. Present this request for an
interview near the end of the paragraph. In the closing paragraph or in an appropriate place
earlier in the letter, refer to the resume to support that you have the skills and experience the
employer needs.
Like resumes, cover messages should comply with expectations and industry standards;
however, to make your cover message stand out, you can deviate from the “usual” by using a
unique attention-getter beginning.
Your message will look more professional if you create a letterhead. Use the same letterhead you
have on your resume. That will give your two documents a “package” look. Your letter must
include a complete inside address and an appropriate salutation, a signature block containing
your signature, and an enclosure notation. The application letter or email is typically short—twothirds of a page or less or about three or four short paragraphs.
General Suggestions for Cover or Application Letters or Emails
Typically, a good application letter or email is less than one page or three to four paragraphs
long, especially for new college graduates, and should be written so it can be read quickly.
Brevity is a plus for application documents, but “brevity overkill” can be detrimental—include
enough content to pique the reader’s interest.
For content purposes, you will be wise to avoid the following information in letters of
application:







A discussion of your personal or employment problems.
Statements of the obvious, such as “I read your ad,” “I am writing to apply for . . .,” or “A
resume is attached.”
Self-condemning statements such as reporting failures or lack of aptitude on your part.
Boastful statements that can label you as a braggart.
Deliberate flattery.
A biographical discourse that sounds like a history of your life.
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Checklist for Cover or Application Letters or Emails
Use the following checklist for your application or cover letter or email:
 All content statements in the letter or email are factual.
 The writer applies for a specific job in the opening paragraph.
 The content expands on the most positive item in the resume related to the position you are
seeking.
 You have made reference to the enclosed resume.
 A strong, action request for an interview is near the end of the concluding paragraph in the
letter or email.
 Correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, and word choice are used throughout.
 The email is correctly formatted as a formal email with a salutation and complimentary close.
 The letter is a complete business letter in every respect; it has an easy-to-read 11- or 12-point
font and other correct formatting throughout, including vertical centering. Times New
Roman is an effective font.
 If appropriate, the letter or email refers to the writer’s source of job information.
 If appropriate, the letter or email reflects your knowledge of the company’s activities and
knowledge of the job requirements; the content shows that you know something about the
prospective employer.
 The content of the letter or email avoids a discussion of your weaknesses, obvious
statements, and shortcomings of the present employer, self-condemning statements,
boastfulness, flattery, or a biographical discourse.
 The application letter uses an attractive, personalized letterhead that matches the one used for
the resume.

Follow-Up Correspondence
Follow-up correspondence includes thank-you messages and job-acceptance messages.
Thank-You Messages
As mentioned above, thank-you messages are essential business documents. Thank-you
messages have two purposes: (1) to thank the interviewers for their time; and (2) to persuade the
employer to hire you. Thank-you messages should refer to your discussion in the interview. They
may be used to resolve any concerns you may have about the job. In addition, they should be
used to remind the interviewer about your qualifications. Say what you wish you’d said in the
interview but forgot to because you were nervous. See Exhibit 4.6 for an example.
Make sure everyone you talked to when you went for the interview receives a message from
you—even the receptionist who directed you and brought you water. Get business cards during
the interview so you have the names and addresses with correct spellings and job titles.
Of course, be certain that your written follow-up document is professional in appearance,
content, language usage, tone, mechanics—in every way, so that after sending in an impressive
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resume and participating in an effective interview, you don’t spoil your chances of being hired
because of problems with the follow-up message.
Consider the following testimonial about the value of thank-you notes. These comments were
sent to a university placement center by an interviewer of students who were seeking
employment with the interviewer’s company:
Once again, I’m pleased to express my appreciation to you and your staff during my
recent recruiting trip. I'm always pleased to interview prospective candidates for jobs
with our firm.
After interviewing about a dozen students, we flew five of them to our facility here in
Vancouver to spend the day and to meet many of the managers of our company. We’re
currently in the process of extending offers to some of those students.
I am surprised that so few students take the time to follow up with the company's
recruiter after an interview or after they have been flown to the company’s main office.
Of the 12 I interviewed recently, only 2 wrote a thank-you note. And of the five we flew
to Vancouver, only one followed up with a note. Needless to say, the one who
corresponded with us was offered a position.
I was also surprised at the lack of preparation for the interview that most of these students
demonstrated. Of the 12, only 2 had taken time to read anything about our company.
This example should let you see how important “little” things, including writing appropriate
follow-up messages, may be in helping you succeed in the job search.
The Career Development Center at Utah Valley University shared the following findings on the
value of following up after an interview:
At a recent career event, we invited several employers to campus to speak on hiring
issues and just be brutally honest. One topic touched on was how and when to follow up
after meeting with someone. The collective response was to follow up every week unless
told otherwise.
What is the best way to follow up–by phone, email, or postal delivery? Each can be appropriate,
depending on the circumstances. When considering a delivery channel for your thank-you
message, you should decide based primarily on audience and urgency.
Phone call—Phone calls have several advantages. They can’t be ignored or set aside as easily as
a card or letter, and postal or email delivery of a message cannot always be guaranteed. In
addition, face-to-face or voice-to-voice communication allows for natural conversation to
happen, which may allow you to more easily discover how seriously the company is considering
you and to strengthen your connection to the person evaluating your application.
Email—Although email is informal and may not be read, if email is how you are told to follow
up, then that is how you must follow up. For tech companies, email may be the best choice.
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Email is also appropriate if you know a decision will be made quickly, before a follow-up
message can arrive through the postal service. Always follow up an email with either the typed
thank-you message or a hand-written note.
Postal delivery—Especially when thanking someone for considering you for a formal position
or when writing to executives, prepare a typed thank-you letter and either hand-deliver it or send
it through the postal service. You can also send a handwritten thank-you note. Typed letters or
handwritten thank-you messages show you took personal time and gave attention in saying thank
you and give the impression you really do appreciate being considered for the position.
Employers like to have tangible evidence of appreciation.

Job-Acceptance Messages
Accepting a job is like signing a contract. You agree to work and the employer agrees to pay
you. Once a position has been offered to you and the negotiations have concluded, confirm in
writing. You need to formally accept the position, confirm the salary, and solidify all the details.
Include the following (if applicable):








Your position/title
The company name
Start date and time
Vacation time
Salary, including bonus structure
Relocation package details
Benefits-package details with date(s)
o Medical
o Dental
o Retirement

Once you’ve accepted a job offer, you are obligated to that employer. Consider carefully before
you commit to the job. Pulling out after accepting an offer is considered unethical.

Resources for Resume Writing and Sample Job-Search Documents
Many sources are available to help you in preparing your resume and cover letter or email. Of
course, some sources are better than others. Several good online sources for help with resumes
are listed below. Some, such as www.ldsjobs.org, are free for anyone to use. Others charge a fee
to help you generate resumes. Although www.optimalresume.com charges a fee, currently, UVU
students can use this resource free to generate up to four different resumes.





Optimal Resume: https://www.optimalresume.com/
Target Resume Creation: http://www.nalp.org/assets/319_resumes.pdf
Free resume-creation and job-search help: www.LDSJOBS.org
Before & After Examples: http://ww2.startribune.com/static/resumes/
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Be sure to apply your understanding of effective-writing principles as you review resumes others
prepare for you and as you review sample resumes presented as good ones. Some sample
resumes companies and other sources promote lack visual balance or easy access to the content.
Some have a cluttered appearance weak organization. You are who the resume represents—be
sure it presents you well.

LinkedIn for Career Development
LinkedIn is the “World’s Largest Professional Network.” It is a social media platform for
making and maintaining professional relationships. You should have a LinkedIn profile. Almost
all recruiters use some form of social media to find qualified applicants, and nearly all of those
use LinkedIn. Here are a few things you need to know to get started or improve your LinkedIn
presence.
1. Create a profile. This is like putting your resume online. Continue to add information until
LinkedIn says your profile is 100 percent complete.
2. Write your headline. The default headline is your current job title. Make yours better. Focus
on what you can do for potential employers.
3. Make connections. This is similar to “friends” on Facebook. Request to link with people you
know professionally and personally.
4. Join groups. Groups are like online professional associations. Participating in groups is a way
to reach people you aren’t connected with. By joining groups of people who have a similar
job or interests, you can share and learn how to do your own job better.
5. Add multi-media content. You can add images and videos to your profile. Build your brand
by adding videos of you doing your job. Add a professional photo of yourself.
6. Endorse and be endorsed. By endorsing others, you are verifying their skills. When others
endorse you, your claims are corroborated. These endorsements become testimonials that
establish your credibility.
7. Recommend and be recommended. In addition to endorsing others’ skills, you can write
recommendations. You can also request and receive recommendations from supervisors,
coworkers, teachers, etc.
8. Post. By posting relevant, industry-related materials, others will notice and recognize your
expertise. Keep in mind: LinkedIn is not Facebook. Your posts should be business related
and professional. And as always, edit.
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Exhibit 4.1A—Cover or Application Letter—Sample 1

James A. Anderson
anderja@assure.com
(801) 785-6789

449 South 320 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84604-3251

July 11, 20xx

Mr. Thomas Moore, Manager
Nordstrom Rack
University Crossing
386 East University Parkway
Orem, UT 84057
Dear Mr. Moore:
Janet Peterson, a buyer for the Salt Lake County Nordstrom stores, told me that you need an
assistant manager in your University Crossing location, as you are expanding to the Utah County
area. She also mentioned that you are particularly looking for someone with a bachelor’s degree
in business management, experience in fashion display, and a background in inventory software.
I have these qualifications and am applying for the position.
With my Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management from Utah Valley University
(UVU) and eight years of experience in the clothing industry, you will find me well prepared to
be your assistant manager. At UVU, I took several fashion-merchandising classes and applied
what I learned to my positions with Oldham’s Clothiers and J. C. Penney. In addition, I attended
two eight-hour workshops sponsored by the Accounting Department at UVU specifically
designed to teach inventory software.
I have received several awards for my ability to satisfy customers and promote sales in our
department. The J. C. Penny Budget Men’s Wear department, of which I am manager, has
consistently exceeded projected sales targets. I will use my skills to help you expand your
existing customer base in Orem. My enclosed resume outlines my experience in this and other
positions.
Please call me to schedule an interview when we can discuss how I can use my experience and
education to promote Nordstrom Rack. My phone number is 801-785-6789; I am available
between 8 a.m. and noon Tuesday through Saturday. I look forward to your call.
Sincerely,
James A. Anderson
Enclosure
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Exhibit 4.1B—Application Email

Application for Assistant Manager Position

Dear Mr. Moore:
Janet Peterson, a buyer for the Salt Lake County Nordstrom stores, told me that you need an
assistant manager in your University Crossing location. With my Bachelor of Science degree in
Business Management from Utah Valley University (UVU), training in inventory software, and
eight years’ experience in the clothing industry, you will find me well prepared to fill the
position.
I have received several awards for my ability to satisfy customers and promote sales at Oldham’s
Clothiers and J.C. Penney. The Budget Men’s Wear department at J.C. Penney has consistently
exceeded projected sales targets while I have been manager. Attached is my resume that gives
details about my work experience and education, including training in inventory software.
Please call me at (801)-785-6789 between 8 a.m. and noon Tuesday through Saturday to
schedule an interview so we can discuss how I can use my experience and education to promote
Nordstrom Rack as you expand into Utah County.
Sincerely,
James A. Anderson, anderja@assure.com
449 South 320 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84604-3251
(801) 785-6789
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Exhibit 4.2A—Chronological Resume with Experience First

James A. Anderson
anderja@assure.com
(801) 785-6789

449 South 320 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84604-3251

EXPERIENCE
Provo, Utah
May 2015 – present

J.C. Penney
Manager, Budget Men’s Wear





Supervise ten department employees
Prepare bank deposits
Manage inventory and returns
Post to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram accounts weekly

Oldham’s Clothiers
Sales Clerk







Springville, Utah
August 2014 – April 2015

Assisted customers through exceptional sales and service
Created in-store advertisements
Launched Facebook marketing campaign that received 3,000 likes in three weeks
Priced and stocked sales floor
Taught six new hires
Increased sales by 5 percent during second month

Caracas, Venezuela
July 2012 – July 2014

Community Service
Volunteer




Prepared and submitted weekly and monthly reports
Trained three volunteers; supervised team of 15 volunteers for four months
Taught lessons in Spanish

EDUCATION
Utah Valley University
Bachelor of Science in Business Management



Orem, Utah
Expected August 2017

GPA 3.897; Dean’s List every semester
Member UVU American Marketing Association

Logan, Utah
May 2012

Utah State University
Associate of Science in University Studies
SKILLS AND INTERESTS
Personal: dependable, detail-oriented, motivated, cheerful, punctual, optimistic
Technical: Microsoft Office, Google Drive, Prezi
Language: fluent Spanish
Interests: snow skiing, mountain biking, scuba diving, golfing
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Exhibit 4.2B—Chronological Resume with Qualifications Summary and Education First

James A. Anderson
anderja@assure.com
(801) 785-6789

449 South 320 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84604-3251

QUALIFICATIONS SUMMARY
Proven men’s retail-clothing manager with a business management degree who has experience
in fashion display and training in inventory software; enthusiastic about digital media and
advertising; earned awards for customer satisfaction and sales achievements
EDUCATION
Utah Valley University
Bachelor of Science in Business Management



Orem, Utah
Expected August 2017

GPA 3.897; Dean’s List every semester
Member UVU American Marketing Association

Logan, Utah
May 2012

Utah State University
Associate of Science in University Studies
EXPERIENCE
J.C. Penney
Manager, Budget Men’s Wear





Provo, Utah
May 2015 – present

Supervise ten department employees
Design and stage displays
Manage inventory and returns
Post to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram accounts weekly

Oldham’s Clothiers
Sales Clerk




Springville, Utah
August 2014 – April 2015

Created in-store advertisements; launched Facebook marketing campaign that received 3,000
likes in three weeks
Taught six new hires
Increased sales by 5 percent during second month

Caracas, Venezuela
July 2012 – July 2014

Community Service
Volunteer



Prepared and submitted weekly and monthly reports
Trained three volunteers; supervised team of 15 volunteers for four months

SKILLS AND INTERESTS
Personal: dependable, detail-oriented, motivated, cheerful, punctual, optimistic
Technical: Microsoft Office, Google Drive, Prezi
Language: fluent Spanish
Interests: snow skiing, mountain biking, scuba diving, golfing
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Exhibit 4.3—Sample References Page

James A. Anderson
anderja@assure.com
(801) 785-6789

449 South 320 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84604-3251

Ms. Kelly B. Wight, Owner
The Wight House
25 East Main
American Fork, UT 84003
(801) 763-5566

Howard Morris, Ph.D.
Faculty Member, School of Business
Utah Valley University
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 783-0000

Mr. R. K. Ball, Regional Manager
J.C. Penney Headquarters
Salt Lake City, UT 84140
(801) 545-5566

Ms. Pam Wilson
(Personal reference)
155 North 200 West
Provo, UT 84601
Prefers contact by email: pwilson@comcast.net
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Exhibit 4.4—Cover or Application Letter—Sample 2

Benjamin S. Pyper
353 East 200 North Provo, UT 84043 – (208) 351-8087 – benjaminpyper@gmail.com

March 27, 20xx

Mrs. Robin A. Phelan, Director
Human Resource Department
JP Morgan Chase
9062 Old Annapolis Rd.
Columbia, MD 15424
Dear Mrs. Phelan:
Subject: Financial Analyst Position (Reference No. 3125-09)
While reviewing the job postings on the JP Morgan Chase website, I noticed a listing for a
financial analyst. Please consider me for this position; I have outlined my qualifications below.
My combination of coursework in corporate finance and work experience will enable me to
apply academic and practical skills toward any task. My studies have given me the financial tools
to generate financial reports, models, and capital forecasts. JP Morgan also looks for applicants
who have leadership and management skills who will do well as team leaders on assignments. I
successfully applied leadership and management skills during my employment as a personal
banker at Wells Fargo Bank and as a training manager.
I will also benefit JP Morgan Chase with my dedication to quality performance. Through my
membership in the Delta Epsilon Chi Business Society, I received various awards for my
performance in competition against other business students, as you can see on the enclosed
resume. I am dedicated to maintaining high levels of production and will quickly become a
productive member of your team.
I will appreciate an opportunity to visit with you in person about the financial-analyst position. I
know I will be a good fit with your team. Please call me at (208) 351-8087 or email me at
benjaminpypper@gmail.com to set up a time we can meet. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Benjamin S. Pyper
Enclosure
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Exhibit 4.5A—Functional/Chronological Resume with Qualifications First

Benjamin S. Pyper
353 East 200 North Provo, UT 84043 – (208) 351-8087 – benjaminpyper@gmail.com
Recent graduate in finance who has banking skills
and experience in leadership and management

QUALIFICATIONS
Finance Skills
 Completed coursework in finance at Utah Valley University’s Woodbury School of
Business.
 Provided broad base of services including deposit-based, credit, and investment products
to clients.
 Generated solutions to increase monthly restaurant food and beverage sales by 6 percent.
Leadership Experience
 Trained colleagues for competition as vice president of a business society.
 Received two leadership scholarships for volunteer work in a business society.
 Interviewed and trained three new employees in a service-oriented environment.
 Demonstrated interpersonal and problem-solving skills while responsible for 140
volunteer representatives of faith-based organization in Argentina.
Quality Performance
 Placed first in school-wide Utah Valley University business-strategy competition.
 Placed second in national student business competition in Anaheim, California.
 Achieved “top ten” sales volume as a personal banker at Wells Fargo Bank.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Finance, Utah Valley University, Orem, Utah.
Expected April 2017.
Associate of Arts, Business Management, Brigham Young University-Idaho, Rexburg,
Idaho. April 2012.

EXPERIENCE
Personal Banker, Wells Fargo Bank, Orem, Utah, September 2012–Present
Server, Stan’s Restaurant, Idaho Falls, Idaho, November 2010–August 2012
Training Manager, Sol Rio Restaurant, Ammon, Idaho, March 2009–January 2010
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Exhibit 4.5B—Functional/Chronological Resume with Education First

Benjamin S. Pyper
353 East 200 North Provo, UT 84043 – (208) 351-8087 – benjaminpyper@gmail.com
Recent graduate in finance who has banking skills
and experience in leadership and management

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Finance, Utah Valley University, Orem, Utah.
Expected April 2017.
Associate of Arts, Business Management, Brigham Young University-Idaho, Rexburg,
Idaho. April 2012.

QUALIFICATIONS
Finance Skills
 Completed coursework in finance at Utah Valley University’s Woodbury School of
Business.
 Provided broad base of services including deposit-based, credit, and investment products
to clients.
 Generated solutions to increase monthly restaurant food and beverage sales by 6 percent.
Leadership Experience
 Trained colleagues for competition as vice president of a business society.
 Received two leadership scholarships for volunteer work in a business society.
 Interviewed and trained three new employees in a service-oriented environment.
 Demonstrated interpersonal and problem-solving skills while responsible for 140
volunteer representatives of faith-based organization in Argentina.
Quality Performance
 Placed first in school-wide Utah Valley University business-strategy competition.
 Placed second in national student business competition in Anaheim, California.
 Achieved “top ten” sales volume as a personal banker at Wells Fargo Bank.

EXPERIENCE
Personal Banker, Wells Fargo Bank, Orem, Utah, September 2012–Present
Server, Stan’s Restaurant, Idaho Falls, Idaho, November 2010–August 2012
Training Manager, Sol Rio Restaurant, Ammon, Idaho, March 2009–January 2010
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Exhibit 4.6—Sample Thank-you Letter

Josephina Student
1223 Main Street  Orem, Utah 84058  (801) 555-1212  josephina@email.com

March 1, 20xx

Ms. Sharon Groncowski
Accounts Manager
3900 Adobe Way
Lehi, UT 84043
Dear Ms. Groncowski:
Thank you for interviewing me on Tuesday for the Account Receivable Specialist position. I
enjoyed meeting you and your team. Your office has a dynamic and fun atmosphere that I would
like to join.
As we discussed, my three years’ experience in bookkeeping will allow me to contribute to your
team immediately. I’m excited to grow as a leader with Adobe’s five capabilities in mind: be
aware, be a recruiter, be a coach, be an agent of change, and be an owner. I am confident I can
help you meet financial regulatory requirements with my attention to detail and computer
proficiency.
Thanks again for meeting with me yesterday. I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

Josephina Student
Josephina Student
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Section 5—Writing for Social Media and
Online Platforms
Basic Guidelines for Writing Business Messages for Social Media
The same basic writing principles apply when writing for social media as apply to writing letters,
emails, and other documents. However, social media presents a particular challenge for business
writing because users typically aren’t focusing on a single document; they will skim and browse
sites, so you need to be aware of some guidelines specific to writing for social media. Keys to
effective social-media writing include doing the following:






Determine your objective
Identify your target audience
Select the appropriate channel
Develop content appropriately
Use plain, audience-appropriate language

Determine your objective—Writers always need to have a clear purpose in mind before they
begin writing a business message. Unless you know why you are writing and have a clear main
idea in mind, you will have a hard time developing and organizing appropriate content. Many
writers make the mistake of jumping too quickly into writing content without having a clear
focus. In this situation, unnecessary content is included or some necessary content is left out, and
often the content is not well organized. The writing process of planning, preparing a draft, and
then revising the message applies to social-media business posts just as it does to business
emails, letters, reports, and other documents. You want to write an effective message and
maintain and build credibility.
Identify your target audience—Determining to whom you are writing—your target audience—
is critical. The content and language of your message should be shaped to meet your audience’s
needs and expectations. Particularly with social media, you will want to use social-media
channels that are most effective in connecting with your target audience. If you are not clear
about whom you are writing to, you will not be able to most effectively tailor your message to
your readers and so may not accomplish your purpose in writing.
One benefit to using social media is audience segmentation. Studies have determined who uses
specific social-media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, and others; and so
writers can post to sites that target specific audiences. Writers can develop messages that are
specific to the concerns, needs, and desires of a particular demographic. Understanding who your
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audience is and what is important to them and then using the social-media platform that is
appropriate for that audience will increase the effectiveness of your social-media efforts.
Select the appropriate channel—The best social-media site to use for a business purpose
depends on your objective, your target audience, and the capabilities of the site. Below are key
points about four of the most-popular social-media sites for business—Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and LinkedIn. Also included below is information about writing blog posts for
business.
1. Facebook business-message posts—Facebook is a social sharing site that has over a 1.5
billion users worldwide. Characteristics of effective posts on Facebook are listed below.












Each post can be a maximum of 420 characters, plus a link.
Messages of about 250 characters or fewer are recommended to allow the entire post to
be viewed in a newsfeed.
Messages should be neutral to positive, with a natural, casual, but professional tone.
Messages should be mobile friendly—80-85 percent will be viewed on a phone.
If a link is added to the post, bit.ly should be used for tracking.
The most-appealing updates offer something but don’t disclose everything, which makes
the reader want to click on the link where more information is available.
The typical Facebook audience is older; the best time to post is 1 p.m.-4 p.m., and the
worst time is 8 p.m.-8 a.m. for the post to be read soon after it is posted.
Posts with 80 characters or fewer receive 23 percent higher interaction than longer posts.
The most effective calls to action on Facebook include like, caption this, share, yes or no,
and thumbs up. These options all see interaction rates of 48 percent higher than average
or more. Conversely, words such as take, click, submit, check, and shop see significantly
lower interaction rates.
When fans are specifically asked to share a post, they react remarkably well; posts that
ask for shares have a share rate 7 times higher than those that don’t ask fans to share.

Below is a good sample Facebook business post.
You have 24 hours to take advantage of this week's Wednesday Win!
Get 25 percent off Makeup Remover with promo code: REMOVER
Why is taking your makeup off such a hassle? It shouldn’t be. Makeup Remover is a dualphase, water-based formula that removes even the smokiest eye and the deepest red lipstick,
while leaving delicate areas soft and conditioned. http://pub.vitrue.com/7cXk
What makes this a good Facebook post? It’s short enough to be seen in the Newsfeed without
clicking “Read More.” In addition, it’s a limited-time offer, and the reader gets all the
information he or she needs to decide whether to purchase. Also, it has a strong call to action,
which is the code “REMOVER” and the shortened link inviting readers to purchase. Finally, the
post asks a question and then gives a solution.
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2. Twitter business-message posts—Twitter is a micro-blogging social site used worldwide
but most heavily in the U.S. Twitter has 307 million users. Posts on Twitter need to have the
following characteristics.





Tweets can be up to 140 characters but should be shorter to allow for links or other text to
be added when the tweet is retweeted.
Shorter links generate more tweets and retweets; messages of 120 characters or fewer are
recommended, including a shortened URL with the tweet. Twenty characters should be
left for comments when relevant content is retweeted.
Tweets should be reader friendly and action oriented—a tweet should ask a question,
highlight a key statistic, or provide a specific call to action.
The typical audience is younger; the best time to post is 1 p.m.-3 p.m., and the worst time
to post is 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

An effective Twitter business post—a tweet—follows.
Don’t tell anyone, but our Christmas and New Year’s stuff is starting to go online at
ift.tt/1SpsRYz
What makes this a good business tweet? It’s shorter that the 140 characters allowed by Twitter,
which gives the reader room to share and make a comment of his or her own. The tweet also
gives enough information to create interest but doesn’t give away everything. The reader knows
Christmas and New Year’s items are going on the website but has to click the link to see what
those items are. And last, the tweet uses a shortened URL.
3. Instagram business-message posts—Instagram has 400+ million users. It is a platform
meant for access on mobile devices, and that means users tend to use the network all the time,
any time. Traditionally, Instagram is a visual outlet for social media. However, Instagram is now
being used to communicate a brand’s message with words. Instagram posts are most effective
when a combination of pictures and words is used. Words are an important part of the photosharing culture. With a clever turn of phrase or a carefully selected quote, the words used can
help a visual rise above the digital clutter.
A short biography—no more than 150 characters long—should be added to your Instagram
profile page. The biography should be about the company; personal details should not be
included here.
When writing business posts for Instagram, apply the following guidelines.




The number of hashtags per post should be limited. One to two hashtags per post is
enough.
Instagram has no character limit, but the best practice is to keep the posts short—under
200 characters.
Correct grammar and punctuation needs to be used in posts.
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Aside from posting during peak times, more content should be posted during non-work
hours than during the work day. The best times to post on Instagram are between 2-3 p.m.
and 8-9 p.m. and on Mondays and Thursdays.
Links don't work on Instagram. The only place you will be able to share a working link
that actually takes users to your website is in your profile. Links don't work in captions or
photo comments.

Hashtags are a great way to help other users find your content on Instagram. Since users can
both search for hashtags and click on hashtags they see in posts on Instagram, using relevant
hashtags can be a highly effective tool for getting noticed. However, you have to make sure
you're using the right hashtags for your brand and don't go overboard.
Hashtags like #nofilter (if you're sharing a photo that hasn't been heavily edited with filters
added) and #tbt or #throwbackthursday (if you're sharing an old photo) are incredibly popular on
Instagram, but they may not work for you or your brand. Using popular hashtags just because
they're popular might annoy your current and potential new followers, and it will be obvious
you're just trying to get more followers and exposure.
When determining how to use hashtags in your Instagram posts, you should consider looking at
other established brands (or even personal users and bloggers) in your industry for examples of
what to do. A fashion boutique, for example, would want to use very different hashtags from
those used by a bicycle repair shop, so following and paying attention to other successful
Instagram users in your field can help you get a feel for what works and what doesn't.
On Instagram, it's not just which hashtags you use that matters but also how many. Instagram
allows a maximum of 30 hashtags in a post or comment, but 30 hashtags is a lot; and using that
many would be excessive. The fewer hashtags you can use to get quality responses, the better.
Using a large number of popular hashtags might earn you a lot of likes from other users, but it
probably won't increase your following all that much; and the interactions you get will likely not
be from people who are interested in your brand but rather from those who just saw and liked
your image. If you aim to keep your hashtags relevant, interesting, and specific, you won't need
20 hashtags to gain exposure.
Note that hashtags can include letters and numbers, but they can't contain any non-numerical
symbols—so, for example, #DaveAndBusters works as a hashtag, but #Dave&Busters does not..
Using hashtags that don't work on Instagram might make you look like you don't know what
you're doing, and they won't help you gain followers or likes, either.
Below is an example of a well-written Instagram business post.
Need another reason to attend this weekend's #MakersJubilee besides the local maker talent
(tap image to check out the artists), snacks, and all-around fun we'll have in store for you?
How about door-prize giveaways? Rain or shine, we'll be having a great time here at the
Thimblepress studio! Hip, Hip, Hooray, and we hope to see you there!
#makersmovement #jacksonMS #jxn #mississippi
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What makes this a good Instagram post? It isn’t too long but it provides enough information, the
hashtags are relevant, and the post asks a question in the beginning to create intrigue. In addition,
the post offers a reward to the reader for taking action.
4. LinkedIn posts—LinkedIn is a business-oriented social-networking site with over 396
million users that gives companies and potential and current employees a place to connect.
Below is a list of the characteristics of effective posts on LinkedIn.






LinkedIn posts should include links to lead to additional information.
The posted content needs to be kept up to date.
Status updates should be informative, relevant, and attention grabbing.
The writer should interact with commenters to build relationships.
Business men and women are the typical audience; the best time to post is 7 a.m.-9 a.m.,
and the worst time to post is 10 p.m.-6 a.m.

With a LinkedIn post, you don’t have a lot of room to write a message. LinkedIn content should
be unique to LinkedIn and geared toward the LinkedIn demographic. An effective way to post on
LinkedIn is to share a company-blog article or a unique piece of content.
For example, if you wrote an article for your company blog titled “How to Say ‘No” When It
Matters Most,” you might want to share this article on LinkedIn. To do so, you would first copy
and paste the link to the article as you create your LinkedIn post. An automated article preview
will appear in your status area. The automated preview will include the article title, any photos
attached to the article, and the first couple of lines from the article. Below is how the content will
appear on LinkedIn if you share the link only.
“How to Say “No” When It Matters Most (or “Why I’m Taking a Long ‘Startup
Vacation’”) | The Blog of Author Tim Ferriss
fourhourworkweek.com(Photo: Michael Matti) The wisdom of life consists in the
elimination of non-essentials.
You can share the article as is, or you can add your own short message. For example:
This article offers great tips for saying “no” in the business world.
“How to Say “No” When It Matters Most (or “Why I’m Taking a Long ‘Startup
Vacation’”) | The Blog of Author Tim Ferriss
fourhourworkweek.com(Photo: Michael Matti) The wisdom of life consists in the
elimination of non-essentials.
What makes this a good LinkedIn post? It gives information a LinkedIn reader would be
interested in, which in this case is an article.
The table below summarizes the features of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn and
presents the strengths and weaknesses of each.
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Features, Strengths, and Weaknesses of Leading Social Media Sites
Channel
Facebook: The largest social
network: 1.55 billion users,
475 billion pieces of content
shared daily. Virtual
necessity for brands investing
in social-media exposure.

Strengths
 Fans 79% more likely to
purchase than on other
networks.
 Contains advanced ad
targeting capabilities for
massive audiences.
 Powerful and valuable
analytic insights.

Weaknesses
 Low organic reach (pay
to play)
 Saturated by brands, so
standing out is difficult.

 Strong customer-service
tool.
 Strong analytics.

 Expensive; limited ad
platform.
 Short lifespan of posts.

Demographic: 18-20 years
old; increasingly female.
Instagram: Primarily mobile
app with 400 million users
who share pictures and short
videos.

 Untapped audience by
many brands.
 Facebook owned, so great
potential.

 No links, analytics, or
scheduling capabilities.

Demographic: 37% 18-29
years old; 68% female.
LinkedIn: Network of 396
million users. Exists for
company information,
updates, and recruiting.

 Best used to establish a
brand as the industry
leader/authority
 Valuable recruiting tool.

 Unlikely to drive sales,
unless B2B (Businessto-Business)

Demographic: 65% 35+ years
old; 60% female.
Twitter: 307 million active
users post text, links, images,
and 6 second videos in 140
characters or fewer.

Demographic: White collar,
urban or suburban users,
balanced between genders.

5. Business blogs— A business blog, in its simplest form, is an online journal for an
organization. Blogs come in many varieties but include the following types.






Insight blogs: original ideas, comments, or trends about a topic
Life blogs: personal experiences
Brand blogs: the “inside scoop” of a brand
List blogs: “Top 10” of anything
Survey blogs: pose questions—most of the content comes from comments
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The purpose of a business blog is to bring visitors to an organization’s Web site. This traffic can
be converted to leads and sales. Happy customers can then share the blog, which increases traffic
and boosts potential business. Businesses should create and manage their own blogs. Blog
content varies—if you are creating a business blog, you should write content people want to
read—but all blogs should have the following:








A title—As with a subject line in an email, the title of the blog should get the reader’s
attention.
A “hook”—As in a persuasive message, you need to hook the reader immediately.
Personality—Blog posts should have a recognizable style. Be yourself. Have fun.
An image—You already know online messages require eye-catching graphics.
Good writing—Using correct punctuation and grammar will build your credibility.
Content—Blogs are not sales pitches; they are informative bits. Give your readers
information they can use.
A call to action—To convert readers to buyers, you need them to do something. Ask
readers to comment, share, visit your website, etc.

Microblogging is creating blog posts for platforms such as Twitter. When posting on sites that
limit your content, you need to accomplish the items in the above bulleted list in 140 characters
or fewer. Some debate exists as to where to blog. Companies can, of course, host their own blogs
on their own Web sites. They can also use third-party platforms such as LinkedIn Publisher and
Facebook Notes to deliver content.
Develop content appropriately—Even great information needs to be presented effectively for it
to be read. Apply the following guidelines as you prepare your content for posts on social-media
sites.
Be sure the content is relevant, useful, and interesting to your audience. Your target audience can
receive multiple messages from multiple sources every day, and so your message competes with
others for your readers’ attention. Make sure your messages contain information that the readers
care about, that meets the readers’ needs, and that is interesting so your audience will interact
and be engaged.
Make the information easy to understand and share. If users must modify the message to share it,
they might get frustrated and quit or change the message so it’s not as accurate as the original.
To help make the information easy to understand and share, do the following:







Put relevant, intriguing information at the beginning of your post; perhaps use a question.
Use fewer characters than allowed to make sharing easy
Keep messages short but relevant.
Test your message on a cold reader. Could someone “get it” in less than two seconds?
Provide enough context so your message can stand alone.
Be sure the content is not unappealing to the reader because it is dense or too long.
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Have a friendly, conversational, and engaging tone. Social media generally has an informal,
conversational tone. Use contractions such as don’t rather than do not, and write in first or
second person using pronouns such as I, you, us, and we instead of exclusively third-person
pronouns such as they, him, and her.
Create action-oriented content. Direct your readers to take action or find more information. Use
action verbs such as learn, watch, or join. Include links to Web content that offers more details.
And use ALL CAPS sparingly and for emphasis only, as writing in ALL CAPS is like shouting
at the reader.
Use plain, audience-appropriate language—To ensure that your reader reads and engages with
the content, you need to use plain language, which is everyday language. Studies show that when
writers use plain language, readers discover information more quickly, understand it better, and
find it more compelling. Write the way you talk, and then edit as needed for clarity.
Plain language quickly engages the reader and is generally written in active voice, with the
subject of the sentence performing the action of the verb. The tone of the message should be
friendly but professional, and familiar terms should be used. Also, writers should avoid using an
especially small font, distractors such as too many fonts, or visuals that don’t relate well to the
text.
In addition, because you are addressing a wide audience, avoid colloquial language such as y’all
and you guys that might be acceptable to readers in one area but not in others. And generally
avoid trendy abbreviations such as UR for you are.
Well-written business posts on social-media sites can do much to draw readers to the business
and to develop credibility for the company.

Instant Messaging and Writing for Mobile Platforms
In addition to basic business-writing principles, specific writing guidelines apply to both instant
messaging and writing for mobile platforms.

Instant Messaging
Instant messaging, or IM, at work is a unique form of communication. It’s instant and fleeting. It
is a particularly good tool for communicating within an organization, but may not be the best
choice for messaging third parties. When writing an Instant Message, do the following:




Greet the other person briefly at the start of the IM conversation.
Wait for a response to each of your comments before adding more. Otherwise, you won’t
be sure which comment the other person is addressing.
Don’t sacrifice proper grammar and punctuation.
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Write short, concise messages. If you go on too long, the other person may begin
answering before you’re done, and then the whole exchange can get confusing.
Don’t abbreviate too much. If the person you’re instant messaging doesn’t know the
abbreviation you’re using, it’s a problem. Use few abbreviations to avoid confusion.
Control your tone. Because you are crafting short messages, it’s easy to come across as
cranky. To overcome the limits of the channel, you’re going to have to try to sound
friendly. Saying please and thank you will go a long way.
End the conversation with an official sign off. This signals to the other person that the
exchange is complete.

Writing for Mobile Platforms
Mobile phones are used within businesses to communicate among employees and managers as
well as departments and teams. In addition, businesses use text messaging with increasing
frequency to communicate with current or potential clients and customers. Whatever digital
device you use, written communication in the form of brief messages, or texting, has become
a common way to connect in business. It is useful for short exchanges and is a convenient
way to stay connected with others when talking on the phone would be cumbersome. Texting
is not useful for long or complicated messages, and careful consideration should be given to
the needs and expectations of the audience.
Keep in mind that texting strips away context, facial expression, voice inflection, and
elaboration. Use text messaging as a means of communication sparingly. In addition, when
writing a text message, apply the following guidelines.








Don’t sacrifice grammar or punctuation.
Be careful with abbreviations. Don’t use trendy abbreviations or emojis.
Know your recipient. “? % dsct” may be an understandable way to ask a close associate
what the proper discount is to offer a certain customer, but if you are writing a text to
your boss, it might be wiser to write, “What % discount does Murray get on $1K order?”
Anticipate unintentional misinterpretation. Texting often uses symbols and codes to
represent thoughts, ideas, and emotions. Given the complexity of communication, and the
useful but limited tool of texting, be aware of its limitation and prevent misinterpretation
with brief messages.
Use email or call to communicate long messages or those that require discussion. Texting
back and forth several times on a point that needs discussion and that could be handled in
a brief phone call can be frustrating.
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Section 6—Business Reports

Organization of Business Reports
Generally, you have two options to choose from when organizing a business report: the direct
approach and the indirect approach. These are similar to the letter plans because the direct
approach begins with the most important information first, and the indirect approach leads up to
the main information.
Direct Plan—Use a direct plan in writing a business report for the following situations:
1. Your reader is a busy executive who wishes to know only what the conclusions are or what
action is to be taken, where, and who has the responsibility.
2. Your reader prefers to determine quickly whether to scan the text for confirmation of
conclusions or recommendations and whether the rest of the report is necessary to read.
3. Your reader will consider your conclusions good news or neutral information.
4. Your data can be analyzed better if conclusions and recommendations are given first.
5. You want to give your point of view promptly.
6. Your report is an informal format.
Indirect Plan—Use an indirect plan in writing a business report for the following situations:
1. Your reader must have a detailed explanation first to understand the conclusions and
recommendations.
2. Your reader will fight your decision unless he or she is first given complete details and
becomes convinced by logical development of facts.
3. Your reader will consider your conclusions bad news because they are contrary to the
expected outcome of the study.
4. Your conclusions may be easier to accept if an analysis of important factors is given first.
5. You want to encourage your reader to read the entire report, not just the terminal section.
6. Your report is a formal format.
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Types, Formats, and Levels of Formality of Business Reports
Businesses use a variety of types and formats of reports that vary in formality.
Typical business reports include simple, brief reports of work done in a specific time frame to
long, formal presentations of information. Business reports can include financial, performance,
and research reports, as well as reports of other types of information. Abstracts of documents and
newsletter articles or other articles for publication are other types of reports.
Business reports can be formatted in many ways—as letters, memos, or emails, or they can be
sent as attachments to emails. An employee can also text a very brief report. Reports may also
use a basic business-report format with the title bolded and centered 1 inch down from the top of
the page with the author’s name (not bolded) centered below the title. In addition, company
reports may also follow the formatting requirements set up by the company.
Business reports can be informal or formal, depending on the purpose of the report and the
intended audience. Exhibit 6.2 is a sample informal report, and Exhibit 6.3 is a sample formal
report that you can refer to as each of these types of reports is discussed. But remember, reports
can be formatted and developed in a variety of ways; these exhibits are examples of only one
way. No absolute guidelines exist for determining when a report must be formal and when it may
be informal, but the following information may be used as a general guide.
Formal reports have the following characteristics.
1. Longer reports are typically more formal than shorter ones.
2. Special reports are more formal than periodic ones. The corporate annual report is an
exception to this rule; it is very formal.
3. Reports sent to a group of people are typically more formal than reports sent to one person.
4. Reports sent to people higher in the organization are more formal than ones sent to people at
the same or a lower level.
5. Reports that go outside the work area or department are more formal than reports that stay
inside the work area.
6. Formal reports use impersonal language, which means they are written in third person, avoid
the use of contractions such as “can’t” and “hasn’t,” and avoid the use of informal language
such as “kids” (use “children”) and “stuff” (use “equipment,” “supplies,” etc.). Passive voice
is used more often in formal reports than it is in informal ones.
Informal reports have the following primary characteristics.
1. They are typically formatted as letters, memos, or emails. Letters and formal emails are used
for intercompany (outside the company) reports; memos and informal emails are used for
intracompany (inside the company) reports.
2. They are commonly longer than a page and may be several pages in length, except for emails
and, of course, texts. A report sent by email that will require the reader to scroll down more
than once is better sent as an attachment to the email.
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3. Formal documentation techniques are not used. Any documentation that is necessary is
included in the text of an informal report.
4. Personal language (first- and second-person pronouns and names of readers) is commonly
used to involve the reader directly in the content and to reflect a friendly, close relationship
with the reader. Contractions and other informal language may also be used.
5. Lengthy visuals, oversize illustrations, and working papers are typically attached to the
memo or letter report; they are labeled and are referred to in the memo or letter by number.
6. Headers are commonly used on the second and succeeding pages (but not on attachments). A
header contains the name of the addressee, the date, and the page number.
7. Headings are commonly used to provide good access and to help with transition from one
section to another. However, the report should be written so it reads smoothly without the
headings.
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Preparing Proposals for Business Reports or Other Purposes
Before a formal report is written, a proposal is usually prepared in which the writer outlines his
or her plans for writing the report and seeks approval to proceed. Proposals can also be prepared
for informal reports, although this situation is less common. By definition, a proposal is a
presentation for consideration of something. The proposal helps the writer and the person or
persons who authorize the report make sure its focus and content are appropriate, clear, and
complete before the writer gets very far into the report. The proposal with the written approval
noted on it is often included in the appendix of a formal report to verify approval for preparing
the report as outlined in the proposal.
Written proposals can reflect various formats; the format and content of a proposal are usually
stipulated ahead of time by the person requesting or accepting the proposal.
In addition to report proposals (See Exhibit 6.1), businesses often write other types of proposals.
These proposals may be solicited (requested) or unsolicited (not requested). The purpose for
writing business proposals is to generate action that will enable you or your organization to solve
a problem or make a decision. Business proposals help organizations solve problems, make
decisions, and generate revenue. Most business proposals should concentrate on three areas—
purpose, audience, and context. Each of these areas will be discussed in the following section.
Purpose—What is the purpose of the proposal? Is it a problem-solving proposal? Is it a research
proposal? Is it seeking a grant? Are you proposing a new project for you own company? Based
on the purpose, you should decide if the direct or indirect outline is more appropriate. What is
the organization’s feelings about you or your organization—both positive and negative feelings
should be considered. What is the organization’s feelings about the proposed topic? Are the
organization likely to accept your proposal willingly or reluctantly?
Audience—Writing proposals, as with all forms of written communication, require the writer to
learn as much as possible about the audience. Proposals that are direct, concise, and clear are
more likely to be accepted than ones that are indirect, lengthy, and confusing. Eliminate
unnecessary words and phrases, use simple language, and don’t repeat material. Always be very
specific in the wording of the proposal, so the audience knows exactly what you need or what
you are going to do. Always take the time to get to know your audience. A proposal that is well
researched and well prepared is more likely to be accepted.
Context—Solicited proposals are often written in response to an external company’s request for
a proposal (RFP). Often the RFP and other guidelines issued with it provide valuable information
such as background information, company’s objectives, evaluation criteria, contact information,
submission dates, and other important details. Before preparing the proposal, you should
carefully review the RFP. Consider external factors such as industry dynamics, competition,
business environment, and other factors that will help you better understand why the company
has requested the proposal. The final proposal should address all the concerns and follow the
exact organization requested in the RFP. Following the guidelines of the RTP will increase the
likelihood of the proposal being accepted.
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Proposals can be written in a variety of patterns. A very common pattern involves five sections—
background, solution, plan, qualifications, and costs.
Background—this section should identify or define the problem or issue that will be researched
and give the audience enough information to understand the need for the proposal.
Solution—after identifying the background regarding the problem or issue, you should give your
proposed solution to the problem or issue.
Plan—with the proposed solution identified, you need to layout the specific plan or method to
implement the solution. Include a timeline for completing the various parts of the plan.
Qualifications— if an organization is going to have you complete a proposed plan, it needs to
know that you or your organizations has the qualifications for the assignment. Therefore, you
should present your experience, education, or other evidence showing you are qualified to
complete the assignment.
Costs—this sections gives all the costs and other resources associated with completing the
proposal.
Again, pay attention to the RFP; if it suggests a particular organizational pattern, be sure to
follow that pattern.
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Exhibit 6.1—Sample Proposal for a Business Report
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Charlie Gessleson, President
Frank, Belinda, and Joy, Project Team
November 1, 20xx
Proposal for an Analytical Report on Universal Healthcare

Here is the proposal for the analytical report you requested on universal healthcare.
Problem Statement—Healthcare is becoming increasingly unaffordable in our country. In
2012, 47 million Americans were uninsured. Universal healthcare is a proposed solution to this
problem; similar programs have been successful in other countries. Despite the number of
trained professionals in our country, the United States still ranks low in providing quality
healthcare.
Report Purpose—The purpose of this report is to analyze the pros and cons of providing
universal healthcare in the United States.
Report Scope—The scope of this report will be adults between the ages of 18 and 40 and
healthcare providers. The factors to be addressed are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Effects of universal healthcare on those who are insured or uninsured
The cost to citizens – change in tax rates, personal contribution to the premium, etc.
The impact on government finances on Federal levels – budget cuts, national debt, etc.
Potential effect on healthcare providers

Data Collection—Surveys will be given to 60 to 75 people between the ages of 18 and 40. In
addition, interviews will be held with professionals in the healthcare industry, such as personnel
in medical facilities. Also, research of current articles in reputable publications will be
conducted.
Proposed Title—The title of this report will be “Should Universal Healthcare Be Provided for
All Americans by the Government?”
Time Line—Below is the timeline we propose for completing the report
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 22
Nov. 26
Dec. 3
Dec. 8

Gather research and create survey and interview questions
Compile and analyze results
Prepare preliminary sections and body outline
Write rough draft
Review and edit rough draft
Finalize rough draft; begin work on final draft
Turn in completed final draft

We are looking forward to gathering the data for this report and, based on the findings, making
recommendations on providing universal healthcare to all Americans.
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Gathering Data for Business Reports
Both primary and secondary information can be used in preparing a business report. Primary
information can be gathered by using questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, telephone
inquiries, experimentation, or observation. Secondary information comes from library sources
such as newspapers, magazines, trade journals, other printed sources, and the Internet. Also,
validity and reliability must be considered as data are gathered for a report.

Primary Data
Primary findings are your own information—no one else has access to them. Normally, you do
not need to document your primary findings—unless you quote someone from an interview.
Secondary findings, because someone else gathered the information and made it available, must
be documented if used in your report. You must give credit where credit is due, or you are
plagiarizing. Methods of documentation will be discussed later.
Many times when researchers are gathering primary data they are looking at large populations
such as all the students at a college or university, the residence of a particular city or state, the
registered votes in an area, or some other large group. Trying to get a large population’s opinion
to help someone make a decision or solve a problem can be very time consuming and costly, so
the researchers often select a sample of the population and ask the sample group questions using
a survey or questionnaire.
Sample Size—A common mistake researchers make when using sample populations is having a
sample size that is too small to give accurate results. The sample size varies as the population
grows. For example, if you had a population of 100 people—maybe the employees of a
company, you would need 80 people to complete the survey for it to be representative of that
population. However, if you had a population of 1,000 people, the sample would need to be only
285 people. For a population of 10,000, the sample size is only 370; and for a population of
1,000,000, the sample size is only 384. As a matter of fact, for a population of 300,000,000—the
approximate population of the Unites States—a sample of 400 is sufficiently large.
Sampling Methods—Three common sampling methods are used to select sample groups. The
first is called a random sample—sometimes referred to as a convenience sample. With this
sampling method participants are selected at random from the population without a pattern or
system. The second sampling method is called the systematic random sample. With this sample
method, participants are selected using a system or pattern—for example—selecting every 50th
person from a directory. The third sampling method—usually the most effective but most
costly—is the stratified random sample.
With this method, the key characteristics of the study are identified; and they are matched in the
sample group in the same proportions as they appear in the overall population. For example, if
gender were a key factor in the study and the overall population had 48 percent men, you would
want to have 48 percent of your sample group be men. In essence you are creating a sample that
is identical to the overall population as far as the key characteristics of the study are concerned.
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Then when you survey the sample group, the results are almost identical to having surveyed the
complete population.
Sample groups require more than just having a large enough sample; they must also be
representative of the overall population. You must have a good cross section of the population.
For example, if you were getting a sample of students at your university regarding their feelings
about a new policy or procedure on campus, you would want to have more than just business
students complete the survey. You would want to have students from all majors represented on
campus to complete the survey.
Survey Questions—Many different types of questions can be used when gathering primary data
using a survey instrument. Some of the most commonly used questions on a survey are the
following: dichotomous, multiple choice, checklist, rank order, Likert scale, and open ended. A
brief description of each of these types of survey questions is given here.
1.

The dichotomous question gives the respondent only two options. For example,
Male/Female, High/Low, or Yes/No.

2.

The multiple-choice question usually gives respondent three to five options. For example,
High/Medium/Low, Large/Medium/Small, or Apple/Banana/Orange/Peach/Pear.

3.

The checklist question allows the respondent to check all the options that apply. For
example, which of the following activities have you done— Biking, Camping, Fishing,
Hiking, Hunting, Skiing, Snowshoeing, Swimming, Other. When giving instructions for
this type of question, be sure to indicate that the respondent should check all that apply.
Also to make the options exhaustive when using the “other” option, you should invite the
respondent to specify what other activity is represented by “other.”

4.

The rank-order question asks the respondent to prioritize responses. For example, on a scale
of 1 to 5, rank the following items in order of importance with 1 being most important and 5
being least important. Then the five items are listed in logical order usually in alphabetic or
numeric order, and the respondent ranks them based on his/her preferences. (Be careful not
to ask the respondent to rank the following items on a scale of 1 to 5 and not tell him/her
whether 1 is most important or 5 is most important).

5.

The Likert-scale question technically is not a question; it is a statement. It can be a positive
or a negative statement, and the respondent is asked to agree or disagree to varying levels.
For example, respond to the following statement with 1 being strongly agree and 7 being
strongly disagree.
The U. S. economy is very sound.
SA
1

2

3

4

5

6

SD
7
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The dichotomous, multiple-choice, checklist, rank-order, and Likert-scale questions are called
forced-response questions. The respondent is asked to choose from a limited number of options.
Therefore, his or her responses are easy to tabulate.
The open-end question asks the respondent to respond however he or she desires. For example,
In your opinion, what is the biggest problem facing the United States of America? __________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Response options for forced-response questions should be exhaustive (all options provided) and
mutually exclusive (no overlap). The options should also be listed in a logical sequence—usually
alphabetic or numeric order.
Survey Tips—When asking survey questions, you should keep several things in mind to make
sure you get good results. The following are some guidelines for asking good survey questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ask only one thing at a time.
Ask only questions that relate to the study.
Ask all the questions that relate to the study.
Ask unbiased or neutral questions.
Ask easier questions first and harder questions later.
Ask clearly worded questions.
Ask a limited number of questions.

Check with a small group of people to see if the questions make sense before handing out the
survey to the sample group.

Secondary Data
Secondary data is often referred to as library data. Secondary data comes in two types—
published and unpublished. Published secondary sources include the following types: trade
journals, magazines, newspapers, scholarly journals, peer-reviewed journals, government
records, books, brochures, pamphlets, and technical reports. Unpublished secondary sources
include the following: company records, medical records, and personal records.
Using Databases—A generation ago the process of gathering secondary was more difficult and
time consuming. It required searching through printed indexes of journals, books, and other
records. With the databases that are available now with the Internet, you can find hundreds if not
thousands of articles from newspapers, magazines, books, and journals. As a matter of fact, most
of the time you can be overwhelmed by the amount of information available.
Some of the best databases to use for gathering information for business-related topics include
the following: Academic Search Premier (EBSCO), ABI/Inform (PROQUEST), Lexis Nexis
Academic, and Factivia (Dow Jones). You can also use well-known Internet sites such as
Google and Yahoo, although you often need to verify the credibility more closely with
information found on these sites than that found on database sites.
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1. Doing Word Searches—When doing Internet searches, you can search for a single word or
for phrases. Avoid using the articles—a, an, the—they tend to clutter up searches. If you were
to search for something like bathing suits, the search engine would find every article that
contains the word “bathing” or “suits.” This would give you a lot of useless information.
However, if you set off the words you are searching for with parenthesis (bathing suits), the
search engine will look for those words only when listed side by side.
2. Using Boolean Operators—Another thing to consider when using databases is to use what
are known as Boolean operators, which help narrow searches. The most common Boolean
operators are AND, OR, NOT, or AND NOT.
AND—requires both terms to be in each item returned. If one term is contained in the
document and the other is not, the item is not included in the resulting list, which narrows the
search.
Example: A search on stock market AND trading includes results contains:
stock market trading; trading on the stock market; and trading on the late
afternoon stock market
OR—either term (or both) will be in the returned document. (Broadens the search)
Example: A search on ecology OR pollution includes results contains:
documents containing the word ecology (but not pollution) and other documents
containing the word pollution (but not ecology) as well as documents with
ecology and pollution in either order or number of uses.
NOT or AND NOT (dependent upon the coding of the database's search engine)—the
first term is searched, then any records containing the term after the operators are
subtracted from the results. (Be careful with this option as it may make the search
too exclusive and eliminate good records).
Example: A search on Mexico AND NOT city includes results contains: New
Mexico; the nation of Mexico; US-Mexico trade; but does not return Mexico City
or this city's trade relationships with Mexico.
3. Using Parentheses—Using the ( ) to enclose search strategies will customize your
results to more accurately reflect your topic. Search engines deal with search
statements within the parentheses first, then apply any statements that are not
enclosed.
Example: A search on (smoking or tobacco) and cancer returns articles
containing: smoking and cancer; tobacco and cancer smoking; cancer, and
tobacco; but does not return smoking or tobacco when cancer is not
mentioned.
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Validity and Reliability
Whether you are gathering primary or secondary data, you should try to achieve two major
standards with your research. These two standards are validity and reliability.
Validity is the extent to which a question or study measures what it is supposed to measure.
Valid research provides truth about research problems. Validity is the highest research standard.
Research that is not valid is of little use. You should never compromise when it comes to doing
valid research.
Reliability is the extent to which a question or study yields consistent results. Reliability is the
second standard of research. You should be able to repeat a study and get similar results if your
research is reliable. If you were to do a study today and then repeat it a few months later,
assuming nothing significant has changed the results/findings should be basically the same.
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Using Measures of Central Tendency
(Mean, Median, and Mode)
Measures of central tendency provide a convenient way of describing a set of data with a single
value. The three most frequently used measures of central tendency are the mean, the median,
and the mode.

Mean
The mean is the arithmetic average of the values (scores, ages, incomes, prices, or whatever is
being evaluated) and is the most frequently used measure of central tendency. It is calculated by
adding up all of the values and dividing by the total number of values. The mean takes every
value into account and is, therefore, affected by extreme values—or outliers. The mean is the
preferred measure of central tendency.
Example—if nine people took a test and their scores were as follows: 97, 93, 91, 87, 83, 82, 82,
78, and 72, you would first add the nine scores together. The total of 765 is divided by nine (the
total number of people who took the test). The mean value (average) for the test is 85.
Example—if eight people were interviewed and their ages were as follows: 34, 32, 28, 23, 21,
20, 19, and 18, the mean age of those interviewed would be determined by adding up the eight
ages and dividing by eight. Total of the eight ages is 195 divided by 8 = 24.375.

Median
The median is the mid-point in a distribution; in other words, the median is the middle value in a
distribution (assuming the values are arranged in order). When an odd number of values occurs,
the median is the middle value. When an even number of values occurs, the median is the point
halfway between the two middle values. The median is only the midpoint of the values and does
not take into account each value; it ignores, for example, extremely high values and extremely
low values.
Example—for the test scores of 97, 93, 91, 87, 83, 82, 82, 78, and 72, the median is 83—the
middle score (four people scored higher than 83, and four people scored lower than 83).
Example—for the ages 34, 32, 28, 23, 21, 20, 19, and 18, the median is 22. The middle two ages
are 23 and 21—halfway between 23 and 21 is 22. Thus, the median is not necessarily the same as
one of the ages.

Mode
The mode is the value that appears most often in the distribution. It is not established through
calculation; it is determined by looking at a set of values or at a graph of values and seeing which
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value occurs most frequently. The mode is not the best measure of central tendency because of
several problems with its use. For example, a set of values may have two or more modes or no
mode.
Example—for the test scores of 97, 93, 91, 87, 83, 82, 82, 78, and 72, the mode is 82 because it
appeared twice (2 people got 82), and no other score appeared more than once.
Example—for the ages 34, 32, 28, 23, 21, 20, 19, and 18, no mode exists because all ages appear
only once.
Practice
91
90
89
86
85
85
85
82

81
80
77
76
73
72
71
71

70
69
67
34

Mean
Median
Mode
Total value of scores = 1,534
Total number of scores = 20

Answers
76.7 Mean
78.5 Median
85 Mode
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Using Graphic Aids in Business Documents
Graphic aids may be appropriate in both formal and informal reports. Although they aid the
appearance of a report if they are well done, their primary function should be to help
communicate information. The maxim that "a picture is worth a thousand words" may not be
entirely true; but a well-prepared, informative visual can do much to supplement the information
in narrative copy. Graphic aids should supplement the writing in a report but should not replace
it. The kinds of graphics and principles to apply in using them in reports and in constructing
them are discussed below.

Kinds of Graphic Aids
Many types of graphic aids can be used effectively in reports; and all of them can be prepared
with appropriate software. You may want to consider the following graphics in reports you
prepare:












Tables and related tabulations of information—show lists of information
Simple bar charts—show quantity changes over time or over geographic distances.
Multiple bar charts—show two or more kinds of quantities on one chart.
Bilateral bar charts—show plus and minus differences from a zero point.
Subdivided bar charts—show differences in the division of wholes.
Pie—compare a part to the whole
Pictograms—show quantitative differences in picture form.
Statistical maps—show quantitative differences according to geographic areas.
Simple line charts—show changes over time for one variable.
Multiple line charts—show changes over time for two or more variables.
Others, including cartoons, maps, pictures, etc.

Use of Graphic Aids in Business Documents
Perhaps your first consideration in using a graphic is deciding where to place it. In general, a
graphic should immediately follow the paragraph in which the graphic is first mentioned. If
space for the graphic is not available on the page after the graphic is introduced, then the text of
the report should continue on to fill the page, even if the content is not related to the graphic, and
the graphic should be placed at the top of the following page.
Clearly, a graphic should be large enough to be read; but it also should not be so large that it
distracts the reader from the content of the document the graphic is included in. Perhaps an
entire page or an oversized, folded page might be necessary for some graphics. However, most
graphics can be reduced in size and placed within the text, unless reducing the size of the graphic
results in the font of the title or labels being too small to read easily. Oversized graphics in
reports are typically included in an appendix.
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After the graphic is introduced, determining where to place it is much like choosing between
footnotes or endnotes for a report. That is, footnotes are reader oriented but are not as easy to
format as the writer prepares the document, whereas endnotes are easy for the writer to format
but require special effort by the reader who has to find them at the end of the report. If you place
a graphic in the body of a report immediately following the paragraph in which the graphic is
first mentioned, you are using a reader-oriented technique similar to the use of footnotes. If you
place a graphic at the end of a report, you are using a reader-oriented technique similar to the use
of endnotes. Your reader will much prefer to have the visual as close to the narrative as possible.
Good writers understand that graphics communicate best when readers see them at the right
place. Along with the right placement of a graphic is the language used to refer the reader to it.


If only one graphic aid is used in a document, the writer should not number it but should
merely refer the reader to it–for example, “as shown in the table below. . . “ as opposed to
“as shown in Table 1 below. . . .”



If several graphic aids are used in a document, the writer should number them and refer to
them by number. The writer should tell the reader where to find the graphic if it does not
immediately follow the paragraph in which it is introduced. And the writer should also tell
the reader what to look for in the graphic and should interpret the graphic’s information for
the reader.



If several types of graphics are used in a document, the writer should refer to them as Figure
1, Figure 2, etc. rather than Table 1, Table 2, etc.; Chart 1, Chart 2, etc.; and Map 1, Map 2,
etc. The reader may become easily confused with the different terms.

Construction of Graphic Aids
A graphic aid should "stand on its own two feet." That is, the writer should prepare and label a
graphic in such a way that a reader could understand the information in the graphic if the graphic
were separated from the report. This directive requires the writer to give a graphic a descriptive
title. To construct the title for a graphic, the writer should consider the five W's—who, what,
where, when, and why—and use all that are appropriate in the title.
Conventionally, titles of tables appear above the tables. Titles of all other graphics usually
appear below the graphics. However, if you label all your graphics with a generic name such as
Exhibit or Figure, you should be consistent in placing the titles for all the graphics in the same
place— either all above or all below the graphics
.
Below are two ways to correctly format titles of graphics.
Exhibit 3
A Comparison of the Performance of Susan Jackson’s Portfolio
with the Performance of the Dow Jones Industrial Average
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Exhibit 3:

A Comparison of the Performance of Susan Jackson’s Portfolio with the
Performance of the Dow Jones Industrial Average

The first example is the format commonly used when the number and title are placed above the
graphic; the second example is the format commonly used when the number and title are placed
below the graphic. Typically, the number and title are bolded for good access. A double space
is used between the title and the graphic, and a triple space is used both before the number of the
graphic and after the graphic.
Footnotes for tables are usually placed immediately below the tables. Footnotes for other
graphics are usually placed immediately below the illustration and in a much smaller font than
the one used to title the graphics.
Appropriate color, crosshatching, or line variation is used to show contrast when multiple kinds
of information are combined into one graphic aid. A legend is used to tell the reader what the
different colors, crosshatchings, or line variations represent. Tradition dictates that the
horizontal axis is known as the X axis and that the vertical axis is known as the Y axis.
General Guideline for Constructing Graphics—Keep the following additional general
principles in mind when constructing graphs:











Keep graphs simple and easy to understand; avoid trying to communicate too much.
Develop a clearly worded, informative title for each graph. Strong titles give the reader a
good introduction to the overall content of the graphic.
Use color, crosshatching, or line variation to show contrast when multiple information
elements are being combined in one graph.
Make graphs large enough so they can be read easily but not larger than necessary.
Give graphs a professional look to enhance credibility.
Typically, balance the graph on the page; center it horizontally and triple space before and
after it.
Always be sure the graphics stay within the top, bottom, and side margins of the document.
Use color sparingly in graphics to avoid distracting the reader from the content of the
graphic.
Use 3-D graphics to add interest but not if communicating specific, accurate values is
important.
Source information is included a double space below the bottom of the graphic, unless the
graphic was created by the writer of the document in which the graphic is used. Begin the
source note with the word “Source” followed by a colon and the information the writer will
need to access the graphic in the original source.

Tables—Specific directives for constructing a table are as follows:




Center the headings in each column, and center the listed items under each heading.
Use the dollar sign on only the first value and the total value in a column.
Line up the decimals in a column of dollar amounts.
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Consider the principles for constructing effective tables as you review the well-constructed table
below. Note that the table has a complete, specific title and that the title and the headings are
bolded to set them off.
Also, each column of numbers runs down the center of the column under a centered heading to
give a balanced, pleasing look to the table. Lining the column of numbers up along the right side
of the column is also acceptable, though not preferred unless the document in which the table
appears has multiple graphics with columns of numbers, as in a financial report. Be sure to line
up the numbers in the column so the ones, tens, hundreds, etc. places are lined up to make the
number values easier to read.
Exhibit 1: Purchase and Selling Values and Profit or Loss of Sandra Harris’ Stock
Company
BoiseCasc
CampblSoup
Disney
Hilton
PaylessShoe
Safeway
TootsieRoll
WalMart
Totals

Purchase Value
$2,681
2,563
3,931
1,106
3,875
5,444
4,006
7,025
$30,631

Selling Value
$3,694
4,300
4,388
938
6,038
2,931
4,244
6,904
$33,437

Profit or Loss
$1,013
1,737
457
(168)
2,163
(2,513)
238
(121)
$2,806

Bar graphs—Specific directives for a bar graph are as follows:











Keep the width of all bars equal. If the bars are long, make them horizontal.
Keep the same amount of space between all bars or between groups of multiple bars.
Label the bars and values of the bars clearly.
Provide background horizontal guidelines to aid the reader in determining the approximate
value represented by each bar.
Use color, shading, or crosshatching to show contrast among several bars on a multiple bar
chart.
Do not use background shading that is too dark or that draws attention from the focus of the
content of the graphic.
Begin the Y axis at zero.
Label the X axis and the Y axis clearly, and use tick marks to show divisions of the
appropriate axis.
If necessary, use an appropriate legend to distinguish between or among the bars in a
multiple-bar chart.
Order the bars in a logical or chronological order.

Be aware that the information in a pie chart can also be shown in a bar chart.
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Consider the above principles and directives in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the
bar graph below, which has formatting errors included for discussion purposes. Note that the
wording “Sales Values” in the title of the bar graph should be repeated in the legend instead of
the words “Sell Price;” and “Purchase Price” should be “Purchase Value” so the terms are used

Price Per 100 Shares

Figure 2 - Comparison Of the Purchase and Sales Values of
Spencer Buchanan's Stock
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consistently and the reader is not confused. Of course, the word “of” in the title should not be
capitalized either time it is used, as it is a short preposition.
Also note that the background shading is too dark, so the bars are not as easily seen as if the
background were lighter or white. Background shading that may appear pleasant and appropriate
in a color graphic may not be appropriate when the graphic is printed in black and white.
Line graphs—Specific directives for a line graph are as follows:







Begin the Y axis at zero. Use a break point above that point if necessary.
Make all values on both axes an equal distance apart both arithmetically and graphically.
Use appropriate keys or legends for proper identifications of lines.
If both positive and negative values must be shown, position the zero point at the midpoint of
the Y axis.
Clearly label each line if the visual consists of more than one line, and provide a legend to
tell the reader what each line refers to.
Provide background horizontal guidelines to aid the reader in determining the approximate
value represented by each line and plot point.
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Do not use background shading that is too dark or that draws attention from the focus of the
content of the graphic.
Include no more than three lines in the line graph to avoid a cluttered look and confusion.
Label the X and Y axes.

Consider the above principles and directives in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the
multiple-line graph below, which has formatting errors included for discussion purposes.
Note that the graphic compares changes over time for two variables.

Percentage Variance
from Week 1

Figure 3 - Percent Change Comparison for Spencer
Buchanan's Stocks Compared to the Dow Jones Industrial
Average
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As you review the strengths and weaknesses of the line graph above, you should note that the
title of the graphic needs to be formatted as an inverted pyramid with the top line being the
longest and each line under the top being shorter than the one above it to draw the eye down
toward the content of the graphic. The title also is wordy; both “compare” and “comparison” do
not need to be used, and “Dow Jones Industrial Average” can be simple “DJIA” if DJIA is
explained in the text of the accompanying report. A better version of the title is “Figure 3—
Percent Change Comparison of Spencer Buchanan’s Stocks and the DJIA.”
Another weakness is that the y-axis label is wordy and uses an uncommon word when a morecommon word will work just as well—“Percent Change” is enough. The x-axis label is also
wordy; using just the numbers is adequate, with the word “Weeks” below. “Your Stocks” in the
legend should be changed to “Buchanan’s Stocks” for clear communication to the reader of what
stocks the line represents. Also, although the graphic is printed in color, the background shading
is too dark, which keeps the lines from standing out as well as they should.
Pie charts—Specific directives for a pie chart are as follows:
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Begin the first line in the circle at the twelve o'clock position, and cut the pie clockwise; have
a purpose or reason for the order of the pie pieces—largest to smallest; most education to
least education; chronological order; etc.
Label each segment of the pie, and identify the percentage of each segment of the pie.
Be sure the size of each section reflects the data it represents.
Group small percentage items under a heading such as "Other."
Avoid exploding all pieces of the pie since that loses the emphasis you are trying to create.

Consider the above principles in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the pie below,
which has formatting errors included for discussion purposes..

Figure 4—Tudorr Corporation’s Employee Education

25

65

80

High school only
High school plus some
college
College graduate
Advanced Degree

240

Some of the weaknesses of the pie chart above are that the pie needs to be more-rounded rather
than flattened, which gives it an egg-shaped appearance and distorts the proportions of the pie. In
addition, the font in the title of the graphic is too small; raising the font size a step or two will
help the title to stand out and be easy to read.
In addition, percentage values should be included in the pie with the whole-number values to
indicate how much of the whole each part is; for example, in the above pie, the section with the
number 25 outside it should be labeled 25/6.1%. Also, the title of the graphic should include the
total number of employees—either centered on the line under the title or within the main title, as
shown below.
“Tudor Corporation Employees’ Education Levels”
N=410
“Education Levels of Tudorr Corporation’s 410 Employees”
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Note also that the wording of the title should be changed to clarify what the content of the
graphic is.
Finally, constructed and printed in color, the pie above would show very good contrast among
the segments; the color of each segment would be clearly different, which would easily visually
differentiate the size of the segments. However, when the same pie is created in color but then
printed in black and white, as the pie was, differentiating among segments is difficult to
impossible; and the legend will not be very helpful because the shades will be too much alike.
An important guideline in constructing graphics is to create them in black and white if they will
be printed in black and white so the person creating the graphic can choose black and contrasting
shades of gray that will be clearly different when the graphic is printed.
Well-constructed graphics placed appropriately in a document add clarity and credibility to the
document. They help make information written in the document easier to access; and they add
variety to the visual look of the document, which helps keep the reader’s interest.
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Selecting and Citing Information in Business Documents
In writing a business report, you often want to use words or ideas from another author. When
another person's idea is used, you must give credit to him or her. In general, you have two
options: paraphrase the information or quote it directly. You want to avoid using frequent or
long quotations, but some quoted material adds variety and credibility to your document.

Avoiding Plagiarism
Even though you may not quote the author's words directly, you are guilty of plagiarism unless
you document your source. However, sometimes you will find separating another's idea from
your own difficult. If you have become well informed on the subject and can write the
information in your own words without having to refer to source material, no documentation is
essential. However, if you use statistics, specific information from an author, or quote the
material directly, you must use a citation. Remember, citing sources adds credibility; finding
sources to support information you present that you feel is probably common knowledge will
result in a stronger, more credible report.

Handling Quotations in Business Reports
During the process of collecting material for a report, you will undoubtedly collect many more
quotations than you will use in the final draft of your report. At any given point in the writing
process, you need to make a decision about whether to quote material directly or whether to
paraphrase material. In general, you should avoid quoting material that is well known by your
reader. You should consider quoting something if (1) the material has an “artistic quality” that
you would lose if you paraphrased it; (2) the quoted material summarizes key points that you
wish to highlight; or (3) the quoted material represents an opinion or an evaluation of a point that
is in dispute.
You generally should avoid using frequent or long quotations in reports. Some quoted
material adds needed variety to your writing; however, you may distract your reader by using too
many quotations. In addition, your reader may be tempted to avoid reading all the quotations if
you have too many of them. Therefore, you should attempt to paraphrase most of the
material in any typical business report. Be sure, however, that you give due credit to someone
whenever you paraphrase his or her words. That is, you must give credit to sources you consult
whether they are quoted directly or paraphrased; otherwise, you will be guilty of plagiarizing
another person's ideas.
As you write your report, remember that you may become so well informed on its topic through
wide reading and observation that the material becomes your own, so that if you can express
things in your own words without reference to the source material, you need not give credit to
sources consulted. Your own thinking, of course, will oftentimes be strengthened by citing the
thinking of others who support the points you are attempting to convey to your reader.
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The following guidelines will help you in citing your sources correctly.
1. Incorporate quotations of three or fewer lines into your text through the use of quotation
marks at the beginning and end of the quote.
2. Set off quotations of four or more lines by indenting one-half inch from the left margin; long
quotations can also be indented one-half inch from the right margin as well. When quotations
are set off from the margins, no quotation marks are used.
3. Check your source to be sure your quote is exactly as it is in the original in spelling, punctuation, and wording. If you make changes in the original, use ellipses, brackets, and sic to
signal the changes, as discussed below.
4. If the quoted material is considered a separate paragraph, the first line of the quotation is
indented an extra one-half inch. Single spacing long quotes results in better access to the
quotes; therefore, long quotes should be single spaced unless the writer is required to double
space by official format requirements or by directive from the person or organization
requiring the report. Quotations that are single spaced and indented should be preceded and
followed by double spacing.

Achieving Accuracy of Quotations
Your quotations should coincide exactly with the original source in spelling, punctuation,
wording, and capitalization. Keep in mind the following exceptions to this general statement:
1. When the first word of a quotation is the first word in a sentence in the original source but as
a quotation is part of the text that precedes it, this first word is not capitalized. For example:
Tom Means states that, "writing is like any other skill; the way to do it better is by doing it."
When the quotation is used as a complete sentence, however, the first word of the quotation
is capitalized: "Writing is like any other skill; the way to do it better is by doing it."
2. When you face the decision about placing punctuation marks at the end of a quotation that is
enclosed within quotation marks, you should follow definitely prescribed rules, even though
the punctuation marks may not be a part of the quotation in its primary source. The rules to
follow are as follows:
a.

Always place commas and periods inside quotation marks.

b.

Place semicolons and colons outside quotation marks.

c.

Place exclamation points and question marks inside the quotation marks only if the
exclamation marks and question marks are part of the material quoted. Otherwise,
place the exclamation marks and question marks outside the quotation marks.
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Using Ellipses, Brackets, and Sic
In quoted material, good writers handle deletions, insertions, and errors according to prescribed
guidelines. To do so, such writers know how and when to use ellipses, brackets, and sic.
Ellipses—Any omissions of a word, phrase, line, or paragraph from within a quoted passage is
indicated by an ellipsis (consecutive periods). Three periods indicate an omission in the middle
of a sentence. A fourth period is added to an ellipsis between sentences, indicating the terminal
punctuation for the end of a sentence. For example:
Because of an increase in the hiring of women accountants, gender issues have
become important issues for many firms . . . . The demanding requirements of an
accounting career . . . have forced companies to be more sensitive to employees’
needs. Some of the issues . . . include allowing part-time schedules, beginning daycare centers, and stressing employee retention.5
Other punctuation on each side of the ellipsis may be retained or may be omitted—whichever
helps the reader understand the content better.
If the ellipsis is used in the middle of a sentence, the sentence should read smoothly as if the
ellipsis were not there. If the ellipsis is used between sentences, the result should clearly read as
two sentences; and the first word of the second sentence should be capitalized.
In general, an ellipsis is not used in the following situations:





Before or after an incomplete sentence.
Before a blocked quotation beginning with a complete sentence.
Before an incomplete sentence that completes a sentence in the text.
After a blocked quotation ending with a complete sentence.

Ellipses need not be used at the beginning or end of a quoted sentence. That is, unless the
sentence is the opening or closing sentence in a work that is being quoted, something precedes
and follows the sentence; and the writer is not obligated to emphasize that fact.
Brackets—In general, brackets [not parentheses] are used to show any changes being made from
the original. If the writer desires to capitalize the first letter in the first word of a sentence
following an ellipsis when that letter is not capitalized in the original, brackets should be used
around the letter to show it is not capitalized in the original. For example, “Accountants—
regardless of gender—have many demands placed upon them . . . . [A]ccounting is a highpressure life, according to many female accountants.”
Or bracketed insertions may be used in quoted material to clarify an ambiguity or to provide a
missing word or letters.
Sic—Sic may be inserted in brackets following a misspelled word, a wrongly used word, or some
other incorrect expression or punctuation in the original. Sic means “so,” “thus,” or “in this
manner.” Sic, a complete word by itself, is not followed by a period and signals to the reader
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that the current writer recognizes an error has been made in the original but does not want the
reader to think the error is the current writer’s fault. It is either underlined or typed in italic font.
For example, in the sentence “He sincerly [sic] wanted to come,” “sincerely” is incorrectly
spelled, and this is signaled by inserting the word sic in brackets immediately after the
misspelled word.

Documenting a Source In-text Without Using a Bibliography
Sometimes in correspondence or in other documents, you may want to cite a source but not use a
bibliography. In these instances, include in the paragraph in which you cite the source all of the
bibliographic data (as much as is available), either in the main text of the paragraph or in
parentheses. Complete bibliographic data includes the following:
Author
Article title
Publication title
Date of publication
Page number
See the following examples:


In an article written by Simon Petravick and Gail Johnson titled “Understanding Litigation
Risks Associated with Identity Theft,” published in The CPA Journal, October 2015 (pages
66-68), the authors suggest that. . . .



Simon Petravick and Gail Johnson say that. . . (“Understanding Litigation Risks Associated
with Identity Theft,” The CPA Journal, October 2015, p. 68).



“Understanding Litigation Risks Associated with Identity Theft” published in The CPA
Journal (Simon Petravick and Gail Johnson, October 2015, pages 66-68) indicates that. . . .



Only 11 percent of all identity-theft situations are. . . (“Understanding Litigation Risks
Associated with Identity Theft,” The CPA Journal, October 2015, p. 67).

If the article is from an online source, give the URL in addition to the other available
bibliographic data. If the complete URL is long, give inly the homepage URL.


In an article written by Simon Petravick and Gail Johnson titled “Understanding Litigation
Risks Associated with Identity Theft,” (retrieved from http://finance.yahoo.com/news/ March
2, 2015), the authors state that. . . .
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APA Documentation Guidelines
APA is a common documentation style in business journals and business graduate programs.
Use the sample reference entries below to determine citation information for any business
document.
Answers to any documentation-format questions that aren’t addressed here can be found in a
reputable style manual such as A Pocket Style Manual by Diana Hacker, seventh edition
(Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 2015. Other documentation help can be found online at
http://owl.english.purdue.edu or at other online reference sources. Also, the Utah Valley
University Writing Center has useful handouts on APA style and offers one-on-one help with intext and end-of-text documentation formatting (UVU Writing Center, LI 208). The official APA
style manual, Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th edition,
contains complete guidelines for APA style, although Hacker’s pocket manual and other
condensed versions can answer the most-common questions about APA style.
Note that style guides are shifting away from underlining publication titles to italicizing them
and from double spacing entries to single spacing them while still double spacing between
entries. These changes improve reader access to the information as well as the appearance of the
document. Your research-report references page must italicized publication titles rather than
underline them; however, the latest edition of the APA style guide still double spaces entries as
in the sample entries below.
Below are samples of the content and format for APA references and in-text documentation.

Sample Reference Entries in APA
1. Books
One author:
Liebers, A. (2014). The key to a successful business. New York: Key Publishing Company.
Two authors:
Carr, S. J., and Tosi, H. L. (2015). Organizational behavior. Chicago: St.Clair Press.
No author given:
Business ethics (2013). London: Watts Press.
Editor as "author":
Roberts, E. B. (2012). (Ed.). Managerial applications. Cambridge: MIT Press.
Multi-volume Work:
Durant, W. (2015). Managerial and economic accounting. (Vol.1), Debits, credits, and the entity
concept. New York: Doubleday.
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2. Articles in Journals, Magazines, and Newspapers
Magazine:
Ralogg, J. (2014, May 12). Lead therapy won’t help most kids. Science News, 292.
Journal:
Morawski, J. (2016). Social psychology a century ago. American Psychologist, 55, 427-431.
Newspaper:
Lohr, S. & Meekin, B. (2012, December 3). Health care technology is a promise unfinanced. The New
York Times, p. C5.
No author given: Begin with the article title, followed by the date of publication.
After the war. (2015, February 11) Forbes, 31-32.

Basic APA Reference-entry Formatting Guidelines
1. Put author’s last name first, followed by only his or her initials for the first and middle
names.
2. If the source has no named author, begin the entry with the title of the article.
3. Include the date in parentheses following the author’s name, putting the year first (journals
include only the year).
4. Write the title of the article in all lower-case letters, except for an initial capital letter on the
first word in the title, the first word following a colon, and proper nouns.
5. Standardize the capitalization of titles to give the list of entries in the bibliography a
professional look; that is, follow the above capitalization guideline even if the original source
uses solid caps or some other type of capitalization.
6. Follow the article title with the publication title printed in italics and capitalized according to
standard CAP+to guidelines, as outlined in the capitalization section of this text.
7. Include the volume and issue numbers after the publication title for journals, and end all
periodical entries with the page number(s) the article is found on.
8. Alphabetize the list of entries in the bibliography.
9. Double space each line of an APA bibliography, not just between entries.
10. Use a hanging indent for each entry—the first line starts at the left margin, and each
succeeding line is indented.

Additional APA Formatting Guidelines for Sources Found Online
According to the seventh edition of A Pocket Style Manual by Hacker and Sommers (2015), “cite
sources from the Web as you would cite any other source, giving the author and the year when
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they are available (p. 189).” Often, page numbers are not available for Web sources. In this case,
if the source has numbered paragraphs,
use the paragraph number preceded by the abbreviation “para”: (Hall, 2012, para. 5) for the
in-text citation. If the source has no numbered paragraphs but contains headings, cite the
appropriate heading in parentheses; you may also indicate which paragraph under the
heading you are referring to, even if the paragraphs are not numbered.
Hoppin and Taveras (2004) pointed out that several other medications were classified
by the Drug Enforcement Administration as having the “potential for abuse” (WeightLoss Drugs section, para.6). (Hacker & Sommers, 2015, p. 189).
Refer to the guidelines below for additional general guidelines on bibliographic elements for
entries found online.
1. Include the DOI (digital object identifier number) at the end of the entry.
2. For articles printed in hard-copy form but found through research on a database, if the entry
has no DOI listed, give the database name at the end of the entry and the document number
assigned by the database, if any.
Flint, J. (2015, February 11) After the war, Forbes, 31-32. Retrieved from ProQuest database
(920557951).

3. In general, for a document found only online, if the entry has no DOI, give the URL of the
document, or if the document URL is very long, give the home-page URL.
Sample of online-only entry with a doi number:
Whitaker, L. M. (2014). Workplace relationships. Social Science Research, 31(4), 465-481
doi:10.1006/ssre.2000.0680
Sample of online-only entry without a doi number:
Bonn, C. D., & McCleve, N. J. (2013). Impact of club memberships on self-esteem. Current
Research in Social Psychology, 8(9), 114-123. Retrieved from
http://www.uiowa.edu/~grpproc/crisp/crisp.6.9.htm
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Sample In-text Documentation in APA
The following examples show how to document direct quotes and paraphrases in the text in APA
style. Note that the period ending the sentence goes outside the parentheses when the
documentation is at the end of the sentence and that only the year, not the month or day, of
publication is included in in-text citations.


A direct quote using author’s name within the text:
Vargas (2015) writes, “research indicates that 36 percent of all U.S. companies spend too
much for air travel” (p. 12).



A direct quote not using author’s name within the text:
“Research indicates that 36 percent of all U.S. companies spend too much for air travel”
(Vargas, 2015, p. 12).



A paraphrased item using author’s name within the text:
Vargas (2015) claims that over one-third of all U.S. companies spend too much for air travel
(p. 12).



A paraphrased item not using author’s name within the text:
Over one-third of all U.S. companies spend too much for air travel (Vargas, 2015, p. 12).

No author—Articles without a named author use a piece of the article title in place of the
author’s last name in the in-text documentation. Use only enough of the title to distinguish the
article from other articles listed in the bibliography; use standard capitalization for the words in
the piece of the title used in the citation; and put quotation marks around the piece of the title.
No date—If the date of publication is not known, use “n.d.” in place of the date. For example,
(Williams, n.d.).
Paraphrased material—Include a page number with paraphrased material if a number is
available. If the source has no numbered pages but has numbered paragraphs, use the paragraph
number preceded by the abbreviation “para.” For example, (Jackson, 2015, para. 6). If a source
has headings but no numbered pages or paragraphs, cite the heading in which the paraphrased
material is found; you can also cite the paragraph number that includes the paraphrased material
under the heading, even if the paragraphs are not numbered. For example, (Jackson, 2015, Data
Security section, para. 3).
Assuming the article from which the following quote is taken has no known author and is titled
“How Much Life Insurance Is Enough?,” the in-text citation is as follows: “According to a
recent study, nearly half of all employees purchase supplemental life insurance” (“How Much,”
2014, p. 14). Note that only the year of publication is included in in-text citations.
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Components of Formal Business Reports
In general, memorandum reports and letter reports are classified as informal reports. A formal
report, on the other hand, does not look like a memorandum or a letter or have a simple report
format but has the appearance of a more complicated, sophisticated written presentation because
of its components.
The degree of formality of a formal report typically dictates the preliminary components
included in the report and the length of the report. Preliminary components may include all or
some of the following: a title page, a letter or memorandum of transmittal, a table of contents,
and an executive summary. Supplementary sections of a formal report typically include a list of
sources used or referred to and an appendix. Informal reports do not include all of these
components but often include a title page, a list of sources, and an appendix.
The following are typical characteristics of formal reports:


They generally travel upward in an organization or outward to other organizations because
writers usually do not prepare them unless requested to do so.



They reflect a logical organization through appropriate parallel headings.



They stress objectivity and, therefore, leave little room for personal biases or interpretations.



They are prepared for a limited audience and can, therefore, target the readers very precisely.



They use impersonal, formal language, which includes using only third-person personal
pronouns, no contractions, and no slang or words such as “kids” instead of “children,” except
in direct quotes.

Of course, informal reports (Exhibit 6.2) might also reflect the above characteristics. However,
when the characteristics are applied to formal reports, the result is usually a report that stresses
objectivity and organization, contains considerable detail, and is written in a style that eliminates
first- and second-person personal pronouns and personal bias.
The basis for any formal report is a problem. As a result, formal reports are usually written to
help managers make decisions to solve problems. In solving problems, managers usually follow
a modified scientific approach to problem solving. That is, managers do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognize and define the problem
Determine the procedures to follow in solving the problem
Collect, organize, and analyze data related to the problem
Arrive at a solution or decision

Formal reports about problem-solving activities, therefore, are often analytical reports because
they give suggested solutions to problems. Frequently, the suggested solutions come from
conclusions and recommendations that result from analysis. Remember, of course, that
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recommendations are based on conclusions and that conclusions are derived from analyses of the
findings.
Formal reports are usually written in response to a need or request for in-depth research on a
particular topic to provide information to solve a problem or take advantage of an opportunity.

Preliminary Sections of a Formal Report
The format of a formal report differs from the formats of informal reports in that the formal
report can have preliminary sections, a body, and supplementary sections. See Exhibit 6.3 for an
example of a formal report with these sections. However, formal reports can vary in the specific
format used, depending on the type of formal report and specific requirements of the
organization producing or requiring the report. The basic format and content are discussed
below.
The introductory components of a formal report are called the preliminaries. Those items
included in the preliminaries vary according to the formality of a particular report and are usually
written after the report itself is written. The preliminary sections of a research report typically
include the following and are numbered using lower-case roman numerals:
A title page
A transmittal document
A table of contents
An executive summary (this is an informative abstract or summary of the report)
Title Page—The most commonly used format for a title page is a three-part format that includes
(1) the title of the report, created from the root sentence in the purpose statement—similar
wording, same focus, (2) information about why the report was prepared, and (3) information
about who prepared the report. Directives for the typical format and content of the title page are
as follows:


Use a 1 ½-2 inch top margin and a 1 inch bottom margin. Use the same depth for the top
margin on the first page of each main section (component) of the report—the title page, the
table of contents, the executive summary, the body of the report, the bibliography, and the
appendix.



Center each line of the title horizontally. A two-line title should have an inverted-pyramid
format—the second line should be shorter than the first line.



Type the title in solid caps and in inverted-pyramid style. (Type the longest line first
followed by the next longest line, etc. The first line should be no longer than 6 inches. The
title should not be underscored but can be bolded.)



Type the "prepared-for" material in the vertical middle section of the title page, and use
upper- and lower-case letters. (In this section, tell your reader what the report is, why it is
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written, and for whom it is written. The name of the organization associated with the "for
whom" is also typically included.)


Type the "prepared-by" material at the bottom of the page, and use upper- and lower-case
letters. (In this section, tell your reader who wrote the paper and the date it was prepared.
The name of the organization associated with the writer is also typically included if it is
different from the "for-whom" organization in the "prepared-for" section.)



Use similar spacing between the title and "prepared-for" sections and between the "preparedfor" and "prepared-by" sections.



Do not type a number on the title page; however, assign the title page a lower-case romannumeral number for table-of-contents purposes.

The title page answers the following questions: What is this report? Why and for whom was it
prepared? Who prepared it?
Memo or Letter of Transmittal—Formal reports typically contain a transmittal document
through which the report is transmitted from the writer to the reader. For intracompany (within
the company) reports, the transmittal document is usually a memo of transmittal. For
intercompany (between companies) reports, a letter of transmittal is usually prepared.
The memo or letter of transmittal is not formatted according to the conventions of the formal
report but is formatted as a true memo or letter and looks like a real memo or letter in every
respect. Block, modified-block, or simplified style is appropriate for the letter
The sequence for both memos and letters of transmittal is as follows:
1. The opening paragraph: "Here is the report you asked me to prepare . . . ."
2. Details (may be several paragraphs).
3. The closing paragraph: Some type of goodwill; for example, "I appreciate the opportunity to
prepare this report for you. Please check with me if you have any questions."
The middle paragraphs contain any information the writer deems appropriate to help the reader
understand the report or what the writer went through to complete the report. Each paragraph
should reflect paragraph unity. Whether a memorandum or a letter, the document is written in
the personal style. If a letter of transmittal is prepared, it should be signed by the writer.
A small roman-numeral ii is typed at the bottom of the page if the transmittal memo or letter
follows the title page. Sometimes, the transmittal document is attached to the front of the report
and is not part of the report itself; in this case, the transmittal memo or letter does not carry a
page number.
Table of Contents—Multiple-page formal reports usually contain a table of contents. Indexed
in the table of contents are the various components of the report (except the title page and table
of contents itself) together with all first- and second-degree headings in the report. Third-degree
headings need not be included in the table of contents. Note that a table of contents is optional
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for a short formal report. The following access techniques are typically used to help the reader
"get at" the information in the table of contents:


The top margin is 1½-2 inches deep.



The various components of the report are typed on the left of the page.



The page numbers where the components are located are typed at the right of the page.



Between the items on the left and the page numbers on the right, a line of leaders is used to
help guide the reader's eyes from the left to the right. These leaders must line up vertically.
One space is left before each line of leaders begins, and one space is left between the last
leader in the line and the longest item at the right. All leaders at the right end at this same
horizontal position.



The headings and other components of the paper must be parallel in structure and
appearance.



A lower-case roman-numeral page number is typed at the bottom of the page.

The first- and second-degree headings in the table of contents are worded exactly like the firstand second-degree headings in the report itself. These headings represent the outline of the
report. Typically, roman numerals and alphabetic letters are not physically included with the
headings in either the table of contents or the report; but these "invisible" numerals and letters
are present to reflect the outline of the report.
Executive Summary—Formal reports usually contain an executive summary, which is an
informative abstract of the report. This abstract is called an executive summary in honor of the
busy business executive who may not have time to read the entire report. Therefore, the
executive summary contains the essential information about the report so the executive can read
the summary and understand the essence of the report.
The executive summary gives the essential elements of the entire report and, as such, is a
miniature report. The executive summary of a formal report usually will contain at least an
introduction to the topic of the report, the situation that required the report, a statement that
gives the purpose of the report, a statement that explains the procedures followed by the writer
in completing the report, a listing of the major conclusions based on the findings, and a listing of
the recommendations, or at least the major recommendations. Theoretically, the reason a
research report is prepared is to make recommendations to solve the problem reflected in the
purpose statement, so the executive summary must contain the recommendations in such a way
that they are easy to read; for example, in a numbered list.
As an abstract of the report, the executive summary must be brief to meet its purpose of
presenting the most-important information concisely to save the reader time; for a report of ten
pages or fewer in the body, the executive summary should not exceed a page of single-spaced
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text. The report’s conclusions can be left out of the summary if including them causes the
summary to spill onto a second page.

Body of a Formal Report
After the preliminary sections of a formal report comes the body of the report. It consists of the
introduction, a section on each of the main supporting ideas of the report, a conclusions section,
and a recommendations section.
Pages in the body and in the supplementary sections of the report are numbered using arabic
numbers, starting with page 1. On page 1 at 1½-2 inches from the top, the title of the report
should be typed exactly as it appears on the title page. Then the bolded word introduction should
be centered a triple space below the title with only the first letter capitalized, and the text of the
report should begin at the left margin a double space after that. Each of the main heading in a
formal report should be bolded, centered, and capitalized according to the CAP+to guidelines
discussed in this textbook—main headings are those that correspond to the factors in the purpose
statement (subtopics) and the introduction, conclusions, and recommendations headings.
Introduction of a Formal Report—Clearly, the purpose of the introduction is to give the reader
background information about the report to follow. The potential components of a formal
report's introduction and a discussion of each of those components and their roles in the formal
report follows.







Purpose or Problem and Procedures
Authorization for the Report
Delimitations
Limitations
Definitions
Historical Background

1. Purpose or Problem and Procedures—The primary reason for doing any investigation and
preparing a report about the investigation is a problem or need that exists. The purpose of the
report addresses the problem or need. The purpose tells the reader why the report is being
prepared. In some circles, this section of a formal report is called the thesis statement. The
reason for a purpose statement is to provide appropriate content set for the reader—to tell the
reader what the report is about. A purpose statement can have two components to reflect the
report’s main idea and subtopics: (1) the root and (2) the factors. The root can be stated as an
infinitive phrase and the factors as points, statements, or questions to be answered.
The procedures part of the purpose and procedures section refers to what the writer did to gather
the findings in the report—used library article databases for secondary information; gathered
information through an experiment; interviewed professionals in the field; etc.
A sample purpose-and-procedures statement follows.
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The purpose of this report is to explore the options available for women
accountants who desire to have both a family and a career. The questions that will be
answered are the following:
1. What demands does the accounting profession require that make accounting
difficult for women to balance a career and motherhood?
2. What are companies doing to retain and attract female accountants?
3. What options are available for women accountants to achieve this balance?
The resource material for this report is taken mainly from secondary sources.
Periodicals dealing with accounting issues constitute the main foundation of cited
research. Primary research will include a survey of women who are planning a career
in accounting and an interview with Bob Johnson, partner in an accounting office in
Orem, Utah.
In the above purpose statement, the root of the purpose is given in the infinitive phrase to explore
the options available . . . . The factors are given in the questions. Most research reports could
conceivably have a dozen or more factors, depending on the number of subtopics.
2. Authorization for the Report—Sometimes, an authorization memorandum or letter is
included in the preliminaries of a formal report, or the authorization can be included in the
introduction section of the report. An illustration of such an authorization section follows:
Jack Colman authorized this research report to determine the most effective onlineadvertising tools for fast-food companies. Included in the appendix of the report is
the original proposal containing this authorization.
In business, authorization generally needs to be received to spend company time researching
information and preparing a report. Research reports are often approved through the process of a
research-report proposal.
3. Delimitations—A synonymous term to delimitations is the term scope. If the scope of the
investigation is not covered somewhere else in the introduction, a formal report should have a
separate delimitations section so the reader will understand the scope of the investigation.
Delimitations, or scope, refers to the boundaries of the investigation. A writer “builds a corral”
around the investigation when he or she states the delimitations. The situation is similar to a
hunter sitting on a ridge looking across a valley to another ridge. With the naked eye, the hunter
sees the entire ridge on the other side of the valley. However, when the hunter looks through the
scope on the rifle, he or she sees only a specific part of the ridge across the valley. Such is the
nature of delimitations of an investigation.
4. Limitations—Perhaps the best way to understand limitations is to think of them as potential
weaknesses in the design of an investigation. That is, limitations represent uncontrolled
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variables that may or may not influence the outcomes of the investigation. Among the possible
limitations are the following:


Inadequate time to do an exhaustive library search.



Inadequate financial resources to cover the costs of the investigation.



Unavailability of all the library sources that would have made appropriate contributions to
the investigation.

5. Definitions—A definitions sections is included in the introduction of a formal report if the
writer determines that the reader or readers of the report may not understand terms used in the
report. The report’s author can define the terms using his or her own language, or he or she can
cite a dictionary or other source to define them.
For good access, if only a few terms need defining, the best place to define each of them is right
after the term is used in the report. However, if the reader will likely need several or more terms
defined, then using a definitions section in the introduction to define all of the terms at once is
best to avoid breaking up the flow of the report’s text with frequent definitions.
6. Historical Background—As part of the introduction, the writer may want to give the reader
some historical background. The purpose for this section is to acquaint the reader with those
things that caused the problem and to tell the reader what has been done about the problem.
Such content will catch the reader up to date.
One logical place for historical-background information is immediately preceding the purpose
statement. Another logical place is as a separate section in the introduction.
Middle Section of a Formal Report—With the model presented above for the purpose
statement, the writer can easily complete the first-degree headings for the research report and
thereby have guidance as he or she writes the middle sections of the report. Look again at the
sample purpose statement given earlier:
The purpose of this report is to explore the options available for women accountants
who desire to have both a family and a career. Specifically, the following questions will
be answered:
1. What demands does the accounting profession require that make accounting
difficult for women to balance a career and motherhood?
2. What are companies doing to retain and attract female accountants?
3. What options are available for women accountants to achieve this balance?
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To create the first-degree headings past the introduction, the writer merely converts each of the
factors (or questions in the purpose statement) into a first-degree heading. Therefore, the
potential first-degree headings for the proposed research report are as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Introduction
An Accounting Career’s Demands
Accounting Firms’ Options
Women Accountants’ Options
Conclusions and Recommendations

The content for Sections II, III, and IV comes from both primary and secondary sources. A
critical thing to be aware of is that the writer is ethically obligated to give credit to the
sources of information through an appropriate documentation system. If the writer doesn’t give
credit, he or she will be guilty of plagiarism—of stealing someone else’s words or ideas.
Conclusions and Recommendations of a Formal Report—After presenting the findings from
his or her research, the writer is ready to write the conclusions and recommendations. The
following points about conclusions and recommendations are important to remember:


Conclusions grow out of “findings” from secondary sources in the library. Conclusions are
inferences the writer draws from the findings.



Recommendations grow out of conclusions. Recommendations represent potential courses
of action the writer thinks might be taken.



Conclusions are stated in indicative mood.



Recommendations are best stated in the subjunctive mood (as suggestions), although they
can be stated in imperative mood (as commands).



In reports that have multiple conclusions and recommendations, both should be numbered for
good reader access.



Conclusions and recommendations are the writer’s. They are not documented.



No new information should be included in the conclusions and recommendations section.
They should be based solely on information presented within the report findings.

Supplementary Sections of a Formal Report
Most formal reports have a sources page that lists either all sources consulted and used in the
report or only the sources actually cited in the report. It begins on a new page, following the
recommendations section that is numbered using the arabic number that follows the last
numbered page of the body.
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If the writer uses an endnotes documentation system, an endnotes page precedes the sources
page. If the sources page includes only sources actually cited in the report, then the page is titled
“Works Cited” in MLA and in some other documentation styles and “References” in APA style.
The words Works Cited and References should be typed in solid caps and be bolded (but not
italicized) and placed 2 inches from the top of the page of citations. Finally, if the sources page
contains all sources cited and consulted, the page is often titled Sources.
Finally, a formal report may have an appendix. The writer will include in the appendix items
referred to in the report that are not included in the body of the report due to size, length, or other
factors. These items can include the proposal document, oversized graphics, pamphlets, etc.
Typically, the appendix items are included behind a page that has the word appendix bolded,
printed in solid caps, and placed 2 inches down from the top of the page. Except for the word
appendix and the page number, this page is typically blank. Sometimes, though, writers will list
on this page the titles of the documents in the appendix in the order in which they are found
there. In addition, sometimes appendix items such as graphics are included on the appendix page
itself rather than behind it, especially in a brief formal report.
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Discussion of Conclusions and Recommendations in Reports
As writing authorities say, “Every piece of good writing has a beginning, a middle, and an
ending.” In an analytical report, the ending section often consists of conclusions and
recommendations.
When writing informal or formal analytical reports, novice writers often title the ending section
“Conclusion.” Such writers then write a paragraph or two to show they have an “ending
section.” Such ending sections, however, don’t provide good access to the major findings of the
report and leave the reader to determine the recommendations or major consequences or
outcomes of the content of the report. Any good analytical report should reflect enough depth
that the writer can draw conclusions and make recommendations as part of the ending section of
the report.
A well-written report should maintain a “thread of continuity” from the introduction through the
conclusions and recommendations. As discussed in an earlier section of this textbook, as part of
your introduction in the beginning of your report, you should have a purpose statement to tell the
reader what your report is all about. The purpose statement should include a main idea and
specific factors or subtopics to be discussed within the paper, as in the example below, which is
formatted for a report that does not use indented paragraphs.
The purpose of this report is to examine the different sides of the complex issue of
professionalism in public relations. Specifically, the following questions will be
answered:
1. Why is licensing necessary in public relations?
2. What are the possible positive aspects of licensing in public relations?
3. What are the possible negative ramifications of licensing in public relations?
You then report to your reader in the middle section what you “found” about the factors of your
purpose statement through your research. The findings will constitute the majority of your paper
and should be organized in the order of your factors.
In the ending section of the report, you conclude only what you can support through your
findings. A conclusion is not merely a finding restated, although a finding and a conclusion are
closely related—as illustrated in the conclusions below based on the findings of a report on
professionalism in public relations with the purpose statement presented above.
Based on the findings, the following conclusions are made:
1. Because of public relations’ lurid, colorful beginning, some public relations
practitioners of today seek possible measures to increase ethical standards,
professionalism, and credibility. Practitioners also want to eliminate imposters from
public relations.
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2. In some respects, mandatory state licensing, as defined earlier, has the potential to
establish ethical standards and professionalism in public relations.
3. Legal restrictions may make mandatory state licensing an improbable solution.
4. Although licensing may have an impact on solving public relations’ identity and
credibility problems, the opposition to licensing is overwhelming and may prevent
licensing from ever becoming a standard practice in public relations.
Recommendations “grow out of” conclusions just as conclusions “grow out of” findings. A
recommendation specifies a course of action that should be taken. Every conclusion may not
lead to a recommendation, and two or more conclusions may be addressed in one
recommendation. Conclusions are written in indicative mood because they are facts drawn from
the findings; recommendations are most commonly written in subjunctive mood, using the word
“should,” because they are suggestions. You can also state recommendations in imperative mood
as commands to the reader. Recommendations based on the sample conclusions listed above on
public relations follow.
Based on the conclusions of the study, the following recommendations are made:
1. Instead of focusing on making changes in the profession as a whole, PR practitioners

should focus on their individual ethics and professionalism. An individual, periodic, indepth, voluntary analysis of one’s performance will have a positive effect on the whole.
Practitioners should make adjustments, if necessary.
2. PR professionals should shift the emphasis on mandatory state licensing to voluntary

accreditation. Accreditation procedures are presently conducted by trade organizations
such as PRSA.
3. All members of the industry should increase the prestige associated with the trade

organizations by participating in the planning and implementation of an extensive
informational campaign that will help potential clients of PR professionals to hire only
those who are members of such associations.
The writer must not reflect any personal bias he or she has in the conclusions or
recommendations—unless that bias is reflected in what the writer reported as part of his or her
analysis of the findings. The conclusions and recommendations sections of your report are the
most important part since they are the reason for the analytical report. They represent your
contribution to the body of research literature about the topic you are investigating.
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Abstracting—An Important Management Skill
The fast pace of the business world often times does not allow employees who need to be aware
of a large body of information for various purposes to read the entire content of the original
sources. An abstract of the original source—a shortened form that has not left out any critical
information—is often invaluable to a company, enabling its employees to have access to
information they need within the time constraints every company has and in a form that aids in
planning and decision making. An abstract is an informal report that is often used in business.
Abstracting skills are needed by those providing management with highly concentrated data as a
substitute for full-length documents. The ability to prepare useful abstracts of lengthy materials
is a skill that is applied often in business. All types of abstracts except the descriptive abstract
will typically be about 10 to 15 percent of the length of the original document, although the
length can vary depending on how much information the writer feels is essential to include.
Below is a discussion of the types of abstracts that can be prepared, the process of preparing an
abstract, and an example of each type of abstract. Remember that an abstract typically uses
only impersonal language—only third-person pronouns.
Types of Abstracts
Abstracts are not meant to serve the same purpose as the original document and are not just a
summary of a document. To prepare abstracts effectively, the writer must clearly know the
purpose for the abstract and the intended audience use in research and in decision making.
Specifically, four types of abstracts should be understood by abstract writers—descriptive,
informative, analytical, and critical.
The Descriptive Abstract—The descriptive abstract is typically found at the beginning of a
document and states what the document is about. It is more descriptive than informative and
tends to indicate what the reader can expect to find by reading the entire document.
The descriptive abstract is not particularly useful in decision making; however, it can be very
useful in identifying and describing data. It could be described accurately as a table of contents
in narrative style. When precise descriptions are needed, this type of abstract can be catalogued
effectively in electronic data storage systems and used in annotations to indicate content.
The Informative Abstract—Without interpretation, the informative abstract discusses the
content presented in the original source. The intent is to reduce the volume of information and to
make the material more accessible to a reader who does not require all the details of an original
document. Whenever information is abstracted in this manner, history, introductions, known
information, redundancies, and procedural details should be omitted. Eliminating unnecessary
details allows the writer to focus on the content of the article that would be useful in decision
making.
Whereas the informative abstract may be highly selective of data from the original document, it
is contrasted with a synopsis that attempts to present the entire report in miniature.
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The Analytical Abstract—The analytical abstract reduces the amount of information from the
original source while interpreting its content. A person preparing an analytical abstract might be
asked to present the information with interpretation as to what the data mean and then provide
conclusions and recommendations that are useful to the user. An analytical abstract is
particularly useful when matters of policy or a position on a particular issue is being considered.
The clear advantage of the analytical abstract is its immediate usefulness in the decision-making
process.
The Critical Abstract—The critical abstract requires the writer not only to summarize the information from the original source but also to make quantitative or qualitative judgments
regarding the content. This abstract is similar to information provided by a critic about a play or
a movie. Unlike the analytical abstract, the critical abstract critiques the information, assessing
its validity or reliability.
Because of its inherent value judgments, the critical abstract is useful in determining content
credibility. It is particularly useful in situations when decisions must be made regarding the
appropriateness of data before implementation is considered.

The Abstracting Process
To prepare an abstract of a document, the writer must first determine the intended audience and
the purpose of the abstract; then he or she can write an abstract to fulfill that purpose and to meet
the needs of the audience. The basic steps for writing any of the four types of abstracts are
similar. The following steps will aid in the selection, organization, and analysis as the writer
prepares an abstract. Notice that steps 1-3 are the prewrite stage of preparing the abstract. Step 4
is the write stage, and Steps 5-6 are the rewrite stage.
Prewrite
1. Read the entire document carefully, marking the words that identify major concepts or
principles.
2. Mark the additional concepts in the document that will give meaning to the principles
selected for presentation.
3. Organize the principles and information in logical outline sequence.
Write
4. Prepare the first rough draft. How the data is presented or interpreted will be guided by the
type of abstract being prepared.
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Rewrite
5. Review the content and length to determine whether the abstract is too long or includes
irrelevant information that might affect the usefulness of the final document. Be sure the
document is organized effectively
6. Carefully edit the final draft for errors in formatting, language usage and mechanics,
including grammar and punctuation.
Examples of Abstracts
Below are descriptive, informative, analytical, and critical abstracts of a theoretical five-page
article “Rolling Ahead: Amtrak in the 21st Century.”
Descriptive Abstract—Notice that the content of the original article is very briefly described in
the descriptive abstract that follows.
Amtrak's corporate condition, its strengths and weaknesses, and its plans for improvements
are presented.
Below is another example of a descriptive abstract of the Amtrak article.
The author describes the corporate condition of Amtrak and details its strengths and
weaknesses. The article also contains information about Amtrak’s plans for improvement.
Informative Abstract—As you can see in the informative abstract below, the content of the
five-page article is summarized and presented as a much-shorter version of the original article.
The content of the original article is not described but is presented.
Amtrak's corporate condition is fairly strong. The company has four corporate strengths: it
receives Congressional assistance in the form of legislation and/or appropriations; it has
made major renovations of its rights-of-way, route, and rolling stock; it also enjoys good
public support of its passenger trains, evidenced by increasing ridership; and it is benefiting
from a newly reorganized level of top management.
Corporation weaknesses also exist. One of its major weaknesses is that the company, a public
corporation serving intercity rail transportation needs, has failed to be fully functional and
profitable. Other weaknesses are that it uses energy-efficient locomotives that reduce on-time
performance; it is dependent on governmental institutions, with legislative time lags and
"special laws" Congress creates; it has an unsound financial condition and rate structure; and
it is experiencing problems with employee attitude.
Amtrak’s plans for the future include reducing its present route structure, modernizing the
remaining system, revising its rate structure, and dealing with personnel problems.
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Analytical Abstract—In the analytical abstract below, the writer presents a summary of the
information and then interprets the significance of the information. He or she may also draw
conclusions about the effect of the subject matter on other factors and may also present
recommendations about possible courses of action. The analysis may be included after the
summary of the content, as in this example, or scattered throughout the abstract.
Amtrak's corporate condition is fairly strong. The company has four corporate strengths: it
receives Congressional assistance in the form of legislation and/or appropriations; it has
made major renovations of its rights-of-way, route, and rolling stock; it also enjoys good
public support of its passenger trains, evidenced by increasing ridership; and it is benefiting
from a newly reorganized level of top management.
Corporation weaknesses also exist. One of its major weaknesses is that the company, a public
corporation serving intercity rail transportation needs, has failed to be fully functional and
profitable. Other weaknesses are that it uses energy-efficient locomotives that reduce on-time
performance; it is dependent on governmental institutions, with legislative time lags and
"special laws" Congress creates; it has an unsound financial condition and rate structure; and
it is experiencing problems with employee attitude.
Amtrak’s plans for the future include reducing its present route structure, modernizing the
remaining system, revising its rate structure, and dealing with personnel problems.
If Amtrak successfully implements its plans, the railroad will become more profitable and
will develop the strength it needs to remain in business. If the plans are not put effectively
implemented, the company could flounder and, without increased government support, could
go out of business. Then the public’s transportation needs would have to be met by other
forms of public transportation.
Critical Abstract—The information from the original document may or may not be presented in
a critical abstract. In this type of abstract, the writer emphasizes the validity and reliability of the
information. The purpose is to evaluate the credibility or worth of the original material. In the
critical abstract below, the information from the original abstract is not presented.
The points the authors make about the strengths and weaknesses of Amtrak are supported by
research conducted by government transportation officials and financial analysts, as well as
other credible sources. Information from railroad union officials is balanced by statements
from leaders of Amtrak. The article doesn’t include any analysis of how realistic Amtrak’s
plans are.
The article “Cutting Through the Fluff” by Ray L. Young, which begins on the next page, gives a
good discussion of the types and uses of abstracts and of how to write effective abstracts. Also
included at the end of the article are a descriptive and an informative abstract of the article itself
to give the reader examples of these two types of abstracts.
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Abstracts: Cutting Through the Fluff
by Ray L. Young

e live in an age of information.
Through various means, especially
electronic technology, information is
available to us more easily, at less cost, and in
greater quantity than ever before. Newspapers,
magazines, professional journals, books, and
the Internet provide seemingly unlimited
amounts of information that can help
businesses upgrade their operating procedures,
increase their sales, improve their methods of
communication, and cut production costs.

along main points of information, or simply to
describe what points of information are
presented in a longer work.

Unfortunately, the people who might receive
the greatest benefit from all this information are
often too busy with day-to-day operations to
read much of what is available. In addition to
not having the time needed to read all this
material, many business people don’t like to
read lengthy articles or reports—they prefer,
instead, to have someone else read the
information and then summarize or condense
the most important points into a concise report
that focuses on how the information can be
used to help their particular businesses.

Informative Abstract
The informative abstract does not refer directly
to or mention the original work or its author,
but it does present main points of information
and supporting ideas from the original work. It
has basically the same tone and the same scope
as the original, and it presents ideas in the same
basic order as the original. You could easily
think of an informative abstract as the
“Reader’s Digest version” of the original
work—condensed but complete.

W

Thus, depending on the particular purpose of an
abstract, it may be classified as interpretive
(analytical), evaluative (critical), informative,
or descriptive. Of these four types, the
informative abstract and the descriptive
abstract appear to be the most used and the
most useful abstracts in business.

Just as abstract art presents only the major
features of an impression the artist is trying to
convey and leaves out the tiny details that
would make the painting lifelike, an
informative abstract presents the reader with
only major points of information. Thus, the
abstract writer must cut through the “fluff” in
the original work by omitting unneeded details
and focusing on only the most important
information.

Such a report is called an abstract. In addition,
an abstract may be referred to as an executive
summary. As a business worker, you may write
abstracts as a way of organizing, summarizing,
and reporting needed information for the
benefit of others in your organization. At other
times, you will read abstracts to obtain needed
information and perhaps to help you decide
whether you want to spend the time necessary
to read the original, longer piece of writing.

Like any well-written report, the informative
abstract begins with a topic sentence. In
addition, a good abstract has well-developed
paragraphs and good flow from each paragraph
to the next. The abstract naturally has a

Types of Abstracts
Abstracts are used for various reasons in
business: an abstract may be written to analyze
and interpret information, to critique or
evaluate information, to summarize and pass
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distinguishable opening, body, and ending, as
does any good report.

In addition, the descriptive abstract does refer
directly to the original work. The descriptive
abstract tells what the original work is about
(describes the contents of the original), but it
includes neither discussion of major points nor
mention of the actual conclusions or
recommendations from the original.

However, unlike other reports, the informative
abstract is a “shrunk-down” version of a longer
work. It omits details, illustrations, charts and
graphs, and footnote references that may
appear in the original work.

In fact, the descriptive abstract really presents
no more information than would be found in a
good table of contents for the original work.
The major different between the descriptive
abstract and a table of contents is simply that
the abstract is written in sentence form. (An
example of a descriptive abstract is included as
Figure 1 at the end of this article.)

More important, the informative abstract must
be completely understandable by itself—
independent of the original work. Therefore,
the abstract should not rely on—or usually
even contain—references to the original work.
It should use words familiar to the abstract
reader and avoid unneeded jargon and technical
terms. And it should be accurate. It must not
contain ideas not presented in the original
work—and the ideas that it does contain should
be presented without twisting or manipulation
by the abstract writer.

Uses of Abstracts
Both as a student and as a business employee,
you are likely to discover many uses of both the
informative and the descriptive abstract.

When you write an informative abstract, write
it as you think the original author would have
written it. Use the same kinds of expressions
and the same writing style as used by the
original author. Focus on the original author’s
major points of fact or analysis, on the
reasoning used by the author to reach a
conclusion, and on the conclusions themselves.
Also, if the original work includes
recommendations, include those in your
abstract. (A sample informative abstract is
shown as Figure 2 at the end of this article.)

As a student, you may rely heavily on abstracts
when you conduct secondary research. Often, a
short abstract at the beginning of a professional
journal article will give you enough
information to decide whether you will benefit
from reading the entire article. In addition, you
may learn to scan a wide range of literature in
a particular field by reading abstracts that have
been compiled in journals or other collections.
A well-written abstract may provide you with
all the information you need on a particular
topic without your having to read the complete
report.

Descriptive Abstract
The descriptive abstract is very different from
the informative abstract both in length and in
content. Although informative abstracts are
generally about 200 words or about 10 to 15
percent of the original article’s length, the
descriptive abstract is usually no more than a
few sentences organized into one or two
paragraphs.

As a business employee, you will find many of
the same uses for abstracts that you found as a
student—as you conduct research to help your
firm establish policy, improve methods, and so
on, you may be able to cut your research time
dramatically by learning to use abstracts.
In addition, you’ll discover that you can often
provide very useful information to others in
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your company by writing abstracts of reports or
articles written either by others or by you.

You can see that many situations will require
you to write well-written, accurate,
understandable, and concise abstracts—either
informative or descriptive. The following steps
will help you make the most effective and
efficient use of the time you spend in preparing
an abstract:

For example, if you’ve written a research report
to help your organization solve a particular
manufacturing problem, you may want to
include an executive summary to help top
managers understand major points of your
report without their having to read all the
details presented in your report.

1. Read the
carefully.

The higher up in an organization your report is
used, the more need you will discover for a
well-written executive summary or abstract to
be included with it. On the other hand, as your
report is passed to lower-level employees who
will be responsible for implementing changes
in the organization, the need for the abstract
will diminish as the employees instead read
your detailed report.

original

document

through

Even if you don’t write an informative abstract
to accompany a report you’ve prepared, you
will usually send a transmittal memo with your
report. Such a transmittal memo will be very
useful if it contains a descriptive abstract of
your report—a brief description of what points
your report discusses and of the report’s major
parts.

2. Underline major points of information that
will be included in your abstract, especially
such items as these:
• thesis or purpose statement
• major findings or points of analysis that
may become the foundation for the
author’s conclusions
• significant facts such as statistics and
important names and dates
• conclusions
• recommendations

If you are asked to research current literature
(magazines and other periodicals) to help your
company find an answer to a problem, you
might prepare a report that is just a collection
of informative abstracts of major articles
relating to the problem. Or, if your supervisor
has asked for a list of reports or articles on a
particular topic that he or she may want to read,
you might prepare a collection of descriptive
abstracts of major articles. If such abstracts are
not available to you, you’ll have the job of
actually writing the abstracts.

3. Mark out unimportant information that will
not be included in your abstract, especially
such items as these:
• introductory and background information
that is not essential to the central purpose
of the article
• details such as definitions, graphic
illustrations, and examples
• unsupported opinions of the author or data
that do not appear to be accurate
4. Write
your
abstract
(informative,
descriptive, critical, or analytical), focusing
on the major points you’ve underlined in the
article and omitting the unimportant
information you’ve marked out.

Writing an Abstract

5. Edit your abstract by checking for accuracy,
organization,
understandability,
and
content. Make sure the abstract is neither too
brief nor too wordy—when the need to be
brief seems to conflict with the needs to be
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clear, always decide in favor of the need to
be clear.

what points are covered in the article. The
memo does not really teach your employer
anything about writing abstracts.

6. Write the final, edited version of your
abstract.

The informative abstract, on the other hand,
makes no direct reference to the article. The
abstract does not include statements like “the
article discusses” or “the author says.” Instead,
the informative abstract is written with the
same tone, scope, and organization as the
article you’ve just read. It is a “shrunk-down”
version of the article and sounds like it was
written by the same author. The informative
abstract actually teaches or informs your
employer about abstracts.

As you follow these steps to prepare an
abstract, the headings and subheadings found
in the original work may be very helpful to you
in identifying major points to be included in
your abstract. In fact, a descriptive abstract for
a well-organized report that has plenty of
meaningful headings may be little more than a
sentence-form listing of those headings. For an
informative abstract, the original article’s
headings will provide a good outline for you to
check your abstract against for completeness
and for organization.

Understanding abstracting types and procedures will help you effectively prepare and
present abstracted information in the workplace to save the reader time while providing
him or her with the key information he or she
needs.

Examples of Abstracts
Suppose that your employer had asked you to
read this article and to write a summary of it (an
informative abstract) for him or her. Such a
summary would enable your employer to learn
about writing abstracts without actually
reading the entire article.
Also suppose that when you had written the
summary, you wanted to submit it to your
employer with a transmittal memo and that in
the transmittal memo you wanted to include a
brief description of the article (a descriptive
abstract).
The examples that follow are probably pretty
close to what you might write for your
employer. Notice that the second paragraph of
the transmittal memo is actually a descriptive
abstract and that the one-page “Executive
Summary” is actually an informative abstract.
In the descriptive abstract, notice the writing
style used and compare it to the style used in
the informative abstract. As discussed in this
article, the descriptive abstract makes
reference to the article and merely identifies
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Figure 1. Sample Descriptive Abstract Included as a Paragraph in Transmittal Memo
To:

A. J. Bateman, Branch Manager

From:

Terry Fithian, Researcher

Date:

February 10, 20xx

Subject:

Here's My Summary of "Abstracts: Cutting Through the Fluff"

As you requested last week, I have studied "Abstracts: Cutting Through the
Fluff" and have written the attached summary for your use.
"Abstracts: Cutting Through the Fluff" introduces an abstract (also called a
synopsis or an executive summary) as an effective means of condensing
information for managerial use. The article discusses major characteristics,
types (informative and descriptive), and uses of an abstract. It also
presents a six-step approach to writing abstracts. The article concludes with
an example of both a descriptive abstract and an informative abstract.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this information for you. If you
would like to read the complete article for more in-depth information, a copy
is on file in the office library.

[Note that the sample descriptive abstract is only the second paragraph of the memo.]
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Figure 2. Sample Informative Abstract

Executive Summary of
"Abstracts: Cutting Through the Fluff"
The great amount of information available today is of little use to those who
do not have the time or the desire to read lengthy articles and reports. An
abstract can help solve this problem by presenting important information in a
concise summary of an original piece of writing.
Types of Abstracts. Abstracts can be classified as informative, descriptive,
critical, or analytical. For business readers, the most useful of these four
types are informative and descriptive abstracts.
The informative abstract does not make direct reference to the original
article, but it does present main points of information from the article. It
has the same tone, scope, and organization as the original. An informative
abstract cuts through the "fluff" in an original work and presents only main
points, including important facts and findings, conclusions, and
recommendations. It usually eliminates illustrations, bibliographical
references, and other details.
The descriptive abstract, typified as a table of contents in sentence form,
is much shorter than an informative abstract and does refer directly to the
original work or author.
Uses of Abstracts. Abstracts are used to help researchers decide whether
reading an entire report or article is necessary and to cut reading time for
those needing information in making decisions.
Preparation of an Abstract. Abstract writers can follow this six-step
procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the original work carefully.
Underline major points of important information in the original.
Mark out less important details and background information.
Write the first draft of the abstract, focusing on the underlined portions
of the original.
5. Edit the abstract for clarity, accuracy, and readability.
6. Rewrite the final version of the abstract.
Headings and subheadings in the original work can serve as a guide for making
sure an abstract covers the same points of information and uses the same
organizational pattern as the original work.
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Collaborative Writing—Preparing Documents in Groups or Teams
Professionals recognize that small groups are the basic organizational structure of excellent
companies. Work is accomplished by employees working in small groups on various tasks at
every level of these companies. Quite often in businesses and organizations, several individuals
must work together to produce a single document. These groups are not usually dynamically
formed; they are typically assigned by a superior or are simply dictated by the corporate structure
of the organization. Therefore, some class assignments will be collaborative in nature to help
prepare you to effectively work in groups in your careers.

Collaborative Situations
The following are situations in an organization in which you may work in groups by choice or by
assignment to best fill the requirements of a project.


The project is too large or the time is too short for one individual to do all the required work.



No one individual has all the knowledge required to complete the task.



A group representing different perspectives must reach an agreement.



The risks involved are so high that the organization uses the most qualified individuals for
the job; no one person is solely responsible for the success or failure of the project.

Benefits and Drawbacks of Collaborative Writing
Although collaborative writing is necessary at times and has advantages, it also has
disadvantages.
The benefits include—
 Potential for more-rapid completion of the project because more people are helping with it
 Improvement in the depth and quality of the document because of input from group members
whose expertise and experience vary
 Shared responsibility for the quality of the final document
The drawbacks include—
 Potential for more-slow completion of the project because of problems finding time for group
members to meet
 Potential difficulties in getting along in the group and working together well
 Challenges with group members not doing their share or not doing their share well
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Possible Procedural Patterns
A variety of approaches can be used in completing a project as a group. Some of these
approaches are listed below.


A supervisor oversees the research, writing, editing, and final drafting of a subordinate's
report.



The supervisor writes the first draft, and the subordinate (assistant) edits it.



Individuals of equal status write the report, usually at the request of a superior. The need for
special expertise may involve persons from various departments who might not usually work
together.



Individuals at different levels and departments of the corporate structure pool their
knowledge and resources to complete a project.



A group of colleagues plans the project and then divides the work among the group members.
Individuals gather the necessary material and separately write their assigned sections. The
entire group evaluates and revises individual sections and develops the cumulative document.



A supervisor plans and divides the work. Each member carries out his or her assignment
responsibilities. The parts are merged, and the whole group or one person revises the
document.

Suggestions for Success
Below are some suggestions to help you be successful as you work as a member of a group to
complete a project.


Take time to get to know group members and to build group loyalty.



Give yourselves ample time to discuss problems and find appropriate solutions.



Plan the outline, purposes, and outcomes of the assigned task. (Proper planning is a key
element for the success of any project.)



Develop a schedule for completion of major sections and be willing to adjust personal
schedules occasionally.



Demonstrate that you are a responsible group member. Attend meetings and do what is
assigned to you in a timely manner. Prepare your sections as effectively as possible. (Person
A does not want to rewrite Person B's sections because Person B doesn’t care and did a poor
job.)
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Keep an open mind. Remember that people have different perceptions and different levels of
creativity and analytical skills.



Get every group member's input. Avoid “groupthink”—don't let individual group members
sit back and agree with everything and contribute nothing. Encourage group participation
and provide constructive criticism if needed.



Compromise is essential to produce a final document. Decisions about content, style, tone,
etc. should be in the group's best interests. Keep in mind that all group members are working
toward a common goal.



Remember that the writing style should reflect “one voice.” The writing style should not
change from section to section.
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Exhibit 6.2—Sample Informal Report
TO:

Ms. Sarah McKee, Manager

FROM:

Godo Azurazo, Troy Mineer, and David Matthew Smith

DATE:

August 3, 20xx

SUBJECT: Study of M&M Quality and Color Ratio

The findings and analysis of our study to determine if the proper color ratio has been achieved in
M&M packages are presented here in the order listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Procedures
Findings
Summaries with conclusions
Recommendations

Procedures—We collected bags of M&Ms from the assembly line and did the following:
separated the M&Ms into colors, counted the total of each color, calculated the color percent
ratio, and compared the ratio to the company’s percentage standard.
Findings—As shown in Figure 1, the actual percentage of each color was nowhere near the
company’s standard. The frequency of green and orange M&Ms was considerably higher than
the company’s standard, while the frequency of brown M&Ms was considerably lower.

Figure 1—Comparison of Actual, Standard, and Variance Percentages

Brown
Red
Yellow
Blue
Green
Orange
Total

No. in
Bag 1
5
6
7
13
16
10
57

No. in
Bag 2
2
10
7
12
11
14
56

No. in
Bag 3
5
10
3
11
13
14
56

Total No.
in Bags
12
26
17
36
40
38
169

Actual
Percent
per Color
7.10
15.39
10.06
21.30
23.67
22.49
100.00

Percent
Standard
30
20
20
10
10
10

Percent
Variance
- 76.33
-23.05
-49.70
113.00
136.70
124.90

Figure 2 shows a visual representation of the percentage variance for each color of M&M—
notice the variance of the colors brown, green, and orange.
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Ms. Sarah McKee, Manager

2

August 3, 20xx

Summary with Conclusions—From our research, we conclude that bags of M&Ms that are
currently in circulation have been packaged contrary to the company’s standard. The percentage
of each of the six M&M colors—brown, red, yellow, blue, green, and orange—in each package
tested is inconsistent with the company’s percentage standard. With brown having the largest
standard of 30 percent, that the actual percentage was 7.1 with a -76.3 percent variance is
inexcusable; both green and orange have a standard of 10 percent, but their actual percentage
was double that.
Recommendations—Here is list of our recommendations.
1. Increase production output of brown M&Ms.
2. Decrease the production output of green and orange M&Ms.
3. Incorporate routine assembly-line checks to ensure proper color ratios.
We enjoyed this study and expect our findings will lead to improved packaging of M&Ms
according to the company’s color-ratio standards.
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Exhibit 6.3—Sample Formal Research Report

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS, RISKS, AND CURRENT
STRATEGIES OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

A Research Report Authorized by
Garrett Jensen
Owner
Tech Smart

By Calvin Tuttle
April 20, 2015
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To:

Garrett Jensen, Owner

From:

Calvin Tuttle, Marketing Manager

Date:

April 20, 2015

Subject:

Presentation of Research Report on the Effectiveness, Risks, and Current
Strategies of Social Media Marketing

I am pleased to provide to you my research report that you requested on social media marketing.
I have discovered a significant amount of information on social media marketing, including its
effectiveness, risks, and current strategies. The findings in this report will help our company
decide whether to implement social media in our marketing efforts to increase our sales revenue
and awareness.
The research that I conducted came from one primary source and several secondary sources. The
primary source is a survey that I composed and then posted on Facebook to receive responses. I
received a total of 22 responses, providing some interesting information on how people currently
feel about social media marketing. I also read and studied several periodicals, online articles,
and academic journals to learn as much as possible about social media marketing.
Based on this report, Tech Smart should not only begin to use social media marketing but also
recognize the risks involved as well as learn about current strategies that can be used to ensure
success in marketing using social media.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The success of a business lies heavily on the ability for the business to increase
awareness and attract new customers. In today’s world, this can be accomplished through social
media marketing. Social media marketing is an extremely effective form of marketing that
allows a business to reach out to a large number of customers in a variety of ways. To learn
more about social media marketing, Garrett Jensen, the owner of Tech Smart, authorized this
research report.
The purpose of this report is to analyze the effectiveness, risks, and current strategies of
social media marketing. Specifically, the following questions will be answered:
1. How effective is social media marketing?
2. What are some of the risks involved with social media marketing?
3. What are some current strategies of social media marketing?
The findings of this report will come from secondary sources and from the results of a
survey administered to 22 people on Facebook.
Based on the findings of this report, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Social media marketing has now become one of the most effective means of
marketing.
2. When posting in social media, businesses need to stand out with original visuals as
well as powerful messages.
Based on the conclusions of this report, the following recommendations are made
regarding the use of social media marketing:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

If businesses are currently not involved with social media, they should begin
planning to use it as soon as possible because of how effective a marketing tool it has
become.
When using social media, businesses should be careful with the content they post to
make sure they do not leave a negative effect on those who view it.
Businesses should become familiar with all of the possible marketing liabilities that
are involved with social media marketing.
Before becoming involved with social media, a business should create its own
marketing strategy with the company’s image and goals in mind.
Businesses should do all they can to stand out in the social media world by hiring
employees to create content— both visual and written— that can be used in the
businesses’ social media posts.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS, RISKS, AND CURRENT
STRATEGIES OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Introduction
For a business to be successful, the business needs to be known. People can become
familiar with businesses in a variety of ways, such as through television ads, radio ads, and
billboards posted along the highway. In today’s world, however, a new medium has been
created that can help increase the awareness of businesses more effectively than ever before.
That medium is social media.
The use of social media to promote a business’ products or services is known as social
media marketing. This type of marketing uses social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and more to increase business awareness in exciting and new ways. Social media
marketing is becoming an increasingly essential factor for the success of today’s businesses.
Authorization for the report—Tech Smart is a new business that sells, repairs, and buys a wide
variety of electronics. Tech Smart launched only a few weeks ago, and it is experiencing
challenges in attracting new customers. Garrett Jensen, the store owner, has requested this report
to learn more about current and effective marketing strategies involving social media. He plans
on using this information to use social media as a marketing tool for his business to attract more
customers. His authorization is included in the appendix of this report.
Purpose and procedures—The purpose of this report is to analyze the effectiveness, risks, and
current strategies of social media marketing. Specifically, the following questions will be
answered:
1. How effective is social media marketing?
2. What are some of the risks involved with social media marketing?
3. What are some current strategies of social media marketing?
The findings of this report will come from secondary sources—primarily articles in
periodical publications published in the last two years—and from the results of a survey
administered to 22 people on Facebook. A copy of the results of the survey is included in the
appendix of this report.

The Effectiveness of Social Media Marketing
When used properly, social media can become one of the most effective means of
marketing for businesses. One of the reasons for this is due to the substantial increase on the use
of social media by today’s consumers. Mercadal (2014) states that traditional forms of media—
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such as network television, magazines, and newspapers— have been steadily declining. On the
other hand, social media usage has increased by nearly 800 percent in the last ten years.
Marketers’ use of social media—With the world becoming so involved in social media,
an excellent opportunity has arrived for the marketing industry. According to the 2014 Social
Media Marketing Industry Report, 92 percent of business marketers insist that social media
marketing is vital for the success of their business (Stelzner, 2014, p. 5). A percentage that high
indicates that today’s marketers value the effectiveness of social media marketing.
The versatility of social media—One of the aspects of social media marketing that
allows it to be so effective is its ability to use a variety of elements to promote a business. These
elements include sales promotions, advertising, direct marketing, publicity, brand awareness, and
more (Mercadal, 2014). This is just the beginning of what social media enables businesses to do.
Wikman and Cottrell (2013) share their views on the capabilities of social media by saying,
“There's never been a more influential way for customers to ask questions, post brand opinions,
and leave quality feedback for manufacturers. The opportunities right now are truly endless, and
we haven't yet scratched the surface.”
The availability of social media—Another aspect of social media marketing that makes
it so effective is the low cost and universal accessibility that it offers. Before social media
marketing, marketing efforts were often quite expensive and difficult to implement. Companies
believed that the only way to get ahead in the marketing world was to have a wealthy company
and an already-established fan base. Social media marketing, however, is “relatively
inexpensive and easy to coordinate” (Mercadal, 2014).
Wikman and Cottrell (2013) explain that social media marketing is the cheapest form of
marketing available today and provides the example of using a company Facebook page to
generate followers. To run a company Facebook page costs somewhere around $5,000 for 5,000
friends/followers. Doing the math, that comes out to equal $1 for each customer following the
company page. To be spending only $1 per customer for marketing efforts has previously been
unheard of. Other social media marketing efforts can even cost a company no money at all.
With expenses that low, social media marketing is easily available to a vast number of
businesses, small and large.

The Risks Involved with Social Media Marketing
Even though social media marketing can be extremely effective and beneficial to a
company, it does have the potential to be harmful. As discussed earlier, more and more
businesses are turning to social media marketing, but few have considered the potential risks and
liabilities that may come from using social media marketing in improper ways (Dunning, 2014).
More harm than help—One of the risks involved with using social media is that it can
actually turn consumers away from a company rather than attract them to it. In a survey
conducted on Facebook (2015), 15 out of 22 respondents said that at some point, a business’
social media post has had a negative effect on them. This negative effect can be the result of a
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number of mistakes made by a business when posting on social media. According to Chang, Lu,
and Yu (2015), “If posts are full of wrong content, broken links, non-related topics, and ads,
recipients may have a negative vision” (p. 778). In today’s society, consumers are looking for
quick, easy, and useful information that can be achieved through a simple tap on the screen or
click of a mouse. If a company provides information in a post that is difficult to get to, then
consumers view that as a waste of time and will be turned off from that particular post.
Exposure to liabilities—Another risk that is posed when using social media marketing is
the exposure the company now has to common marketing liabilities. Any company that posts on
social media sites is at risk of dealing with civil and regulatory liabilities that are normally dealt
with by professional marketers, such as television broadcasters and newspaper reporters
(Dunning, 2014). These professional marketing industries are familiarized with all of the legal
risks that are involved with marketing, whereas small companies using social media marketing
may not be. One example of this could be a company using a song that they were not authorized
to use in a post on their company Facebook page, which could lead to a copyright infringement.
There are numerous liabilities that a company can face with social media marketing, many of
which being unknown by most businesses.

Current Strategies in Social Media Marketing
Even with the risks that arise with using social media marketing, it can be an extremely
powerful tool if used correctly. Through research and experience, several social media
marketing strategies and practices have been created to help companies succeed in their social
media efforts.
According to Paradiso (2014), the most important factor in a social media strategy is to
first come up with one (p. 14). A company should not just begin posting whatever it pleases on
its social media page but should first outline a plan, message, and overall goal that the company
wants to achieve with its presence in social media. A company’s social media page should be a
representation of the company’s overall brand and image, as well as a tool to meet the needs of
its customers (Newman, 2014, p. 13).
Decide which platform to use—One of the first things a company needs to do when
engaging in social media marketing is to decide which social media platforms the company
should use. In the 2014 Social Media Marketing Industry Report, written by Stelzner (2014), the
following chart highlights the most commonly used social media platforms among marketers (p.
23).
The chart clearly shows Facebook as the number-one social media platform used by
marketers today at a total of 94 percent. Furthermore, in a survey conducted on Facebook April
12-17, 2015, 17 out of 22 respondents agreed that Facebook is the most effective social media
platform for marketing strategies. To show just how effective marketing on Facebook can be,
Lohmeier (2014) states that, “People are 88 percent more likely to buy from brands they like on
Facebook, and 91 percent more likely to continue using brands whose Facebook pages they
follow” (p. 76). To achieve social media marketing success, a company must incorporate the use
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Social Media Platforms Most Used by Marketers

Source: Stelzner (2014), Social Media Marketing Industry Report, www.socialmediaexaminer.com

of Facebook in its efforts. This does, however, depend on the company’s target audience. For
certain audiences, Facebook would not be the ideal marketing platform to use. Other social
media platforms that are recommended are Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, and Instagram.
Be mobile-phone friendly—Social media marketers today are also making sure to have
their social media posts mobile-phone friendly. This is a result from research showing that
United States adults are now spending more time searching the internet on their smartphones
rather than on personal computers (Gullberg, 2014, p. 4). If a company’s website and social
media posts are difficult to navigate through while using a smartphone or tablet, customers will
lose interest and become frustrated.
Make an impression—One of the most important strategies when it comes to social
media marketing is to stand out. In the world of social media, thousands upon thousands of
companies are competing for the highest number of “likes” and “shares.” For a business to
survive the social media competition, a company’s page needs to look exciting, modern, and
professional (Wikman and Cottrell, 2013). One of the best ways for a company to stand out is to
post visually dynamic content. Lohmeier (2014) states, “Photos and infographics are the best
way to engage visitors, garner likes, and get dialogue going” (p. 77).
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One other way to stand out in the social media world is through posting original written
content, such as articles or statements. Stelzner (2014) says that 58 percent of marketers claim
that original written content is the most effective source of media they use in social media posts
(p. 42). While images and videos can attract new customers, original written content can engage
customers in a specific message and give them a reason to truly support a company. Chang
(2015) supports this by stating that the only medium that can truly change a person’s attitudes
and promote action is touching and persuasive messages (p. 777).

Conclusions
Based on the findings of this report, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Social media marketing has now become one of the most effective means of
marketing.
2. Some of the risks of using social media include creating a negative experience for
consumers as well as becoming exposed to a number of marketing liabilities.
3. The first thing to know about social media marketing strategies is that before
anything else, a strategy needs to be made that incorporates the company’s image and
goals.
4. When posting in social media, businesses need to stand out with original visuals as
well as powerful messages.

Recommendations
Based on the conclusions of this report, the following recommendations are made
regarding the use of social media marketing:
1. If businesses are currently not involved with social media, they should begin planning
to use it as soon as possible because of how effective a marketing tool it has become.
2. When using social media, businesses should be careful with the content they post to
make sure they do not leave a negative effect on those who view it.
3. Businesses should become familiar with all of the possible marketing liabilities that
are involved with social media marketing, such as copyright infringement.
4. Before becoming involved with social media, a business should create its own
marketing strategy with the company’s image and goals in mind.
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5. Businesses should do all they can to stand out in the social media world by hiring
employees to create original content— both visual and written— that can be used in
the company’s social media posts.
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Section 7—Grammar and Punctuation
Guidelines
An understanding of the basic guidelines for using correct grammar and punctuation in writing
your business documents will help you establish credibility with your readers and communicate
with them more clearly. Below are basic guidelines for grammar and punctuation. Rather than
review all of the grammar and punctuation guidelines, which would require a few hundred pages,
the content that follows reviews the basic guidelines for the most-common usage situations.
Mastering these guidelines will enable you to avoid grammar and punctuation blunders that
would reduce the clarity and credibility of your documents.
Fundamentals of Grammar
Understanding the basic building blocks of English—the parts of speech, subject/verb pairs,
clauses and phrases, and sentence types—will lay a foundation for you to learn to write clearly
and communicate professionally with your readers.
Parts of Speech
The eight parts of speech in English are the following: nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs,
adjectives, conjunctions, interjection, and prepositions. Each of these parts of speech is
discussed below.
1. nouns—name persons, places, things, or qualities
Examples: Concrete nouns—president; Payson, Utah; textbook. Abstract nouns—
honesty, happiness, hope
2. pronouns—take the place of a noun. English has about 100 pronouns. The following are
four types of pronouns.


personal pronouns—refer to specific persons or things.
singular: I, me, you, she, her, he him, it
plural: we, us, you, they, them



indefinite pronouns—refer to nonspecific persons or things
singular: anyone, anything, everything, one, some, nobody, everyone, each
plural: all, many, few, both
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possessive pronouns—indicate ownership
singular: my, mine, your, yours, her, hers, his, its
plural: our, ours, your, yours, their, theirs



relative pronouns—used to introduce dependent clauses.
who, whom, which, that, among others. Who and whom refer to people, and that and
which refer to things. That introduces essential information that is not set off with
commas in a sentence, and which introduces nonessential information that is set off with
commas.
Examples: The book that I bought cost $74. The book, which I bought, cost $74. The
sentence uses which to indicate that the fact that I bought the book is not essential. The
second sentence could read, “The book, which by the way I bought, cost $74.”

3. verbs—indicate the action or condition (state of being). Verbs are the heart of the sentence;
every sentence must contain a verb to be complete. A sentence must have a main verb and
may have one or more helping verbs.
Main verbs show either action or a condition.


Action verbs indicate an action the subject is performing or that is being directed toward
the subject.
Examples: The board members approved the merger. (The subject “board members” is
performing the action of approving.)
Jerry hurried to the bookstore. (The subject “Jerry” performed the action or “hurried.”)
Dinner was served later than usual. (The action “was served” is directed toward the
subject “dinner.”)



Condition (sense) or state-of-being verbs (linking verbs) indicate the existence or
condition of the subject.
Examples: Mr. Martin feels satisfied with the sale. (condition)
The potatoes taste better than usual. (condition)
We were the first people to arrive at the scene. (state of being)
Kimberly is ready to give her presentation. (state of being)

Helping verbs assist the main verb by indicating time (past, present, future) and number
(singular or plural). The two types of helping verbs are the following:



State of being verbs (am, is, are, was, were, be, been, and being)
Other helping verbs (has, have, had, may, must, ought, can, might, could, would,
should, shall, will, does, do, and did)

4. adverbs—tell how, when, where, or to what extent. Modify verbs, adjectives, and other
adverbs.
Examples: How? quickly, well; when? yesterday, now; where? here, nearby; to what
extent? exceedingly, extremely.
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5. adjectives—tell what kind, which one, or how many. Modify nouns and pronouns.
Adjectives include the articles a, an, and the.
Examples: What kind? best, tallest; which one? that, this; how many? four, few
6. conjunctions—join words, phrases, or clauses in a sentence.
 coordinating conjunctions—and, but, or, for, nor, so, and yet
 subordinating conjunctions—as, after, although, because, if, since, though, until, when,
where, while, before, and others.
 conjunctive adverbs—however, nevertheless, furthermore, hence, still, therefore,
consequently, thus, nonetheless, and others
 correlative conjunctions—always used in pairs. either/or; neither/nor; not only/but
also; whether/or; both/and; since/therefore; and others
Examples of using conjunctions to join related ideas—
All the delegates were tired. Some of them were sick. (related ideas.)
coordinating conj.
and
All the delegates were tired, and some of them were sick.
subordinating conj.
though
All the delegates were tired, though some of them were sick.
conjunctive adverb
furthermore
All the delegates were tired; furthermore, some of them were sick.
correlative conj.
not only/but also All the delegates were not only tired but also sick.
7. prepositions—indicate the relationship of a noun (or a noun substitute) to some other word
in a sentence. They indicate position, direction, time, or something else.
position:
direction:
time:
other:

above the earth
at the top
after the class
about the idea

under the desk
down the stairs
since last night
except the boss

by the fountain
from the car
until next week
for our company

in the class
to the library
during the meeting
of interest

8. interjections—express emotion or strong feelings; exclamations; usually followed by an
exclamation point
Examples: Wow! Absolutely!
Subject-verb Pairs
A subject is a word or group of words in a clause that answers who or what in relation to the
verb.
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The word or group of words that acts as a subject is a noun or a noun substitute such as a
pronoun. Some examples of nouns and pronouns acting as subjects follow (the subjects are
underlined).
Helen drove the car.
The dog is pedigreed.
He won the coin toss.
Sometimes, the subject is “understood”—which means the subject is not physically in the clause
but is understood to be there.
Turn in the assignment (The “understood subject” is you.) (You) turn in the assignment.
Be at the airport by 5:30 p.m. (You) be at the airport by 5:30 p.m.
A noun substitute can be a pronoun; however, a noun substitute can also be a group of words that
is not a pronoun or a concrete or abstract noun but is a group of words that substitutes for a noun
or pronoun in acting as the subject of a sentence. For example,
Being on time proved to be difficult. (The noun-substitute subject=being on time).
To increase sales is the focus of our efforts. (The noun-substitute subject=To increase
sales.)
In each of the above example sentences, the subject answers who or what in relation to the verb.
Who drove the car? What is pedigreed? Who won the coin toss? Who needs to turn in the
assignment? Who needs to be at the airport? What proved to be difficult? Who needs to be on
time? What needs to increase sales?
 To find a subject-verb pair in a sentence, find the verb first and let it lead you to the subject.
For example, in the sentence Most afternoons, the mail is delivered by 3 p.m., find the verb,
is delivered, first. Then determine who or what is delivered. You will come up with the
subject-verb pair mail is delivered.
Clauses and Phrases
Clauses and phrases are two types of groups of words that are used to build sentences.
1. clause—a group of words with both a subject and a verb. Three types of clauses are
discussed below.
independent clause—a clause that can stand alone as a simple sentence. An independent
clause is a complete thought.
Examples: (subjects and verbs are underlined) We will sign the contract; she was hired
recently; the stock may rise soon
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dependent clause—a clause that cannot stand alone as a simple sentence—it does not
contain a complete thought. A dependent clause always begins with a subordinating
conjunction.
Examples: (subjects and verbs are underlined) When we sign the contract; although
she was hired recently; if the stock rises
relative clause—A dependent clause whose subject is a relative pronoun
Examples: (subjects and verbs are underlined in the following clauses) that is on the
desk; who are prepared to fight; which is our second choice
2. phrase—a group of words without a subject-verb pair. A phrase may have nouns and verbs
but will not have a subject-verb pair. For example, the phrase running to catch the bus has
two verbs, running and catch, and a noun, bus, but it does not have a subject-verb pair.
Examples: (nouns and verbs are underlined in the following clauses) In the corner;
running past the store; after the bell; between you and me
Sentence Types
Sentences can be classified into four types. Notice that any of the sentence types may have none
or many phrases. Sentences are classified according to the number and type of clauses they
contain without regard to the number of phrases. In the sentences below, the clauses are
underlined and labeled IC for independent clause and DC for dependent clause.
1. A simple sentence is a group of words containing only one independent clause and no
dependent clauses.
Dave studied (IC).
The announcement of the grand opening of the WalMart SuperCenter in Payson was
made(IC) October 4 on KUED TV. (The subject-verb pair announcement was
made is the independent clause; the rest of the sentence is made up of phrases.)
2. A compound sentence is a group of words containing two independent clauses.
Dave studied (IC) and Jill practiced (IC).
We will review (IC) Sections 1 and 2 on Wednesday, and the exam will be (IC) on Friday.
3. A complex sentence is a group of words containing one independent clause and one or more
dependent clauses.
Dave studied (IC) while Jill practiced (DC).
After the stock market closes (DC), I will review your portfolio (IC).
After the stock market closes (DC), I will review your portfolio (IC) to determine if we
should sell (DC) some of the stock.
4. A compound-complex sentence is a group of words containing two independent clauses and
one or more dependent clauses.
Dave studied (IC) and Brian jogged (IC) while Jill practiced (DC).
The CEO reviewed (IC) the new benefits package that the employees wanted (DC), and
he approved (IC) an additional vacation day per year.
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A group of words that begins with a capital letter and ends with a period but that does not
express a complete thought is called a sentence fragment.
Running to the copy center.
Although he had time to make the call before noon.
A sentence fragment may have a subject-verb pair, and thus be a dependent clause, but it
does not express a complete thought.
That he gave the assignment to me. (Dependent clause+phrase=sentence fragment)
I am happy that he gave the assignment to me. (Independent clause+ dependent
clause=complex sentence)

Remember, sentences of any type may have any number of phrases, including no phrases at all.
Therefore, a simple sentence could theoretically be a full page long, with one subject-verb pair
and many phrases, while a complex sentence may be only five or six words long—for example, I
arrived before the bell rang.
Coordination and Subordination
When we construct a simple sentence, we consciously or unconsciously determine that one idea
is best presented by itself in the sentence. When we construct compound, complex, or
compound-complex sentences, we consciously or unconsciously determine that more than one
idea should be presented in the sentence and that we have made a decision about the
relationships between or among those ideas.
That is, if we decide to include two ideas in a sentence to form a compound sentence, we use the
concept of coordination to show that the two ideas are equal in importance. Our choice of
punctuation to separate the two ideas identifies the closeness of the relationship between the
ideas. Our choice of connective to join the two ideas identifies the nature of the relationship.
If we decide to include two ideas in a sentence to form a complex sentence, we use the concept
of subordination to show that one of the ideas is subordinate to (of lesser importance) the other
idea. The subordinate idea is presented in a dependent clause, and the primary or main idea is
presented in an independent clause. Of course, a compound-complex sentence has elements of
both coordination and subordination.
As a writer, you should consciously—not casually or unconsciously—decide when and where to
employ the concepts of coordination and subordination. In the process, you will then make
intelligent decisions about the mix of simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex
sentences in a paragraph.
If you use only simple sentences or too many contiguous (one following another) simple
sentences in a paragraph, the result feels like the monotonous dripping of water from a faucet.
For example, “feel” the monotony of the following paragraph that contains one simple sentence
after another. If possible, have someone read the paragraph to you as you close your eyes and
“listen” to the monotony:
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I was a member of the Whitman jury. We debated the verdict for six hours. The
heat in the courtroom was oppressive. Two jurors fainted. We could not agree on
the verdict. We ended up a hung jury.
Now “feel” the superior improvements in the paragraph as we employ the concept of
subordination to reflect the relationships among the ideas. Once again, if possible, have
someone read the paragraph to you as you close your eyes and “listen” to the variety the revised
paragraph reflects:
I was a member of the Whitman jury. While we debated the verdict for six hours,
the heat in the room was oppressive and caused two jurors to faint. Because we
could not agree on the verdict, we ended up a hung jury.
In your writing, you may naturally use a variety of sentence constructions when you write a
paragraph. However, in a rewriting mode related to the paragraph, you should consciously
determine whether the paragraph reflects appropriate sentence variety. You’ll achieve
appropriate sentence variety if you’ll employ coordination and subordination as you write or
rewrite any paragraph.
For any paragraph you write, you can “feel” the variety or lack of variety if you’ll read the
paragraph to yourself or have someone read it to you.
Conjunctions and Sentence Variety
Conjunctions are used to join ideas in sentences. As discussed above, the four main types of
conjunctions are coordinating conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs, subordinating conjunctions,
and correlative conjunctions.
Through using these conjunctions appropriately, you can achieve effective sentence variety.
Coordinating conjunctions are used to connect words, phrases, and clauses that are equal in
rank or stature. The seven coordinating conjunctions follow.
and

but

for

nor

or

so

yet

Conjunctive adverbs are transitional expressions and are used to join independent clauses
(complete thoughts). Some of the most common conjunctive adverbs follow.
accordingly
besides
consequently
for this reason
at the same time

furthermore
to the contrary
moreover
namely
in my opinion

nevertheless
otherwise
still
therefore
for example

however
in addition
in fact
finally
on the other hand

Subordinating conjunctions are used to introduce dependent clauses. English has many
subordinating conjunctions; a few of these are listed below.
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after
although
as

before
if
though

unless
when
since

where
while
because

which
until
whereas

Correlative conjunctions consist of two elements used in pairs. They are never used to join
independent clauses.
either . . . or
both . . . and

neither . . . nor
if . . . when

since . . . therefore
not only . . . but also

Practice Using Variety in Sentence Construction—Revise the following paragraph by
employing the concepts of coordination and subordination to achieve appropriate sentence
variety. “Feel” the lack of variety in the original version, and then compare the new “feel” when
you rewrite the sentences with coordination and subordination in mind.
The turn of the century arrived. America was changing from a rural to an urban
nation. Utah was not far behind. The 1920s were known as the Age of Jazz or the
Roaring Twenties. Cities became more important in the lives of the people. The
twenties were a period of social experimentation. The youth and people in the cities
were especially involved in social experimentation. The twenties are remembered
for sports spectaculars, bootleg gin, flappers, women’s short skirts and short hair,
and a dance called the Charleston. Bathing-beauty contests were held. Continued
stories called soap operas were found on the radio and in the newspapers.
Potential Revision of “Using Variety in Sentence Construction” paragraph
America was changing from a rural to an urban nation when the turn of the century
arrived, and Utah was not far behind. During the 1920s—the Age of Jazz or the Roaring
Twenties, as the period is called—cities became more important in the lives of the
people. The twenties were a period of social experimentation, especially among the youth
and among people in the cities. The twenties are remembered for sports spectaculars,
bootleg gin, flappers, women’s short skirts and short hair, and a dance called the
Charleston. I also remember the bathing-beauty contests and the continued stories called
soap operas on the radio and in the newspapers.
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Fundamentals of Grammar Practice
Part 1—On the line, write C if the sentence is correct and I if the sentence is incorrect.
_____ 1. Typical state-of-being verbs are am, is, are, was, has, have, and had.
_____ 2. The coordinating conjunctions, which join equal sentence elements, are and, but, or,
for, so, yet, and nor.
Part 2—On the line, write C if the bolded words are coordinating conjunctions; S if the bolded
words are subordinating conjunctions; CA if the bolded words are conjunctive adverbs; and CC
if the bolded words are correlative conjunctions.
_____ 3. While John slept. After John slept. Although John slept.
_____ 4. However, John slept. Thus, John slept. Therefore, John slept.
_____ 5. And we eventually won the game. Yet you can still play on the team.
_____ 6. I left my laptop either in the taxi or at the ticket counter.
_____ 7. If you are willing to go. When we turned on the television.
Part 3—On the line, write P if the item is a phrase; write DC if the item is a dependent clause;
and write IC if the item is an independent clause.
_____ 8. Winning the state tournament in Cedar City.
_____ 9. When we were invited to participate on the panel.
_____10. But I did not want to go to Cedar City.
_____11. Playing in the golf tournament proved to be interesting.
_____12. Although you told me about the contract.
Part 4—On the line, write SS if the sentence is a simple sentence; CX if the sentence is a
complex sentence; and CP if the sentence is a compound sentence.
_____ 13. The merger with Delta Airlines may fall through if Delta’s stock value drops more.
_____ 14. Rob will prepare the agenda for today’s meeting, and Ms. Williams will conduct.
_____ 15. If many people stop by our booth at the trade show, we may run out of handouts.
_____ 16. While finishing the layout for the ad, Julia noticed a misspelling.
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Answers to Fundamentals of Grammar Practice
Part 1
1. I

2.

C

(Typical state-of-being verbs are am, is, are, was, has, have, and had.) Am, is, are, and was are
state-of-being verbs. However, has, have, and had are helping verbs but not state-of-being
verbs.
The seven coordinating conjunctions are for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so. FAN BOYS is an
acronym that is often used to help writers remember each of the conjunctions.

Part 2
3. S

4.
5.
6.
7.

(While John slept. After John slept. Although John slept.) While, after, and although are
subordinating conjunctions because each changes the independent clause, John slept, into a
dependent clause.
CA (However, John slept. Thus, John slept. Therefore, John slept.) Each item is still an
independent clause, so however, thus, and therefore are conjunctive adverbs.
C
(And we eventually won the game. Yet you can still play on the team.) And and yet are
coordinating conjunctions. Each item is an independent clause.
CC (I left my laptop either in the taxi or at the ticket counter.) Either and or are correlative
conjunctions because they work together to introduce a pair of parallel-structure phrases.
S
(If you are willing to go. When we turned on the television.) If and when are subordinating
conjunctions because they change the independent clauses into dependent clauses.

Part 3
8. P
9.

DC

10.

IC

11.

IC

12.

DC

Part 4
13. CX

14.

CP

15.

CX

16.

SS

(Winning the state tournament in Cedar City.) This group of words does not contain a
subject-verb pair and is, therefore, a phrase.
(When we were invited to participate on the panel.) This group of words contains a subjectverb pair and is introduced with the subordinating conjunction when, so the item is a
dependent clause.
(But I did not want to go to Cedar City.) This group of words contains a subject-verb pair and
is introduced with the coordinating conjunction but. Therefore, the group of words is an
independent clause. Independent clauses can begin with a coordinating conjunction.
(Playing in the golf tournament proved to be interesting.) This item contains a subject
(playing in the state tournament) and a verb (proved) and is not introduced with a
subordinating conjunction, so it is an independent clause.
(Although you told me about the contract.) This group of words contains a subject-verb pair
and is introduced with the subordinating conjunction although, so the group of words is a
dependent clause.
(The merger with Delta Airlines may fall through if Delta’s stock value drops more.) This
sentence contains an independent clause and a dependent clause, which makes it a complex
sentence.
(Rob will prepare the agenda for today’s meeting, and Ms. Williams will conduct.) Because
this sentence has two independent clauses joined by a coordinating conjunction, it is a
compound sentence.
(If many people stop by our booth at the trade show, we may run out of handouts.) This
sentence contains a dependent clause and an independent clause, which makes it a complex
sentence.
(While finishing the layout for the ad, Julia noticed a misspelling.) This sentence contains
only one subject-verb pair—one independent clause—and is, therefore, a simple sentence.
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Subjective, Objective, and Possessive Case
Nouns and pronouns in English have case, which simply means pronouns and sometimes nouns
change in form as they are used in various grammatical situations, much as verbs change tense.
Nouns do not change form for subjective and objective cases, although nouns do change form for
possessive case. However, pronouns generally change form for each case. A table listing the
forms of singular and plural pronouns for the three cases is included below.

Case for Singular Pronouns

1st
person
2nd
person
3rd
person

Subjective Case

Objective Case

Possessive Case

I

me

my, mine

you

you

your, yours

he, she, it

him, her, it

his, her, hers, its

who

whom

whose

Case for Plural Pronouns

1st
person
2nd
person
3rd
person

Subjective Case

Objective Case

Possessive Case

we

us

our, ours

you

you

your, yours

they

them

their, theirs

who

whom

whose

The following rules apply to case.
1. Use a subjective-case pronoun in the following situations:


As the subject of a verb in a clause.

He won the race award for the best presentation.
Who attended the meeting?
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Until it ended, the food-distribution program was not appreciated.
They praised Ms. Wilson after she was promoted.


As a subject complement in a linking-verb construction.

When a pronoun immediately follows a state-of-being linking verb—one of the eight state-ofbeing verbs, am, is, are, was, were, be, been, being. used as the main verb—the pronoun must be
subjective case. For example:
The new manager is she. The main (and only) verb in this sentence is the state-of-being
verb is, which links the subject manager with its complement she, which is a subjective-case
pronoun.
An equals sign (=) can be substituted for the linking verb; and a sentence with linking-verb
construction can be reversed and still carry the same meaning as the original sentence. For
example:
The new manager is she.
She is the new manager.
New manager=she
The following sentences contain examples of subjective-case pronouns being used as subject
complements following a state-of-being main verb.
The winners are he and she.
The spectators are they.
The principal speaker is she.

He and she are the winners.
They are the spectators.
She is the principal speaker.

2. Use an objective-case pronoun if the pronoun is not the subject of a verb or is not a
subject complement.
By default, a pronoun is objective case if it does not function as the subject of a verb or as a
subject complement (and is not possessive case). The rules for objective case do not need to
be learned if the two rules for using subjective-case pronouns are applied.
If you prefer, you can learn the four rules for when to use objective case in addition to learning
the two rules for when to use subjective case. The objective-case rules are as follows:
1. Use objective-case pronouns for direct objects. Direct objects directly receive the action of
the verb and usually answer the question whom? or what? about the subject and its verb.
I will ask them to come to the meeting. (ask whom to come?)
My manager gave it to me. (gave what to me?)
2. Use objective-case pronouns for indirect objects. Indirect objects indirectly receive the action
of the verb and usually answer the questions for whom? for what? to whom? or to what?
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Kristen will report the quarterly earnings to them. (to whom?)
The committee gave her the award. (to whom? to her.)
3. Use objective-case pronouns as objects of prepositions. Objects of prepositions are nouns or
pronouns that follow a preposition.
Between you and me, those are the best photos that were submitted. (You and me follows the
preposition between.)
Lisa got the tablet from him. (Him follows the preposition from.}
4. Use objective-case pronouns for subjects and objects of infinitives.
I asked her to introduce the speaker. (Her is the subject of the infinitive to introduce.)
The company asked them to post the ads online. (Them is the subject of the infinitive to post.)
At this point, you must resolve that you will not make subjective- and objective-case pronoun
choices based on sound. You will continue to make mistakes if you make your choices based on
what sounds right to you. However, you will be 100 percent accurate in your choices if you will
apply the rules. You can apply the six rules for using subjective and objective case or just apply
the two rules for when to use subjective-case pronouns and then understand that all other
pronouns in a sentence will be objective case, unless you need a possessive-case pronoun to
show possession.
Using sound to make a decision between subjective case and objective case is particularly
difficult when you have to choose between who and whom. However, you can choose correctly
between who and whom if you continue to determine whether the who/whom construction is
either the subject of a verb or a subject complement. As usual, you will use who if the pronoun is
a subject or a subject complement; and you will use whom in all other situations.
Learning Tips for Subjective and Objective Case—The following learning tips will help you
choose correctly whether to use subjective and objective case.
1. Compound subjects that include pronouns—When two pronouns or a pronoun and
a noun are joined with and to form a compound subject, (1) separate them mentally and then (2)
read each pronoun or noun alone in separate sentences as follows:
Jane and me are attending the convention
becomes
Jane is attending the convention.
Me am attending the convention.
For most native speakers, me am attending is incorrect grammar; the sentence should
read I am attending the convention. Therefore, the original sentence with the compound subject
should read
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Jane and I are attending the convention.
As a second example, the sentence Give the samples to Mark and I should read Give the samples
to Mark and me, as you determine by following the steps in the example above.
2. Who and whom—The choice between who and whom and their variations is difficult
to hear. Therefore, try the following steps to determine which word choice is correct in a
sentence (the M&M rule):
Step 1: Eliminate the part of the sentence up to the who or whom choice.
Give the report to whoever/whomever asks for it.
. . . whoever/whomever asks for it.
Step 2: Replace whoever/whomever with him.
Him asks for it.
Step 3: Read the part of the sentence you have not eliminated (arranging the remaining words
to sound natural). If the substituted word sounds correct, use whom in the original
sentence. If the substituted word does not sound correct, use who in the original
sentence.
He asks for it. (Sounds better than Him asks for it.)
Therefore, use whoever in the original sentence: Give the report to whoever asks for it.
3. Comparisons—To determine whether to use more than me or more than I,
complete the thought the comparison expresses.
Often writers will feel they are using the correct pronoun case when they write John is
taller than me. However, the complete thought at the end of this sentence is than I am.
Therefore, the correct sentence should read John is taller than I. (than I am)
Example:

We tried harder than they. (than they did)
I am more qualified than he. (than he is)

4. Pronoun case in appositives—A pronoun in an appositive must be in the same case
as the word it complements, called the antecedent. Mentally replace the noun antecedent with the
pronoun from the appositive to determine which case to use.
Example:
Replace noun:
Correct version:

The students, Jack and (she/her), passed the test.
She passed the test.
Her passed the test.
The students, Jack and she, passed the test.
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Students is the subject of the verb passed; therefore, the appositive must be in the subjective
case.
Example:
Replace noun:
Correct version:

The test was passed by the students, Jack and (she/her).
The test was passed by her.
The test was passed by the students, Jack and her.

Students is the object of the preposition by; therefore, the appositive must be in the objective
case.
5. Myself versus I—Myself is often used incorrectly in place of a subjective-case or an
objective-case pronoun, as follows:
Not:

Another person and myself witnessed the accident.
Both Ms. Watson and myself want to participate.

But:

Another person and I witnessed the accident.
Both Ms. Watson and I want to participate.

Not:

Ms. Watson invited Mervin and myself to the party.
Please send all inquiries to Ms. Watson or myself.

But:

Ms. Watson invited Mervin and me to the party.
Please send all inquiries to Ms. Watson or me.

Do not use myself in a sentence unless the pronoun I appears in the same sentence. For example:
I will schedule the budget meeting myself.
I will finish the project by myself.
The “self” pronouns, such as myself, himself, herself, themselves, ourselves, and yourself, are
called reflexive pronouns because they refer back to another related pronoun in the same
sentence. Examples of myself requiring the pronoun I in the sentence are given above. Himself
requires he or him, in the same sentence; herself requires, she or her; ourselves requires we; and
so forth. For example, He finished the project himself; I asked her to come by herself; I think we
can do it ourselves; They were sitting by themselves.
3. Use a possessive-case pronoun to show ownership.
Form the possessive case for nouns according to the following guidelines:
A. To form possessive case for a singular or plural noun, add ’s. If the noun ends in
s, add only an apostrophe.
singular
book

singular possessive
book’s

plural possessive
books’
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meeting
woman
boss
month

meeting’s
woman’s
boss’
month’s

meetings’
women’s
bosses’
months’

B. To show individual possession, make each word (owner) possessive.
Mark’s and John’s projects.
Mom’s and Dad’s signatures
Karen’s and Kimberly’s offices
C. To show joint possession, make only the last-named owner possessive.
Mark and John’s project
Darin and Amy’s dance routine
Mom and Dad’s house
Karen and Kimberly’s office
D. To emphasize the performer, don’t use possessive case. To emphasize the action,
use possessive case.
Phil working hard earned a promotion. (emphasizes the performer—Phil not Bob)
Phil’s working hard earned a promotion. (emphasizes the action—what Phil did)
E. Don’t use an apostrophe in possessive-case personal pronouns.
My, mine, your, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs, whose
An ’s added to a relative pronoun signals a contraction—who’s means who is. An ’s
added to it, creates it’s, the contraction of it is, and does not signal possession.
Everyone’s, anyone’s, etc. are indefinite pronouns and do use an ’s to show
possession. Note that whether the apostrophe in indefinite pronouns signals a
contraction or possession depends on the use of the pronoun in the sentence.
I think everyone’s here. = I think everyone is here. = contraction
I think everyone’s report has been completed. = possession
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Subjective, Objective, and Possessive Case Practice
Write C if the sentence uses the correct noun and pronoun case; write I if it does not. Then make
the needed corrections in each sentence.
_____ 1. Jack stressed the value of keeping the computer access codes among us managers.
_____ 2. The report on personnel allocation’s for next quarter is missing it’s table of contents.
_____ 3. The space-allocation directors, Morris and me, were awarded a special commendation
for efficiency.
_____ 4. Tom and she are the researchers who completed the analysis for the State
Department.
_____ 5. The computer-center director asked Ralph to check out the graphics software to
whomever has a validated pass.
_____ 6. The project supervisor asked her to prepare the quarterly progress report.
_____ 7. His quitting affected the effectiveness of the budget committee. [emphasis on action]
_____ 8. Claire’s and Nancy’s reports are quite different from each other.
_____ 9. Sue approved of him amending the motion to table further study of the project.
[emphasis on action]
_____10. Bryan assigned he and I the task of interpreting the results of the marketing study.
_____11. Mike is a more effective speaker than me.
_____12. The first speaker on the conference program will be her.
_____13. All the supervisors’ offices will be equipped with personal computers.
_____14. Whose going to represent us at the Regional Management Symposium?
_____15. Mr. Terrazas asked Jerrilyn and myself to head the committee.
_____16. Kent’s and Mother’s plan is to split the work load for the business.
_____17. Us supervisors must work on Labor Day.
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Subjective, Objective, and Possessive Case Practice
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

C (Jack stressed the value of keeping the computer access codes among us managers.) The
Objective-case us is correctly used in the sentence because us is not the subject of a verb and
does not immediately follow a state-of-being verb. Also, the objective case us is used to
complete a prepositional phrase.
I (The report on personnel allocation’s for next quarter is missing it’s table of contents.)
Allocations is plural but not possessive.) Use its for the possessive form of it. No apostrophe is
needed.
I (The space-allocation directors, Morris and me, were awarded a special commendation for
efficiency.) The appositive Morris and I has to be in the subjective case because its antecedent,
space-allocation directors, is the sentence subject.
C (Tom and she are the researchers who completed the analysis for the State Department.)
Subjective-case Tom and she are the compound subject of are. Use who because it serves as the
subject of the verb completed.
I (The computer-center director asked Ralph to check out the graphics software to whomever has
a validated pass.) The pronoun serves as the subject of the verb has, so subjective-case whoever
is correct.
C (The project supervisor asked her to prepare the quarterly progress report.) Objective-case her
is correctly used because in this sentence, her does not act as the subject of a verb and does not
follow a state-of-being verb. Use objective case her as the subject of an infinitive.
C (His quitting affected the effectiveness of the budget committee. [emphasis on action]) The
possessive case his is used because the pronoun is the subject of a gerund (quitting) and the
emphasis is on the action.
C (Claire’s and Nancy’s reports are quite different from each other.) Use singular possession
because individually owned reports are referred to.
I (Sue approved of him amending the motion to table further study of the project. [emphasis on
action]) Use the possessive case his because the pronoun is placed before a gerund (amending)
and the emphasis is on the action.
I (Bryan assigned he and I the task of interpreting the results of the marketing study.) The
objective-case pronouns him and me must be used because these pronouns are not acting as the
subject of a verb and do not follow a state-of-being verb. Also, the compound indirect object
must be objective-case him and me.
I (Mike is a more effective speaker than me.) Use subjective case I as the subject of a verb
instead of objective-case me to complete the clause with than I am.
I (The first speaker on the conference program will be her.) Use the subjective-case she
following a state-of-being linking verb.
C (All the supervisors’ offices will be equipped with personal computers.) Plural possession in
words ending in s is shown with an apostrophe after the s.
I (Whose going to represent us at the Regional Management Symposium?) Who’s is the
contraction for who is. Whose should not be used.
I (Mr. Terrazas requested Jerrilyn and myself to head the committee.) Direct objects require
objective case (Jerrilyn and me).
I (Kent’s and Mother’s plan is to split the work load for the business.) Kent and Mother’s is
required because Kent and Mother possess the same thing.
I (Us supervisors must work on Labor Day.) By mentally deleting supervisors, you can
determine that we must be used as the subject of must work.
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Agreement and Reference
The following guidelines outline how to make sure sentence elements agree or work together
appropriately in number and gender.
1. Make subjects and verbs agree.
If the subject is singular, the verb in the subject-verb pair must be singular. If the subject is
plural, the verb must be plural.
(Wrong) The companies that sponsored the seminar gains significant name recognition.
(Right)
The companies that sponsored the seminar gain significant name recognition.
Number Test:
He, she, it, one gains (singular verb form)
They, we, gain (plural verb form, except with the pronoun I; I gain)
Who, you gain or gains, (depending on if who or you is being used as singular or
plural)
Any regular verb can be substituted for gain as an aid in determining the singular and plural form
of the verb.
A compound subject joined by and requires a plural verb, even if each subject is singular.
(Wrong)
(Right)

The type of machinery ordered and the number of items needed has not been
determined.
The type of machinery ordered and the number of items needed have not been
determined.

2. Disregard explanatory phrases, interrupters, etc. when determining subject-verb
agreement.
(Wrong) Mr. Kawasaki, as well as Dr. Reed, know the treatment must begin soon.
(Right) Mr. Kawasaki, as well as Dr. Reed, knows the treatment must begin soon.
3. Make pronouns agree with the nouns or pronouns they refer to.
(Wrong)
(Right)

If a student fails an exam, I think they should be given a second chance on an
alternate exam.
If a student fails an exam, I think he or she should be given a second chance on an
alternate exam.

4. Make the verb agree with the subject closest to it in a neither/nor, either/or, or not/but
sentence construction.
(Wrong)

Neither the committee nor the chair agree on the action to be taken.
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(Right)

Neither the committee nor the chair agrees on the action to be taken.

(Right)
(Right)

Either the reception desk or the cubicles are large enough.
Either the cubicles or the reception desk is large enough.

(Wrong) Not Brian but Janet handle the company accounts.
(Right) Not Brian but Janet handles the company accounts.
5. Treat companies as singular, even if the name of the company looks or sounds plural.
(Wrong) Does anyone here really know what Barney, Olsen, and Price plan to do at the trial?
(Right)
Does anyone here really know what Barney, Olsen, and Price plans to do at the trial?
(Wrong) Discount Tires sell more tires than anyone else in the valley.
(Right) Discount Tires sells more tires than anyone else in the valley.
6. Clarify what “this” refers to in a sentence.
(Wrong) The meeting will be held before the merger occurs. This will be a good move for our
company.
(Right) The meeting will be held before the merger occurs. This merger will be a good
move for our company.
7. Everybody, everyone, anyone, each, every, either, and neither are always singular. All,
any, more, most, none, some, who and which are singular or plural according to the
intended meaning of the sentence.
(Wrong) Everybody is prepared to turn in their expense report.
(Right) Everybody is prepared to turn in his or her expense report.
(Right)
(Right)

I don’t know if either report is completed.
Neither report is completed.

(Wrong) Neither of the reports are completed.
(Right) Neither of the reports is completed.
Some of the project has been completed.
Most of the report is routine.
Which is included? (Which one?)

Some of the outcomes have been determined.
Most of the reports are finished.
Which are included? (Which ones?)

Everyone and anyone are written as two words, every one and any one, when the emphasis is on
one rather than on every or any. When a prepositional phrase follows everyone or anyone, these
two pronouns are written as two words because the one is emphasized.
Everyone has completed the report. Every one of the reports is completed.
Has anyone completed the report? Is any one of the reports completed?
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8. Use the relative pronouns who, that, and which correctly.
Who is used to refer to people; a clause beginning with who/whom can be set off with commas or
not set off, depending on if the writer feels the information in the clause is essential or nonessential. That and which refer to things; that begins essential clauses that are not set off by
commas. Which begins nonessential clauses that are set off with commas.
(Right) The employee who was hired yesterday is a programmer.
(Right ) The employee, who was hired yesterday, is a programmer.
(Wrong) The employee that was hired yesterday is a programmer.
(Right) The printer cartridges that work the best are sold at Staples.
(Wrong) The printer cartridges, that work the best, are sold at Staples. (Don’t use commas to set
off that clauses.)
(Right) The textbook, which is available at the bookstore, is published by Southwestern.
(Wrong) The textbook which is available at the bookstore is published by Southwestern.
(Commas are needed to set off which clauses.)
9. Collective nouns are singular or plural depending on whether the members of the group
are acting individually or as a group
(Right)
(Right)
(Right)

The committee is prepared to issue a report.
The jury disagree about a verdict.
The jury has reached a verdict.

10. A unit of measurement (distance, weights, money, etc.) is singular if considered as a
whole and plural if considered as individual parts.
(Right)
(Right)
(Right)

Five silver dollars are valuable these days.
Fifty dollars is a lot to pay for a parking spot.
The clerk told me that 5 pounds is what the package weighs.

11. If the antecedent of the pronoun is unclear, restate the noun the pronoun refers to. An
antecedent is the noun or pronoun a pronoun refers back to.
(Wrong) Harry told Aaron that his truck had a flat tire. (Does his refer to Harry or to Aaron?)
(Right) Harry told Aaron that Aaron’s truck had a flat tire.
In the first sentence above, Harry or Aaron is the antecedent of his. In the first sentence below,
woman or Valerie is the antecedent of her.
(Wrong) The woman asked Valerie to bring her baby to the nursery. (To whom does the baby
belong ?)
(Right) The woman asked Valerie to bring the woman’s baby to the nursery.
(Right) The woman asked Valerie to bring Valerie’s baby to the nursery.
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12.

Limit your use of it and there as expletives.

It and there used as expletives do not carry meaning and therefore cloud the meaning of the
sentences they are used in. It is used effectively as a pronoun substituting for a noun. There is
used effectively to show location.
Expletive it—In the first sentence below, the word it does not substitute for a noun but is used as
an expletive. The message of the sentence is more clear if the sentence is rewritten with the
expletive it deleted, as in the second sentence.
Not
But

It was Mr. Carson’s desire to improve the company’s health benefits.
Mr. Carson’s desire was to improve the company’s health benefits.

Not
But

It is expected that the bank will close on Monday.
The bank is expected to close on Monday.

Expletive there—In the first sentence below, the word there does not show location but is used
as an expletive. The message of the sentence is more clear if the sentence is rewritten with the
false subject there deleted, as in the second and third sentences.
Not
But
Or

There are many references to software development in the trade magazine.
Many references to software development are found in the trade magazine.
The trade magazine contains many references to software development.

Not
But

There are occasions when overtime work is necessary.
Overtime work occasionally is necessary.

The use of an expletive creates extra words and lessens the impact of the sentence's
meaning





The expletive often occupies the position of subject in place of the real subject.
The main idea appears in a less important position than the subject position in the sentence.
The reader is forced to anticipate the real subject of the sentence.
The strategic message of the sentence is often lost.

Expletives in and of themselves are not incorrect grammatically, and an occasional expletive
construction can be effective. You can usually, however, express yourself better by avoiding
expletive constructions; you should consciously attempt to avoid them in your writing.
Definition of Expletive—A syllable, word, or phrase inserted to fill a vacancy in a sentence
without adding to the sense; especially a word that occupies the position of the subject or object
of a verb in normal English word order and anticipates a subsequent word or phrase that supplies
the needed meaningful content. to fill up; to fill out.—Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary, 1998.
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Agreement and Reference Practice
Write C if the sentence has correct agreement and reference; write I if it does not. Then make the
needed corrections.
_____ 1. Five years are a long time to go without realizing a profit.
_____ 2. The book, that I was missing, has been placed in Lost and Found.
_____ 3. My computer displays graphics much faster than yours does.
_____ 4. Neither the teacher nor her students is able to attend the state fair.
_____ 5. With the deadline approaching, every one rushed to enroll in the seminar.
_____ 6. A new secretary and a new treasurer are to be elected at Friday’s meeting.
_____ 7. There were approximately 50,000 fans attending the baseball game.
_____ 8. Joan, as well as John, have indicated they will be at the meeting.
_____ 9. The executive vice president told Kent he will leave for Dallas tomorrow.
_____10. The press have demanded the right to know all facts pertaining to the issue.
_____11. Each student in this class must submit their papers on time.
_____12. A desire to learn and a knowledge of the subject contribute to excellent results.
_____13. Management must give their approval before the contract is valid.
_____14. Winslow and Associates is having an open house on April 1.
_____15. Neither of the managers are planning to attend the conference.
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Answers to Agreement and Reference Practice
1.

I

2.

I

3.

C

4.

I

5.

I

6.

C

7.

I

8.

I

9.

I

10.

I

11.

I

12.

C

13.

I

14.

C

15.

I

(Five years are a long time to go without realizing a profit.) A singular verb is used with time
represented as a unit.
(The book, that I was missing, has been placed in Lost and Found.) The that clause is essential
to the meaning of the sentence and should not be set off with commas.
(My computer displays graphics much faster than yours does.) Singular noun computer takes
the singular verb displays.
(Neither the teacher nor her students is able to attend the state fair.) The verb should agree with
the subject closest to it in a neither/nor (correlative conjunction) construction.
(With the deadline approaching, every one rushed to enroll in the seminar.) Emphasis is on
every; thus, everyone should be one word. You can also verify that everyone is correct because
it is not followed by an of prepositional phrase.
(A new secretary and a new treasurer are to be elected at Friday’s meeting.) Compound nouns
require a plural verb.
(There were approximately 50,000 fans attending the baseball game.) The expletive there
should be avoided—Approximately 50,000 fans were. . . .
(Joan, as well as John, have indicated they will be at the meeting.) Explanatory words should be
disregarded when you determine the number of a subject and its verb. Thus, the verb and
pronoun reference should be singular—. . .has indicated she. . . .
(The executive vice president told Kent he will leave for Dallas tomorrow.) The antecedent of
the pronoun he should be clear to the reader. Instead of he, use Kent or the executive vice
president to clarify.
(The press have demanded the right to know all facts pertaining to the issue.) The collective
noun press is acting as a group and therefore requires the singular verb has demanded.
(Each student in this class must submit their papers on time.) The singular each student requires
singular pronouns his or her.
(A desire to learn and a knowledge of the subject contribute to excellent results.) The
compound subject “desire to learn” and “knowledge of the subject” requires the plural verb.
(Management must give their approval before the contract is valid.) Singular collective noun
management requires singular pronoun its.
(Winslow and Associates is having an open house on April 1.) All company names are treated
consistently as singular nouns.
(Neither of the managers are planning to attend the conference.) As an indefinite pronoun,
neither is singular.
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Tense
Verbs tell time by specifying when an action or condition occurred. The time feature of verbs is
known as tense. That is, tense can be equated with time. For example, if an action is currently
happening, the verb is in the present tense. If the action occurred in the past, the verb is in the
past tense. And an event yet to happen constitutes future tense. These three tenses are known as
the simple tenses and are illustrated in the following sentences:
Today, I take the test. (present tense)
Yesterday, I took the test. (past tense)
Next week, I will take the test. (future tense)
In the simple present, past, and future tenses, each described event is a one-time event; that is, the
sentence does not describe an event occurring over a period of time.
When an action occurs over a period of time rather than as one isolated event or when one event
precedes another in the past, the tense assumes what is termed in grammar a perfect state. As a
result, we have the perfect tenses, known as past perfect, present perfect, and future perfect. The
following sentences illustrate the perfect tenses:
I had finished the test before the bell rang. (had finished is past perfect tense)
Jennifer has finished the test already. (has finished is present perfect tense)
Lorrie will have finished the test by the end of the period. (will have finished is future
perfect tense)
Thus, the primary difference between the simple tenses and the perfect tenses is the answer to
this question: Is the verb describing one isolated event that is happening, has happened, or will
happen (simple tenses); or is the verb describing a continuing or a completed (perfected) event
(perfect tenses)?
The following are guidelines for using tense appropriately in writing, specifically the simple and
perfect tenses, which are the most commonly used tenses.
1. Use the present tense to (a) indicate a present action or condition; (b) state universal or
relatively permanent truths, facts, or opinions; (c) indicate action that is habitual or
customary; (d) reflect the historical present; or (e) indicate the future.
As noted earlier, the present, past, and future tenses are referred to as the simple tenses. With that
thought in mind, we might conclude that present tense is the “simplest” of all the tenses.
However, among its several uses, present tense reflects some expected and, in some respects,
some unexpected uses.
Present action or condition. The primary use of present tense is to describe an action that is
happening in the present or to describe a condition that exists at the present. For example:
You bring happiness to my life.
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Julia is the new junior-class president.
Universal or relatively permanent truths. The funeral speaker who said, “The man we are
honoring was my uncle,” did not use the present tense properly. Even though the man is dead, he
is still the speaker’s uncle. This situation reflects the use of present tense to state universal or
relatively permanent truths, facts, or opinions. If something continues to be true, we refer to it in
present tense. For example:
Lincoln is the capital of Nebraska.
I learned early that two plus two are four.
The movie Snow White is a classic.
I told Josh yesterday that Brian, who lives in Lehi, is my son.
Diana plays the piano beautifully.
Habitual or customary actions. Regardless of the tense of other verbs in a sentence, the present
tense is used to indicate habitual or customary actions. For example:
Lolita always eats in the school cafeteria.
Since becoming the junior-class president, Julia gets to school at 7 a.m. each day.
Historical present. The historical present is used when we refer to happenings in content
already published in a book, magazine, or other written material that still exists. Novice writers
tend to use past tense when referring to something written about in a published source; they
reason that if the content was created in the past, it must be referred to in past tense. However,
the published source continues to talk to the reader in present time. For example,
President George W. Bush’s biography of his father told about George H. W. Bush’s
early career in the oil industry. (Past tense is incorrect here; the biography tells each
reader whenever he or she reads.)
President George W. Bush’s biography of his father tells about George H. W. Bush’s
early career in the oil industry. (Historical present; so present tense is correct.)
Such incidents are best written about in the present tense. In literature, the rationale for the
present tense is that the happenings of literature are unchangeable and therefore are permanently
true. The next time we read the play, Hamlet will kill Claudius just like the last time we read the
play. Or in a specific article in Newsweek, the article and the author’s thinking still exist in their
present form and are unaffected by time. In addition, a photograph or music CD, for example,
though created at some point in time, will communicate the content of the photo or CD in present
time each time the photograph is viewed or the CD is played. For example:
In his memorandum dated March 1, 2014, Mr. Brown states that academically qualified
students are those with at least a B- grade-point average.
The April 14, 1861, edition of The New York Daily tells about the Confederates firing on
Fort Sumter, which started the Civil War in the United States.
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This photograph shows men standing on the moon over 40 years ago.
Future time. The present tense is often used to express future time in relation to the present. For
example:
The CEO reports to the board tomorrow morning.
Tomorrow, the students leave for their tour of the massive solar-panel site.
2. Use the past tense to express past time.
The past tense describes an action or condition that occurred some time in the past. We normally
use the past tense with relative ease.
We do, however, need to be careful in using the past-tense form, rather than the past participle
form, for the past tense. That is, we use the past participle, not the past tense, with helping verbs
to form other tenses. A past participle is a verb form that is used with the helping verbs has,
have, or had to form one of the perfect tenses or that is used with the helping verbs am, is, are,
was, were, be, been, or being to form the passive voice; for example, has come and were
finished.
For all regular verbs, the past-tense and past-participle forms are the same (they end in -d or –
ed—helped, heard, and purchased). However, for irregular verbs, the past-participle form takes
on a different form from the past tense; for example, went (past tense) changes to gone (past
participle) and did (past tense) changes to have done (past participle).
(went) Kathy has gone (not has went) to her early-morning class only twice this week.
(saw) He was seen (not was saw) by a doctor soon after the accident.
We must also watch that we do not confuse past tense with present perfect tense. The present
perfect tense describes an action that started some time in the past but that continues up to, and
perhaps through, the present. For example:
Ms. Yeates taught at Orem High for ten years. (past tense; she no longer teaches at Orem
High)
Ms. Yeates has taught at Orem High for ten years. (present perfect tense; she continues to
teach at Orem High)
3.

Use the future tense to indicate an action that will take place sometime in the future or
a condition that will exist sometime in the future.

We form future tense by placing will or shall before the present tense form of the verb. For
example:
The student leaders will eat lunch in the student-commons area today. (a simple statement
of action for the future)
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Students shall not take food into any classroom. (a statement of action that carries the
weight of a command for the future)
A few years ago, conventions of usage prescribed specific instances when will and shall were to
be used. Today, the distinction between the two has largely disappeared.
4.

Use the present perfect tense to describe an action started in the past and just
completed or an action begun in the past and continuing in the present.

As you have read, tense refers to the form of the verb that indicates time. The concept of perfect
applied to tense means the action is perfected or completed. On a time continuum, actions in a
perfect tense are perfected or completed before actions in a corresponding simple tense. We form
all the perfect tenses by using one or more helping verbs with the past participle of the verb.
The present perfect tense is formed with have or has plus the past participle. The present perfect
signals one of two possible actions:
1. The action was just completed at the present time:
Ms. Bush has just completed her attendance report.
The students have worked on the parade float all weekend.
2.

5.

The action began in the past and continues into the present:
Mabel has been a member of the marching band for two years. (and still is)
The students have been studying for the exam for two hours. (and still are)

Use the past perfect tense to indicate that the action or condition described by the verb
was completed earlier than some other action that also occurred in the past.

The past perfect tense is formed with had plus the past participle. The past perfect signals action
that was completed before another past action. We use the past perfect when we need to show
that two actions happened at different times in the past. For example:
I had finished (past perfect tense) reading the report before you reached (past tense) the
office.
I already had sent the email when you called.
If we are merely showing that one action happened in the past, we use past tense rather than past
perfect tense. When we use past perfect tense rather than past tense for such instances, we find
ourselves feeling the need to add something to the sentence to complete its meaning. For
example:
I had finished reading the report. (before you reached the office?)
I already had sent the email. (when you called?)
Distinguish carefully between past tense and past perfect tense. To do so, remember that the past
tense describes an event that happened at any time in the past. Remember further that the past
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perfect tense must describe an event that happened before another event in the past. For
example:
When I returned, Wilma finished the report. (The two past tense verbs signal that both
actions happened at about the same time in the past.)
When I returned, Wilma had finished the report. (Although both actions occurred in the
past, the past perfect had finished signals that this action was completed before the past
tense action.)
6.

Use future perfect tense to name an action or condition that will be completed by some
specified time in the future.

The future perfect tense is formed with shall have or will have plus the past participle. The future
perfect names an action or condition that will be completed by (or before) some specified time in
the future. For example:
Mr. West will have been a teacher for ten years when school ends next spring.
We will have cleaned the hallways by 4 p.m. today.
Using the perfect tenses correctly is relatively easy if you know how to form them and when to
use them. Forming them involves using the correct helping verbs. Knowing when to use them
involves understanding the rationale for their use. The information in the following table will
help you know how to form the perfect tenses and why you should form them.

7.

Perfect Tense

How to Form

Why to Form

Present Perfect

Has or have plus the past
participle

(1) To describe an action
started in the past and just
completed or (2) to describe
an action that began in the
past and that continues in the
present

Past Perfect

Had plus the past participle

To name a past action that
preceded another action in the
past

Future Perfect

Will have or shall have plus
the past participle

To name an action that will be
completed by some specified
time in the future

Use the present participle to form the progressive tenses.

The present progressive tense indicates action still in progress and consists of the helping verbs
am, is, or are plus the present participle. The present participle is formed by adding –ing to the
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present form of the verb and uses at least one verb helper, such as is, are, was, were, and the
other state-of-being verbs. For example:
Wesley is writing the report as rapidly as he can.
The past progressive tense indicates action in progress sometime in the past and consists of the
helping verbs was or were plus the present participle. For example:
Mary Ann was trying to find a job when she contacted me.
The future progressive tense indicates action that will be in progress in the future and consists
of the helping verbs will be or shall be plus the present participle. For example:
We will be working with Ms. Jacobs for about two weeks.
The present perfect progressive, the past perfect progressive, and the future perfect
progressive tenses coincide with the simple perfect tenses. They express an action that was or
will be completed at the time of another action and express a continuing action. These tenses
consist of the present participle plus the helping verbs has been, have been, had been, will have
been, and shall have been. For example:
We have been trying to get a new computer since January 2. (present perfect progressive)
We had been practicing the march until Mr. Winters changed his plans. (past perfect
progressive.
By the end of the school year, we will have been performing the Sousa piece for six
months. (future perfect progressive)
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Tense Practice
Write C if all verbs are used correctly in the sentence and I if any are not. Then make the needed
corrections.
_____ 1. In his article, the dean said the study of economics was essential to a well-rounded
business degree.
_____ 2. At last week’s commencement, Mr. Majors indicated ethics were important for all
graduates.
_____ 3. I heard on the evening news that interest rates raised unexpectedly today.
_____ 4. When Mr. Workman presides, committee members respond.
____ 5. Mike told me that Ann Winters, head of marketing at Novell, was his mother.
_____ 6. The article you were asked to read was eight pages long.
_____ 7. I told the manager that my daughter who worked for Oracle is Alisa.
_____ 8. Sara Strong will be an employee for four years at the end of November.
_____ 9. In his email, Mr. Cahoon states that we are the women who raised the issue last year.
____ 10. Mr. Edwards was the teacher who won the Teacher of the Year award.
____ 11. We have completed the project yesterday.
____ 12. The Statue of Liberty stood as a monument to freedom.
____ 13. In about five weeks, all seniors shall graduate.
____ 14. Dr. Crandall will have been teaching for 30 years by the time he retires.
____ 15. After Will had been late three days in a row, Ms. Hardy finally questioned him.
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Answers to Tense Practice
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

I

(In his article, the dean said the study of economics was essential to a well-rounded
business degree.) The historical present says should be used to describe an event in
literature. Present tense is should be used to describe a universal truth, a continuing
truth, or a relatively permanent truth.
I
(At last week’s commencement, Mr. Majors indicated ethics were important for all
graduates.) Present-tense are should be used to indicate a universal truth.
I
(I heard on the evening news that interest rates raised unexpectedly today.) Rose, the
past tense of the irregular verb rise, should be used rather than raised, the past tense of
the regular verb raise.
C (When Mr. Workman presides, committee members respond.) Use the present tense to
indicate a customary action.
I
(Mike told me that Ann Winters, head of marketing at Novell, was his mother.) The
verb was should be changed to is to reflect a permanent truth—Ann Winters continues
to be Mike’s mother.
I
(The article you were asked to read was eight pages long.) The verb should be is, as
the article’s length is permanent.
C
(I told the manager that my daughter who worked for Oracle is Alisa.) Although Alisa
no longer works for Oracle, she is still the writer’s daughter, so is is correct.
I
(Sara Strong will be an employee for four years at the end of November.) Future
perfect tense will have been must be used to specify a condition that will be completed
by a specified time in the future.
C
(In his email, Mr. Cahoon states that we are the women who raised the issue last year.)
States is correctly used for historical present; the content of the email will always be
the same. And even though the women raised the issue in the past, they will always
be the women who did it, so are is the correct tense.
I
(Mr. Edwards was the teacher who won the Teacher of the Year award in 2013.) Mr.
Edwards won the award in the past, so won is the correct verb choice. However, the
sentence should say Mr. Edwards is the teacher because he will always be the winner
of that award so the verb is should be used.
I
(We have completed the project yesterday.) We have completed indicates the action
was just finished; however, the content of the sentences indicates the action took place
yesterday. Simple past, completed, should be used.
I
(The Statue of Liberty stood as a monument to freedom.) The verb stood is past tense,
which suggests the Statue is no longer standing or is no longer a monument to
freedom. Present tense stands should be used or present perfect has stood to indicate
the Statue is still standing and is still a monument to freedom.
I
(In about five weeks, all seniors shall graduate.) The helping verb will should be used
rather than shall because ordinary future tense and not a demand is being expressed.
C (Dr. Crandall will have been teaching for 30 years by the time he retires.) The future
perfect progressive will have been teaching signals that action will be completed
before the second action in the sentence, retires, which is present tense.
C (After Will had been late three days in a row, Ms. Hardy finally questioned him.) The
shift from past perfect had been to past tense reprimanded is logical because Will’s
lateness in the past preceded the questioning that also occurred in the past.
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Mood, Voice, and Linking-verb Construction
Understanding mood, voice, and linking-verb construction can help you make good choices
about which mood and voice to use or whether to use linking-verb construction to most
effectively convey your message to your reader using an appropriate tone.
Mood—The verb quality that indicates the manner or way the writer intends the message to be
understood. The three moods in English are imperative, indicative, and subjunctive. These
moods are used to make commands, state facts, and give suggestions or state things that are
contrary to fact, not likely to happen, or impossible.
Mood

Purpose

Example

imperative

commands

Attend the meeting.
Please attend the meeting.

indicative

facts (conclusions)

You need to attend the meeting.
You must attend the meeting.

subjunctive

suggestions (recommendations)

You should attend the meeting.

contrary to fact

If you had arrived on time, you could have
attended the meeting. (You didn’t arrive on
time. )
If you were to arrive on time, you would get
a raise. (You probably won’t arrive on
time.)

not likely

impossible

I wish I were you.

Key words used with subjunctive mood—Use the verbs were and had been with the following:
could, should, would
might, ought
as though, as if, wish

If I were you, I would get an MBA.
We might have won if you had been on time.
He acts as though he were the manager.

Voice—The verb quality that indicates whether the subject performs the action or whether the
subject receives the action. Only action verbs have voice.
Active voice—The subject performs the action indicated by the verb. Active voice
emphasizes the performer of the action. Who or what is doing the action is in subject position.
The accountant prepared the report.
Passive voice—The subject is acted upon or receives the action. Passive voice
emphasizes the object of the action. Below are several tests for passive voice.
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1. Who or what is doing the action is in not in subject position.
The report was prepared.
2. A “by” phrase that includes who or what is doing the action can be inserted after the
verb.
The report was prepared by the accountant.
2. A state-of-being verb plus a past-participle main verb together follow the subject.

The report was prepared by the accountant.
Past participle—A past-tense verb that usually ends in –ed for regular verbs or that is written in
another form for irregular verbs. For example: regular—prepared, worked, traveled; irregular—
torn, told, made.
Although active voice is preferred in business to indicate to the reader who or what is doing
the action, passive voice should be used in some situations.
1. When the writer wants to deemphasize the subject in a negative message to avoid focusing
blame.
 Active – Target will not give you a refund.
 Passive—A refund will not be given.
2. When the focus needs to be on the action, not on who did the action.
 Active—The secretary has prepared the agenda for the board meeting.
 Passive—The agenda for the board meeting has been prepared.
3. When who did the action is not known or doesn’t especially matter.
 Active—This week, individuals and corporations donated $8,324 to the homeless shelter.
 Passive—This week, $8,324 was donated to the homeless shelter.
4. When avoiding personal language in documents requiring formal language.
 Active—You can earn a substantial return on your investment in technology stocks.
 Passive—A substantial return can be earned on an investment in technology stocks.
Linking-Verb Construction—A sentence structure in which a linking verb—a state-of-being
verb or another linking verb such as a sense verb—is the main verb and joins the subject to the
subject complement.
State-of-being verb—Forms of the verb be (am, is, are, was, were, be, been being).
State-of-being verbs function as either helping verbs or as linking verbs.
Brian is speaking to the boss. (helping verb—The be verb is used as a helping or
secondary verb.)
Brian is the boss. (linking verb—The be verb used as the main verb.)
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State-of-being verbs that are used as linking verbs are neither active nor passive but present a
condition.
Other linking verbs—Linking verbs that are not state-of-being verbs include sense verbs
such as feel, look, smell, and taste and other verbs such as appear, become, remain, seem, and
sound.
Doug smelled the steak cooking on the grill.
(Active voice—says what Doug did—an action)
Doug smelled.
(Linking verb—says something about Doug—a condition or quality.)
Mood and Voice Shifts—Avoid illogical shifts in mood or voice within a sentence. Shifts from
active or passive voice to state of being within a sentence are appropriate.
If I was directing the project, I would revise the schedule. (This sentence contains an
illogical shift from indicative mood I was to subjunctive mood I would revise. Be
consistent—If I were. . .I would revise. . . .)
Although I didn’t like what I had written, no changes were made in the letter. (This
sentence contains an illogical shift from active voice I had written to passive voice were
made. Change were made to I didn’t make so the sentence is active throughout—
Although I didn’t like what I had written, I didn’t make any changes in the letter.)
Leon completed the user guide, and then it was given to his supervisor. (This sentence
contains an illogical or confusing shift from active voice Leon completed to passive voice
it was given. Although the reader may assume Leon gave the guide to his supervisor, the
secretary or someone else may have done so; therefore, using active voice to state who
gave the guide to Leon’s supervisor will clear up confusion. Unless the writer has a
purpose in not stating the subject by using passive voice, active voice is preferred.
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Mood, Voice, and Linking-verb Practice
Write A if the sentence is in indicative mood; B if the sentence is in imperative mood; and C if
the sentence is in subjunctive mood. Write AV if the sentence is in active voice; PV if the
sentence is in passive voice; and LV if the sentence has linking-verb construction.
_____ 1. I wish your administrative assistant were a good proofreader.
_____ 2. The material was reviewed by the supervisor, but no recommendations were
announced.
_____ 3. A pie chart is used whenever percentage comparison of variables is needed.
_____ 4. The policy manual is accurate and up to date.
_____ 5. Learn all you can about the company before writing your letter of application.
_____ 6. Please attend the meetings regularly.
_____ 7. If he were the senator from Wyoming, he would vote for the legislation.
_____ 8. The refund for the Canon copier cannot be approved.
_____ 9. According to the poll, voters know the bill’s implications.
_____10. The company must give each time-card worker a 5 percent increase in salary this
year.
_____11. When the report about street crime is completed, safety will have to be reassessed.
_____12. As your supervisor, I ask you for your support.
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Answers to Mood, Voice, and Linking-verb Practice
1.

CAV

2.

APV

3.

APV

4.

ALV

5.

BAV

6.

BAV

7.

CAV

8.

APV

9.

AAV

10.

AAV

11.

APV

12.

AAV

(I wish your administrative assistant were a good proofreader.)
Subjunctive mood—wishes signal contrary to fact. Active voice—the subject I is
doing the action of the verb wish.)
(The material was reviewed by the supervisor.) Indicative mood—states a fact. Passive
voice—the subject “material” is not doing the action of reviewing. Also, the “by” phrase by
the supervisor is placed after the verb reviewed. The “by” phrase contains the name of the
person doing the action of the verb in the main clause.
(A pie chart is used whenever percentage comparison of variables is needed.) Indicative
mood—states a fact. Passive voice—the subject “pie chart” is not doing the action of the
verb “used; also, the subject “comparison” is not doing the action of the verb “needed. In
addition, a “by” phrase containing the name of the person or thing doing the action can be
put after both verbs.
(The policy manual is accurate and up to date.) The state of being verb is the main verb,
and so the sentence has linking-verb construction.
(Begin studying the firm for which you eventually desire to work.) Imperative mood—The
sentence begins with an imperative-mood verb. Active voice—All imperative-mood
sentences are in active voice because the understood subject “you” is always doing the
action of the verb.
(Please attend the meetings regularly. Imperative mood—The sentence begins with an
imperative-mood verb. Active voice—All imperative-mood sentences are in active voice
because the understood subject “you” is always doing the action of the verb.
(If he were the senator from Wyoming, he would vote for the legislation.) Subjunctive
mood—The subjunctive must be used to show a condition that is contrary to fact. Active
voice—The subject “he” is doing the action of voting.
(The refund for the Canon copier cannot be approved.) Indicative mood—states a fact.
Passive voice—The subject “that” (referring to “refund”) is not doing the action of the
verbs “requested” and “approved.” Also, “by” phrases containing the name of who or what
is doing the action of the verb can be put after the verbs. Passive voice is desired to deemphasize the performer of the action.
(According to the poll, voters know the bill’s implications.) Indicative mood—states a fact.
Active voice—the subject “voters” is doing the action of the verb “know.”
(The company must give each time-card worker a 5 percent increase in salary this year.)
Indicative mood—states a fact, even though the word “must” sends a strong message.
Active voice—The subject “company” is doing the action of the verb “give.”
(When the report about street crime is completed, safety will have to be reassessed.)
Indicative mood—states a fact. Passive voice—The subjects “crime” and “safety” are not
doing the action of the verbs “completed” and “reassessed.”
(As your supervisor, I ask you for your support.) Indicative mood—states a fact. Active
voice—The subject “I” is doing the action of the verb “ask.”
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Modifiers
Modifiers are words, phrases, or groups of words that are used to describe some element of a
sentence. The modifier-usage rules that follow are those that cover most of the situations in
which modifiers are used.
Rule 1: Use the correct form or degree of a modifier to make clear and logical
comparisons.
Adjectives and adverbs are often used to compare things. These modifiers change form to show
a greater or lesser degree of a particular characteristic or quality.
The comparative form compares two persons or things (but not more than two). The
comparison is by amount or degree. The comparative form results from the addition of -er to the
modifier or from the addition of the words more or less before the modifier (more intelligent,
more beautiful; less capable, less efficient).
The superlative form indicates the greatest or the least amount or degree of something. The
superlative form results from the addition of -est to the modifier (tallest player, longest report,
clearest picture) or from the addition of the words most or least before the modifier (most
helpful, most overrated; least understood, least effective).
Modifier
well
bad
little
many, much
far

Comparative
better
worse
less, lesser
more
farther, further

Superlative
best
worst
least
most
farthest, furthest

Writers should avoid confusion when comparing someone or something in a group with other
members of the same group. The words other or else should be used when such comparisons are
made. For example:
Sally is a better student than any student in her class. (Because Sally is one of the
students, this sentence illogically says that Sally is even better than herself. The sentence
is corrected when the word other is inserted: Sally is a better student than any other
student in her class.)
Sally received a better grade than anyone in her class. (As one of the students in the
class, Sally can’t receive a better grade than herself. The sentence is corrected when the
word else is inserted: Sally received a better grade than anyone else in her class.)
Careless writers sometimes write sentences that reflect incomplete comparisons. When you
compare two or more things, your language should include everything necessary to make the
comparison clear and complete. For example:
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Sally is a better student this year.
The reader might ask, “Better than what?” or “Better than whom?” The writer should complete
the comparison to express the intended meaning—whatever it is. For example:
Sally is a better student this year than she was last year.
Sally is a better student than I expected her to be.
Sally is a better student than Arthur.
Rule 2: Avoid dropping the -ly ending from frequently used adverbs.
When determining whether a modifier needs an –ly ending, remember that adjectives modify
nouns and pronouns, and adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs.
The sentences Drive careful and Dinah sure sang well illustrate a common grammatical error—
the omission of the -ly ending from adverbs that require it.
Drive carefully and Dinah surely sang well are the correct usages for these sentences. The words
carefully and surely both modify verbs and are, therefore, adverbs. In both cases, the -ly ending
is needed. Without the -ly ending, these words become adjectives—and adjectives do not
modify verbs.
Do not use the adjective form of the modifier to describe verbs—an error that may be tolerated in
casual conversation but one that definitely should be avoided in our writing.
Many adverbs are formed when -ly is added to an adjective. For example:
Adjective
bad
nice
real

Adverb
badly
nicely
really

Adjective
slow
careful
sure

Adverb
slowly
carefully
surely

Not all adverbs end in -ly, of course, and not all words that end in -ly are adverbs. The ability to
determine whether a modifier is an adjective or an adverb is essential if you are to know how to
use the -ly ending correctly. For example:
The students behaved bad. (Behaved is the verb and bad is the word that modifies the
verb. Because bad does not end in -ly, we can quickly realize that bad is an adjective and
that we need an adverb in the sentence. We then realize that badly is the adverb we want:
The students behaved badly.)
You still have time to get to the meeting if you don’t walk too slow. (Walk is a verb and
slow is a word that modifies walk. Because slow does not end in -ly, we can quickly
realize that slow is an adjective and that we need an adverb in the sentence. We then
realize that slowly is the adverb we want: You still have time to get to the meeting if you
don’t walk too slowly.)
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Rule 3: Use a hyphen between the words of a compound modifier that precedes a noun.
Two or more words acting together as a single modifier are called a compound modifier. We
join such modifiers with a hyphen when they precede a noun:
a first-place trophy
Maria’s get-well card

the well-qualified teacher
Joe’s never-say-die attitude

an up-to-date resume

Knowing whether to hyphenate modifiers that precede a noun often depends on the writer’s
ability to identify the noun in question. Your expertise in knowing when to hyphenate
compound modifiers depends on your ability to identify the noun in a multiple-word expression.
Nouns may consist of one word only or of two or more words without hyphens. For example,
the following multiple-word terms are nouns without hyphens:
gross national product
conflict of interest
In a similar respect, nouns that follow compound modifiers can be one word or more than one
word. For example, a dictionary for accountants will contain the following expressions that are
correctly hyphenated:
fair-trade price
carry-forward working papers
The basic rule for hyphenating compound modifiers has the following exceptions.


Hyphens are usually omitted in compound expressions that follow the noun. For
example:
The Wolverines have a quarterback who is big time. (But observe the hyphen when big
time is used as a compound modifier preceding a noun: The Wolverines have a big-time
quarterback.)

A few compound expressions that we will refer to as compound nouns are hyphenated. Examples
of these compound nouns are close-out, close-up, follow-up and shoot-out, The only way to
verify whether a compound expression is a hyphenated compound noun is to check a reputable
dictionary.


With few exceptions (such as selfish and selfless), self- expressions are written as
hyphenated compounds whether they precede or follow a noun. For example:
self-sufficient student
a student who is self-sufficient
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Compound modifiers that are multiple-word proper adjectives are not hyphenated
unless the company or organization hyphenates the proper adjectives. A very few
companies, such as Coca-Cola Bottling Company, use hyphens. In nearly every situation,
the hyphens should not be used. For example, the following are incorrect:
the Utah-Valley-University baseball stadium
a White-House ceremony
the West-High-School graduation date



Do not hyphenate a compound modifier if one of the words in the compound is an
adverb ending in -ly. For example, happily married couple. Happily married is a
compound modifier of couple; however, the –ly ending of happily takes the place of the
hyphen in signaling to the reader that the two words happily married jointly modify couple.
The hyphens in the following expressions are incorrect:
Gerald’s carefully-written report (carefully is an adverb; written is an adjective).
Gerald’s kindly-worded letter (kindly is an adverb; worded is an adjective).
The above expressions should be written as follows:
Gerald’s carefully written report or Gerald’s report that is carefully written.
Gerald’s kindly worded letter or Gerald’s letter that is kindly worded.

Rule 4: Place modifiers as closely as possible to the words they modify.
Proper placement of modifiers is a must for the skillful writer. Failure to give proper attention to
the proper positioning of modifying words often results in illogical writing. For example:
The book is in the library that relates to animals and zoos.
Logically, that relates to animals and zoos modifies books. Grammatically, however, that
relates to animals and zoos modifies library. Such writing is illogical and reflects carelessness
on the part of the writer.
A single-word adjective should be placed immediately before the word it modifies. For example:
A young group of children will be on the bus with you.
What is young—the group or the children?
I hope this hot cup of milk makes you feel better.
What is hot—the cup or the milk?
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A few adverbs are particularly troublesome. These adverbs are actually, almost, also, just,
merely, nearly, only, and quite. They should appear in front of a word only if they are intended
to modify that word. Otherwise, the meaning changes depending on the position of these
adverbs. For example, note how the meaning of only changes depending on where this adverb is
placed:
Only Arthur can write the research proposal. (No one but Arthur can write it.)
Arthur can only write the research proposal. (Arthur can write the proposal, but that’s all
he can do.)
Arthur can write only the research proposal. (The only document Arthur can write is the
research proposal.)
Arthur can write the only research proposal. (Only one proposal will be written, and
Arthur can write it.)
To be sure we communicate clearly and precisely, we should be sure we have placed the
modifiers in our sentences as closely as possible to the word or words they modify.
Rule 5: Avoid dangling modifiers resulting from illogical or ungrammatical sentence
structure.
Dangling modifiers are generally phrases that cannot logically and grammatically attach to the
subject of the main clause in a sentence. Dangling modifiers cause a sentence to be awkward,
confusing, and implausible. They are often good examples of a writer’s saying one thing
grammatically but meaning another logically.
Read the following sentence to see an excellent, funny example of a dangling modifier:
Snarling and foaming at the mouth, the dogcatcher finally caught the rabid dog.
Grammatically, the dogcatcher is snarling and foaming at the mouth because snarling and
foaming at the mouth modifies dogcatcher, the subject of the sentence. Logically, the rabid dog
is the one who is snarling and foaming at the mouth.
Most introductory phrases that are dangling modifiers are phrases that begin with -ing words or
with to as part of an infinitive phrase. For example:
Firing a pass into the end zone, the winning touchdown was scored.
To satisfy Ms. Samson, my interview had to be scheduled at 3 p.m.
One way to eliminate a dangling modifier is to change the subject of the sentence to give the
modifying phrase something to which it can logically attach. Remember that the action
spoken of in an introductory phrase is attributed to the subject that follows. In the first
example above, the winning touchdown, the subject of the sentence, cannot fire a completed pass
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into the end zone. If we change the subject from winning touchdown to someone who can
perform the action in the introductory phrase, we will eliminate the dangling modifier. For
example:
Firing a pass into the end zone, Steve Smith helped score the winning touchdown.
In the second example above, to satisfy Ms. Samson, the introductory phrase, is a dangling
modifier because the action in it is attributed to interview, the subject of the sentence. Of course,
the interview cannot satisfy Ms. Samson. If the subject is changed to someone who can be
responsible for the action in the introductory phrase, the dangling modifier is eliminated.. For
example:
To satisfy Ms. Samson, I had to schedule my interview at 3 p.m.
A second way of eliminating a dangling modifier is to include in the modifying phrase or clause
the name of the person or thing being described. For example:
For me to satisfy Ms. Samson, my interview had to be scheduled at 3 p.m.
Most often, dangling modifiers occur at the beginning of a sentence; but they can also occur at
the end of a sentence. In fact, until a writer clearly understands dangling modifiers, he or she
will initially try to correct one by moving it from the first of a sentence to the end of a sentence.
For example:
The winning touchdown was scored while firing a pass into the end zone.
To correct a dangling modifier, do not merely move the modifying phrase to the end of the
sentence. Either change the subject to someone who can perform the action spoken of in the
introductory modifying phrase or change the introductory modifying phrase into a dependent
clause with a subject of its own.
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Modifiers Practice
Write C if the sentence uses modifiers correctly and I if it does not. Then make the needed
corrections.
_____ 1. Standing on the patio, the swimming pool looked inviting to Jennifer.
_____ 2. Our newly-hired executive will arrive on April 1.
_____ 3. A sour bottle of milk was left in the refrigerator.
_____ 4. Louisa said she is fascinated by your interesting, factual report.
_____ 5. Ms. Wilson’s seminar was reported to be well-organized, insightful, and
professionally conducted.
_____ 6. To respond to the senator’s question, many similar cases relate to these issues.
_____ 7. A genuinely-deserved compliment should be readily given.
_____ 8. Which of the triplets in your family is slower in losing her temper?
_____ 9. Drive as slow as good judgment dictates is prudent to avoid injury.
_____ 10. A series of large clearly marked signs is now in place on Interstate 15.
_____ 11. We are pleased the results of the exam are substantially higher this year.
_____ 12. Mr. Hanson recommends the Freedom Boulevard location for the Boy-Scout garage
sale.
_____ 13. Speaking for our group, the financial-analysis project assigned to us seems overly
difficult.
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Answers to Modifiers Practice
1.

I

2.

I

3.

I

4.

C

5. I

6. I

7.

I

8.

I

9.

I

10. I

11. I

12. I

13.

I

(Standing on the patio, the swimming pool looked inviting to Jennifer.) “Standing on
the patio” is a dangling modifier. “Standing” modifies the subject, “swimming pool.”
The swimming pool cannot be standing on the patio.
(Our newly-hired executive will arrive on April 1.) The compound modifier “newlyhired” should not be hyphenated because the –ly ending on “newly” takes the place of
the hyphen.
(A sour bottle of milk was left in the refrigerator.) “Sour” should be describing the milk;
however, because “sour” is closer to “bottle” than to “ milk,” the word “sour” actually
describes the bottle. Put modifiers as closely as possible to the words they are modifying.
(Louisa said she is fascinated by your interesting, factual report.) A comma correctly
separates “interesting” and “factual” because they are equal modifiers of the noun
“report.” The two modifiers can be reversed to “factual, interesting report” without
changing the meaning of the phrase, which signals that a comma needs to be used
between the two words.
(Ms. Wilson’s seminar was reported to be well-organized, insightful, and professionally
conducted.) “Well-organized” should be “well organized” because the compound
modifier does not come before the noun.
(To respond to the senator’s question, many similar cases relate to these issues.) “To
respond to the senator’s question” is a dangling modifier because “similar cases” cannot
perform the action of “responding to the senator’s question.”
(A genuinely-deserved compliment should be readily given.) Genuinely-deserved
compliment” should be “genuinely deserved compliment” because the –ly ending takes
the place of the hyphen.
(Which of the triplets in your family is slower in losing her temper?) The comparative
“slower” should be replaced with the superlative “slowest because three people are
involved in the comparison.”
(Drive as slow as good judgment dictates is prudent to avoid injury.) Slow,” an
adjective, should be “slowly,” an adverb, because an adverb that modifies the verb
“drive” is required.
(A series of large clearly marked signs is now in place on Interstate 15.) A comma
should separate “large” and “clearly marked” because they are equal modifiers of the
noun “signs.” The two modifiers can be reversed to “clearly marked, large” without
changing the meaning of the phrase, which signals that a comma needs to be used
between the two words.
(We are pleased the results of the exam are substantially higher this year.) Substantially
higher this year” reflects an incomplete comparison. The following represents a
complete comparison: “substantially higher this year than they were last year.”
(Mr. Hanson recommends the Freedom Boulevard location for the Boy-Scout garage
sale.) Boy-Scout garage sale” should be “Boy Scout garage sale.” “Boy Scout”
functions as a multiple-word proper adjective and should not be hyphenated.
(Speaking for our group, the financial-analysis project assigned to us seems overly
difficult.) “Speaking for our group” is a dangling modifier because the subject,
“project,” cannot perform the action of “speaking.
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Comma Usage
Basic uses of the comma are discussed below grouped according to the placement of the comma
in a sentence. The italicized abbreviation to the left of the number represents the comma-usage
rule that follows the number. These abbreviations are sometimes used in evaluating writing to
indicate the comma rule that needs to be applied to improve the readability and flow of a
sentence.
Commas used between expressions:
indep

1. Independent clauses—Use a comma and a coordinating conjunction between two
independent clauses (unless both clauses are very short and closely related).
I arrived at the station at noon, but no one from Boeing was there to meet me.
Ms. Baxter applied and she was hired.

adj

2. Coordinate or parallel adjectives—Use a comma between adjectives that equally
modify the same noun or pronoun.
Rob read an interesting, factual article on dentistry.
UPS delivered the round, gray tables this afternoon.

series 3. Items in a series—Use a comma between each item in a series but not after the last
item in the series.
Include the title, the author, and the page number of each source.
Each kit includes scissors, tape, paper clips, and a stapler.
Commas used after expressions:
intro

4. Introductory words, phrases, and clauses—Use a comma after introductory words,
phrases, or clauses that come before the independent clause.
Today, I will begin my classes.
After the close, Viacom stock rose.
Although we expect a merger, jobs are secure.
Some punctuation reference materials correctly indicate that an introductory comma
is generally not needed if only a few words precede the main idea. However,
sometimes a comma is needed in these situations to avoid confusion, and always
using a comma before the main idea will avoid any confusion.

close 5.

Complimentary closing of a letter—Use a comma after the complimentary closing
in a business letter using mixed-punctuation format.
Sincerely,
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With appreciation,
Regards,
pause 6. Obvious pause—Use a comma to avoid confusion or to indicate an obvious pause in
a location that requires no punctuation under other comma rules.
Many homeowners do not have a security system, making them more vulnerable to
robbery.
Many homeowners do not have a security system making them more vulnerable to
robbery.
Ever since, our supplies have been stored in the warehouse.
Ever since our supplies have been stored in the warehouse. [fragment]
Commas used before and after expressions:
nonr

7. Nonrestrictive (nonessential) clause, phrase, or appositive—Use commas before
and after nonessential clauses, phrases, or appositives.
The secretary, who is from St. Louis, does excellent work.
The Dell computer, which is new, does not boot up.
The contract, in the top drawer, is not signed.
Mr. Martin, the director, is unavailable.

inter

8. Interrupting (parenthetical) words and phrases—Use commas before
and after words and phrases that interrupt the normal flow of the sentence.
IBM will, however, lower its prices on its best-selling computer.
We will, in the meantime, continue as planned.

date

9. Dates—Use commas before and after the year when it follows the month and day.
The meeting is July 19, 2015, in Room 142.
The contract was signed February 23, 2014, in Seattle.

place 10. Places—Use commas before and after a state or country that follows a city and
between the parts of an address in narrative writing. (Use no comma between the
state and the zip code.)
We will open a showroom in Orem, Utah, next month.
The Olympics were held in Salt Lake City, USA, in 2002.
Jason lives at 691 Westside Circle, Denver, CO 62907.
dir ad 11. Direct address—Use commas before and after a name used in direct address (when
the writer speaks directly to another person.) Use only a single comma to set off the
name in a direct address when the name begins the sentence.
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We hope, Mark, to sign the contract sometime next week.
Mr. Jackson, we like your marketing ideas.
quote 12. Quotes—Use commas before and after a direct quotation in a sentence.
Mr. Bartol shouted, “Everyone needs to get in line,” and then handed out tickets.
In Business Week, Sheryl Ward says, “IBM stock is up 12 percent this year,” and
added that she thinks the stock will continue to rise.
Additional comma-usage guidelines:
1.

Do not use a comma in the following situations:


To separate a subject from its verb. (An incorrect-usage example follows.)
Dr. Shelley will perform the surgery in the morning, and meet with the patient this
afternoon.



Before a coordinating conjunction that does not (1) join two independent clauses or
(2) attach the last item in a series to the rest of the series.
We will discuss the project today in Room 246, and tomorrow in the conference room.

2. Avoid the comma splice
The comma splice is so named because it results from the writer trying to “splice” (join) two
independent clauses together with only a comma. Instead the pause that the reader is expecting
in expressing an idea because of the comma, the writer moves on to a different complete thought,
which results in temporarily confusing the reader. Most writing authorities classify the comma
splice as a very serious punctuation blunder. Even one comma splice may cause your reader to
lose confidence in you as a writer or to disbelieve your message.
As a writer, you will often decide to join two independent thoughts to form a compound
sentence. You have several options for correctly joining the independent thoughts and avoiding
a comma splice. For example, consider the following two independent thoughts:
Every American has the right to choose.
Freedom of choice is what makes America great.
If you join those two thoughts with only a comma to form a compound sentence, a comma splice
results, as in the sentence below.
Every American has the right to choose, freedom of choice is what makes America great.
Common correct choices for you to follow in joining two independent thoughts to form a
compound sentence are the following:
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1. Use a comma and a coordinating conjunction:
Every American has the right to choose, and freedom of choice is what makes America
great.
The seven coordinating conjunctions are and, but, or, for, nor, so, and yet. In most writing
circles, writers routinely use a comma before a coordinating conjunction that joins two
independent clauses—no matter what the length of each clause is.
2. Use a semicolon and a coordinating conjunction:
Every American has the right to choose; and freedom of choice is what makes America
great.
Some writers do not like to use a semicolon preceding a coordinating conjunction that joins
two independent clauses. However, the semicolon for this purpose is entirely correct and
reflects the writer’s option to widen the closeness of the relationship between the
independent thoughts.
In most situations, you will use a comma rather than a semicolon before a coordinating
conjunction to join two independent clauses. However, if you want to spread the relationship
a little wider between the two thoughts, you might choose to use a semicolon in place of the
traditional comma preceding the coordinating conjunction.
3. Use only a semicolon:
Every American has the right to choose; freedom of choice is what makes America great.
This choice reflects perhaps the easiest way to correct a comma splice. In this instance, the
semicolon might be more appropriately named a semiperiod because it forces such an abrupt
pause between the two independent thoughts—almost equivalent to a period.
4. Use a conjunctive adverb preceded by a semicolon and followed by a comma.
Every American has the right to choose; moreover, freedom of choice is what makes
America great.
Common conjunctive adverbs are however, moreover, consequently, therefore, subsequently,
hence, still, and thus. When a conjunctive adverb is used to join two independent clauses, a
semicolon must precede and a comma must follow the conjunctive adverb.
If a comma rather than a semicolon is used preceding a conjunctive adverb that joins two
independent clauses, a comma splice once again results, as in the sentence below.
Every American has the right to choose, moreover, freedom of choice is what makes
America great.
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As a writer, you always have your writer’s option in deciding how to punctuate and join two
independent thoughts in a compound sentence. However, you should never join two
independent thoughts in a compound sentence with only a comma. The resulting comma
splice may cause your reader to think you are not entirely literate.
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Other Punctuation Marks
In addition to commas, a variety of other punctuation marks are used to effectively direct the
reader through your message. These are discussed below.
Period—Use a period at the end of a complete sentence. Also, use a period rather than a
question mark after a polite request—one to which the writer expects a positive response. Polite
requests or suggestions end with a period even though they may have the format of a question.
Will you please return the completed form quickly.
May we have your reply before May 10.
Question Mark—Use a question mark at the end of a direct question and after a rhetorical
question—a question to which no reply is expected.
Direct question—Will you be able to meet with us after 5 p.m.?
Rhetorical question—Would you want to live near the damaged nuclear reactor?
Dash—Use a dash to give emphasis, to indicate an abrupt change of thought, or to set off a series
in a sentence from the rest of the sentence (a complete thought must precede the dash in this
instance). A dash can be used in place of a colon to introduce a vertical list without a complete
sentence preceding it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We will win the election—with your help.
Ashley Dunn—who has a 4.0 grade-point average—will be the valedictorian.
All the officers—Jane, Suzie, Brent, and Michael—will be attending the meeting.
All the officers will be attending the meeting—Jane, Suzie, Brent, and Michael.
New employees need to—
 Arrange for a parking pass
 Attend orientation meetings
 Choose a health plan

To create a dash, type the hyphen key twice—a dash is longer than a hyphen. The computer
software will usually convert the two hyphens to one long dash as you continue typing. Either
one long dash or a double hyphen is recognized as a dash.
Hyphen—Use a hyphen in the following situations:


To join two or more words used as a single modifier before a noun. These modifiers are
called compound adjectives.
Their new offices are located in a ten-story building.
Only up-to-date equipment will be installed there.



To express fractions that precede a noun and when spelling out compound numbers
between twenty-one and ninety-nine.
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He wanted two-thirds interest in the building.
Thirty-one people attended the conference.
Colon—Use a colon to separate the hours and minutes when expressing time (3:15 p.m.) and
after the salutation in a business letter that uses mixed-punctuation format (Dear Robert:). Also
use a colon, preceded by a complete sentence, when introducing a list, explanation, definition, or
quotation; and typically, double space rather than single space after the colon in these instances.
(List)
(Explanation)
(Definition)
(Quotation)

The following men earned high scores: Matt Adams, Ed Norton, and Sam King.
This is the reason the mine was closed: It doesn’t have adequate ventilation.
The word “complement” means the following: to go well with; to complete
President George H. W. Bush was adamant: “Read my lips—no new taxes.”

Note that in each of the above examples, a complete sentence is used before the colon.
Quotation Mark—Use quotation marks in the following situations:


To enclose direct quotes.
The supervisor said, "We will make progress."
"We shall make progress," the supervisor said.
The supervisor asked, "Will we make progress?"



To enclose titles of songs, magazine and newspaper articles, and themes. Italicize
(underline) titles of books, magazines, newspapers, music albums, and movies.
"Home on the Range" was sung at the rodeo.
"Progress in Cancer Research" appeared in the American Medical Journal.
(Typically, titles of publications are italicized. However, if the entire sentence in
which the title appears is italicized, the guideline is to not italicize the title, which,
then, sets it off.



Around terms to clarify their meaning or to show they’re being used in a special way.
You should attempt to “read your reader.” (to understand your reader)
MKTG 2200 is a writing course that has a distinctive “business flavor.”

Apostrophe—Use an apostrophe in the following situations:


To show possession. Form the singular and plural possessive of nouns by adding 's. If the
noun already ends in “s,” add only an apostrophe. Use an apostrophe in impersonal
pronouns (such as anyone, someone, everybody) but not in personal pronouns (such as her,
your, our) to show possession.
I wrote the operator's number on the yellow pad.
Our customers' reaction will be studied carefully.
The men's coats will be on sale beginning Friday.
Marilyn's work is more carefully done than yours (personal pronoun)
Someone's (impersonal pronoun) house has been painted.
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To show the omission of a letter in a contraction.
It's going to rain.
They haven't come yet, but I'll call you as soon as they arrive.



To avoid possible confusion. For example, no apostrophe is needed in CDs, TVs, or IVs.
However, an apostrophe is needed in A’s and B’s, although Cs doesn’t need one.

Italics—Use italics for the following purposes:


For the titles of publications, music albums, movies, etc.
The Deseret Morning News is available in many grocery stores.
The Business Writer’s Handbook is a helpful guide for the office.
I have a copy of Intercultural Communication that I ordered from South-Western.



For special terms or for emphasis.
A smoker is an essential tool in beekeeping.
That stock increased 15 percent in value last year!

Semicolon—In nearly every situation, a semicolon signals to a reader that an independent clause
both precedes and follows the semicolon.
You can determine whether to use a semicolon in a sentence by determining whether an
independent clause will both precede and follow the semicolon. If your sentence meets that
criterion, the semicolon will probably be correct. If your sentence does not meet that criterion,
the semicolon will probably be incorrect. For example, in the sentences below, a semicolon joins
independent clauses.
Semicolon used correctly
The findings indicate that job-related stress is widespread; next, the causes of the
stress need to be identified.
Of those surveyed, 54 percent say they work more than they previously have; and 90
percent recognize they experience stress in their occupation.
However, in the following two sentences, a semicolon incorrectly joins a dependent clause
and an independent clause, leading to potential confusion; a comma should be used instead of a
semicolon.
Semicolon used incorrectly
Employees wear down when they work long hours; even if enjoy their work.
As a result of the workload; researchers feel stressed.
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The basic rule for semicolon usage has some exceptions, including the following:
Some style manuals suggest the use of a semicolon preceding such expressions as for example,
namely, or that is in situations such as the following:
Always use figures with percents; for example, 1 percent, 10 percent, and 100
percent.
However, in business writing, the dash is often preferred to the semicolon in such instances:
Always use figures with percents—for example, 1 percent, 10 percent, and 100
percent, except in statistical material.
Semicolons should be used to avoid comma confusion if internal commas are used in any of the
dependent clauses, as in the example below.
Ms. Henderson informed us that dependable, efficient employees must be hired;
that Mr. Toone, who is in ill health, will retire soon; and that Jackson, Wyoming,
will be the location of the leadership conference.
During our tour, we will visit Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Boston, Massachusetts;
and New York City, New York.
She spoke with Liz Harper, mayor; Jim Walker, councilman; and Karen Carter,
commissioner about the transportation challenges.
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Commas and Other Punctuation Practice
In the sentences below, write C if the punctuation is correct; write I if the punctuation is
incorrect. Then make the needed corrections in punctuation.
_____ 1. Use an outline to give your speech an effective beginning, middle, and ending.
_____ 2. Marketing courses must be taught in a business environment and instructors must
have a business background to teach the courses properly.
_____ 3. Effective annual reports are written in clear simple language.
_____ 4. You should realize that accurate proofreading skills are essential to writing success;
therefore, you should master effective editing guidelines and skills early in the course.
_____ 5. Many job descriptions—especially descriptions of new positions—are not up to date.
_____ 6. On the other hand Beth has extensive auditing experience.
_____ 7. Please submit the above mentioned forms in duplicate.
_____ 8. Members of the committee agreed to remain until they completed the proposal;
although some members had, as I explained, made other plans for the afternoon.
_____ 9. The teachers think grammar should be taught in the course, two of the students think
grammar study should be eliminated.
_____10. Ned Kiriyama whom we selected as our department representative, asked each
employee to complete the survey.
_____11. Although I prepared the report on time, the data and conclusions are not accurate.
_____12. Your budget report, I might say, is a good estimate of projected revenues.
_____13. The correct answers are: true for No. 5 and false for No. 7.
_____14. I will arrive on May 14; I need a car when I arrive.
_____15. Specifically, we need debugged, up-to-date software; and Molly Finch, our new
systems manager, will select it.
_____16. The exit report, that you prepared so carefully, was accepted by the committee.
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Answers to Commas and Other Punctuation Practice
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

C (Use an outline to give your speech an effective beginning, middle, and ending.) Commas are
correctly indicated in the words that occur in a series, including the comma preceding the
conjunction.
I (Marketing courses must be taught in a business environment and instructors must have a
business background to teach the courses properly.) A comma is used between independent
clauses joined by a conjunction.
I (Effective annual reports are written in clear simple language.) A comma is needed between
clear and simple because the two coordinate, parallel adjectives modify the same noun,
language.
C (You should realize that accurate proofreading skills are essential to writing success; therefore,
you should master effective editing guidelines and skills early in the course.) A semicolon is
required before and a comma is required after a conjunctive adverb used to join independent
clauses.
C (Many job descriptions—especially descriptions of new positions—are not up to date.) Dashes
may be used to place emphasis on a part of the sentence or to provide needed content
clarification.
I (On the other hand Beth has extensive auditing experience.) A comma must follow hand to set
off the introductory phrase.
I (Please submit the above mentioned forms in duplicate.) Above-mentioned, as a compound
modifier that precede the noun it modifies, must be hyphenated.
I (Members of the committee agreed to remain until they completed the proposal; although some
members had made other plans for the afternoon.) A comma should follow proposal to indicate
a desired pause before the dependent clause that begins with although.
I (The teachers think grammar should be taught in the course, two of the students think grammar
should be eliminated.) The sentence contains a comma splice. One option to correct the
sentence is to use a coordinating conjunction—and or but—with the comma to join the two
independent clauses.
I (Ned Kiriyama whom we selected as our department representative, asked each employee to
complete the survey.) A comma is needed after the proper name Ned Kiriyama to set off the
nonrestrictive or nonessential appositive whom we selected as our department representative.
C (Although I prepared the report on time, the data and conclusions are not accurate.) The comma
correctly sets off the introductory dependent clause.
C (Your budget report, I might say, is a good estimate of projected revenues.) Commas correctly
set off the internal sentence interrupter, I might say.
I (The correct answers are: true for No. 5 and false for No. 7.) A colon is incorrect because it is
not preceded by a complete sentence. If the colon is to remain, the sentence must read answers
are as follows: . . . .
C (I will arrive on May 14; I need a car when I arrive.) The semicolon correctly joins the two
independent clauses.
C (Specifically, we need debugged, up-to-date software; and Molly Finch, our new systems
manager, will select it.) An introductory comma correctly follows Specifically. The compound
modifier up-to-date should be hyphenated because it precedes the noun it modifies, software. A
comma correctly separates debugged and up-to-date because they are equal modifiers of the
noun software.
I (The exit report, that you prepared so carefully, was accepted by the committee.) That you
prepared so carefully is an essential modifier that should not be set off with commas. To make
the clause nonessential, the writer would have to replace that with which.
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Grammar and Punctuation Practice Exam
Fundamentals—Mark the letter of the correct answer in each set.
1. Which one of the following is a clause?
a. After leaving at 10 o’clock this morning
b. Because I don’t have time
c. Replacing the printer ink
2. In which list of words below can all the words be used to change an independent clause to a
dependent clause?
a. Although, until, before, however, if, unless
b. After, and, because, when, though, while
c. Even though, as, where, since, until, if
3. Which of the following is a sentence fragment?
a. If you want to win, hurry!
b. When you return the textbook at the end of the semester.
c. And three of the employees were hired within the last month.
4. Which sentence below has a dependent clause?
a. Three of the employees are recent hires.
b. Please get the report from the top drawer in my office desk.
c. I told Bill that I needed the preliminary manual by next Friday.
5. Which of the following is a list of only state-of-being verbs?
a. am, is, was, has, being, were
b. is, are, be, been, was, am, being
6. Which of the following is a simple sentence?
a. When I finish reporting the story.
b. Stop!
c. Leon left before I came.
7. Which of the following always has a subject and a verb?
a. phrase
b. clause
c. sentence fragment
Modifiers—Mark the letter of the correct answer on the answer sheet.
8. Which of the following sentences contains a dangling modifier?
a. As he glanced up from his desk, Mr. Jones saw the expected caller.
b. Snarling and foaming at the mouth, the dog bit the dogcatcher.
c. After working on it for two weeks, the problem was resolved.
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9. Which of the following sentences does not contain a dangling modifier?
a. After firing several salespeople, the payroll was cut by 12 percent.
b. While attending school, you can work part time in the bookstore.
c. While filling the gas tank, the radio distracted Mr. Olsen.
10. Which of the following sentences does not contain a misplaced modifier?
a. Mr. Watson only interviewed three people for the position.
b. Janet bought a bottle of strong cough syrup this afternoon.
c. Ladd bought a hot cup of cocoa at the concession stand.
11. In which one of the following sentences is the compound modifier correctly written?
a. Does your band plan to participate in the Christmas-Day parade this year?
b. Alpine Electronics reported above-average earnings for this quarter.
c. Our highly-respected accounting firm has been chosen to receive the award.
12. In which one of the following sentences are modifiers correctly written?
a. I told the students to be careful if they take their own cars.
b. We drove slow on our way to Lagoon for the family reunion.
c. Andy told us to come really quick when he saw the moose.
13. In which one of the following sentences are commas and hyphens correctly used with
modifiers?
a. The entire scout troop was complimented for being so self sacrificing.
b. As a senior, Brandon found that his worn-out dictionary had become a valued, trusted
friend.
c. The deadline was hard to meet with our old-outdated equipment.
14. In which one of the following sentences are commas and hyphens correctly used with
modifiers?
a. That is a highly-valued degree in business.
b. I often refer to the confusing word list as I write.
c. Our school is in need of attractive, well-kept grounds.
Commas and Other Punctuation—In each set of sentences below, only one sentence uses
commas and other punctuation correctly. Mark the letter of the correctly written sentence
on the answer sheet.
15. a. To get the most out of the course you must study.
b. Bunker will not play in Friday’s game; although, he will travel with the team.
c. When Tamara began her internship, she had just finished her junior year.
16. a. I need to prepare a letter of application, and an attractive resume.
b. A general resume covers a variety of jobs, a job-specific resume is directed toward one
job.
c. Verbs are the strongest of all words, and using action verbs strengthens job descriptions
on resumes.
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17. a. The three stages for effective writing are prewriting, writing and rewriting.
b. Prewriting involves brainstorming gathering information and planning an outline.
c. During the writing stage, write rapidly, don’t be overly concerned with correct grammar,
and leave white space for content that needs to be added later.
18. a. As you may know going public has financial risks.
b. We will open a showroom in Orem, Utah, next month.
c. The director, Mr. Harspring is unavailable.
19. a. The meeting is July 19, 2004 in Room 142.
b. The title of the article is, “The Turn in the Economy.”
c. The school play, which Mr. Williams selected, is a musical.
20. a. We will, in the meantime, continue as planned.
b. Although no one expected it Viacom stock rose after the markets closed.
c. The report which I finished last night is on your desk.
21. a. Complete the project by noon then meet me for lunch at The Red Baron.
b. Janet, please print 40 copies of our training booklet.
c. Incidentally the auto shop needs a new arc welder.
22. a. Leslie wants to introduce the speaker, and to propose a toast.
b. If you keep reviewing the rules you will learn to apply them.
c. Andrea was recently married; therefore, she will file a joint return.
23. a. Not only Barbara but also Meridee will present a paper at the convention.
b. He will however, return the golf clubs and all of the accessories.
c. We have several projects to finish this week and no one may take time off.
Mark A if the sentence is correctly punctuated; mark B if it is not.
24. The names of the participating companies are: State Farm, WalMart, and NuSkin.
25. The title of the book is, Murder in the Red Room.
26. McDonald’s uses an apostrophe in it’s name.
27. I will—if I feel like it—take some time off toward the end of next week.
Active and passive voice and linking-verb construction—Mark A if the sentence is written
in active voice; mark B if the sentence is written in passive voice; and mark C if the
sentence reflects linking-verb construction.
28. The privacy issues were approved by both parties in the dispute.
29. We denied your request, although we wanted to help you.
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30. A pay increase was requested.
31. Mr. Wiley will be honest in all business dealings.
Mood—Mark A if the sentence is written in indicative mood (fact); mark B is the sentence
is written in imperative mood (command); and mark C if the sentence is written in
subjunctive mood (suggestion, not likely, contrary to fact).
32. UVU will provide additional parking for students.
33. The proposed transit system should reduce pollution levels in the valley by 15 percent.
34. Invite Kristen to go to the benefits office by the end of the month.
35. You will teach your class in Room 164 of the Markham building.
Expletives it and there—Mark A if the sentence uses it to take the place of a noun and there
to indicate location. Mark B if the sentence uses it or there as an expletive.
36. There are many problems for Kent to resolve.
37. The scanner is there on the credenza near the window.
38. I told Jack the computer was broken when he asked me about it.
39. It is wise to extend the tax cuts, according to the President.
Agreement and Reference—Mark the letter of the sentence that has correct agreement and
reference.
40. a) The law firm of McKay, Merrill, & Miller are representing the school.
b) Neither the textbooks nor a copy machine is currently on order.
c) The employee that was hired yesterday is a programmer.
41. a) A suitable health plan costs more than many employees can afford.
b) If a student fails an exam, I think they should be allowed to retake it.
c) The computer and the scanner is not yet ready to use.
42. a) Max told me that 3 pounds are enough meat for the barbeque.
b) Ms. Crandall told Marie that her ideas about democracy are excellent.
c) Has everyone returned his or her report?
Case—Mark A if the statement is true; mark B if it is false.
43. The phrase Richard’s and Jaron’s winning design reflects correct use of possessive case.
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44. The phrase the bosses’ books refers to one boss.
45. The plural possessive of woman is womens’.
Mark the letter of the sentence that uses case correctly.
46. a) Between you and I, those two teachers are the best in the school.
b) Did you hear that Jeffrey and she are planning to accept employment at Icon?
c) Amanda described the narrow streets of Spain to you and I.
47. a) These experts’ opinions differ from Mr. Moss’ opinion.
b) The students with the highest grade-point average are you and her.
c) The Taylor’s home needs its outside doors repainted.
48. a) Who’s friends were mentioned in the letter?
b) A good friend’s honesty is worth pile’s of gold.
c) Brian’s finished book represented a year’s work.
Tense—Mark A if the tense of the underlined verb is correct; mark B if it is not.
49. We were the employees who raised the issue.
50. Katie’s picture was on the front page of the paper in 1972. (Not a specific paper or date.)
51. In a story in yesterday’s New York Times, Colin Powell says the U.S. is working well with
its allies.
52. Last week, Sharon told me that her two sons, who live in Nebraska, were Kyle and Jason.

Answers to Grammar and Punctuation Practice Exam
1. B
2. C
3. B
4. C
5. B
6. B
7. B
8. C
9. B
10. B

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

B
A
B
C
C
C
C
B
C
A

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

B
C
A
B
B
B
A
B
A
B

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

C
A
C
B
A
B
A
A
B
B
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

A
C
B
B
B
B
A
C
B
A

51. A
52. B

Index
abstracting—an important
management skill, 232–
41
abstracts
analytical, 233, 235
critical, 233, 235
descriptive, 232, 234
informative, 232, 234
process, 233
Abstracts—Cutting
Through the Fluff, 236
accept/except, 10
access techniques, 47–48
psychological, 48
verbal, 47
visual, 48
action, 131, 139
active voice, 6, 48, 136,
150, 190, 285
adapting your message to
your audience, 28–31
adjectives
compound, 292
adverbs
ly ending, 291
advise/advice, 10
affect/effect, 10
agreement and reference,
271–76
antecedent, 273
collective nouns, 273
indefinite pronouns, 272
interrupters, 271
pronouns and nouns,
271
subjects and verbs, 271
who, that, and which,
273

alternative, 153
among/between, 10
amount of information, 31
amount/number, 10
ANSA, 131
anxious/eager, 10
anyone/any one, 11
APA documentation
guidelines, 217–20
apostrophe, 304
appendix, 229
application or cover letters
or emails, 168–70
appositives, 266
attention, 131
audience, 24, 28–31, 183,
190, 195
mystery, 31
authorization, 226
bad-news messages, 143–
55
bar graphs, 208
barriers, 54
benefits, 51
biased and discriminatory
language, 67–73
bibliography. See sources
block style, 92
blog, 188, 189
blogs, 188, 189
body, 85
buffer, 2, 145, 152
business communication,
24
misconceptions about, 2
business reports, 192–9
appendix, 229
authorization, 226
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body, 225
characteristics, 193
components, 221–29
conclusions, 228, 230
data gathering, 198
definitions, 227
delimitations, 226
executive summary, 224
formality, 193
formats, 193
historical background,
227
introduction, 225
limitations, 226
organization, 192
primary data, 198
recommendations, 228,
230
sections, 222
sources, 228
table of contents, 223
title page, 222
transmittal document,
223
types, 193
capitalization, 18–22
academics, 18
astronomical bodies, 18
businesses and
organizations, 19
calendar items, 19
compass terms, 19
derivatives of proper
nouns or adjectives,
19
family titles, 20
government bodies,
officials, and titles, 20

hyphenated words, 20
names/nicknames, 20
nationalities, races,
languages, and
religions, 20
nouns preceding
numbers or letters, 21
personal titles, 21
product and trade
names, 21
publications, literary and
artistic works, and
headings, and subject
lines, 22
central tendency, 203–4
channel, 29, 184
checklist
cover letters or emails,
170
resumes, 166
chronological resume, 159
claim message, 114, 128
persuasive, 130
clear, 77
cliches. See ineffective
word choices
climate set, 49
coherence, 74
collaborative writing—
preparing documents in
groups or teams, 242–44
colon, 304
comma splice, 300
comma usage, 298–302
adjectives, 298
complimentary close,
298
dates, 299
direct address, 299
independent clauses,
298
interrupting words, 299
introductory words,
phrases, and clauses,
298

nonrestrictive
(nonessential), 299
obvious pause, 299
places, 299
quotes, 300
series, 298
communication skills, 1
communication theory,
54–55
comparative form, 290
complete, 77
compliment/complement,
11
complimentary closing, 89
composing business
messages, 115–17
concise, 77
conclusions, 228
confused words, 10–13
conjunctive adverbs, 259
considerate, 77
content, 4–5, 8, 24
content set, 49
content, climate, and
credibility, 49–50
context, 195
coordinating conjunctions,
259
copy notation, 91
copyediting, 26
correct, 77
correlative conjunctions,
260
correspondence, 80
COS rubric, 4, 8
council/counsel, 11
counterproposal, 151
cover letters or emails
checklist, 170
outline, 168
credibility set, 50
Cs of effective
communication (five),
77
dangling modifiers, 294
dash, 303
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databases, 200
decoding, 54
definitions, 227
delimitations, 226
device/devise, 11
direct, 143, 192
direct request messages,
125–29
complaints and request
for adjustments, 128
inquiries, 125
other situations, 129
documentation, 216
documents
effective, 79
editing, 25
effective writing, 24
ellipses, 215
emotional appeals, 134
enclosure/attachment
notation, 91
encoding, 54
everyone/every one, 11
executive summary, 224
expletives, 274
external email, 112
Facebook, 173, 183, 184,
188, 1
feedback, 54
Follow-Up
Correspondence, 170–72
formal reports, 193
format
block style, 92
business
correspondence, 80–
91
email, 112
memorandum, 107
modified block style, 92
personal business letter,
93
simplified letter, 92
formatting, 3
frame of reference, 54

frequently confused words,
10
functional-chronological
resume, 159
future perfect tense, 281
future tense, 277, 279
gender bias, 67–71
sexism, 67
good-news messages, 119–
29
approving credit, 122
direct request, 125
filling orders, 121
granting adjustments,
120
granting favors, 120
making announcements,
123
transmitting enclosures,
124
goodwill, 3, 51, 53
grammar, 23, 253
clauses and phrases, 256
conjunctions and
sentence variety, 259
coordination and
subordination, 258
parts of speech, 253
practice, 261
sentence types, 257
subject-verb pairs, 255
grammar and punctuation,
253–314
practice exam, 310
graphic aids
bar graphs, 208
line graphs, 209
pie charts, 210
tables, 207
graphics, 86, 205–12
hashtags, 186
header
letter, 110
memorandum, 110
headings, 42
first degree, 44, 45

format, 45
formatting, 42
levels, 42–46
second degree, 44, 45
third degree, 44, 45
historical background, 227
hyphen, 303
idioms. See ineffective
word choices
imply/infer, 11
indirect, 143, 192
ineffective word choices
cliches, 62
couplets, 64
euphemisms, 62
idioms, 63
practice, 65
uncommon words, 62
informal reports, 193
inside address, 83
Instagram, 185, 188
instant messaging, 190
internal email, 112
in-text documentation, 216
introduction, 225
it’s/its, 11
italics, 305
job acceptance messages,
172
job application process,
157
job documents, 157–82
resources, 172
justification, 85
language, 30
language usage
excellent, 6
weak, 6
later/latter, 11
led/lead, 11
less/fewer, 12
letter
components, 80–91
letterhead, 81
personal, 81, 106
limitations, 226
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line graphs, 209
LinkedIn, 173, 187, 188
linking verb construction,
286
lists, 86
logical appeals, 134
loose/lose, 12
mean, 203
mechanics, 6
median, 203
memorandum
format, 107
microblogging, 189
misspelled. See spelling
MKTG 2200, 1
mobile phones, 191
mobile platforms, 191
mode, 203
modified- XE
"format:modified block
style" block style, 92
modifiers, 290–97
compound, 292
dangling, 294
misplaced, 293
practice, 296
mood, 285
mood and voice shifts, 287
mood, voice, and linking
verb
construction, 285–89
practice, 288
myself versus I, 267
need, 131
needs, 134
negative, 52
NEMO, 144
with resale, 153
with resale and
promotion/alternative,
154
nonsexist. See biased and
discriminatory language
number usage, 14–17
begin sentences, 14
connected numbers, 14

decimals, 16
distances, measures,
dimensions, weights,
and temperatures, 16
dollars, 15
fractions, 15
money, 15
months and days, 16
one through ten, 14
percentages, 15
time, 16
with the word number,
16
objective case, 263, 264
online plaforms, 183–91
organization, 5, 8, 25
outline
bad-news messages, 143
cover letters or emails,
168
good-news messages,
119
persuasive messages,
130
proposals, 196
resumes, 159
routine messages, 118
outlines and headings, 42–
46
paragraph unity and
coherence, 74–75
paragraphs
effective, 78
parallel structure. See
parallelism
parallelism, 35–41
correlative conjunctions,
37
definition, 35
listing, 36
structure, 36
passed/past, 12
passive voice, 6, 52, 148,
149, 285
past perfect tense, 280
past tense, 277, 279

period, 303
personal business letter, 93
personal/personnel, 12
persuasive messages, 130–
41
pie charts, 210
plagiarism, 213
positive language, 51, 116,
148
practice, 53
possessive case, 263, 267
joint ownership, 268
precede/proceed, 12
present, 33
present perfect tense, 280
present tense, 277
preview, 32
preview, present, review,
32–34
prewrite, 27, 233
prewriting, 24
principle/principal, 12
principles
effective writing, 24–27
of business writing, 1
problem, 225
procedures, 225
progressive tense, 281
pronouns, 51
proposals, 195–96
outline, 196
punctuation, 23
practice, 307
punctuation fine points,
309
punctuation marks (other
than comma), 303–8
purpose, 24, 195, 225
of business writing, 3
question mark, 303
quotation mark, 304
quotations, 86, 213
brackets, 215
ellipses, 215
sic, 215
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reader reaction, 115, See
audience
displeasure, 116
indifferent, 116
neutral, 116
pleasure, 115
recommedations, 228
recommendation letters,
167
reference initials, 90
references. See sources
personal, 167
professional, 167
References, 166–68
request, 139
resale, 151
resumes, 159–66
achievements, 164
action verbs, 162
checklist, 166
education, 161
evidence, 163
format, 159
identification
information, 160
objective, 160
organization, 159
personal information,
165
power statement, 160
qualifications, 163
work experience, 161
review, 34
rewrite, 234
rewriting, 25
routine messages, 118–19
rubric. See COS rubric
sale/sell, 12
sales promotion, 151
salutation, 84
sample size, 198
sampling methods, 198
scope. See delimitations
secondary data, 200
semicolon, 305
sentences

effective, 78
sentences, paragraphs,
documents, 77–79
sight/site/cite, 12
signature line, 89
simplified letter format, 92
social media, 183, 188
solution, 131, 136
sources, 228
spelling, 9
stationary/stationery, 13
style, 5–7, 8
subject line, 85
subjective case, 263
subjective, objective, and
possessive case, 263–70
practice, 269
subjunctive mood, 149,
285
subordinating
conjunctions, 259
superlative, 290
survey questions, 199
survey tips, 200

table of contents, 223
tables, 207
tense, 277–84
practice, 283
than/then, 13
thank-you messages, 170
that/which, 13
there/their/they're, 13
title page, 222
to/too, 13
tone, 30
transitional words and
phrases, 76
transmittal document, 223
Twitter, 183, 185, 188,
189, 1, 4
unity, 74
using data in business
documents, 213–16
vertical centering, 94, 170
web writing. See online
platforms
where/were, 13
who and whom, 266
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who's/whose, 13
widow/orphan, 86
wordy expressions, 56–61
adjectives and adverbs,
60
noun phrases, 58
practice, 60
prepositional phrases, 57
that, 59
verb phrases, 57
works cited. See sources
write, 233
writing, 25
process, 24–27
skills, 1
you attitude, 51, 52
practice, 53
you attitude, positive
language, and goodwill,
51–53
you viewpoint. See you
attitude
your/you're, 13

